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ilitary academies aim to educate for leadership. As a nation, we hope that
even those graduates who do not serve full careers in the military will even-
tually assume positions of leadership in other institutions. The essays in this vol-
ume are a complete collection of the distinguished lectures in ethics given at
the U.S. Air Force Academy from the fall of 1988 to the spring of 1999. While
there is no single theme that runs through the entire collection, each essay has
a common purpose: each lecturer was, in his or her own way, attempting to con-
tribute to the ethical education of our nation’s future leaders. The contributors
come from a variety of backgrounds (the series has enjoyed the participation of
distinguished academics, high-ranking military of¤cers, judges, university ad-
ministrators, and political of¤ce holders) and in this volume we can read what
some leading thinkers from these various backgrounds have to offer on the sub-
ject of ethics and leadership.
The two lectures are managed by the Academy’s Department of Philoso-
phy. The Joseph A. Reich, Sr., Distinguished Lecture on War, Morality and the
Military Profession began in 1988 and is delivered each fall. The late Joseph
A. Reich, Sr. was a distinguished and long-time resident of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, and was instrumental in bringing the Air Force Academy to that
city. The Reich lecture series is supported though an endowment fund from
Mr. Reich and his family, which is administered by the Air Force Academy As-
sociation of Graduates. It honors “Papa Joe,” as he was affectionately known,
for his many years of dedicated service to the Academy, the Colorado Springs
community, and the United States. The Alice McDermott Memorial Lecture
in Applied Ethics has been given each spring, beginning in 1991. The McDer-
mott lectures are in memory of Alice Patricia McDermott, deceased wife of
the Academy’s ¤rst Dean of the Faculty, retired Brigadier General Robert F.
McDermott. Mrs. McDermott was intensely involved in the lives of cadets
M
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and was a strong, positive role model for all the young people that knew her.
When General McDermott assumed the presidency of USAA, the McDer-
motts moved to San Antonio, where she continued her tireless volunteer ef-
forts with St. Luke’s Hospital, the Cancer Center Council, The Southwest
Foundation Forum, Ronald McDonald House, the San Antonio Symphony
League, and Project ABC. The McDermott series is funded by the Major Gen-







T hree Moral Certainties
John T. Noonan, Jr.
hat do I mean by “moral certainties”? I mean things that we are sure of
by means other than mathematical calculation or logical deduction,
where following the rules of the system assures certainty, and other than physi-
cal sensation, where we trust our senses to know that we have two hands and
walk on earth. We are morally certain that there is a Julius Caesar and morally
certain that there is an Uzbekistan. On a personal level most of us are morally
certain that our parents love us. Moral certainty depends on experience, but
the certainty exceeds the experience. To be morally certain of something is not
to be infallibly right but to be sure enough of it to act con¤dently in the belief
that it exists. We have, obviously, a multitude of moral certainties. I should like
to elaborate on three moral certainties that we have in our moral life. These
certainties are in a double sense moral. They affect our moral life, and they
have a certainty of the kind I call moral.
I will begin with a story. In 1942 the German army was occupying Poland.
Far behind the lines was the small Polish city of Józefów. In June, Police Bat-
talion 101, a unit of ¤ve hundred men of the occupying force, received orders
to round up and kill every Jew in Józefów.1 Every Jew meant every Jew, regard-
less of gender, health, or age. The order was carried out. The Jews were taken
from their homes to the town square and methodically shot. Babies were bay-
oneted. In all over twelve thousand persons were put to death.2 These killings
are described with documentary detail by Daniel Joseph Goldhagen in his
book Hitler’s Willing Executioners.
W
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Focusing on particular events Goldhagen highlights the personal decisions
of those who took human lives in the course of the Holocaust, a mass event
whose enormity, the destruction of over ¤ve million Jews, is such that it may
blunt our sensibilities or cause us to blank out. Just as it may be far easier to
understand the expenditure of $1,000 than the expenditure of $1,000,000,000,
so the smaller killings can be better grasped. So Goldhagen takes pains to de-
scribe the action of Police Battalion 101’s commander, Major Wilhelm Trapp,
who told his men that anyone who did not think himself able to engage in the
killing would be excused without reprimand.3 Several men took advantage of
this order. The rest were willing executioners.
What is one’s ¤rst reaction on reading or hearing of this event? I am not
sure, but I think it is to ask, “Had the Germans discovered some sabotage
going on in Józefów or had there been some guerilla action against the Ger-
man invaders for which this response was deemed appropriate reprisal?” Inex-
cusable as such massive retaliation would have been, whatever the stimulus,
we still do not want to believe that it did not have the slightest military
justi¤cation. Nothing of a military nature had, in fact, occurred. The Jews of
Józefów were not different from other civilians in the occupied area. They
were killed because of deliberate Nazi policy.4
When we ¤nd on such investigation that the victims were totally blame-
less and that the order to kill was deliberate policy, we think—nearly all people
will think—that the killings were murder, the intentional taking of human
lives without justi¤cation. The killings were acts of evil. We do not need to
know the international law of war or the law of the Third Reich to reach this
conclusion. We are morally certain. That certainty is part of a larger moral cer-
tainty: evil acts are done in the world.
Let me drive home this large and simple truth with other examples of mass
murder from this century. In the period from 1916 to 1918 the government of
Turkey turned against the Armenians, a minority of 2,000,000 persons distin-
guished by religion, ethnicity, and culture from the Moslem majority. The Ar-
menians had lived for centuries within the Ottoman Empire. Still, 320,000 were
killed intentionally; another 680,000 or more died as a result of starvation.5 Over
half of the Armenians in the empire did not escape death, a fact that the Turkish
government still does not admit.
In the period 1926 to 1953 of Josef Stalin’s rule of the Soviet Union the Com-
munist regime killed purposefully at least 1,000,000 persons; another 19,000,000
died of starvation.6 The victims of the killings were enemies identi¤ed by social
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class or status or political opinion and, in the case of Polish and Ukrainian vic-
tims, by ethnic difference.
In 1994 in Rwanda the Hutu government organized a three-month massacre
of the Tutsi population. The Tutsis looked different from the Hutus, were alleged
to be racially different, and had been the Hutus’ social superiors. Of a Tutsi popu-
lation of 930,000, this brief campaign of killing put to death 850,000.7 According
to Gérard Prunier, this was “one of the highest casualty rates of population in his-
tory from non-natural causes.”8
I do not need to be exhaustive—to detail the Japanese rape of Nanking and
killing of more than 260,000 Chinese,9 the Cultural Revolution in China and
the killing of 7.7 million Chinese,10 the regime of the Khmer Rouge and the
deaths of 1.5 million Cambodians.11
Morbid fascination may be the result of this catalogue of horrors that has
marked the twentieth century, most of them in my lifetime; but they are hor-
rible to dwell upon, and memory of them—the atrocities against the Arme-
nians, for example—fades. I recall these events now to ask, “Is not each of
these events evil? Does not any human being hearing of them judge them to
be aberrations from humanity, fanatic explosions, massacre on a massive scale?
If the killing of the Jews of Józefów demonstrated deeds of evil, are not all of
these unjusti¤ed killings the amplest possible con¤rmation that evil exists and
can be recognized as existing?”
Mass murder, it is now evident, knows no boundaries, is not the province
of any particular ethnic, religious, national, or ideological group. Turkey, the
Soviet Union, Germany, and Rwanda nurtured and harbored the murderers.
Nazis and Communists, entrenched imperialists and tribal juntas, have alike
been guilty. Some of these slaughters took place against the background of a war
(the killing of the Armenians and of the Jews), but none of them was necessary
to ¤ghting the war, none was occasioned by military necessity. The motives for
the murders were varied—religious and ethnic in Turkey, ideological and class
in the Soviet Union, ethnic and ideological in Germany, ethnic and class in
Rwanda. Characteristic of each case is the marking of the victims as different
from their murderers. A sign was put upon them—literally in Germany, ¤gura-
tively in the other cases—declaring the difference: “They are not us.” It has been
essential to mark the victims in this way so that the murderers will not see them
as human beings like themselves. Not see them as themselves—that is the trick,
if “trick” is not too trivial a description of the act by which a species of subhu-
manity is created. The “not seeing” is easier if the victims are physically out of
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sight, but essentially the “not seeing” is a mental act by which those to be killed
are no longer regarded as human beings like the killers. Creation of a species of
subhumans has been the way the killers have salved or sti¶ed their consciences.
For I have no doubt that the killers, like their victims, had consciences. I am
sure that the killers had consciences because they were human beings. If you
and I recognize that their acts were evil, it is because our human consciences
convey this judgment to us. Because they were human beings, the killers must
have had the same basic human equipment for detecting evil.12 If they failed to
do so as they entered on mass slaughter, it must have been that in delusion or
self-deceit they took their victims to be subhumans they could kill at will.
Have I gone too far and too fast in assuming that you will agree that these
deeds were deeds of monstrous evil and that it is your conscience that tells you
so? Let me go back to the story I started with and Goldhagen’s book, Hitler’s
Willing Executioners, from which the story comes, because the book gives me
pause. The book ¤rst appeared in the United States and, when reviewed in Ger-
many, caused a furor. Who was this American to pass moral judgment on Ger-
man soldiers? For the German translation Goldhagen wrote a special foreword,
disclaiming moral judgment. He wrote, “It is because the task of this investiga-
tion is historical explanation, not moral evaluation, that issues of moral guilt
and responsibility are never directly addressed.”13 As if he were making no moral
judgments all the time he described the killings! He went on to note that after
the war a court of the Federal Republic of Germany had tried the killers of
Józefów and had found them guilty under German criminal law.14 The judg-
ment, then, was the law’s, not his. In the same spirit he wrote of other Ger-
mans—those who were not at Józefów but who may have in their hearts approved
the deeds—that the moral judgment “is to be left to each individual who wants
to render moral judgments, just as each individual today is left to evaluate his
or her contemporaries who harbor reprehensible views and tendencies.”15 There
you see what is at work: he makes the moral judgment that the views are repre-
hensible, but he does not make a moral judgment for anyone else, it is up to each
individual. In that hesitancy I see the modern problem.
Goldhagen does not say what a believing Jew or Christian would say: The
deeds of the men of Police Battalion 101 were sins. They were offenses against
God and against neighbor. They violated God’s commandment, “You shall not
murder.”16 Similarly, a believer would say that those who harbored in their hearts
the desire to destroy the Jews were sinners, their thoughts were known to God
and hateful to God.17
So at the end of the twentieth century, in the face of moral evils of unspeak-
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able horror, of which the killing of the Jews of Józefów is a specimen, an author
who has the courage to describe the evil deeds and chart the evil thoughts does
not condemn the deeds and the thoughts in unconditional terms. He leaves the
evaluation of the thoughts to each individual.
Who can fault Goldhagen? In our secular society, what else has authority
except the law and one’s own sense of rightness? Goldhagen seems to speak for
his generation. In 1997, Richard Posner, a representative spokesman of an earlier
generation, a distinguished graduate of Yale, gave the Holmes Lectures at Har-
vard Law School, attacking “academic moralists” and deriding their preten-
sions.18 All morals, Posner maintains, are local; none are so universal as to be
applied across the board.19 Posner disavows being an amoralist or nihilist; he ad-
mits to having his own local morals,20 those appropriate to a graduate of Yale
College and Harvard Law School and the chief judge of a federal appeals court
in Chicago. But he will not claim that his morals are better than another’s. As
to whose morals are better, he is neutral. As a corollary of this neutrality, he ar-
gues that law must be kept clear of the contamination that comes from taking
morals “too seriously.”21 The purity of law, unaffected by moral content, appears
as a desideratum. Posner’s ¤ne lectures are a splendid presentation of a position
in which God is unmentioned and relativism reigns. His approach to moral judg-
ments coincides with Goldhagen’s. Moral certainties disappear. 
Yet Goldhagen and Posner are possessed of moral certainties. Posner, as
much as Goldhagen, wants to condemn the conduct of the Nazis. At one point
he describes our “revulsion” against the Nazis, which he attempts to relativize
as “understandable without reference to morality, being based on altruism for
the victims and fear of the perpetrators.”22 (I do not understand why he excludes
altruism from morality.) At another point he maintains that Hitler can be con-
demned because his regime failed; Posner takes the failure to be proof of the
lack of functionality in his system and sees this lack as a moral failure.23 Posner
relies on the retrospective judgment that the Nazi regime was immoral because
it did not survive. He uses the same kind of argument to show that Communism
in Russia was wrong: it ¤nally collapsed.
The dif¤culty with this sort of argument is that no regime, no society, no
way of life survives forever. Hitler’s regime had a dozen years of life, Soviet
Communism seventy, the slaveholding South two and a half centuries. Was
each regime immune from criticism while the society lasted and then shown
to be immoral by its failure to be immortal? There is little demonstrable con-
nection between social morality and social mortality.
Goldhagen’s use of the law of Germany suffers from the same weakness as
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Posner’s criterion of survival. If Hitler had won the war, German law would not
have condemned the men of Police Battalion 101. It was only Hitler’s failure
that brought a different reading of the law into play. The condemnation of their
conduct is made, in Goldhagen’s presentation, to rest on a result as arbitrary as
the survival of the regime, for the result he relies on came about only by the
destruction of the regime.
Inadequate as their criteria are, Goldhagen and Posner are clear in their
judgment of the Nazis and expect their readers to share their judgment. Does
not each silently appeal to a standard of judgment that is not local and relative,
that is more stable than shifts in a regime? I infer that they must, or they could
not speak with the moral certainty they do in condemning Nazi barbarism and
wickedness. Indeed, would they speak at all if their moral judgments were
merely private preferences?24 They speak—they voice positions—because they
share these positions with what they hope is humanity.
Let me support that inference further in Goldhagen’s case by his conviction
that the thoughts of those Germans who wanted the Jews dead were reprehensible.
On what criterion does his own clear judgment rest? One reason for morally con-
demning thoughts that have resulted in actions is that they predispose to action.
Wish a particular group or class dead, and if the opportunity occurs, one may help
effect the wish by killing or by not impeding killing. If the killing is bad, then the
predisposing thoughts that facilitate it must be bad. Although law condemns only
the act, not the predisposition, a good moralist will condemn both.25
Predisposition, however, does not always lead to action or culpable inaction.
The thought held as wish, as morbid fantasy, may never have the chance to affect
conduct. Neither Goldhagen nor we can say with con¤dence how many Ger-
mans held these thoughts that never ripened in any way. Yet Goldhagen says
with moral certainty—and invites his readers to join him in saying—that the
thoughts were “reprehensible.” Why? Why should those harboring the bad
thoughts be morally condemned for thinking?
Before offering an answer to that question, let me offer three propositions
that are relevant to an answer:
There is no judgment without a judge.
There is no judge without a law.
There is no law without a lawgiver.
Albert Camus’s La Chute26 may be taken as an elaborate demonstration of the
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truth of these propositions. Its protagonist is a lawyer, Jean-Baptiste Clamence,
who describes himself as a judge-penitent. He is conscious of guilt for something
he has done or not done, either killing his mistress or not preventing her suicide.
But his judgment on himself is vacuous and his penitence is unavailing. His judg-
ment on himself is empty because judgment requires impartiality; no one can be
a judge in his own case. His penitence is unavailing, for there is no one to whom
he can say he is sorry. His regret hangs meaninglessly in the air. There is only his
fall. There is no judge to judge him, there is no law to empower a judge to judge
him, there is no lawgiver to give such a law. Camus’s judge-penitent is in the posi-
tion of those who would condemn the Nazis and have only local, retrospective,
state-made criminal law on which to rely. They have in effect neither judge nor
law nor lawgiver.
The ultimate thrust of my argument, as by now may be obvious, is that
the foundation of our moral certainty about moral evil comes from the exist-
ence of a law written in our hearts and known by our consciences; and if there
is a law, there is a lawgiver. The extensive existence of evil is taken by some to
be evidence that the world is a chaos formed by chance, without rhyme or rea-
son; that it is, as an irreverent German movie title puts it, a case of “every man
for himself and god against all.”27 I argue to the contrary. The extensive exist-
ence of evil proves the existence of a God who has given human beings a law.
Without that law we would not recognize at once and without dif¤culty the
evil of mass murder whoever its perpetrators are, whoever its victims are. No
local transient custom, no special bias, accounts for the universal condemna-
tion. Our moral certainty of the evil points to the second moral certainty I
hold we have in the realm of morals: that our acts and thoughts are subject to
a law established by a lawgiver who is not human.
In the context of our civilization, for Jews and for Christians, the name of
that lawgiver is God. Our morals begin with the commandments attributed to
God. In that context, the most relevant is the commandment sometimes trans-
lated, “You shall not kill,” but better translated, “You shall not murder.”28 The
people to whom the commandment was originally addressed, and to whose care
its preservation is owed, engaged in various kinds of killing without compunc-
tion. They ate animals, they practiced capital punishment, they conducted
wars.29 “You shall not murder” was how the commandment was understood.
The commandment was reinforced by the story that opens the Hebrew
Bible: The Creator creates human beings in the image of the Creator.30 In a met-
aphor that is obscure but illuminating, human beings are presented as
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re¶ections of a divinity. For that reason their dignity, including the life of each,
is special.
What constitutes murder, on what occasions the taking of human life is
morally justi¤ed, underwent development in the biblical context31 and has un-
dergone development in the course of civilization. American law, for example,
carefully distinguishes degrees of malice in killing and treats criminal negli-
gence in bringing about a death as less than reckless indifference resulting in
death, and each less than intentional killing, although all are species of homi-
cide.32 The necessity of capital punishment has been sharply criticized.33 All
morals have a dynamic capacity to develop and to interact with human law.
The moral certainty that the unjusti¤ed taking of human life is evil, the moral
certainty that a law inscribed in our being condemns it—these two moral cer-
tainties remain.
Admitting the fact of moral development that judges what kind of killing
constitutes murder appears to reveal a weak point in my argument. I have as-
sumed that each of the mass killings I condemn was not justi¤ed. But were the
killings not justi¤ed in the eyes of the killers? Innocent as the victims appear to
us, would their killers not have justi¤ed dispatching the victims in terms of na-
tional security or the class struggle? In every age and in all parts of the world there
have been killings organized and carried out by governments—killings not re-
garded as murder because they were regarded by the state as justi¤ed. In this way
in medieval Europe incorrigible heretics were thought to be rightly punished by
death; even in seventeenth-century Boston Quakers were hanged on Boston
Common because they were heretics who, contrary to law, had returned to Mas-
sachusetts.34 In this way in the nineteenth century American Indians were dis-
possessed and killed if they resisted too much. In this way today in California and
thirty-six other states criminals are executed for their bloody deeds.35 No one who
kills on behalf of the state is regarded as a murderer; the state has decided that
the killing is justi¤ed. Justi¤cation for the killing—not the killing itself—appears
to be at the nub of the moral judgment of whether or not a killing is murder. 
I agree that as to justi¤cation there has been development and as to some
justi¤cations no universal human agreement exists. Nonetheless I argue that
common human characteristics—age, gender, physical condition, mental capac-
ity—can never be justi¤cation for killing. These characteristics never suf¤ciently
distinguish one group of human beings from another. It would be irrational any-
where to kill those under ¤ve feet or all the redheads. By a parity of reasoning it
is irrational to kill those identi¤ed by other characteristics they cannot change,
such as ethnicity. If ethnicity is an excuse for killing, then every section of the
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human race is eligible for extermination. Finally I argue that experience has
taught us that to enforce religious faith by death is to contradict the foundation
of faith and that to achieve justice in the social structure by death is to be unjust.
In sum, the justi¤cations advanced for the massacres of our century do not bear
rational examination. To accept these justi¤cations in the light of the law in-
scribed and developed within us is to violate that law.
I speak of a law inscribed in our being, and I come to the third moral cer-
tainty I want to set before you today: that our moral life is conducted in our
minds. I spoke earlier of a law written in our hearts, as I just now spoke of a law
inscribed in our being. Clearly, these references are metaphorical. You can take
the heart out of a human body and hold it in your hand, as a cardiac surgeon
does during surgery, and you will ¤nd no text on its surface. You can examine
the anatomy of our being without ¤nding a single inscription. You can look at
every movement in our brain without being able to detect a moral thought.
In the last twenty years the neurosciences have made extraordinary progress
in the mapping of the brain, locating, for example, the amygdala as the place
where emotions of anger and anxiety are processed, and charting the effect of
dopamine on certain synapses. Analogies with the workings of computers have
aided these scienti¤c endeavors in understanding the neural connections and
processes. These successes, and the greater successes they promise, have encour-
aged some to conclude that eventually the mind will be explained as a complex
of interacting neurons—or rather, the mind will be dropped from the explana-
tion as unnecessary. With the disappearance of mind will go such notions as the
will, intention, and thought, already concepts linguistically relegated by aggres-
sive materialists to the category of “folk psychology.”36
As this intellectual battle over the implications of the neurosciences takes
shape, it is obvious that our morals, like our law, are vitally dependent on intan-
gible dynamisms, including will, intention, thought, and conscience. None of
the processes by which law measures our acts, by which moral judgments are
made, are identical with the physical processes of the brain. To look for them in
the brain is like Khrushchev asking if the cosmonauts found God beyond the
atmosphere. Neither God nor a human intention is a measurable physical sub-
stance. That we so easily use metaphors to describe the mind—that we must use
metaphors to describe the mind—is some evidence that neither our law nor our
morals depend on the conviction that the mind and the brain are identical. Why
do we speak of the law in our hearts unless we are using metaphor to capture
invisible realities not capturable by quantitative measurements?
The criminal law is insistent that it judges acts, not thoughts; but there is
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no human act unless a thought determines it.37 Purpose is joined by thought
to physical movement to form a human act that the criminal law can judge.
The same is true of morals. A physical movement—a letting go of one’s hands,
for example—is not a moral act. It is only when thought provides purpose that
moral judgment is possible. Then, for example, pulling the trigger on a gun
can constitute murder or lawful self-defense; it depends in great part on the
purpose of the action.
Going even further, I maintain that in morals, thoughts by themselves can
be judged. They can be judged because they predispose one to later actions.
They can be judged because they themselves violate the law inscribed in our
being. To think that all the Jews or Armenians or capitalists or Tutsi should be
killed is already to dehumanize them; to hate to the point of desiring extermi-
nation of the hated humans is to commit murder in the heart. The offense,
invisible to others, is seen by the invisible giver of the law, who is also its judge.
That is the third moral certainty I offer to you.
In capsule, I have shown four large instances of killing where the creation
of a subhuman class for living human beings no longer seen as human consti-
tutes irrational justi¤cation, and that every human being can recognize the kill-
ing of them as evil; that unlike the unnecessarily reticent Goldhagen, the
relativizing Posner, and the frustrated judge-penitent of Camus, I believe the evil
is recognized because it violates an interior, invisible law of our being; and that
that law has been provided by a lawgiver, who will judge the violations of the law,
be they purposeful murder or the thought of purposeful murder. We are morally
certain of the evil, of the law, of the lawgiver-judge of our hearts.
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The Erosion of Moral Sensibility
John J. McDermott
have to say that I am aware that my presentation of a stand-up, belt-it-out
in public lecture at this time has the odor of a troglodyte. We seem to be
caught between two depressing “stools” (the pun is intended); the ¤rst features
the glitz of pop-culture, showboat sports and preening politicians. The second
features the dreary data-bases of academic analyses and in-house jargonic puff.
In the ¤rst, eros has degenerated into ahistorical sleaze and in the second, eros
has disappeared. For those among us who believe in intellectual passion rather
than settling for intellectual inquiry, I say that we are a remnant and as such,
so be it, for we believe that the integrity of the journey is all that we share so
as to live, move and have our being.
The remarks which follow have as their ambience my having to re-think
and thereby re-live my tried and assumedly true assumptions as a result of
being savagely derailed from the neat clicking wheels of a life onward and up-
ward. Some ten years ago having, as they say, bottomed out, one is then faced
with the other side of the Janus directly, asking not just second questions but
even third questions. Life, as philosophy, echoing William James, is the habit
of always seeing an alternative. A life and person threatening experience (they
are not identical—each of us needs both at some time) effects a profound
transformation of what one already “knew” to be so but did not “know” to be
so. The American poet, Wallace Stevens has it best:
I
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You have a blue guitar
You do not play things as they are
. . . Things as they are
Are changed upon the blue guitar
And so, I offer here, some comments on the obvious, the quotidian, put
suf¤ciently different, I trust, so as to prompt you to ask at least a second question.
Preamble
Remember that in life you ought to behave as at a Banquet.
—Epictetus, The Enchiridion - XV
In a relievedly brief vein, I offer here my personal stance as a context for the di-
agnosis to follow. I am not a Cassandra, who in the Agamemnon of Aeschylus,
stands in the chariot facing the great doors of the palace which homes the House
of Atreus, and issues her prophecy of doom. Although I can be Cassandra-like,
especially on the vexing problem of world population, I keep going in the hope
of better times. Conversely, I am not the eighth dwarf who awakes every morning
singing, “Hi-Ho, Hi-Ho, it’s off to work we go” and then proceeding to tell us
that if you sing all day long, your troubles will go! Work may save, but it can also
punish. Consequently, please hear my remarks tonight as neither pessimistic nor
optimistic. Rather, take them as melioristic, a sort of moral dew-line, an early
(late?) warning system for me and for thee!
In the parlance of medical practice, it is now virtually a truism that com-
passionate care in the face of serious medical illness requires the presence of a
wounded healer. The analogy to the moral question has not been forthcoming
but it is pertinent and overdue. I put it this way. Moral pedagogy requires the
presence of a judge-penitent, in the telling phrase of Albert Camus. Different
from the self-destructive protagonist of Camus’ last novel, The Fall, my em-
phasis is on “penitent,” and who among us is not one of those or one who
should admit to being one of those, thereby obviating the besetting sin of cast-
ing the stone. Moral outrage frequently masks systemic hypocrisy. See, for ex-
ample, the of¤cial rhetoric during the war in Vietnam, in which the moral
posturing on behalf of democracy was in fact a cover-up for jingoistic scape-
goating. Try one closer to our time, that is, now, alas. Many ill veterans of the
Gulf War have been accosted with the moralistic attitude that they are actually
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hypochondriacal and medical malingerers. Despite these bravado pronounce-
ments from paragons of of¤cial dissemblement, with each passing day it be-
comes both startling and obvious that once again the public moral take is but
a smokescreen, blocking us from the malodorous underbelly. Put directly, the
word in question is not dissembling. It is lying. There is a difference and, once
more, if you have lied, you know what I mean. (For every gloss here—I am just
as aware as you, that there exist exceptions. They are just that, exceptions. Fur-
ther they are used in the manipulative form of co-optation, namely, to throw
us off track, off the scent. It is the bad faith of an appeal to boot-strapping by
those who have no such experience.)
It goes something like this or with Kurt Vonnegut, “and so it goes.” Hey
there, John J., Have you ever done anything wrong? Have you ever ¶outed,
¶aunted, trashed, ignored or violated the moral law? First response: Who me?
Not me? Second response, well, perhaps, a time or two. Third response, Yes,
Big time. Now and only now can I suggest that there may be a better way. To
sustain this proposal of the wounded moralist, you reach for St. Augustine
who offers to the in¤nite God, that “if we had not sinned, you would not have
loved us.” Or you can appeal to the antique and deeply Christian moral tradi-
tion of the “felix culpa,” the happy fault which sees sin as the way to grace. A
more recent invocation would be that of John Dewey for whom we lived by
the funded experiences of our personal and collective historical past, learning
equally from the negative and damaging. Whatever, however, the paradox is
that unless I say I am sorry, unless I apologize, I am not in any position to offer
advice let alone wallow in moral outrage. Parenthetically, I trust that you have
noticed this form of authorial confessional critique is noticeably absent in the
long history of ethical theory.
So, having said that I am sorry on more than one occasion, I set forth on
the text in hand.
T he American Setting: A Tale
I was a young child in the bleak decade of the American 1930’s. Three of my
grandparents were dead. My paternal grandfather was buried on the nasty Janu-
ary day that I was born in 1932. My remaining grandparent was my maternal
grandmother, known in our family as Nana. Widowed at an early age, with three
young children, she made a living for them by scrubbing ¤re-house ¶oors and
sewing men’s ties. She was a follower of the New York Giants of John McGraw
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and a whiz at pinochle. My entire extended family was shanty Irish. We had
nothing, except the American dream, Irish style.
I correct myself, for I should not say “nothing.” For the shanty Irish did man-
age to obtain, grab or perhaps even purloin one precious possession, lace curtains,
to be had no doubt in de¤ance of our often offensive and patronizing peers, the
lace-curtain Irish. My Nana had such a set of curtains. Each spring they would
be ceremoniously washed, starched and tacked to a long, nail-pronged stretcher.
For decades, I helped to do that. And then, as she failed in strength I did them
for her. Some thirty years ago, when she was in her eighties, I said to her, “time
for the curtains.” Nana replied, not this year. What! Why not? They were thread-
bare. A stretch was beyond their reach. They would fray and the threads would
unravel, spinning dizzily out of control, dangling, footless, homeless, anomic and
pathetically lonely, each and all of them, lonely together.
Nana Kelly was dead within the year.
I think here of America, our “strand” of hope and I ask do we still have that
long-standing, self-announcing con¤dence in our ability to meet and match our
foes, of any and every stripe, political, economic, natural, and, above all, spiritual,
arising from without and within our commonwealth? I do not ask this as a rhe-
torical question but rather one of direct, existential contemporaneity, the inten-
tion of which is to elicit an equally direct response. For most of my life, even
through the turbulent and bewildering decade of the 1960’s, I would answer, yes.
Subsequently, my reply became halting and had the responding cloak of “maybe”
about it. Of late, I carry with me, resonant of many others among us, a lamen-
table dubiety about whether, in fact, we are still able to tap that eros of commu-
nity, which has served us so well for the past three centuries.
This dubiety does not trace to events so much as to mood. To be sure, events
such as the Oklahoma City bombing and the escalating, precipitous rise in acts
of violence as traceable to the increasing presence of estrangement, and onto-
logical rather than functional frustration, is of central moment. The issue in
question, however, cuts deeper and may presage our having lost the capacity to
rework and reconstitute the viability of a pluralistic and mosaic communal fab-
ric which, in truth, is simply quintessential if we are to survive as a nation.
Taking heed of botanical and physiological metaphors, far more helpful
in telling us what is happening than is the language of logic and conceptual
schemas, I hear the following conversations. After an ice storm, a ¶ood, a ¤re
or just the constant, searing sun of the Texas summer, one asks of the tree, the
plant, the bush, or perhaps a tendril or two, can it come back, will it come
back? I do not know. There exists a line of viability, for the most part invisible
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and even, despite modern science, mysterious. Cross that line and the leaves
wither, announcing the death of the botanical life form.
So, also, with physiological metaphors. We speak of atrophy, as when a mus-
cle loses its febrility. The common watch in our mediated society is for the ram-
pant, destructive cell, as in cancer. Far more present, however, is the malodorous
activity of inanition, wasting away, loss of tone, in short, he, she seems to be
failing. In what, of what we ask? I do not know, just failing, in general. You can
tell! The many diseases of the central nervous system carry on by via negativa.
Neurons do not ¤re. Cellular messages are not sent or if sent are not received,
or if received, not heeded, as in the biblical admonition, they who have eyes, but
do not see, they who have ears, but do not hear. The terror of addiction and
Alzheimer’s disease is that we do not know how far to go with it until it is too
late and we cannot turn back for a fresh start.
“ Turning” Backwar d: T he Erosion of Moral Sensibility
It is best to begin by glossing the title. The meaning of “turning” descends from
the Jewish notion of Teshuvah, from the Hebrew, to recover, as being in recov-
ery. It is a turn of the heart, not simply of the mind, even if there be such a
phenomenon as mind, on its own. A “teshuvah” is not primarily an enlighten-
ment as when John Dewey ¤rst read The Principles of Psychology by William
James. Nor is it akin to the “dream” of Descartes or to the separate, but equiva-
lent, intellectually shattering discovery of Kant’s Prolegomena by Nicholas Ber-
dyaev and Martin Buber. We come closer if we think of the “tolle lege” episode
in Augustine’s life or Kierkegaard’s decision to “make trouble” as his Point of
View. Further, we ¤nd proximity to a “teshuvah” in William James’s reading of
Charles Renouvier and patently in Josiah Royce’s retrospective version of his
de¤ning moment in the mining camp of his California childhood.
Versions of this experience of turning abound in our lives, in yours I hope
and trust. I could extemporaneously offer one or more of these “turnings” in
the life of each of my children. These events, these explosive stories are trans-
forming of our deepest sensibility and in Spinoza’s version, they are constitu-
tive of an “emendatione,” a healing of the preternatural wounds that for some
reason come with our coming to consciousness.
Lamentably, the “teshuvah” is not necessarily permanent. In the language
of addiction recovery therapy, one can and often does, relapse. Further, a sec-
ond turning is dif¤cult to come by for disappointment, self-abnegation and
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skepticism dog the second effort. Still, even given these obstacles, a deep per-
sonal struggle can generate a return to the original turning.
At issue here, however, is an event, personal or culturally systemic, which
is more foreboding by far and largely unsung, namely a “turn” backward. This
baleful undoing of the moral fabric is unsung because it rarely, if ever, is ac-
companied by an announcement, a pronouncement or even an acknowledg-
ment that it has taken place. Actually, the turn backward is a form of spiritual
arteriosclerosis, accompanied by a hardening of the heart. The remonstrances
of the “everyday” echo here in these “deading” walls of the chambers of the
heart, as in, he has no heart, she is heartless, can’t you ¤nd it in your heart to,
don’t you have a heart, please, please have a heart, they are hard of heart and
as famously wailed by Bert Lahr in his lion persona, paraphrased as “if they
only had a heart.”
The downshot of this hardening of our hearts is the existential instantia-
tion of amorality. This is the Pontius Pilate syndrome, made infamous by Ad-
olph Eichmann and now found planetary-wide in response to one or the other
frequenting atrocities that pollute the human landscape of our epoch. It is of
baleful and sour note that even creative moral pedagogy is helpless when faced
with amorality.
The “turn” backward is most often quite subtle and instead of being char-
acterized by a decisive and personal-public event, its etiology re¶ects rather the
post-colonic phrase in our title, namely, the erosion of moral affection. The
word at issue here is erosion, not implosion or explosion. Erosion is subtle and
masks its foreboding of catastrophe. By contemporary example, you can re-
place millions of coconut trees but you cannot replace any of the Paci¤c black
coral now being foraged for commercial trinkets. In time the island-dwelling
merchants of this egregious theft will be under water.
When the eroded is gone, it is gone. Forever? Hard to say for sure, but
probably. We ask of others (rarely, of ourselves) will he ever “turn” around. She
seems to have “turned” around, but I have my doubts. He, she, is hopeless. The
recidivist rate in turns of attitude is constant, high and seemingly de¤ant of
moral pedagogy, assuming that such a distinctively human effort still exists
other than in isolated precincts of the culture. The present discussion is of
moral sensibility and not of ethics. The latter, ethics, in our time has become
bowdlerized of the patterns of human affectivity. The teaching of contempo-
rary ethics features the use of wooden case studies often introduced by the
hapless phrase, “let us suppose.” Let us suppose she is pregnant—let us suppose
you have end-stage renal failure—or pancreatic cancer, or you are HIV posi-
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tive—positively. Or let us suppose that you are a clinical alcoholic—Who me?
For those of us who have received one or more of these “announcements”
among others extant, the use of “suppose” takes on the dull face of abstraction.
The absence of existential, experiential affections in these discussions wilts
the eros of imagination and turns the moral question into a game of checkers,
or for self-announced really smart philosophers, a game of chess. Antique ethics,
of whatever culture, the Analects, the Tao Te Ching, the Enchiridion and Native
American moral pedagogy have ethical prescriptions and proscriptions but they
are entailed within a living and affective cultural setting. In the words of
Jonathan Edwards, they have to do with “holy practice.” One thinks here of the
Stoic ethics as found in Book II of the Meditations by Marcus Aurelius. He tells
us that no matter how long we live, even for thousands of years, we live only the
life we live. And of that human life, he offers
the time is a point, and the substance is in a ¶ux, and the perception dull,
and the composition of the whole body subject to putrefaction, and the
soul a whirl, and fortune hard to divine, and fame a thing devoid of judg-
ment. And, to say all in a word, everything which belongs to the body is a
stream, and what belongs to the soul is a dream and vapour, and life is a
warfare and a stranger’s sojourn, and after-fame is oblivion.
Well, what of the Aurelian “take” on being in, of and about the world? Is
this an ethical position? I think not. Rather, it is a matter of attitude, of sen-
sibility. The American apothegm tells us that you cannot legislate morality.
Fair enough, but that phrasing is an emptying derivation from the far richer
original line of the Roman, Horace: “quid leges sine moribus vanae pro¤ciunt.”
That is, no use of idle laws in the absence of moral civics. What could be more
enervating to a human life than to have little or no moral affections and at the
same time to have parental, familial, societal and legislated moral dicta hang-
ing around one’s neck?
If we were to come clean on the issue, we could ask ourselves who among
us makes ethical decisions? Who among us, when faced with the travails of
living seek out ethical principles, weighs the options and then acts? I never did,
I don’t and I hope I never do. If we live shallow lives then we shall act shallowly.
If we live deep lives in which the moral question is one of sensibility rather
than one of rule, we shall act accordingly. You say, no way. Cannot happen. We
have to rein in the instincts. We have to get this straight once and for all. It is
said that moral attitudes are too murky. The affective life lacks objectivity.
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Feelings are not to be trusted. It is said, as well, there is a clear right and clear
wrong and that distinction must prevail in everyone’s life. (Except in my own
life.)  The classic question is “can virtue be taught?” My question is “can com-
passion be taught?” The above approach is not an issue of moral pedagogy. To
the contrary it is an issue of law and authority, a moral regulae. Yet, if you peel
away this self-righteous rhetoric on behalf of getting things straight on the
moral business, once and for all, you look directly into the underlying “atti-
tude,” one of cynicism about the possibility of moral sensibility, moral growth
and, above all, moral transformation, that is, the possibility of a “turning.” The
erosion of this belief in the “turn” is of paramount importance in any diagno-
sis of contemporary American culture. How has this happened? Why has this
happened? How could it be that collectively we seem to have lived the life of
the fabled Mr. Jones of the Bob Dylan lyric, around whom the wind was blow-
ing, but he did not know it. So, a word or two here, about the wind.
Losing Our Way
Over against the modus vivendi of affection and compassion, we seem to be slip-
ping into a modus moriendi, willing victims of the virus of cynicism in what I
think to be an obviating of our once deeply held commitment to the possibility
of possibility.
If I were to ask the following question as I frequently do, “How is it with
you, America?” or better, “How is it with me, America?”, diagnostically I come
up with a dolorous intake. It is very important to ask such questions, constantly,
for one powerful characteristic of a culture awash in cynicism, is the abandon-
ment of self-re¶ection, let alone self-critique. The need for our doing this intake
was nailed to my forehead by a down-home, homely, brief story. While scouring
America this last spring and summer, I found myself on Northern Boulevard in
Nassau County of the State of New York. Not surprising, I had left my gas cap
at the last ¤lling station. So, in transit, I was delighted to ¤nd an old-fashioned
autoparts, hardware store. In our transaction, I mentioned to “mister hardware”
that last night some wise guy keyed the side of my rental car, a sort of rhetorical
wonder about just what is happening here. He said, happens all the time and last
week “they” (who, by the way, are they?) blew up the telephone booths on North-
ern Boulevard. I was leaving with the ironically cheering news that I was not
alone, so to speak, when he opined, “Something has gone wrong along the way.”
Indeed! And just what has gone wrong such that the way is no longer a Tao, nor
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even a journey, so much as it is the pursuit of a basset hound for the mechanical
rabbit. In short, no cigar!
If we were to scan the recent decades of this cluttered trip we are taking,
a sort of spiritual MRI of how we have lost our way, I suggest that the follow-
ing culturally palpable signs, in fact, are mis-directions, deceiving directions
or no directions at all. Every wayfarer should take some time at a wayside so
as to re¶ect from whence they have come, where they are heading and, as they
say, how is it going. Well then, how is it going?
First, I believe that we are witnessing the collapse of inherited expectations,
especially those which were appropriate only as a shell game or three-card monte.
And this holds, whether the expectation emerged from the religious motif, that
all will go well for those who love God; the political motif, that democracy will
bring both equity and peace; or the economic motif, that in time everyone will
have their needs ful¤lled. (This last motif now has escalated to having our wants
ful¤lled.)  So penetrating in the American psyche were these expectations, they
soon began to function as assumptions, or remarkably as eschatological redemp-
tive clots to happen in our very own generation. Surely, however, even the casual
observer, let alone those more re¶ective, cannot fail to see that these promises
are bogus. For us, they are broken promises. The ensuing malady comes about
in our inversion of the usual phrasing, that is, we see, yet we do not believe. In
consequence, we become disconnected from our experiences, from our empir-
ical, affective sensibilities and continue to chase a chimera. Sorry about this, but
we are not going to live forever. More, it is not simply that we shall die. We are
going to be zapped out of existence. Non-being awaits us. No, we are not going
to be remembered beyond a generation or so, if that. No, America is not eternal.
No, the planet Earth is not eternal. Worse, far worse, baseball is no longer a
game. It is a business. Of equal pathos, or should we say bathos, the university
is no longer a cathedral of learning, a birthing of sensibility. See it rather as a
placement center with athletic teams.
And so it goes. How quaint now is the earlier refrain, “Where have all the
¶owers gone?” or more foreboding, “Where do the children play?”. Think about
that one. As we prep in “expectation” of the global economy for the twenty-¤rst
century, hard census data ¤gures reveal that millions of American children do
not have suf¤cient food to eat and are trapped in what can be appropriately called
an ontological cycle of poverty.
Too strong? I think not. Take some substantial time and monitor all that
advertising that comes your way, by print, by radio, by video, by billboard, by
the Web and the Net, by whatever. Does it not promise more than most of us
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can have, ever? And does not this unctuous farrago of promises have as the
thematic hook, that we deserve to have, to be, to experience the object of the
pitch? Does not this mode of communication move from announcement to
expectation and self-deceivingly to birthright?
The spiritual message here is crystal-clear. As the biblical admonition
warns us, in time our foot will slide. Either we become totally consumed by the
chase, thereby losing our bearings, our way, or we fail to be requited and turn
bitter. Worse still, we become envious and jealous, the most destructive of the
human vices.
Second, it is this ressentiment, in the language of Nietzsche, which feeds the
media frenzy to expose cynically those who are successful in whatever way. If I
can’t have it, then you can’t have it. Bring them down. The time-honored assump-
tion that all of us have feet of clay, are penitents for one reason or another is now
escalated to the judgment (in Journalism, I trust you note, there are few penitents)
that anyone who steps forward has feet of rotting clay. These naked public ¤gures
are then judged retroactively and punished presently. Although a penitent in
some areas of my life, I am basically a decent fellow and could conceivably be of
some public help. Yet, if I were to announce for public of¤ce, it would not take
longer than ¤fteen minutes and a few phone calls to obtain enough allegedly
damaging information suf¤cient to destroy me, my family and those close to me.
The cynicism here pertains to the erosion of belief in penitence, recovery and
growth. The affectionate childhood phrase, give them another chance, has dis-
appeared under the intentional onslaught on behalf of bringing everyone down.
A third source for this cynicism can be found in the fraying of even the
bronze parachutes. We no longer trust the viability of those social programs
constructed precisely to prevent our being subject to the catastrophic in our
lives. I refer here to the post-hoc disappearing pension, the savage inequities in
our health-care delivery system, the threat to both Medicare and Social Secu-
rity and the terrifying future for an ever-increasing, exponentially, geriatric
population. A word about the latter collective and widespread fear. Retirement
homes, well appointed, are available to the very few who have substantial re-
sources after retirement. We are speaking of at least $30,000 per year. Although
there are exceptions, nursing homes are often a euphemism for warehouses. A
battle taking place at present between operators of nursing homes and state
regulatory of¤cials is revealing. The state of Texas, for example, has banned
the use of the anti-paranoid drug Haldol from use in nursing homes. The rea-
son is simple and instructive. Haldol was being used, indiscriminately, to ren-
der the residents of the nursing home as zombies. This is convenient but cruel
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and clearly dehumanizing. Yet, without such a drug the trapped, often aban-
doned aged population, acts out and creates a situation of institutional dys-
function. One might ask, not rhetorically I trust, how did we get ourselves into
this situation? Quite directly, it descends from the diagnosis sketched above.
If a society is trapped in the chase, those who worked with us and for us are
exiled as soon as they are no longer in harness. Most of us live lives as ¶otsam,
carried by forces not of our own making, a sort of second-hand living. When
aged, we ¤nd ourselves hooked, impaled or simply wrapped around one jutting
stream branch or another, now only jetsam.
Listen to Mary Tyrone in O’Neill’s Long Days Journey Into Night:
But I suppose life has made him like that, and he can’t help it. None of us
can help things life has done to us. They’re done before you realize it, and
once they’re done they make you do other things until at last everything
comes between you and what you’d like to be, and you’ve lost your true self
forever.
We should not be surprised at any of this if we focus on the following,
startling irony, one mentioned to me by dozens of persons from most walks of
life. As we “downsize” personnel, tossing them out on the street, we are asked
contemporaneously to celebrate the entailing fact that the stock market is con-
sequently healthier, richer and dare I say it, more secure. If that does not gen-
erate cynicism, nothing will. For many among us, it does! What we indulge
here is a Dow—not a Tao.
These signs have nefarious companions, which I have discussed elsewhere.
One could consider the af¶ictions of public school education, the inequities,
the frequent shabbiness, the embattled teachers, the de facto segregation, and
the drop-out rate. Or, one could discuss the epidemic facts of mindless vio-
lence and, if I may, the bizarre move to legalizing concealed weapons. And
riding well beneath the surface, yet perilous, nonetheless, is the decades-long
failure to maintain our infrastructure: bridges, tunnels and water-quality. We
seem to be heading, inexorably as it were, towards a bottom, in which we no
longer care about the things we care about. One can never claim to care about
something or someone if they do not care for that someone or something. We
note a systemic state of personal depression hidden by a pasty smile. In his
Treatise Concerning Religious Affections, Jonathan Edwards offers twelve
signs of conversion. Forebodingly to the contrary, we are moving towards
twelve signs of reversion to a form of moral acedia, an inner decay.
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I tell you a story. When my son, David, was with the Peace Corps in the
Kingdom of Tonga, a group of islands on the International Date Line in the
Paci¤c Ocean, he had occasion to educate the children in matters environ-
mental. At one point, with the children in the last remaining rain forest on
Tongatapu, he told them that their trees had a disease. They were astonished
and said how could that be, Tevita, for there is no industrial pollution of any
kind in Tonga. Taking his vaunted knife, David slit open the bark of a tree to
show them the fetid presence of disease. He then taught them about acid rain
and global wind currents. The decay was hidden but, believe me, palpable and
lethal.
At the Turning
What to do! Is it too late? Is this dew-line already hanging shards over a moral
landscape which has undergone the tipping phenomenon, the algae of cyni-
cism everywhere?
Recall your reading of the opening pages of The Plague by Albert Camus,
pp. 7–10 to be exact. One rat appears and then three rats. The concierge, M.
Michel, is adamant, “there weren’t no rat here.” So begins the plague of Oran.
Do you remember that line from your childhood? I smell a rat. Think about
that line, once again. Think about it. In the face of our denial, the rats revealed
that something had gone wrong along the way!
Well, now let us make a turn ourselves. The above jeremiad is in place. What
to do! First, I tell you a story from the life of Martin Buber. After speaking to a
group of students in an adult education program held in Jerusalem in 1947,
Buber is accosted by one listener, a tough guy, a warrior in those fractious, dan-
gerous early days of the modern Israel. The man chided Buber for his seemingly
ethereal thoughts and asked, aggressively, how could he possibly be expected to
achieve that sensibility, that form of affectionate relations with nature, with per-
sons, and especially with profound ideas. Buber heard this outcry of frustrated
rage but did not respond in kind. To the accoster, Buber said simply and directly,
“You are really able.” You can do it for you have the strength.
Note that Buber did not chastise this man for his feelings of contempt. He
had these feelings. They do not lie. They can, however, be turned around and
for that turn, Buber believed him to be “able.” Clearly, the task here was to un-
dergo a “teshuva” and the pedagogy was not one of admonition or instruction.
The pedagogy was that of the midwife, a mediator, of one who appeals to the
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dormant but not dead energies and strength of the other. Martin Buber assumed
to be so what Josiah Royce had written earlier, that “the popular mind is deep
and means a thousand times more than it explicitly knows.” Buber asks us to live
pedagogically in the creative zone of the zwischenmenschen, that between each
of us, free of manipulation, nominal authority and the patronizing. In effect,
can I help you? How can I help? Let me try to help you. And, by the way, can
you help me?
The “turn” I question here has to do with the awareness of human fragil-
ity, ontologically. Your fragility and my fragility. This gives rise to virtues not
of the legalistic type, those falling under the rubric of justice, important
though that be, but ¶owing from caritas, which I render as caring, for and
about, with affection. The moral pedagogy would then direct itself to the nur-
turing of compassion, gratitude and loyalty. In so doing, we would drop, or at
least mute the acquisitive chase and turn towards healing. The assumption
here, as I have written elsewhere, is that by the very nature of being human,
we are disconnected, personally and systemically lonely, ontologically. The
pursuit of inherited, societally-driven expectations which now characterize
most of our lives, mine included, is a journey without nectar and without an
awareness, let alone a celebration of the sacrament of the moment. Proximate
goals are necessary and can even be salutary as we forge our own version of
being in the world, on this trip. Ultimate goals and goals beyond our reach,
beyond our means, beyond our abilities, turn out to be manacles dragging us
forward in a manner that causes us to be oblivious to the very experiences we
are now having. Following Kafka, as we should, the “castle” of our dreams
turns out to be a burrow in which we are self-entombed.
In The Myth of Sisyphus (no myth, that), Camus writes “I want to know
whether I can live with what I know and with that alone.” Subsequently, in The
Rebel, he tells us that we are the only creatures who refuse to be what we are.
What, then, are we? We are creatures in need, ever, always. Josiah Royce has it
right. The most dangerous among us is the “detached individual,” that person
who comes to realize, to say to himself, to herself, “I have nowhere to turn.”
A person comes to have nowhere to turn if they have “lost the way to turn.”
Ironically, sadly, threateningly, these detached individuals, lacking a way to
turn, then “turn on others.” Why has she “turned on me?” He is “turning on”
everyone around him. Why are they “turning so?” It is because they have “lost
the way to turn.”
And given our cultural penchant for obsolescence it is surprising that as
with most of these depressing cultural trends, there is more here than meets our
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complaining eye. Although always somewhat characteristic of American society,
the nefarious instantiation of obsolescence as a modus vivendi is now both rife
and systemic. If I come to consciousness with the belief that if something is out
of sync, toss it; or if I subscribe to the now common attitude that on the face of
it, new is better; or if my puerile philosophy of history is of the linear vein by
which the march forward is cannibalistic, eating its past and hopelessly naïve
about its future, then I stand bereft of roots, aesthetic comparisons and, in short,
become an “isolated individual” among hordes of “isolated individuals.”
Now it is precisely the task of moral pedagogy to assist in having us “turn”
toward compassion, affection, gratitude and loyalty and away from turning back-
ward, scapegoating in response to our journey going sour, as if it must be deriva-
tive of false and second-hand expectations.
Centuries ago, Jean Jacques Rousseau told us that if you are not free, then
I cannot be free. Recasting this admonition, if I am not compassionate, if I am
not loyal, then I cannot expect others to so be. As ye sow, so shall “we” reap.
Speaking in November of 1951, to a group of young persons in New York City,
Martin Buber said that we were “at the turning.” Buber asked:
Where does the world stand? Is the ax laid to the roots of the trees—as the
Jew on the Jordan once said, rightly and yet wrongly, that it was in his
day—today, at another turn of the ages? And if it is, what is the condition
of the roots themselves? Are they still healthy enough to send fresh sap
into the remaining stump and to produce a fresh shoot from it? Can the
roots be saved? How can they be saved? Who can save them? In whose
charge are they?
Let us recognize ourselves: we, in whom, and in whom alone, that
mysterious af¤rmation and negation of civilization—af¤rmation and ne-
gation in one—was implanted at the origin of our existence, we are the
keepers of the roots.
We are? How can we become it? How can we become what we are?
My version of this turning was written some thirty years ago as a passage
in which I still believe, only more so, with the scars to sustain that belief. Do
not await salvation while the parade passes by. Surprise and mystery lurk in our
experiencing the obvious, the ordinary. Salvation may be illusory, but salving
experiences can occur day by day.
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T he Mission of the Military and the 
Question of “the Regime”
Hadley Arkes
have taken it as a part of my mission in recent years to point up the critical
connection between comedy and philosophy. It could be said that the come-
dians and the philosophers make their livings in the same way, by playing off
the shades of meaning and logic contained in our language. Henny Youngman
would say, “My wife will buy anything that’s marked down. She brought home
an escalator.” I used to say that my favorite epistemologist was Lou Costello,
because in one of his skits, when his partner, Bud Abbott, came up with an
apt idea, Costello remarked, “That’s an excellent thought—I was just going to
think of it myself.”
At times, the laughs mark contradictions that run to the core of what some
people affect to regard as the anchoring principles of their lives. And so we recall,
in this vein, Bertrand Russell’s joke about Christine Franklyn-Ladd, who was a
“solipsist.” That is, she earnestly professed that she could not know for sure that
there was anyone in the world apart from herself—though she lamented, at the
same time, that she couldn’t ¤nd other solipsists, to come to meetings.
That line elicits a laugh unfailingly, and I have suggested that if our ears
were properly tuned, we would react in the same way to this line, which has
become quite familiar to us—indeed, it has become one of the most widely trav-
eled fallacies in what passes as our public discourse: “If there really were moral
I
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truths, grounded in logic, and therefore true in all places, then why aren’t they
acknowledged in all places? The fact that we ¤nd so much disagreement in the
world, such a wide variety of opinions about right and wrong, would seem to
argue powerfully in another direction: namely, that there are no such universal
moral truths. It is more reasonable to assume that notions of right and wrong
will vary from place to place, according to the opinions or the ‘culture’ that is
dominant in any place.”
As I say, this has become one of the most familiar lines in our public dis-
course, and yet it is also, quite simply and patently, a fallacy: It stands in the
class of what the philosophers would call “self-refuting” propositions, and it
collapses in contradiction in a matter of seconds. As I have tried to explain in
another place,1 the argument here reduces to this proposition: The presence of
disagreement—the absence of consensus—on any question of moral conse-
quence is suf¤cient to establish that there is no truth of the matter. Now, I
would be obliged to record my own disagreement with that proposition (that
the presence of disagreement indicates the absence of truth), and by its own
terms, that should be quite enough to establish its falsity.
That refutation can be unfolded in about twelve seconds, and there is no trick
here, no play on words. It is simply a matter of uncovering the self-contradiction.
And when we are in the presence of propositions that can be contradicted only by
propositions that are self-contradictory, that is a telling sign that we are in the pres-
ence of what the Founders understood as self-evident, or necessary, truths (or what
Kant referred to as “apodictic,” or logically necessary, truths). In this case, the prop-
osition in question is that there are indeed “truths,” true propositions, and that cer-
tain truths will indeed be true in all places. Once we understand, say, the truth of
the Pythagorean theorem, no one supposes that the theorem refers only to “Greek
triangles,” or that it would be true only in Greece.
And yet a number of prominent people in the professions have been able
to build whole careers on the simple fallacy that the presence of disagreement,
on matters of moral consequence, indicates the absence of truth. Justice Harry
Blackmun even managed to found a new branch of our jurisprudence on this
vacuity. In the hands of Blackmun, in the famous case of Roe v. Wade, the
proposition came out in this form:
[There is no] need to resolve the dif¤cult question of when life begins.
When those trained in . . . medicine, philosophy, and theology are unable
to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the development
of man’s knowledge, is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.2
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On the strength of nothing more than this logical fallacy, Blackmun pro-
claimed nothing less than a “right to abortion,” and the law would cease then
to cast its protections over the lives of children in the womb. In the domain
of foreign policy, Blackmun’s cliché takes the form of the cultural relativist ar-
gument that we heard so often during the war in Vietnam: “Who are we to
say just which form of government is better or worse for people in another
place?” The question of what is the good or just regime is indeed a moral ques-
tion, and in the standard refrain of the period, moral judgments must always
be relative to the culture or the country in which they are held.
There is of course nothing novel in this argument, or this fallacy; it has
been with us since the beginning of political philosophy and the beginning of
our own republic. But it is a matter of persisting importance for us to recall
the way in which this question had been posed to us during the gravest crisis
in our political history, the crisis of our “house divided.” This question was at
the heart of the famous debates between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Dou-
glas, and the problem was framed in this way: When the Founders had pro-
claimed, in the Declaration of Independence, that “all men are created equal,”
did they in fact mean all men, black as well as white? Or did they really mean,
as Douglas argued, “all white men”? Were they merely proclaiming the equal
rights of Englishmen, or the rights of those people who shared a common,
British culture? Lincoln thought that the Founders did in fact mean “all men,”
as an abstract, universal proposition; and indeed he managed to show that any
other construction would fall into a kind of gibberish of incoherence. As Lin-
coln quickly explained, the Founders never argued that all men were equally
intelligent, equally beautiful, equally virtuous. But as beings possessed of rea-
son, they had a claim at least to be governed with their own consent; they did
not deserve to be ruled in the way that men rule dogs and horses.
Lincoln argued, then, on the ground of “natural right.” His contention in
the debate with Douglas was that the rights mentioned in the Declaration of
Independence had a “natural” foundation: they were grounded in the things
that separated human beings from other animals, and those rights would re-
main the same in all places where human nature remained the same and men
were still distinguishable from animals. If it were not right to rule human be-
ings as though they were horses or cattle, slavery would be wrong wherever hu-
mans were still distinguishable from horses and cattle.
Lincoln left us, altogether, a masterful restatement of the understanding of
the American Founders on natural rights and moral truths; and yet the irony in
our own day is that the teaching in our schools of law has been far closer to the
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doctrines of Douglas. In fact, the cultural relativism of Douglas is far closer to
the slogans of “multiculturalism” that now prevail on the campuses of America.
But even beyond the law schools, Lincoln and the Founders would seem to stand
now in an adversarial relation to the orthodoxies that have become dominant in
American colleges and universities. In these new orthodoxies, there are no “nat-
ural rights” because there are no moral truths and, for that matter, no “nature.”
The proponents of “postmodernism” and “feminism” now insist that the doc-
trines of “natural rights” were merely an ideology to cover “patriarchalism” and
the rule of white men. The postmodernists insist that there is no “nature,” that
even gender, or the difference between men and women, is “socially con-
structed” from one place to another according to the vagaries of the local cul-
ture. And since there are no rights grounded in nature, there is of course no basis
for casting moral judgments across cultures or pronouncing on the rightness or
wrongness of political regimes in other places.
And yet, the curious thing about the people offering these arguments is that
they continue to cast such judgments, across cultures, on arrangements and re-
gimes in other places. They condemned a regime of apartheid in South Africa,
and the violation of “human rights” in countries such as China. In fact, these
commentators seem able to detect the injustices done to women in all countries
of the world, in cultures other than their own, and indeed they seem to betray
no want of con¤dence in their ability to identify “women” in other cultures.
And so, in our own time, we have arrived at this paradox: In the world of the
Left on American campuses, there are “human rights” to be vindicated in all
parts of the globe, but strictly speaking there are no “humans,” for there is no
distinctly “human nature.” And since there are no truths, there are, strictly
speaking, no “rights.” There may be claims and arguments about rights, but no
claims that are “rightful,” because there are no claims to rights that are actually
“true.”
Now I would put all of this in place for the sake of understanding what
was truly melancholy in a report that was offered to me several years ago by a
friend who was teaching at the war college attached to one of our military ser-
vices. His students were all seasoned veterans in their forties. They had all seen
military action; but they were still, twenty years later, the people who had been
students in college in the 1960s, and they had absorbed much of the secular
religion that affected other young people in the ’60s. They had served their
country in the military, but they were far from clear that there was anything
about the American republic that truly justi¤ed the risk of their lives. For they
were, on the whole, skeptical of the notion of moral truths that held in all
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times and places. They could not really say, with Lincoln, that the right of
human beings to govern themselves was a right that was “applicable to all men
at all times.” These soldiers of their country were more disposed to believe,
with other people their age, that the understanding of what was right and
wrong was always contingent, always “relative” to the “culture” or the country
in which it is held. They would not claim, then, that the political regime in
America was morally superior to the institutions in the Soviet Union or Viet-
nam. They would settle for the far more modest claim that our political way
of life was at least “ours”: It was consistent with our traditions—it was “right,”
we might say, for us, and on that basis, we were warranted in hazarding our
lives to preserve it.
But in this construction, the principles that de¤ned the character of the
American republic would be no different from the rules that marked the char-
acter of a club or the rules that de¤ned a regime of play: the rules of the Ameri-
can Constitution were hardly distinguishable then from the “rules of baseball”
or the “rules of chess.” In that event, I offered this proposition to my friend
at the war college: The willingness of his students to risk their lives for the
rules of the American republic apparently stood on the same moral plane as
a willingness to risk one’s life to preserve the in¤eld ¶y rule or the institution
of the designated hitter. My friend agreed that such was indeed their under-
standing. The only redeeming thing he might say in their defense is that it is
“our” in¤eld ¶y rule, and we are free to change it. And in any system of con-
ventions, in any rules of the game, that is certainly true. We are free to decide
that it will require ¤ve balls wide of the strike zone to constitute a base on
balls. But are we really free, in the same way, to alter these axioms of the law:
that people should not be held blameworthy or responsible for acts they were
powerless to affect; that like cases should be treated in a like fashion; that
people accused of a crime should be presumed innocent until proven guilty;
that beings who are capable of understanding reasons deserve to be ruled
only with their own consent? We would be far more reserved about “legislat-
ing” a change in propositions of this kind. For even the dimmest of us may
suspect that these truths are not merely conventional: They are not ours be-
cause we have chosen to adopt them; rather, we have adopted them—we have
made them “ours”—for the sovereign reason that they happen to be compel-
lingly true.
In striking contrast, of course, the men who founded the American re-
public were not cultural relativists. And for that reason, the principles they
set forth, in founding a new republic, they did not regard as distinctly, or
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exclusively, American. When they spoke of natural rights or the principles of
justice, they were invoking principles that they respected because those princi-
ples could claim to be true of necessity in all places. And so, for example, the
principle of “ex post facto laws” barred the practice of making something illegal
after the fact or treating as criminal an act that was regarded as legal at the time
it was committed. The Founders recognized that principle as one of the endur-
ing “principles of law,” which existed long before they came to shape the Ameri-
can Constitution. The provision on ex post facto laws would not depend for its
validity on the fact that it was mentioned in the Constitution. Rather, it was
mentioned in the Constitution because it was simply respected by the Founders
as a principle of law that was true in its own terms, true in itself.3
I mentioned in passing, earlier, the Pythagorean theorem—that the square
of the hypotenuse of the right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of
the two adjacent sides. This theorem had been articulated by Pythagoras, a
Greek, and no doubt he was aided by a tradition of re¶ection on mathematics
and philosophy in his own country. It could be said, I suppose, that Pythago-
ras’s contribution was something that emerged more readily within Greece as
an outgrowth of the Greek culture. And yet, as I remarked earlier, there seems
to be no tendency to assume that it is a theorem about Greek triangles. We do
not spring to that inference because we do not think for a moment that the
postulates or axioms on which that theorem is founded could possibly be
con¤ned to Greece. And it would be silly to hear someone say that he “be-
lieved” in the Pythagorean theorem, for its truth does not depend in the slight-
est degree on what anyone happens to believe. But in the same way, the
Founders would have regarded it as quite as ludicrous if someone declared that
he “believed” that “all men are created equal” or that “human beings deserved
to be ruled only within their own consent.” The Founders would have regarded
that report as ludicrous because they would have seen an attempt to reduce to
a matter merely of opinion or personal belief what should have the standing
of an axiom or a necessary truth. It was bizarre to think that beings who could
give and understand reasons did not deserve to be ruled in a manner quite dif-
ferent from the manner in which we rule beings who were incapable of giving
and understanding reasons. For the Founders, the principles that established
the rightness or wrongness, the goodness or badness, of political regimes were
as ¤rmly grounded in the axioms of human understanding as the axioms of
mathematics. Plato and Aristotle understood the matter in that way, and Al-
exander Hamilton made the point quite explicit and clear in his opening para-
graph in The Federalist #31:
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In disquisitions of every kind there are certain primary truths, or ¤rst prin-
ciples, upon which all subsequent reasonings must depend. These contain
an internal evidence which, antecedent to all re¶ection or combination,
commands the assent of the mind. . . . Of this nature are the maxims in
geometry that the whole is greater than its parts; that things equal to the
same are equal to one another; that two straight lines cannot enclose a
space; and that all right angles are equal to each other. Of the same nature
are these other maxims in ethics and politics, that there cannot be an ef-
fect without a cause; that the means ought to be proportioned to the end;
that every power ought to be commensurate with its object; that there
ought to be no limitation of a power destined to effect a purpose which is
itself incapable of limitation.4
I linger with this matter of axioms and the political regime because there
seems to be a critical falling away these days, a critical act of forgetting, that
the question of the “political regime” provides the central touchstone in esti-
mating our national interests in foreign and military policy.5 The concern for
“the regime” summarizes the moral core of our interests in politics, and it
provides the grounds of our practical judgment. After all, if the Nazis had
taken over in this country during the Second World War, there would proba-
bly still be baseball and hotdogs and many of our familiar entertainments
(though probably not jazz and swing music, fostered by black people, or the
work of Jewish comedians). There probably would have been little loss of life,
and certainly there would have been no danger to the lives of our Scandina-
vian population, or to those people with blond hair and blue eyes in Minne-
sota. The Jews and certain Slavic people might have been endangered, and yet
if the matter were measured according to some utilitarian calculus, it could
not have been in our interest to accept a war with about 30 million deaths for
the sake of saving several million Jews and blacks and Slavs. As Michael
Walzer once remarked, the danger represented by a Nazi victory ran well be-
yond the calculus of the lives risked and saved; it involved the resistance to an
“immeasurable evil.”6 The fabric of daily life might have looked familiar in
America under a Nazi puppet regime, but it would no longer have been a gov-
ernment based on free elections, with independent courts that could restrain
the power of the government. And there would have been a noticeable ab-
sence of the many ways in which that principle of “all men are created equal”
tends to diffuse itself and affect the manners and character of our people in
our daily lives. To capture the matter in a phrase, what would have changed
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in America was our “way of life,” or the notions summed up in the concept
of the “political regime.”7
As Aristotle said in the Politics, we do not have political life solely for the
sake of preserving our lives, though that is one of the principal ends of the pol-
ity—to protect life from unjusti¤ed assaults. But we have polity or laws, as Aris-
totle taught, for the sake of cultivating in our people a good character of life.8
Politics involves the capacity to make decisions that are binding on the popula-
tion with the force of law. But politics never occurs merely in general. There is
always a character to it. If we follow Aristotle again, that character is measured
along two dimensions: ¤rst, in the distribution of power, whether it is dispersed
widely among the people in a popular government with elections, or whether it
is concentrated, say, in a single person acting without the restraints of law. The
second dimension involves the character or the ends of government:
Is it a government that seeks to protect its people and enhance their well-
being, or a government that seeks to satisfy the private interests of the rul-
ers themselves?
Is it a government that respects zones of privacy, in the family or the
church, beyond the reach of political power, or is it a totalitarian regime
that seeks to control everything and suspects everything it does not control?
Is it a government that seeks to preserve the same laws or the same rules as
the conditions of fairness or equity, or a government that is always trying
to tilt the rules in order to bene¤t some people at the expense of others?
Is it a government more inclined then to keep itself at a wholesome remove
through the discipline of uniform rules or principles, or is it more inclined
to interfere in the private arrangements of our lives for the sake of trying
to assure that the incomes of people are more and more the same?
These are the kinds of differences that matter profoundly in our daily
lives, and they are the kinds of differences that we have associated with the
nature of political regimes. Those differences are seen in the difference be-
tween Germany under Hitler and the constitutional government that has gov-
erned in Germany, especially in West Germany, since the end of the war. Or
it is seen in the difference between the Soviet regime and the regime that
emerged with the collapse of communism, the Russian republic with free elec-
tions and an economy with private ownership, a polity in which it is legitimate
to make use of the press and the media and oppose the government in public.
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If we did not understand what was morally signi¤cant about these differ-
ences, we could hardly understand the justi¤cation for any foreign or military
policies that were built around these differences. The statesmen of the Found-
ing generation could give an account of why a constitutional government, or
a government by consent, was morally better than despotism. Lincoln could
remark later that “the doctrine of self-government is right—absolutely and
eternally right.” But if we cannot summon that conviction and give that ac-
count, then we cannot explain, in principle, why the American regime is one
that deserves to be preserved: Why would we be justi¤ed in taking the lives of
our adversaries and sacri¤cing the lives of our own people for the sake of de-
fending it?
This question was taken to the moral root by Plato in his dialogue the
Laches, in which Socrates winds through a conversation with Laches, a fa-
mous general, about the nature of courage. There is a temptation for people
to identify courage with bravery, in the sense of a willingness to court dangers
or show a disregard for one’s own safety. But lions or other animals may be fe-
rocious, and we would not impute bravery or courage to them. “Courage” is
not merely a descriptive term, a label used to describe a person who acts in a
swashbuckling way with a heedlessness or contempt for his own safety. “Cour-
age” is a moral term: To say that someone is courageous rather than cowardly
is to commend that person, to hold him up for emulation, to suggest that the
world would be a better place if other people acted on his example. But we can-
not commend somebody as good or admirable if he does not understand what
he is doing, or if he does not understand the ends that justify his acts. If a child
runs up a hill braving the ¤re of an enemy, can we assume that the child knows
why he is acting thus, any more than the lion, or the wild animal, would know?
As the dialogue unfolds in the Laches, Socrates leads his interlocutors to see
that courage cannot be de¤ned through formulas that have nothing to do with
moral purpose. For example, courage cannot inhere simply in staying at one’s
post, never running away, for that may involve only a “foolish endurance” that
imperils one’s men and oneself. And it cannot inhere simply in showing spir-
itedness in charging up a hill or charging into danger, for the commander who
leads his men up a hill in a reckless charge without hope of success may merely
be squandering their lives. As the inquiry moves on, it must move toward this
end: Courage must involve an understanding of the ends that alone could jus-
tify the risk of one’s life and the lives of one’s men. As Nicias comes to say in
the dialogue, courage must require an understanding of whether “suffering or
non-suffering . . . will be best for a man.”9 Or to put it another way, it will have
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to encompass an understanding of the grounds on which sacri¤ce would be
justi¤ed. It must depend ¤nally on an understanding of just what ends are wor-
thy of the commitment of decent people, and whether they would justify the
risk of death.
As I noted in my book First Things, in the annals of warfare, few armies
have fought with as much cohesion as the German Wehrmacht in the Second
World War, and that cohesion was preserved largely through the commitment
and leadership of German of¤cers. Those men risked their lives and offered
uncommon examples of dedication to their cause. Yet, can we regard them as
courageous? As I have suggested, we cannot really regard them as courageous
unless we are prepared to commend them, and we can hardly commend them
unless we are prepared to commend the ends for which they fought. But how
can we coherently commend people who have chosen to expend their valor,
risk their lives, and inspire the sacri¤ce of others in the service of a regime of
genocide, of ends that were thoroughly evil?
This understanding of the matter was borne out poignantly by General
Grant, in his memoirs, when he recalled his meeting with General Lee at Ap-
pomatox. The two soldiers reminisced together about their service during the
war with Mexico, though Grant, as a junior of¤cer, had seen Lee only from afar
and known this senior ¤gure through his reputation. As Grant took in the full
presence of Lee now at Appomatox—as he noted Lee’s bearing and dignity—
Grant’s satisfaction was touched by sadness. There was a pity to be felt, as Grant
said, for “the downfall of a foe who had fought so long and valiantly, and had
suffered so much for a cause.” But he was quick to add—“though that cause was,
I believe, one of the worst for which a people ever fought, and one for which
there was the least excuse.”10 Grant’s respect for valor could not be detached
from the principles of moral judgment on which respect was properly offered.
He could not extend the ¤nal measure of his respect unless he had been willing
to blind himself to those ends for which Lee was willing to expend his valor.
Grant came closer to Plato’s understanding in the Laches, for he re¶ected seri-
ously on the ends that justi¤ed war and determined, as Plato had Nicias say,
whether “suffering or non-suffering . . . will be best for a man.”
In 1977, two years after American helicopters had lifted off the roof of the
American embassy in Saigon and North Vietnamese troops had come rolling
through the streets to ¤nish the war, there appeared in American papers an “Ap-
peal to the Government of North Vietnam.” The appeal was made by a cast of
some of the most celebrated opponents of the war in Vietnam: Joan Baez, the
singer, and Aryeh Neier of the American Civil Liberties Union. But now these
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people, who presumably had some experience in the world, were affecting a cer-
tain naiveté and surprise. They sounded rather like the Claude Raines character
in Casablanca: they professed to be “shocked—shocked” to discover that there
was no political or religious freedom in communist Vietnam: There was no right
to publish in a free press and no right of a political opposition to organize and
run candidates, for of course there were no free elections. And people who per-
sisted in their religious practice as Catholics or Buddhists ran the risk of being
imprisoned, as religion was suppressed. The protesters announced gravely that
this was not what they had been led to expect from a movement that had been
aimed at national liberation.
But that movement had always been under the direction of communists in
North Vietnam, and it was aided by fraternal parties in China and the Soviet
Union. Did the protestors not understand that if that movement was victorious,
the result would be a communist regime in Vietnam? To be sure, there would
be certain ¶avorings, re¶ecting the local cuisine or the local culture, but the
outcome was still bound to be a communist regime in its essential structure.
And did the protestors know of any regime constituted on Marxist-Leninist
principles that had free elections as part of its way of life? Or that contained
serious, constitutional restraints on the government? Why had they expected
things to be different in Vietnam? 
As the protestors curiously, and strikingly, “explained” in their protest, they
had been offered assurances by the leaders in North Vietnam that the Vietnam
emerging from the war would be a free society, abounding in rights amply re-
spected. But as the late Sam Goldwyn used to say, a verbal contract was not worth
the paper it was written on. The protestors, as the children of America, should
have known better. They should have known, that is, that the assurances they
were receiving were merely personal assurances, emanating from the goodwill
or the sentiments of the men who were offering these assurances. But as worldly
children of America, they should have been asking more pointed questions and
suggesting some tests far more precise, tied to the question of political institu-
tions. If the leaders of Vietnam truly believed in freedom and equality or in
human rights, then the visiting Americans should have suggested to them that
they would be far more believable if they took some public steps at once to dem-
onstrate their commitment to these things, in the manner of the American
Founders. The rulers of Vietnam should have been asked to translate their prom-
ise of “rights” into institutional commitments that would not depend in the
least on the dispositions or the feelings of the men who happened to be in of¤ce
from time to time.
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The curious thing here is that the visitors from America did not ask the
leaders of Vietnam to take that modest ¤rst step or to draw at least the ¤rst
inference drawn by the American Founders after they had declared that “all
men are created equal” and endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights: that a rightful government over human beings draws its legitimate pow-
ers only from the consent of the governed. The American Founders translated
the principles of the Declaration into a political-legal structure of government
by consent. If we reduced that structure to its most elementary and de¤ning
parts, it would involve, in the ¤rst instance, free elections, and then a system
of independent courts, in which the government of the day could actually lose
cases. The Founders understood that the purpose animating this whole project
was not the creation of new rights, but the securing of the rights we already
possessed by nature, even before the advent of a government. As their under-
standing ran, even in the so-called State of Nature we never possessed a “right”
to steal or to rape or to kill without justi¤cation. Or, to put it another way, even
before the advent of a government, we had a right not to be assaulted or killed
without justi¤cation. As the Founders understood, the government did not in-
vent those rights. One of the Founders, James Wilson, explained that the pur-
pose of the government was not to invent new rights, but to secure and enlarge
the rights we already possessed by nature. And the government would do that
through enforcing or protecting those rights with the power of law.11
But the principal instrument for the securing of those rights was not the
listing of rights, in ever longer lists, on parchments, or in appendages tacked
onto the Constitution as amendments or afterthoughts. The Founders thought
that they were creating a structure for the securing of rights, and the principal
ingredient in that structure was this: The people whose freedom and lives were
most directly affected would have the means of protecting themselves through
the vote, through the prospect of voting out of of¤ce any politicians who seemed
to threaten their lives or their freedom. We apparently need to be reminded these
days that the courts did not become active in applying the Bill of Rights to the
states until 1922. We may ask, What preserved the freedom of the press or the
freedom of speech in America up to that time? And the main answer is that these
rights were preserved by a structure of politics in which the active participants
had a strong interest in protecting their own freedom, including their freedom
to publish and defend their interests in public.
Justice Antonin Scalia has pointed out, in this vein, that there have been
few constitutions in the world with longer inventories of “rights” than the con-
stitution of the former Soviet Union. But those “rights” were of course ¤ctions,
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so much window dressing in a totalitarian regime, because there was no structure
for the protection of those rights. What is curious, in turn, about the former
protestors who were later appealing to the government of Vietnam with a sense
of betrayal is that they could be so obtuse in overlooking the obvious. What they
seemed to be expecting were the most re¤ned rights that we associate with a “re-
gime of law,” but without a constitutional government as the structure that was
needed to protect those rights: for there would be, in Vietnam, no elections, no
independent courts, which support, and then extend those rights. For some rea-
son, the former protestors had never thought it important to demand those in-
stitutions or structures from the rulers of Vietnam as the institutional support
for all other rights.
But it is remarkable that even lawyers seem to have forgotten that we en-
countered another variant of this problem at the beginning of the republic in
the argument over the Bill of Rights. What is forgotten is that the Bill of
Rights was opposed by a number of federalists, not because they were hostile
to the notion of rights, but because they thought that a bill of rights would
actually narrow or truncate our rights. For one thing, it would foster the im-
pression that the main rights we had were the ones that were written down.
Or it would suggest to many people that the rights written down were far more
important than the rights that were left unmentioned. And beyond that, a bill
of rights could misinstruct the American people about the very ground of their
rights: It might subtly persuade Americans that these critical rights were not
natural rights, which they had even before the appearance of a government,
but positive rights, rights that were there only because they were “posited” or
set down in a legal enactment. And so we must ask ourselves earnestly: Have
we not heard people commonly speak of those rights we possess through the
First Amendment—as though in the absence of the First Amendment we
would not have those rights to speak and publish? Alexander Hamilton posted
a caution about the “intemperate partisans” who showed an “injudicious zeal
for bills of rights.” They did not realize just how much they were working to
diminish, rather than expand, our rights. But carrying the matter closer to the
core, they did not understand that the powerful device for securing rights was
to be found in the Constitution itself as a structure of popular government.
As Hamilton noted, the key was in the preamble to the Constitution: “We, the
people of the United States, to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and
our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution.” In that passage alone,
said Hamilton, was “a better recognition of popular rights, than volumes of
those aphorisms which make the principal ¤gure in several of our States bills
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of rights.” For that preamble expressed, in itself, the understanding that made
the American notion of government strikingly novel in its time: namely, that
the government did not spring from nature as an entity quite separate from
the rights of its members; that the very purpose of the government, the pur-
pose that called it into existence, was that of securing the rights of its people.
Those who sought their security and their rights in parchment lists did not un-
derstand, as Hamilton put it, that “the Constitution is itself, in every rational
sense, and to every useful purpose, A BILL OF RIGHTS.”12
And yet we commonly ¤nd people today who identify the Constitution, not
with the body of the Constitution and its text, but with the amendments con-
taining the Bill of Rights. The people who view the Constitution through this
prism rather con¤rm Hamilton’s warning, for these people do not seem to un-
derstand, as Hamilton said, that the Constitution itself was the most impressive
achievement in the securing of human rights. What is overlooked is the thing
that should be plainest in view, but precisely the same mistake is made today by
human rights activists in foreign policy. For the most part, it is the same mistake
made by the former protestors of the war in Vietnam. They conceive human
rights in terms of the provisions of our Bill of Rights, on criminal procedures,
on rights against unwarranted searches, and on rights of publication or religious
worship. They will protest over the use of torture in another country or the use
of preventive detention. But they will not take as the central aim of their policy
the establishment in other countries of a regime of consent—a regime of free
elections, and free migration, which offers but another way for free people to
give and withhold their consent.
As I have suggested, the same state of mind accounts for the tendency of
the Vietnam protestors to have missed what was at stake in Vietnam—and just
which side in that con¶ict represented the cause of human rights. As grown-
ups in their forties they should have had ample experience in their own life-
times to know that no regime denies more fully the premises of government
by consent than those regimes we have rightly called totalitarian. The protest-
ors, advancing in their years, had ample reason to know that communist re-
gimes began by denying, at the root, the very notion of natural rights or
human rights—the rights that arise from the very nature of human beings and
deserve to be respected in all places. We might offer an echo then of Hamilton
in this way: What the protestors did not understand is that a military policy
that sought to resist the extension in the world of communist regimes and
their power was itself nothing less than a policy of “human rights.” Or, to state
the matter from the other side, they did not seem to understand that the most
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powerful policy of human rights was the policy that sought to preserve demo-
cratic regimes where they existed and to extend the blessings of that regime
of freedom to other peoples.
We were often reproached, of course, for the fact that our allies did not
seem to be as fully democratic as we ourselves prided ourselves on being. In-
deed, we often found ourselves allied with weak authoritarian regimes, like the
regime under Salazar in Portugal, or the regime that prevailed for a while in
Greece in the 1960s under the military. But these regimes were nowhere near
as repressive as totalitarian regimes, and as we should readily understand by
now, there are times when we are compelled to use the allies who are available
to us, as we were compelled to ally ourselves with Stalin’s Russia during the
Second World War as a means of defeating the Nazis. And yet, people may
curiously overlook the logic and the effects of coalitions, even when they are
thus fashioned out of prudence. It mattered profoundly that countries like Por-
tugal and Greece were incorporated in a military alliance of democratic coun-
tries whose purpose was to resist the extension of totalitarian power in the
world. These authoritarian regimes of the political Right were rather shaky
and brittle; they were bound to suffer crises and come to an early end. And
when they did, it turned out to make a notable difference that they were nes-
tled in a coalition of free countries. When the government of Salazar fell in
Portugal, or the regime of the colonels ¤nally gave way in Greece, all of the
pressures emanating from NATO, and from our allies, supported the move in
these countries to restore constitutional government. Portugal and Greece
were brought back then into the fold of the democracies, and those demo-
cratic regimes, restored, have been sustained now for over twenty years. But if
Portugal and Greece had been incorporated in an alliance directed by the So-
viet Union, they would have experienced none of the pressures to convert
themselves into regimes of consent. And it should go without saying that the
spread of free governments in Eastern Europe has come with the collapse of
the Soviet Union—a collapse that was advanced through the policy of contain-
ment, sustained in America since the days of Harry Truman and sharpened in
a decisive way by Ronald Reagan.
It could be said then in all strictness that the human rights policy that
brought the most dramatic, even miraculous, results was the policy of sustain-
ing the cold war and resisting, even with military force, the spread of commu-
nist regimes. And yet, the willingness to deploy our forces to stop the extension
of communist regimes in Southeast Asia was denounced as a form of imperi-
alism. Strangely, the same protestors would not regard as imperialism the will-
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ingness to use our leverage to shorten the life of the regime of racial apartheid
in South Africa. But in spite of everything that has happened in the world, it
appears that the people who opposed the war in Vietnam would make the same
arguments today, overlaid now with the rhetoric of “multiculturalism.”
The same obtuseness, then, is to be found all about us, even today, and it
will still have its effects on foreign policy. We have recently marked the ¤ftieth
anniversary of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. And it was
fairly easy to anticipate that one faction in our politics would take the occasion
to launch a campaign to use the United Nations as a means of pressing now, as
global rights, some novel claims that re¶ect the fashions or sensibilities of our
own day. “Reproductive rights” would be a likely candidate, along with other,
more advanced constructions of “the rights of women,” including certain pro-
tections against sexual harassment. One variant we are not likely to ¤nd, I sup-
pose, is the right of a female not to be aborted or destroyed simply because she
is a female, in cultures all too willing to rid themselves of female babies. But we
can expect that these rights will be expansive in their reach, and that, one way
or another, they will bring new levers into the hands of administrators in inter-
national organizations to force a certain brand of feminism on third-world coun-
tries. And all of this will be pushed along regardless of the popular sentiment in
those countries or the willingness of voters to accept these kinds of policies. But
the one thing we can probably bet on is that the people seeking to use the occa-
sion in this way will not in fact credit the real logic of human rights or apply
that notion in the most consequential way, in the style of the American
Founders. That is, they are not likely to take it, as their ¤rst and primary mission,
to extend and protect in the rest of the world the kinds of governments that arise
from free elections.
In this obtuseness there is also a certain blindness on the issue of peace. For
the record of experience reveals, in a striking way, that democratic countries do
not tend to make war on one another. Their commercial interests may often
con¶ict, but they do not conceive their interests in foreign affairs in terms that
are threatening to one another because they have no interest in depriving other
countries of a government by consent. In theory, one would suppose that gov-
ernments responsive to the opinions of their publics would also be quite respon-
sive when those publics are animated by a religious zeal or a passion for war. But
something else, something very elementary, seems to be at work in the structure
of democratic governments: It seems harder to initiate and sustain wars when
the government depends on the consent of the people who will have to supply
their sons and their money to support the war. As Pericles was supposed to have
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said in his famous funeral address, “[N]o man is ¤tted to give fair and honest
advice in council if he has not, like his fellows, a family at stake in the hour of
the city’s danger.”13 Let no man, that is, hazard the lives of other men’s sons when
he is not willing to hazard the life of his own. That, too, is part of the logic of
a government by consent, and it is part of its wholesome discipline.
We readily grasped the understanding contained in NATO, that a common
program of defense was practicable precisely because the allies were agreed in
their understanding of the kind of regime they were seeking to preserve. Almost
all of them had one form or another of parliamentary democracy. And yet, one
of the astonishing things to me was that our schemes for Europe, from the Mon-
net Plan to the Marshall Plan to NATO and European integration, never quite
caught the central point of the American idea or the American Constitution, as
I discovered when working on my book, years ago, on the Marshall Plan.14
Whenever statesmen spoke of fostering integration in Europe or of taking Amer-
ica as an example, what they saw in America was merely the model of an inte-
grated commercial market. What they seemed to forget was that the American
Union, re¶ected in the Constitution, was, even more importantly, a union for
the sake of preserving democratic government in all of its parts. The Constitu-
tion contains the so-called Guaranty Clause, namely, that we guarantee a repub-
lican form of government to each of the states (Art. IV, Sec. 4). As a consequence,
there could not be, for example, a coup in Rhode Island or the sudden advent
of a monarchy or a dictatorship that calls off elections. But in Europe, after the
war, there was a sense that democratic government could indeed be hanging in
the balance. The possibility was taken quite seriously by the political classes that
democratic government would be imperiled if the devastating winter of 1946–
47 brought starvation, and if people were moved then out of desperation to the
side of the communist parties in Italy and France. Nor was it to be discounted
in this reckoning that, in the midst of this crisis, with many things unsettled,
the Soviet army might cross the frontier. To meet the crisis we brought forth the
Marshall Plan and NATO, and yet even with this ¶exing of imagination, this
willingness to think anew, the idea never seemed to take hold that the very pur-
pose of the alliance in Europe was to preserve democratic governments within
the separate states.
That would seem, on its surface, a rather implausible claim, yet I think the
point was con¤rmed in a telling way by the crisis that arose in Italy in the mid-
1970s. There was a live prospect, and a serious danger, that the government in
Italy would bring the Communist Party into its coalition as a major partner. An
earnest debate then ensued as to how much the Communist Party had really
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changed: Did it still see itself as a party committed to Marxist-Leninist principles?
If it did not, it might no longer be a threat to democratic government in Italy.
But if the party had not changed in its essential character, it was hard to see how
the military plans of NATO could be shared with a ruling party that had ties to
the Soviet Union. The point I would underline, though, is that almost none of
these vexing questions would have been problems if the understanding had been
established that NATO had as one of its principal missions the preservation of
an elected government in each of the separate countries. In that event, it would
have been understood that units of NATO would have been deployed at once if
any government in Italy had sought to stage a coup and call off elections. Under
those conditions, there would have been no particular danger to national secu-
rity in the Italian communists’ coming to power, for they could not have come
to power as real communists, committed to establishing a communist regime.
And in fact, if this understanding had been established as part of the structure
of the alliance, it might have encouraged the Italian communists to do even
earlier what many of us had urged them to do: to break their af¤liation with the
Soviet Communist Party and mark the break by changing their name. Until they
did that, the inference would have to persist that the communists in Italy looked
upon the regime in the Soviet Union as one plausible or legitimate version of a
“socialist regime.” And if the Italian communists professed to see in the Soviet
Union a legitimate brand of a socialist regime, why should anyone have sup-
posed that they would have thought it illegitimate to establish the same kind of
regime in Italy as well?15
But again, these worries over the Italian communists simply con¤rmed
the fact that integration in Western Europe was never understood to be any-
thing more than an economic union, and there may be a serious question of
whether it is understood in any different way today. I would pose this as a ques-
tion to people who have studied the moves toward the European Community:
Is there anything in the current charter of the European Community that
would authorize the central authorities to engage troops of the community
and intervene in a member state if there were a coup in that country or if the
electorate decided to vote out democratic government?
The question is really a simple one, and yet we realize that we would have to
pass through several layers of understanding and commitment before we would
arrive at anything as ¤rm as the understanding contained in the American Con-
stitution: that our purpose in this union is to secure that form of government
that begins with the notion of natural rights and the right of people to be gov-
erned with their own consent.
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As it turns out, that is not quite as easy a thing to preserve as we had imag-
ined. In our own case, it helps immeasurably that the forms of a government by
consent have been woven by now into the fabric of our daily lives. We have had
national elections every two years since the republic began, and it is now virtually
impossible to think of calling off those elections, even if some people no longer
remember just why, in principle, we have elections. And yet, as with many things
buried in convention, the original reasons have become lost, and Americans in
our own day seem less able to explain why we have elections and the rule of the
majority. Is it because that is the form of government that most people in this
country prefer? Would it cease being a good, then, if most people ceased to prefer
it? Or do we have free elections and government by consent because there is
something good in principle about that arrangement? But if it is good in prin-
ciple, we could not be free to vote it away. Would Americans recognize any
longer what we are saying if we said, in the accents of the Founders, that the
case for this form of government is grounded in something in our natures that
we are not free to efface or deny, even for ourselves?
It should be clear that most people in this country cannot explain these
things any more, which brings us to an older and graver problem, which may be
put in this way: Is it possible that the outward forms of this regime may remain
the same while the inner substance is changed and the regime is converted, in
substance, into something else? In that event, might we cease to be a democratic
people even while the forms seem on the surface the same and the people who
exercise power hold familiar titles (such as justice of the Supreme Court, con-
gressman, president)? Even now we do not have a sense of how serious or how
subtle the problem may be or how deep it may run. It becomes hard, then, to
capture Lincoln’s sense of the gravity of the situation when he referred to Senator
Pettit of Indiana, who insisted that the self-evident truth of the Declaration of
Independence was a “self-evident lie.” That central truth of the Declaration was
that “all men are created equal,” and as I have already noted, that proposition was
never understood by Lincoln or the Founders to mean that all men were equally
virtuous or intelligent or that they all deserved the same rewards and punish-
ments. It meant that all men had a claim to be governed with their own consent,
that it was not right to rule human beings in the way that men ruled dogs and
horses. 
Lincoln described that central truth of the Declaration in the way Madi-
son described it, as an “absolute” truth. At Gettysburg, Lincoln said that the
nation was founded “four score and seven years ago” on that “proposition” that
all men were created equal. If we count back four score and seven from 1863,
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we do not arrive at 1787 but 1776. That is to say, as Lincoln understood, the
American republic did not begin with the Constitution, nor was it made for
the Constitution. The Constitution was made to enhance and protect the
union, but the union began in 1776, with the articulation of the principle that
de¤ned the character of the American regime. The country, he said, brought
forth by “our fathers,” was dedicated to the proposition that “all men are cre-
ated equal,” and anyone who would change the regime, anyone who would
convert this country into an oligarchy or something other than a republic,
would have to strike at the Declaration. In that respect, as Lincoln said, they
would have a “hard nut to crack,” because the Declaration still elicited a pow-
erful reverence on the part of the people. And it stirred that reverence because
the people at large still grasped the point that the proposition contained in the
Declaration was the key, or the ¤rst principle, of their citizenship, or their
standing as Americans. And that is why Pettit’s line was so disturbing or por-
tentous: It indicated that respect for that principle had been eroding among a
portion of the American “political class,” from those men who held of¤ce and
exercised the levers of authority. And that erosion would show up before long
in places where it counted. A country that could enslave black people could
begin restricting the franchise of whites. The republican features in the re-
gime could become muted, and the authoritarian aspects could become more
pronounced. In its outward forms, the regime might still appear to be demo-
cratic, but behind the facade of its forms, its substance would have been deci-
sively altered. The regime would have been turned into something else. Hence
the crisis of “the house divided,” as Lincoln described it: the country could not
endure if half-slave and half-free. Lincoln did not deny that the country could
survive in some form, but he insisted that it would cease to be divided, that it
would become all of one thing or all of the other.
These shifts in understanding may be quite subtle, but their cumulative
effects may be momentous. And those shifts in understanding may express
themselves where people are least aware of them. After the Battle of Gettys-
burg, President Lincoln urged General Meade to press the attack on Lee’s
army before the Southern troops could make it back across the Potomac River
into Virginia. But Meade held back with a certain caution, for he was still ab-
sorbing the massive casualties suffered by his army; and in holding back, the
moment was lost. The tide in the Potomac receded, the river lowered; Lee and
his army made it safely back to their home ground. Meade telegraphed the
president that at least the Union side could take satisfaction in “driving the in-
vader from our soil.” That dispatch merely deepened the frustration of the
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president. As Lincoln remarked to his secretaries, “Will our generals never get
that idea out of their heads? The whole country is our soil.”16
It must be one of the most exasperating things in politics when people on
one’s own side begin to absorb, subtly but deeply, the premises of their adversar-
ies. In another incident, the year before, Lincoln had his secretary, John Hay,
deliver by hand a summons to an of¤cer in the Union army, Major John Key.
Lincoln directed Key to establish, within twenty-four hours, the truth or falsity
of an incident reported to him in this way: Major Levi C. Turner, a Judge Advo-
cate, had put the question to Key, “Why was not the rebel army bagged imme-
diately after the battle near Sharpsburg?” And according to Turner, Key had
replied, “That is not the game.” What he apparently meant by that was that the
“game” was to have both sides skirmish, put on a good show, until they were
exhausted. At that point, the political leadership would reach a settlement that
dissolved the crisis without overturning the institution of slavery.
The next day, Key and Turner appeared before the president. Neither one
denied that these things were said, but Turner thought that this much could
be said on behalf of Key: He had heard Key on other occasions conversing
about the current troubles, but he had “never heard him utter a sentiment un-
favorable to the maintenance of the Union. He has never uttered anything
which he Major T[urner] would call disloyalty.” Lincoln, however, insisted that
it was “wholly inadmissible for any gentleman holding a military commission
from the United States to utter such sentiments,” and he ordered that Key be
“forthwith dismissed from the Military service of the United States.”
Lincoln’s secretary noted that Key had said nothing to controvert the ac-
count. Instead, he had sought to prove that “he was true to the Union.” But as
the secretary recorded, the “substance of the President’s reply was that if there
was a ‘game’ ever among Union men, to have our army not take an advantage
of the enemy when it could, it was his object to break up that game.”17
For Lincoln, everything was connected, and he was not to be taken in—as
we ourselves might be taken in—by the assurances offered on the surface of
things. Major Key was playing a different “game,” as he put it, because he evi-
dently did not think it worth ¤ghting for the sake of removing slavery. Nor,
apparently, would he have fought for the moderate policy set forth by Lincoln,
namely, to put slavery in the course of ultimate extinction. Key might have
been quite earnest in professing his loyalty to the Union, but what did the
“Union” mean to him? Not, evidently, the Union described by Lincoln, the
Union that was founded on the proposition that “all men are created equal,”
or the right of human beings to the ownership of themselves. The Civil War,
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said Lincoln, was a test of the question of whether any government so dedi-
cated, and so consecrated, could long endure. But clearly that was not a propo-
sition at stake for Major Key at any point. Key might have been loyal to some
notion of a community, a population, in this territory, but whether the politi-
cal order established in this territory was based on the premise of freedom or
of slavery was for him a matter of moral indifference. That is to say, he was
attached to his country, but he was indifferent to the principle on which the
common life of that country was constituted. He was indifferent, then, to the
character of the regime.
But in the same way, we must put the question honestly to ourselves: Do we
not face precisely the same problem with those people in the government or in
the military service who claim to serve their country but who are evidently inca-
pable of offering any account of the ground of that commitment? They may be
loyal to their friends and their service, but they cannot quite explain the grounds
on which this regime in America could be regarded as good in principle for any-
one but themselves. And even for themselves, they cannot explain why this re-
gime should command their loyalty on any ground other than that it is the form
of government they prefer because it happens to be familiar. It happens to be
“theirs,” not for any compelling reason but because they have grown up with it.
In their affable haze, they are apparently far from recognizing the depth of the
problem before them. For if they cannot supply that moral account, they cannot
explain the ground of principle on which that government has a claim to their
respect or their loyalty. In that case, they cannot really explain why they could
be justi¤ed in using deadly force in defense of this country—or why they would
then be justi¤ed in risking their own lives to defend it.
I have approached this question in an indirect way, but I trust that my point
has been clear. I hope that you, as cadets, would put these demanding questions
to yourselves, as people who have entered the military life and taken the defense
of the country as their vocation. If we have trouble in giving that moral account,
I hope that the problem will encourage us to engage in earnest re¶ection and
serious conversation. As we have already seen, it is no longer a surprise to ¤nd
people, even in the military, who profess to a certain skepticism, or even relativ-
ism, when a question arises about the grounds of moral judgment. But a com-
mitment grounded in that moral skepticism is a commitment with no
grounding at all; and we should hardly be astonished to ¤nd that, for some peo-
ple, that commitment dissolves into nothingness when it is tested. After all, if
there is no morally compelling reason to preserve this republic—if it does not
command our loyalty on grounds of principle—then the whole matter of loyalty
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may be thrown up to the most prosaic calculation: Why not then sell a few pieces
of military information if we can make a bit of something for ourselves and our
own families?
It is idle to think that this philosophic emptiness, or this moral puzzlement,
is simply an abstraction that produces no effect. As Lincoln understood, those
subtle moral shifts produce the most emphatic, and even thunderous, results. Lin-
coln is still celebrated in this country, even by people who do not yet appreciate
how deeply his example runs. But what is passed over is one of the most elemen-
tary things he exempli¤es: that one cannot really ¤ght for this country—one can-
not even begin to ¤ght as one should ¤ght—unless one understands the moral
ends that justify that ¤ght and that sacri¤ce. People cannot understand why Lin-
coln was so vigorous in suspending the writ of habeas corpus and prosecuting the
war unless they can understand, as Harry Jaffa observed, how deeply wrong it was,
for Lincoln, to make war on the United States. For Lincoln, as Jaffa reminds us,
the wrong of slavery and the wrong of rebellion were in point of principle the
same.18 In one of his ¤rst messages to Congress Lincoln put it in this way:
This is essentially a People’s contest. On the side of the Union, it is a struggle
for maintaining in the world that form, and substance of government, whose
leading object is, to elevate the condition of men—to lift arti¤cial weights
from all shoulders—to clear the paths of laudable pursuit for all—to afford
all, an unfettered start, and a fair chance, in the race of life. . . . [This] is the
leading object of the government for whose existence we contend.19
In a recent book, What They Fought For, 1861–65, James McPherson of-
fered strands drawn from the letters written home by Union soldiers, several in
response to letters from their wives pleading for their return. The husbands
had already risked their lives in the service of their country, and some had been
wounded. The gist of the pleas, offered by their wives, was that their families,
too, had a claim to their loyalty. There were at home wives and children who
desperately missed their presence, their care and support. One soldier, a lieu-
tenant from Ohio, wrote back to his wife:
Our Fathers made this country, we their children are to save it. . . . Why
denounce the war when the interest at stake is so vital? Without Union &
peace our freedom is worthless . . . our children would have no warrant of
liberty. . . . [I]f our Country be numbered among the things that were but
are not, of what value will be house, family, and friends? 20
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A sergeant from Minnesota, thirty-three years old, father of three children,
wrote home from an army hospital where he was recovering from exhaustion:
My grandfather fought and risked his life to bequeath to his posterity . . .
the glorious institutions [now threatened by this] infernal rebellion. . . . It
is not for you and I, or us & our dear little ones, alone, that I was and am
willing to risk the fortunes of the battle¤eld, but also for the sake of the
country’s millions who are to come after us.21
What is one to say in the presence of that kind of generosity? We encoun-
ter here, quite plainly, a man who was willing to give his life in order to make
a gift to the next generation, to us, as though we were his own offspring. How
does one respond to that with an adequate sense of gratitude, except perhaps
through a willingness to match the gift and bear the same risks?
When Lincoln was twenty-nine, in 1838, he delivered a speech to the Young
Men’s Lyceum in Spring¤eld, Illinois, about the breakdown of law. In this re-
markable speech, Lincoln pre¤gured his own mission in politics—and even his
own assassination. He talked about certain rare men who would gain distinction
and rise to power either by freeing slaves or enslaving free men. He pointed out
that the people who rise to the highest of¤ce in a republic do not necessarily
become, in that rise, ever more committed to republican government. Caesar
and Napoleon rose to prominence and came to power under republics, but they
soon replaced the regime with another, built around themselves. As Lincoln
said, these men were part of “the tribe of the eagle.” They soared above others.
They could not be ¤tted into the laws made for people in the bulk. They could
not ¤nd their satisfaction merely in treading along the paths trod by others be-
fore them or in simply preserving for the next generation what had been handed
down to them.22 They had to create something new, a regime arranged around
themselves and their own, personal power.
Lincoln recognized here, as Aristotle had recognized, certain ¤gures who
were, in truth, naturally superior men. But Lincoln also suggested that there
were two kinds of superior men: One rose above the law for the sake of becoming
the destroyer of a republic, and the other rose above the law for the sake of be-
coming the savior of a republic.23 During the crisis of the Civil War, Lincoln
was compelled to suspend the writ of habeas corpus for the sake of striking at
the rebellion. The procedure was contemplated under the Constitution, and yet
there was no getting away from the fact that in this situation, someone in exec-
utive authority might have to go beyond the law for the sake of preserving the
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law. He might have to move, for the moment, beyond the restraints of the law
for the sake of returning the regime to the regime as it was. Of the two kinds of
men who go beyond the law, it may be argued that the one who goes beyond the
law to become the savior of a republic is a man even more superior yet. For at a
critical moment, when he is not restrained by the law, he shows a supreme level
of self-restraint. He could create something new, but instead he returns the re-
gime to what it was—he restores a regime of popular government. And when he
shows, at the edge of that law, that supreme level of self-restraint, what he shows
also, and quite dramatically, is his respect for a law outside himself.
On more than one occasion, we have seen that the security of the country
may have to repose in the hands of men in positions of executive authority, who
will have the freedom to act without any practicable restraint of the law. There
is no security here that the law may provide or fashion. That is a hard truth we
would prefer not to face directly, and yet we come here to the real limit of our
capacity to contrive a remedy by creating a new structure, spinning out an inge-
nious new form of checks and balances. At the end, we come to the sober rec-
ognition that there is only one surety we have that the regime will be returned
to the regime as it was, and that surety lies in the character of the man who
makes that decision. With Lincoln, we had a man whose loyalty to the regime
ran to the deepest levels of his sense of himself and his place. He said on one
occasion that this was the only country in the world in which a man of his origins
could come to the highest of¤ce in the land. But again, other people had risen
to power under republics only to defect, to withdraw their loyalty.
The difference with Lincoln is that he had become utterly clear about that
central proposition—or the central idea, as he called it—that lay at the heart of
the American regime. He knew why it compelled his respect and the respect of
any other man and why he was not free, in any moral sense, to abandon that
regime. What made him so tenacious in ¤ghting the war accounted, then, at
the same time, for his deepest loyalty. Everything was contained, ¤nally, in the
point he made when he explained the ground and the justi¤cation for the war:
What was at stake in the war, as he said—and at stake for us now, and at all
times—was that simple right of a people to govern itself.
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Why Serve the State?
Moral Foundations of Military Of¤cership
Martin L. Cook
Moral Talk and Military Virtue
want to address what I think is the single most serious moral question any
military of¤cer needs to be clear about in her or his mind: the moral founda-
tion of the enterprise of military service itself. Morally serious and thoughtful
military of¤cers feel a deep tension in the moral basis of their profession. On
the one hand, there are very few places in our society where the concepts of duty
and service above self have such currency. On the other hand, there is the reality
that the military exists to serve the will of the political leadership of a particular
state and will, at times, be employed for less-than-grand purposes.
The language of nobility, of honor, and of sacri¤ce are used by military
of¤cers in ways that, for most of the rest of the society, might well sound quaint
or outmoded. One hears talk about discipline and sacri¤ce of self for the good
of others that made even a paci¤st such as William James seek some “moral
equivalent of war” that could instill those values in civilian life!1
There is, to some extent, cynical talk in the military about this appeal to
values and character. I think much of that is caused by inevitable tension be-
tween the reality of those values and the inherent limitations of a bureaucratic
military system that tries to make those values real in practice. But I would re-
mind you of the remark of a wise person who observed that “hypocrisy is the
tribute that vice pays to virtue.” Or, seen in another light, in the context of
I
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discussing the use of moral vocabulary by political leaders, the philosopher
Michael Walzer observes that even if what they say are lies, the fact that they
feel obligated to tell lies, and more importantly to tell those particular lies, is
probably a testament of the importance to all of us of the values that their rheto-
ric expresses.2
Cynicism, then, is grounded in aspiration. That is to say, I think that what
drives cynicism is disappointed love. It seems to me that most of the young
people who come to the military are full of the highest ideals. They are often
disappointed to ¤nd that reality falls short of those ideals. To some degree this
is just frustration with the inherent limitations of human institutions. Disap-
pointment with the discovery of those limitations is a perennial characteristic
of young people in all areas of life—and one to be cherished. It is the idealism
of each new generation that gives us hope and makes human progress possible.
Of course, some of the frustration also ¶ows from aspects of the system that
are not as good as they could be in trying to implement its values in institu-
tional form. But rather than focus on the cynicism, it is important to acknowl-
edge the deep longing for the values that underlie the disappointments.
My point is simple: The military profession’s rhetoric of a unique moral basis
should be taken as a testimony to real and powerful aspirations—aspirations to
be deeply valued in our society. The value of those aspirations remains and
should be honored, however far short of them we sometimes fall in experience.
These aspirations are the foundation of the military virtues which preserve and
sustain some of the noblest of human values: to serve others even at the cost of
personal sacri¤ce, to discipline one’s mind and body so that it serves a purpose
larger than self and the pursuit of pleasure.
Having said all that, however, I want to note that there is a tension be-
tween these ideals and another important reality of the military system. That
other reality is that the military exists as the servant of particular states and of
their political leadership. If we believe Karl von Clausewitz that “War . . . is an
act of policy,”3 the military exists not to serve grand and universal moral prin-
ciples but simply to sacri¤ce itself for the political ends of the state. To put it
bluntly, on Clausewitz’s account, the real purpose of military leadership is sim-
ply to serve the national interest as that interest is de¤ned by political leader-
ship. Viewed from this perspective, all the rhetoric about the high moral
purposes of military service constitutes a verbal smoke screen behind which
lurks a very unpleasant truth. If this perspective were the ¤nal word, then the
truth would be that it is functional to persuade individuals to think about ser-
vice in such moral terms, but only to make it psychologically easier for them
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to evade the true reality—that they and their organizations exist only to serve
the tribal interests of their state. And since states, on Clausewitz’s analysis, are
engaged in a constant struggle to advance their interests and to diminish those
of other states, there is little here to be seen as truly morally grand.
Of course, if we were to think about the military this way, we would proba-
bly disguise that reality by invoking ideas of the “self-defense” of the state. But
such talk is vague. We know the core meaning of “self-defense”—self-defense
is when someone is attacking us personally, or when extended to the state, when
we resist a border incursion or protect the lives of fellow citizens in peril. In that
narrow and relatively precise sense, all but absolute paci¤sts grant there is a right
to self-defense. But it requires considerable conceptual sleight of hand to extend
the concept of self-defense to foreign interventions—whether humanitarian or
imperial—and to balance-of-power wars. In short, only rarely do militaries—
perhaps especially the U.S. military—¤ght in wars which are genuinely defensive
of political sovereignty and territorial integrity. More typically our wars serve
something considerably broader and vaguer than strict self-defense would
imply—something expressed with claims to vital national interests or important
national values.
So we are now prepared to focus the fundamental question: What is the
moral basis of states themselves that justi¤es our ¤ghting to advance their in-
terests? Certainly, one might say, it is only human individuals who make moral
claims on us, and the use of force and violence might be justi¤ed in the de-
fense of such individuals. But apart from con¶icts of this type, where individ-
uals are really being threatened, why should anyone be willing to kill and die
for the state—an entity which, after all, is a relatively arti¤cial construct, built
on its own morally ambiguous foundation of conquest, domination, and de-
struction of other cultures?
What States A re and Why We Value T hem
Our question was posed most sharply by St. Augustine, arguably the most im-
portant in¶uence on Western intellectual culture. He writes at one of those
few real crossroads of history, literally watching as the Roman Empire is col-
lapsing around him, sensing that a new age of darkness is descending on the
Western world. In his great work, The City of God, Augustine re¶ects on the
ruins of the Roman Empire. Romans of the old school have a ready explana-
tion for the collapse of their civilization: the fall of Rome is the fault of the
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Christians. For centuries, they reasoned, Rome was secure in its political and
military strength because it worshipped the civic gods of Rome. In return,
those gods protected the empire and sustained its armies. Indeed, for the Ro-
mans, much of religion had a primarily practical and civic function, and from
the beginning Christians’ appeal to universal and transcendent values that
embraced all of humanity seemed politically dangerous and profoundly “un-
Roman.” From this pagan Roman perspective, a century of Christian rule had
undermined those civic virtues and hence undermined Roman character and
will to ¤ght.
It is Augustine’s task, as he sees it, to refute the pagan charge. And in the
course of doing it, he ranges widely across Roman history, political philosophy,
and the philosophy of history. Augustine’s ideas become quite literally the intel-
lectual foundation of the Western Christian church and of Western political
philosophy for the next thousand years. His in¶uence is by no means absent even
today. His point of departure is to question Roman assumptions about the glo-
rious character of the state itself. With painstaking and—to Roman audiences,
anyway—painful detail, he recounts the legends of the founding of Rome. Were
not the legendary founders of the state, Romulus and Remus, suckled by wolves?
Was the state not founded on murder and treachery?
Then, in one of the most famous passages in the entire work, Augustine
offers his own view of the glory that was Rome: 
Remove justice, and what are kingdoms but gangs of criminals on a large
scale? What are criminal gangs but petty kingdoms? A gang is a group of
men under the command of a leader, bound by a compact of association, in
which plunder is divided according to an agreed convention. If this villainy
wins so many recruits from the ranks of the demoralized that it acquires ter-
ritory, establishes a base, captures cities and subdues peoples, it then openly
arrogates to itself the title of kingdom, which is conferred on it in the eyes
of the world, not by the renouncing of aggression but by the attainment of
impunity. For it was a witty and truthful rejoinder which was given by a cap-
tured pirate to Alexander the Great. The king asked the fellow, “What is
your idea, in infesting the sea?” And the pirate answered . . . “The same as
yours, in infesting the earth! But because I do it with a tiny craft, I’m called
a pirate: because you have a mighty navy, you’re called an emperor.”4
On Augustine’s view there simply is no moral difference between states
and bands of pirates. There is only the difference of scale, which can make the
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state seem grand while the robber band is simply evil. Both depend for their
success on a kind of internal harmony and organization (what we might call
“military virtues”), and both measure success by their ability to take and de-
stroy the lives and property of others.
Augustine thus counsels Christians to look to their true home not in the
City of Man or the Earthly City, as he calls it, but in the City of God—a “city”
of universal and transcendent value. Only in such a city can human beings
¤nd spiritual and moral rest: as he wrote in another work, “God, you have
made us for yourself, and our hearts are restless until they ¤nd their rest in
Thee.”5
But for the time being we live in both cities. In this life, and in this history,
we must struggle amid the shades of gray of the state, of warfare, and of in-
justice, doing what we can to make things better and more peaceful than they
would otherwise be, but not hoping for or expecting purity. We are to live,
then, “between the times”—aware of the City of God, but not trying “before
its time”6 to live as if we were its citizens exclusively.
It may be necessary to go to war in service of the relatively good state,
which is all that stands between us and complete political and moral chaos—
a chaos Augustine quite literally sees on the horizon as Rome falls and barbar-
ian armies advance on his own city in Africa. But we are to enter into such
wars “mournfully,” justi¤ed by the aggression of others’ disruption of the peace
but free of false hopes of creating a City of God amid the shadows of the City
of Man.
This Augustinian line of thinking laid the foundation for the classic Chris-
tian and, later, secular international-legal justi¤cation for participation in war-
fare: the just (or justi¤ed) war theory. This theory worked out a place for the moral
conduct of soldiers intermediate between the paci¤sm of the early church and
the amoralism of the nihilist’s denial that moral categories apply to war at all.
Of course this tradition underwent enormous elaboration and quali¤cation
as it wended its way through Western intellectual history and through the chang-
ing political contexts in which it was worked out. For most of the thousand years
after Augustine, the Western world was a relative backwater compared to the
stronger and more sophisticated civilizations of the East—¤rst of the Eastern
Roman Empire and then of the new Islamic civilization centered in Baghdad.
In the West, the ideal was a uni¤ed Christian civilization centered in Rome and
under the authority of the bishop of Rome, the pope. On this understanding,
wars were justi¤ed, at least theoretically, as responses to disruptions of the order
of that civilization.
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It is important in our thinking about ¤ghting in defense of states to re-
mind ourselves that the state as we know it is a fairly modern invention. For
much of history, and for many cultures, the state as we think about it does not
exist at all, or its existence is highly relativized by other forms of human orga-
nization. In the West it was not until the period after the Reformation that
the nation-state, with its claims to sovereignty and territorial integrity, became
the dominant institution. Prior to that, European nations and political leaders
were subordinate in principle, and often in fact, to the ideal of a universal
Christendom. Similarly, to this day, the Islamic world af¤rms in principle the
unity of all Muslim peoples and the ideal of gathering all these peoples into a
single political order with a single political head. This Muslim civilization as
a uni¤ed entity is set in contrast to the dar al harb, the world of con¶ict, which
lies outside the order of Islamic civilization. And in many parts of the post-
colonial world—in Rwanda, Bosnia, Ethiopia, to name only a few examples—
we daily discover horrible evidence that the boundaries of states on the map
correspond poorly if at all with the ways in which the inhabitants believe their
society to be organized in tribes and clans.
The development of the concept of states with rights to territorial integrity
and political sovereignty and the evolution of a world system that takes that form
of organization as fundamental are attempts to give a moral shape and de¤nition
to the realities of post-Reformation Europe. It became obvious as Europe ex-
hausted itself in the religious wars following the Reformation that the last illu-
sions of a uni¤ed Christian empire were no longer thinkable. In place of the
earlier ideal, laws and customs of international relations evolved to deal with
those new realities, and particularly to put an end to perennial war over religious
differences. At the end of the Thirty Years’ War, the European states, accepting
the futility of restoring political and religious unity by force, crafted the Peace
of Westphalia in 1648. In this new Westphalian international system, religion
would no longer be a factor in determining alliances or granting or withholding
citizenship. Nor would it be a cause of war. What resulted was a system in which
Europe was organized into nation-states of differing religious systems. Here the
“rules of the game” were that the internal matters of states were their own busi-
ness. It is from this that we get the modern international system, in which a
state’s political sovereignty and territorial integrity are the highest values. The
whole body of international law is founded on this idea of the sovereign state as
an entity closely analogous to John Stuart Mill’s idea of the free individual, able
to do as he or she sees ¤t in matters that affect only individual welfare. And
correlatively, each free individual is at liberty to pursue the life and beliefs which
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seem to him or her most likely to lead to happiness, free from the interference
of others.
The whole body of Christian and medieval thought about the just war is
transposed in this new environment into a secular version of the theory. Here
jus ad bellum, the reasons for going to war, are increasingly de¤ned in terms of
the defense of the twin principles of the new international system: territorial
integrity and political sovereignty of states.
In developing the moral foundations of military service, the military, too,
comes to have a rather different conceptual framework in this model than it
had in medieval Europe or in the Islamic world. Naturally, I don’t mean to de-
fend the Crusades or the military aspects of the Islamic concept of jihad (reli-
gious struggle) to expand the realm of Islam. But I do want to note that those
notions of military struggle place the activities of the warrior in a supposedly
universal moral and religious frame; in principle the soldier ¤ghts not for the
local interests of a particular ruler or state but in the name of values believed
to be universal and transcendent.
With the rise of the nation-state, the role of the military is set in a much
smaller, and probably more realistic, context: that of defending a particular po-
litical and social order in the face of threats to it by other militaries in the service
of similarly particular states. It is an axiom of this new model of the international
order that all states have equal moral claims to territorial integrity and political
sovereignty, and that each state has the right to be free of aggression by others
and to use its military in defense of those rights. Although occasionally the rheto-
ric is more grandiose, perhaps especially in American political discourse (the “war
to end all wars,” defending democracy or civilization, defeating communism),
the “of¤cial rules” of the international system were built on the idea of the fun-
damental equality and internal sovereignty of all states. 
There is an implication here for the morality of the military: in the West-
phalian international system, military of¤cers are moral equals, regardless of
the state they serve. This is the classical modern European understanding of
the moral foundation of of¤cership—that all military of¤cers are morally co-
equal members of the profession of arms. Even though they may be called
upon by their political leadership to ¤ght each other, and to ¤ght in wars of
unequal moral worth, this is not strictly an issue for the military professional.
On this model, the moral demands on the military profession are great, but
they are also delimited. The of¤cer is obliged to serve the state with integrity
and to conduct military operations in a professional manner, disciplining sub-
ordinates and ensuring that they conduct themselves within the bounds of the
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laws and customs of war. But it is not the responsibility of the of¤cer to assess
the moral worth of the state itself or, in all but the most extreme cases, the
justice of the war the of¤cer is ordered to conduct.
But with this Westphalian model, one may still ask our fundamental ques-
tion: What is the moral basis on which of¤cers of these particular states can
justify killing and dying for their interests? Such states are, after all, hardly bear-
ers of universal moral, religious, or political truth. This is a hard case to make,
but it is important to make it. Let’s look only at our own history. Suppose some-
one said that the United States is built on the morally very questionable foun-
dation of conquest or the destruction of indigenous civilization by disease and
war, of dishonorable and dishonest dealings with both Native American peoples
and with Mexico; and that its current territory is the product of those complex
forces and trends which rather arbitrarily interacted to make the United States
have the borders it now has. Suppose that person went on to say that racism is
alive and well in American life, and that the relations between the sexes are far
from fair and equal. To that litany of charges, what can any well-informed and
educated American say but “true”?
Admiral James Stockdale has written a ¤ne essay in which he discussed his
observations on education and the prisoner-of-war experience.7 He pointed out
the dangers of a POW with so little education or such a misguided under-
standing of patriotism that the realities of a less-than-perfect American society
could be presented by an enemy as something he or she did not know. Stock-
dale’s point, I think, is profound: If one is to serve the state as a thinking mili-
tary of¤cer, one must serve the state as it is, not the fantasy state of America’s
highest ideals and ambitions. In this regard, Augustine’s somber estimate of
the state—of any state—is far closer to reality than the “alabaster cities” whose
gleam is “undimmed by human tears” of our best national song. Of course the
above litany of injustice, with only appropriate regional variations, would be
the story behind every other state in the world, too—except the even worse
cases of Middle Eastern and African states whose borders are even more un-
natural, imposed as they were by departing colonial powers.
I believe, however, that we are in a phase of human history where this West-
phalian state system and the model of military of¤cership it generated are un-
dergoing profound change. Symbolically the change was marked by General
Dwight Eisenhower’s conduct at the end of World War II. When German Gen-
eral Jürgen von Arnim was captured, he requested a meeting with Eisenhower—
a request completely reasonable on the Westphalian model. Eisenhower refused,
however, saying,
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The tradition that all professional soldiers are comrades in arms has . . .
persisted to this day. For me, World War II was far too personal a thing to
entertain such feelings. Daily as it progressed there grew within me the
conviction that, as never before . . . the forces that stood for human good
and men’s rights were . . . confronted by a completely evil conspiracy with
which no compromise could be tolerated.8
T he Changing Character of State Sovereignty: 
Implications for Military Officership
Clearly, Eisenhower’s attitude marks a change from the idea of morally equal
military professionals to one of military service set once again in the frame-
work of universal moral questions about the nature of the states that of¤cers
serve. And even in cases where that model applied less clearly (Vietnam or the
Korean War, for example) American political discourse has tended to follow
that trend in the post–World War II environment, speaking of each engage-
ment as a battle of moral and human good against unalloyed human evil. Of
course, insofar as military power and determent were actually (rather than sim-
ply rhetorically) in the service of the resistance to communism, those claims
made considerable sense. At the very least, it was true that the form that com-
munist states took were affronts to human dignity and liberty on a scale com-
parable to that of the Nazis.
But as everyone now knows and no one fully understands, we are now in
a “post–cold war world,” or, as we have come to call it, “a new world order.”
There is much that only time can tell us about what this means, but I wish to
note at least a few of the trends it implies, and then to return to our central
question concerning the moral foundation of military of¤cership. Of course
much of what I’m about to say is common knowledge. Nevertheless, I think it
important and necessary to rehearse these considerations.
The ¤rst and most dramatic change in our new environment is that it is no
longer bipolar, either conceptually or militarily. For the entire post–World War
II period, the important military and political power in the world was effectively
divided into the two spheres of superpower in¶uence. But we do not yet know
what will replace that system. Will it be a monopolar world, with the United
States dominating as the sole remaining superpower? While theoretically a pos-
sibility, I do not think such an option is likely to materialize. There are too many
strong non-superpowers that have their own claims and agendas in this world,
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and the United States lacks the will and desire (fortunately, in my opinion) to
impose on the world a pax Americana by the same brutal means that the Ro-
mans needed to impose the Roman Peace in Augustine’s time.
If that is so, then we look forward to a much more complex and multipo-
lar world than we have experienced in our recent history. We see this tension
in all our recent military deployments, and it appears as a kind of national
schizophrenia about the uses of military power, and therefore also about the
moral foundations of military of¤cership. Let me say, too, that while I have
clear opinions about the prudence and desirability of both of the examples I’m
going to use, I shall not comment on those opinions here. Rather I choose
these examples as illustrations of what seem to be our confusions in thinking
about the moral basis for the use of military power.
Take the Gulf War as an example. No war since World War II has so clearly
matched the Westphalian paradigm: A sovereign state, internationally recog-
nized, has its territorial integrity and politically sovereignty directly and unam-
biguously attacked. That state requests help from the international community
to restore it among the nations of the world. States respond; aggression is rolled
back; Kuwaiti sovereignty is restored. This is the classic Westphalian story with
a happy ending.
But, say the critics, the moral basis of the Gulf War is tainted. Despite all
the rhetoric of international law and multinational coalitions, so the argument
goes, really the war was about oil and economics. The implication seems to be
that because there were important international economic interests involved
in that war, the presence of such interests makes the motives impure. “No
blood for oil!” went the chant. But would “blood for Kuwaiti sovereignty”—in
the absence of oil—rally the enthusiasm of the critics?
For the sake of contrast, let us brie¶y examine the Haiti deployment. Here,
in extreme contrast to the Gulf War, it is very hard to make a case for a crucial
U.S. interest in Haiti. True, here there was a clear and unmistakable violation of
human rights, of respect for law and international diplomacy, and there was real
repression of the smallest stirrings of internal resistance. Yet here the criticism
is the opposite to that of the Gulf War; the cry, I suppose, would be “No blood
for the rights of foreigners when there is no national interest involved!”
These examples seem to me to point to the horns of the Westphalian di-
lemma in its post–cold war form: Is military power to be used in the service of
national interests, wherever they are? If so, then claims to higher moral justi¤ca-
tions are unnecessary and misguided. In other words, Clausewitz’s word is the
¤nal word, and war really is just politics by other means.
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Alternatively, is military power, freed from the fairly arti¤cial and histori-
cally abnormal framework of the bipolar superpower world, now at last at lib-
erty to serve the universal moral ends of promoting democracy, supporting
human rights, and removing oppressors to the cheers of the oppressed? If so,
how and why should national political leaders be willing to spend the blood
and treasure of their individual nations in the service of the lives and rights of
foreign nationals?
I believe we are deeply ambivalent about these alternatives, and much of our
national confusion about the role of U.S. foreign policy generally, and about the
purposes of military power speci¤cally, results from this con¶icting pair of mod-
els for thinking about force projection. As I said, I think only time will provide
some of these answers, but let me sketch two models for the moral basis of
of¤cership in this changing environment.
The ¤rst accepts the Westphalian model of international organization, but
with modi¤cation. Michael Walzer, in his ¤ne book Just and Unjust Wars, at-
tempts to work out why national loyalties should matter to people. His argument
is that even though existing states and their boundaries result from utterly irra-
tional patterns of arbitrary map-making and histories of conquest, still in rea-
sonably good states, the nation with its twin rights of territorial integrity and
political sovereignty creates a “space” (both literal and metaphorical) where a
group of people can attempt to work out a “common life.” He explains this con-
cept of common life as follows: 
Over a long period of time, shared experiences and cooperative activity of
many different kinds shape a common life. “Contract” is a metaphor for
a process of association and mutuality, the on-going character of which
the state claims to protect against external encroachment. The protection
extends not only to the lives and liberties of individuals but also to their
shared life and liberty, the independent community they have made, for
which individuals are sometimes sacri¤ced.9
On this model, therefore, one serves the state in order to protect the “com-
mon life” that the of¤cer shares with fellow citizens. One recognizes the com-
plexity and often the moral ambiguity of the processes that give rise to that
common life. But one recognizes as well that the persistence and ¶ourishing
of that common life is a condition for human welfare and goods less tangible
than life and property—the goods of shared memory, common symbols, and
history and culture. It provides a language to try to articulate why, in reason-
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ably good states, it matters to be an American or a Haitian, over and above the
good of individual survival.
The foundation of this idea of “common life” is Westphalian, and applic-
able to every society possessed of suf¤cient historical continuity through time.
It is here, I think, that General Eisenhower’s perspective weighs in. If the moral
basis of states is that they create and maintain the “space” within which a com-
mon life can ¶ourish, it is obvious that states succeed in doing this to widely
varying degrees. Walzer continues his argument:
The moral standing of any particular state depends upon the reality of the
common life it protects and the extent to which the sacri¤ces required by
that protection are willingly accepted and thought worthwhile. If no com-
mon life exists, or if the state doesn’t defend the common life that does
exist, its own defense may have no moral justi¤cation.10
It is this reality, I submit, that we encounter with ever greater frequency
in the new world order—of “states” with borders on maps and seats of govern-
ment that correspond poorly, if at all, to the common life (and often common
lives of multiple communities) contained within their borders. When we sur-
vey the horrors of Bosnia and Somalia, to name only two examples, we clearly
see states of this type—states that contain no clear common life and fail to pro-
tect even the individual lives and rights of their inhabitants, let alone this
grander concept of common life. These situations call to the sympathies of all
of us and cry out for “someone” to do something to remedy the situation. Yet
it is here that the moral tug collides with the Westphalian reality: What indi-
vidual states are willing to sacri¤ce their citizens’ lives in such a cause?
It may prove to be utopian, but is it too far-fetched to imagine that the
new world order, premised not only on the collapse of a bipolar world, but also
on the growing world culture of communication and global awareness, may
also work a change in the moral foundation of military of¤cership? If Walzer
is right, and states are worth defending for the common life they protect, may
we not be witnessing the painful, but inevitable, birth of a truly global com-
mon life? As we watched the failure of international institutions to deal effec-
tively with Somalia and Bosnia, were we perhaps realizing the inadequacy of
existing international mechanisms to deal with the problems of states that do
not protect a genuine common life? As the United Nations was founded on a
clear realization of the need for effective mechanisms for collective security,
so too, I think, we are entering a period where farsighted leadership would see
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the need for a military dedicated to the high moral purpose of defending fel-
low citizens of the global common life.
In a profound speech to a joint session of the United States Congress,
South African president Nelson Mandela said the following:
In an age such as this, when the ¤ssures of the great oceans shall, in the
face of human genius, be reduced to the narrowness of a forest path, much
revision will have to be done of ideas that have seemed as stable as the
rocks, including such concepts as sovereignty and the national interest. . . .
If what we say is true, that manifestly, the world is one stage and the
actions of all its inhabitants part of the same drama, does it not then fol-
low that each of us . . . should begin to de¤ne the national interest to in-
clude the genuine happiness of others, however distant in time and space
their domicile might be?11
Mandela’s vision of the new world order has much to commend it. To a
large degree, it seems to re¶ect accurately the global convergence we daily wit-
ness around us. It re¶ects, too, the growing sense that the existing structures
of international relations are increasingly inadequate to the tasks now facing
them in the post–cold war world.
But it leaves much unresolved at the practical level. Are the armed forces
and leaders of individual nation-states prepared to enlist in the service of such
a vision? Can we ask the military of our state to ¤ght and die in the name of
such a global vision of our interests?
Clearly, it is too early to tell. But it is equally clear that the moral founda-
tion of military of¤cership is showing all the signs of a fundamental revision.
The world of the Peace of Westphalia is passing from the scene, and we only
begin to glimpse what will take its place. Young of¤cers enter a military full of
challenges, different in kind from those of any of their predecessors. It is theirs
to take the lead, not only in command, but in thought, about what that future
will be.
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Some Personal Reflections on Integrity
General George Lee Butler
s a 1961 graduate of the United States Air Force Academy, I have had over
thirty-two years to re¶ect on my experience as a cadet. If I had to single
out one thing that I took away from the Academy that is most worth re¶ecting
on, it would be the honor code. You see, it has been the entire foundation of
my military career. It has been with me every step of the way. It is still with me,
every day of my life.
In order to appreciate how I can say that, you need to understand a little bit
about me. I’m from a small rural town in northern Mississippi. My dad was in
the Army for forty years. He started out as a private and retired as a colonel. I
grew up with small-town values. I went to a school with 240 kids—there were 21
people in my class. A low point in my young life involved Mrs. Criss, my English
teacher, who was one of those wonderful, wonderful women who devote their
entire lives to teaching students like myself the principles of English. She caught
me one day helping one of my less intellectually gifted classmates with a book
report. To this day I will never forget the look on her face or the words that she
said to me when she realized what I was doing. She said, “Lee, your friend Joe
was only in danger of failing this report. You have failed me, and worse, you have
failed yourself.” I failed myself! Those words are seared into my brain. I shall
never forget them as long as I live. It is an episode that will always be part of me,
and that I carried into my Academy experience.
It is a painful story. But I must be square with you. This is a painful essay
for me to write, because it forces me to walk back over the mental broken glass
A
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of a dozen traumatic episodes, as a cadet and at intervals throughout my career
as a young of¤cer and even as a senior leader. In every one of those episodes,
the honor code had a tremendous impact on me. I took it completely to heart.
I took it into my career, and I vowed to be true to its precepts every moment
that I wore the uniform.
Let me tell another story. This one is from late April 1961. I was a senior
cadet, ¤ve or six weeks from graduation. I was a cadet squadron commander, an
honor student, and an honor cadet with four years on the superintendent’s merit
list. Late one evening, I turned to my roommate, who was an honor representa-
tive, and said, “Oleg, there is something I have to say to you. I want to report
myself for an honor violation.” I was absolutely sure in my heart that I would be
leaving the Academy. Oleg listened patiently to my dissertation about an event
that had occurred my third class year and had tormented me for all of the ensu-
ing time. It had to do with whether or not I had been true to my signature when
I had signed a report. He went to the other honor representatives that night, and
they convened at midnight. It was a long night for me, but I shall never forget
when Oleg came back and said, “The committee reviewed your case and con-
cluded that this was an extraordinarily minor incident; it has no honor implica-
tions and they are amazed that you would have agonized over it for so long.”
Why do I tell this story? It’s one of my early experiences with the honor
code, and it also helps me to convey a message. The ¤rst message I want con-
vey, as an old grad re¶ecting back on a full career, is that the demands of my
profession far, far transcend the simple precepts of the cadet honor code.
That is an absolutely minimum standard for behavior in the Air Force. If you
struggle with the honor code, you will strike out in the Air Force and the pro-
fession. But the honor code is not suf¤cient. So again, and especially for any-
one who is about to step into the crucible of life in the military, here is the
heart and soul of my message, which thirty-two years of military service have
driven home with absolutely crystal clarity: The singular distinguishing,
de¤ning value of the military profession is a priceless quality called integrity.
Integrity—here is the touchstone upon which everything depends. If I could
change one thing at the Air Force Academy, I would modify the exhortation
af¤xed to our granite wall, “Bring Me Men.” I would write, “Bring Me Men
. . . of Integrity.”
Why do I feel so strongly about this? Why do I write this essay from a sense
of professional obligation to share with whoever will read it? It is because I have
seen the price of ethical collapse time and again in my career. And I have been
terribly disheartened and dismayed by the consequences. I have been around
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long enough. I have been responsible for people and I have been accountable for
missions, so I fully appreciate what is at stake. Without integrity, we lose ¤rst
and foremost public trust and con¤dence—the willingness of the American
people to allot hundreds of billions of dollars of the national treasury to our mis-
sions; to send their sons and daughters into the military ranks, perhaps to ¤ght
and to die on foreign soil; to accord us pride and respect, even though most
people only dimly perceive the details of what we do; to take us on faith; to trust
us. It is also our credibility as leaders. It is the moral authority that we must earn
and sustain if subordinates are to entrust us with their lives and fortunes and
their sense of worth. It is the dignity of all the people who come into our care
and our sway, not just subordinates, but their spouses and their children as well,
and the quality of their lives at work and at home.
We are talking about the ¤rst great measure of a professional, the singular
quality that preserves public trust in who we are and what we do. It is the sine
qua non, the spirit of open and honest communication, of teamwork, on a
staff, in the ¤eld, or among crew members. It is the wellspring of leadership.
It is the basis of earned authority, of unswerving loyalty and disciplined obe-
dience to orders.
So integrity is our most important asset as professionals. It is to be cherished
and guarded against all assaults, temptations, snares, and illusions. When integ-
rity fails, everything fails. There is no sense of outrage equal to that of a public
shocked by scandal in high places; or of a unit whose mission and reputation are
soiled by an incompetent or unscrupulous leader; or of a subordinate abused by
a trusted boss or of a spouse betrayed by an unfaithful wife or husband; or of an
Academy awash in honor violations. That is why we witness such a visceral re-
jection of the hypocrisy, the greed, the grasping for power, and the distorted val-
ues of public of¤cials who violate their oaths and trample on the most common
standards of human behavior. It is because they have committed the cardinal sin
for a professional—they have proved unworthy of their trust, of their in¶uence,
of their access to privileged information or to the public treasury. Avoiding this
is the root of the high expectations and demands of the military profession, the
crucial import of its ¤rst commandment, “Thou shalt not violate thine integrity
lest public trust be lost.”
But how do you grapple with a subject like this? First I want to talk about
the elements of integrity and what they mean to me, the elements that form
the framework of my personal code of behavior. It is the measuring rod that I
use to gauge both myself and the people who work for me. It is the way I de-
cide whether or not to promote them or even to retain them. Then I want to
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talk about why integrity fails, why people of high station stoop to low deeds,
why they throw away reputations and careers and families for trivial ends and
forsake the public trust for momentary personal convenience or gain. Then I
want to share some thoughts on how you can preserve integrity. I want to give
some advice on how to protect and shield your sense of propriety, of right and
wrong, against the assaults of careerism, the lure of monetary gain, the eupho-
ria of power, the fear of failure, or the darker sides of human nature, which
can overwhelm our commitment to decent, honest behavior. Finally, I am
going to share with you the simple code that I have hammered out in thirty-
two years of trial and personal temptation and disappointment. But it is a code
that also comes from living in the company of great people, whose ironclad
standards, high expectations, and towering strength helped build and reinforce
my own sense of integrity and why it is so important.
Integrity
What is integrity? Of what does it consist? What are the standards of behavior
that form an alarm system that insures an unfailing sensitivity to ethical issues?
My ¤rst thought is that the ethical standards that characterize integrity begin
with the same principles that are contained in the cadet honor code. I have
court-martialed only three of¤cers in my career: one for lying—he falsi¤ed a
leave slip. Another for cheating—he tried to copy off of a crew member on an
inspector general examination. And a third—believe it or not—shoplifted a pair
of sunglasses in the base exchange. Lying, cheating, and stealing. But the stan-
dards of integrity don’t end with a strict reading of the cadet honor code.
Falsifying a leave slip is very obvious dishonesty. But for the ethical of¤cer,
what else does lying encompass? What other standards does it entail? How
about misleading or misrepresenting statements, or half-truths? How about
when a young person uses a false identi¤cation card? Does that fall within the
bounds of lying? If there is any doubt in someone’s mind about the propriety
of that, I think that person has failed to grasp the concept of integrity. Surely
one must accept that a modi¤ed piece of plastic—substituting for a direct an-
swer to the question, “Are you old enough to drink?”—is a lie just as much as
if the words had come from your lips. What about quibbling or fudging or cov-
ering up for subordinates; or gossiping or rumormongering or maligning the
reputation of peers or seniors; or not speaking up to correct the facts? Or co-
ordinating on documents you have not read or signing off on maintenance
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forms without doing the appropriate checks? None of these things is permis-
sible for a person of integrity.
And what about cheating? A pretty straightforward concept, right? But
what about being disloyal to your boss? Or just doing lazy, sloppy work on gov-
ernment time? Not giving your best effort on the job or in school, or being
unfaithful to your wife or your husband or your congregation or your city or
your constituents or your unit? Using a friendship to get an edge on a contract?
Do those sorts of things constitute cheating according to your sense of integ-
rity? I think they had better.
And stealing—we don’t take things that don’t belong to us. Pretty simple,
right? But what about taking of¤ce supplies home or using government phones
for personal calls or padding travel vouchers or using the of¤ce computer for
personal use? Are these forbidden by your de¤nition of integrity? What does
your own code tolerate for yourself and for others? Let me say it again. The prin-
ciples in the cadet honor code are a beginning for understanding integrity, an
absolutely minimum standard. But a simple reading of it does not encompass
all the kinds of situations that confront one daily in the military and which we
must resolve properly.
A second element of integrity for me is competence. Professor Sam Hun-
tington gave the best de¤nition of a profession that I am aware of. He con-
cluded that three values distinguish a profession: corporateness, expertise, and
responsibility. Corporateness—what that means for the military should be ob-
vious: a sense of common identity, the same sorts of uniforms, shared values
and principles, the same heroes. Expertise—being a professional in the military
means mastering a demanding range of knowledge. But most important is re-
sponsibility—being responsible for people, for units, for millions of dollars’
worth of equipment. What is our bottom line? In the business world it is
pro¤t. For professionals it is public safety and security, the lives and fortunes
of others. For the military professional it is much more than even that. It is
the survival of the nation. It is freedom and preserving a way of life. It is the
lives of coworkers and subordinates. It is unit missions and reputations. It is
knowing and doing a job with great competence, not for making money or set-
ting records or for personal grati¤cation, but because we have been entrusted
with a great responsibility. So this responsibility makes competence a crucial
ethical concern.
Let me tell a story about another low point in my career. I was standing on
a stage much like this, giving a welcoming speech to new members of my bomb
wing at 8 o’clock in the morning. Suddenly the door on the side swung open and
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the brilliant sunlight came in and I was momentarily blinded. But as my eyes
cleared and I peered out the door, my heart sank, because I saw a towering pillar
of smoke off the end of the runway, and then I saw the ashen face of my deputy
commander for operations. He didn’t have to say a word. I knew it. A B-52 with
ten crew members had just crashed. When the accident was investigated, it be-
came apparent that two senior, experienced instructor pilots knowingly con-
ducted an unauthorized version of a minimum-interval takeoff, putting the
faster airplane behind the slower one. When the second airplane got airborne
and began to overtake the ¤rst, the panicked student pilot, who was on his ¤rst
such mission, snatched back the power. The instructor pilot pushed it back in,
¶ooding the engines on the right side and creating a ¶ying cof¤n. It staggered
for thirty seconds and then ten lives were snuffed out. Why? Because of a lapse
in professionalism of two senior instructor pilots who had the lives of other
people in their hands.
The third element of integrity for me is moral respect for others. By this I
mean the behavioral norms toward fellow human beings that spring from atti-
tudes at the very core of our belief systems. These are the key qualities that con-
dition and de¤ne the worthiness of leadership, qualities that encompass all the
values of the leader. Respect separates the tyrants from the beloved, the abusive
from the even-handed, the charlatans from the towering giants of integrity. I
think of the men for whom I worked throughout my career, who were my role
models, who set examples for me, men who got the job done while maintaining
high standards of personal and professional conduct. They treated their people
with unswerving dignity, decency, equality, and impartiality. They reserved their
outrage for the lowlifes who demean our profession with their racist or sexist or
religious bias or their bullying, arrogant attitudes
Let me dwell on this point for a moment, because the failures of respect
that I have experienced and witnessed account for some of my most challeng-
ing and disillusioning experiences. I saw some of those failure as early as my
Academy days. As a new cadet I was absolutely appalled by the brand of so-
called leadership that I encountered. I never expected it; I never accepted it;
and I have fought against it my entire career. In its worst form it is “leadership
by decibel.” There were far too many shouting, posturing, and abusive upper-
classmen who, for lack of personal stature and character, or worse, for sheer
malicious fun, stripped new cadets of their dignity and their self-con¤dence.
That is contrary to every principle of human decency and totally foreign to the
high standards of conduct in today’s military. Make no mistake; leading by fear
and threat and intimidation is neither toughness nor an acceptable expedient.
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It is a personality disorder. It represents the worst ¶aws of character in a lead-
ership position. It’s abusive authority rooted in excessive ego and ambition. It
creates a corrosive working environment. It breeds dysfunctional tension, anx-
iety, and uncertainty in people. And it takes a terrible human toll, both on the
job and in spilling over into peoples’ family environments.
You may be familiar with the leadership model called total quality man-
agement. It is a style that ¤rst and foremost values people. Pretty fancy. People
have earned lots of money teaching a principle that really is ages old and says,
“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” It is a principle that
creates an environment where talent, training, and dedication are nurtured
and enhanced. That does not mean that poor performers are tolerated; far
from it. If you can’t meet standards, then you are identi¤ed and retrained, or
out you go—swiftly, but humanely. Does that sort of leadership work? You bet
it does.
It is exactly the kind of leadership that I exercised as the commander of the
13th Cadet Squadron for an entire year, from 1960 to 1961. It was superb lead-
ership training. I had a cardinal rule—any upperclassman that I caught demean-
ing or abusing a fourth classman was out—out of my squadron, and if I could
get it done, out of the Academy. The rule was that we would treat each other
with decency and respect. How did we come out? The 13th Cadet Squadron was
the outstanding squadron in 1961 and for four of the next ¤ve years. The tradi-
tion carried on. I think that is a record that still stands at the Academy.
The next time I was privileged to wear the title “commander” after my
name was in 1982, almost twenty-one years later, when I became the com-
mander of the 320th Bomb Wing. It was the ¤rst time I had commanded any-
thing since I left the Academy. I ran that wing exactly as I had run the 13th
Cadet Squadron, and it served me very well. It also worked for me in two bomb
wings in Strategic Air Command and it worked for me in United States Stra-
tegic Command. I give a lecture to every person who came into my headquar-
ters. I made it crystal clear: the cardinal rule in Strategic Command is integrity,
and as a part of that we treat each other with dignity and respect. And I made
that stick both by my behavior and by swiftly removing supervisors who failed
to live by those standards.
I dwell on this point because integrity is de¤ned in terms of relationships
with and among human beings—and because we human beings have such a
sad history of ¤nding cause to hate and to demean and to diminish. I learned
about that early in life as a boy in rural Mississippi, living in a town where
black people went to different schools and churches and lived in tumbledown
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shacks and drank from separate water fountains and worked for slave wages
and even died at the hands of bigots. I saw the slurs of racism scrawled on the
rest-room walls and dormitories at an Air Force base I once commanded (a base
where I became legendary for a year-long campaign to stamp out the attitudes
and the slogans that spread racial fear and hatred). Finally, I insist on this point
because of the lingering, debilitating, and intolerable sexism that still perme-
ates our society and, worse, our own profession. “Tailhook” was only the most
recent and visible manifestation of sexism in the ranks of the armed forces.
But the problem is far more pervasive and deeply rooted. It is bred in a ter-
rible double standard whose origin goes back to antiquity. It is the horri¤c notion
that the female of the species is a sexual object for the male. This leads to
tolerating, justifying, or rationalizing virtually any form of abuse, from leering
looks and dirty jokes to physical harassment or rape and, in some societies, even
murder. The price for this kind of behavior is unimaginable, incalculable. In my
¤rst six months as the commander of Strategic Air Command, now STRAT-
COM, I relieved and had retired two general of¤cers for sexual misconduct.
As a wing commander I had investigated, and subsequently relieved, a colonel
for making a pass at the wife of a noncommissioned of¤cer in my wing. He was
an Air Force Academy graduate, and a three-time early promotee. He left a scar
on my soul and on my profession that I will never recover from.
How can such things happen? How can they happen in our noble profession,
where trustworthy leaders are the cornerstone of mission accomplishment? How
is it that a female cadet can be raped at the Academy, an institution whose sole
justi¤cation is to produce leaders with ironclad standards of integrity? Its sole
justi¤cation—so if we don’t train leaders at the academies, if we don’t insist upon
high standards of conduct, if integrity is not the core value taught, then shut
them down. We can get smart folks—people of integrity—from a host of aca-
demic institutions across America.
Why Integrity Fails
Why, then, does integrity fail? Why is it that people of great reputation and
talent lose their way and risk a lifetime of work and achievement? Why do
leaders abuse their authority and their people through an exaggerated sense of
importance and power? Why do of¤cers tarnish and destroy careers for a few
dollars or momentary convenience? Why do crew members and technicians
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risk their own or others’ lives by disregarding directives and procedures? Let me
give some personal observations on this score, taken from years of coming to
grips with the shock of fallen heroes and shattered trust.
First of all, I think integrity fails because of a fundamental character ¶aw,
a ¶aw that I term “confusing who you are with what you are.” The historian
Lord Acton once said, “Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts abso-
lutely.” He got that right. He understood what ambition, ego, and greed can
do. I have watched people become enamored with their position and their
perks and watched as it fostered a meanness of spirit and abusiveness. Let me
give you some words to live by. Words that are carved in my brain and on my
heart: “Great men seek power to do, not to be.”
Second, I think integrity fails because of a human frailty—simple fear.
Sometimes it’s fear of failure. The trauma of taking examinations and being
evaluated leads to an overwhelming temptation to cheat. We also fail because
we fear embarrassment or taking responsibility for mistakes. Lying is often
meant to cover up, to shift the blame, to avoid confrontation, to not accept
responsibility as a supervisor or leader. We fail because we want to condone, to
look the other way, to pass on our bad apples. Or in the words of the honor
code I hold so dear, we can fail by tolerating behavior in others that we know
to be wrong. If you think that the toleration clause in the code means “ratting”
on your friends, I’m afraid you have failed to appreciate properly the core stan-
dards and institutional values of leadership in the Air Force.
Third, I think integrity fails because of a sheer lack of competence. Some
people are inadequate to their tasks and duties. They come face to face with
the “Peter Principle,” having been promoted to a level of incompetence. Or it
may simply be a matter of poor discipline or lack of application or bad training
or supervision, the failure to deal with a lack of intelligence or misassignment
of subordinates. In any of these cases, incompetence constitutes a lack of in-
tegrity for those with great responsibility.
Fourth, I think integrity fails because of weak moral reasoning. Some-
times we handle moral dilemmas and con¶icts (with their competing values
and priorities) badly, using poor judgment. Sometimes we suffer from a kind
of moral blindness. Think of our society, shot through with racism and sexism;
or an institution like the United States Navy, where debauchery becomes com-
mon practice among carrier aviators; or a unit where lying, cover-ups, and frat-
ernization become a way of life. It takes a clear head to see the moral problems.
Integrity fails because people fail to recognize that they are dealing with moral
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issues, because they lack education and a personal code, because they fail to
keep their minds on what education and a moral code require.
How to Preserve Your Integrity
That brings me to my ¤nal point. How do we nourish and reinforce integrity?
First and foremost, it is absolutely imperative to develop an understanding of
what is at stake, a sense of personal responsibility and accountability. That means
reading and studying ethics, re¶ecting on consequences, and thinking about
implications and outcomes. It means grasping the wrongdoings of senators
who sexually harass aides, Wall Street schemers, scoundrels in the pulpit, con-
tractors who overcharge, consultants who trade on friendships, mayors who do
crack cocaine, or archbishops who develop intimate relationships with mem-
bers of their ¶ock.
Second, it means developing mental toughness. Mental toughness is abso-
lutely essential to being in charge of others, to accepting responsibility and hold-
ing subordinates accountable and not tolerating a diminishment of standards. It
means never making excuses, never rationalizing mistakes. It means brutal self-
assessment and introspection. It means being an inward- rather than an outward-
directed person. It means focusing on the mission rather than yourself and your
career.
Third, it means keeping a sense of perspective, remembering that those of
us in uniform should be engaged in public service, not making money, not
seeking power or status. We will always have greater responsibilities to our
God, to our country, to right living, to our family, and to ourselves.
This personal code of mine, derived from the cadet honor code and ham-
mered out in the crucible of thirty-two years in the Air Force, is very simple.
First, “Always do and say the right thing.” Don’t lie or cheat or steal or quibble
or look for excuses. Don’t worry about consequences, and remember that no
one has ever improved on the Golden Rule as a basic guide for dealing with
other people. Second, “Work hard, but for the right reasons”—to ful¤ll the
mission, not for personal advancement. Third, “Live your life as if someday
you will have to account for every moment, every thought, and every deed,
public or private.” That’s not only a good rule of thumb, it’s smart—someday
you might have to.
Let me conclude with a wonderful story about a wonderful woman named
Babe Didrikson Zaharias. I took this from a book called Taking Charge by
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Major General Perry Smith, one of my great heroes. The “Babe” was one of
the greatest athletes of all times. She was a legend in the 1932 Olympics and
was one of the best women professional golfers of her age. One day, she walked
into the scorer’s tent, having apparently just won a tournament. She checked
her card, signed off on it, and turned it in after having assessed herself a two-
stroke penalty. She thereby lost the tournament by a stroke. The scorekeeper,
who was absolutely astonished, said, “What in the world is this all about?” She
replied, “As I played the last hole out of the rough I realized that I had some-
how played the wrong ball; that’s a two stroke penalty.” “But,” he said, “no one
would have ever known.”
“Oh, yes,” she said, “I would have known.”
Whether integrity works ultimately comes down to you—in your day-to-day
life as a professional. Your integrity (or lack of it) is shown in what you do when
no one is watching or listening. It’s what it means to you in the kind of penalty
that you assess yourself, according to your values and standards; what it means
to you when the chips are down, when values con¶ict, and when things go
wrong; what it means to you when temptation beckons, when easy money or
small misrepresentations offer quick pro¤ts at the expense of your integrity. Ul-
timately your integrity is the best asset that you will bring to the unit that you
will command; to the of¤ce you will supervise; to the table where you will bar-
gain and debate with your peers; to the boss who will depend on you for open
and honest presentation of facts; to the Air Force, whose quality is founded on
the integrity of its people; and to the nation, whose survival depends on the rock-
solid values and unfailing competence of its military professionals.
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Decisions of Leaders and Commanders—
Ethics Counts
Lieutenant General Bradley C. Hosmer
he military is a profession of hard choices. Choices in our profession have a
way of coming along suddenly and unexpectedly. Choices in our profession
may involve painful decisions, and it can be especially painful to make the right
decisions. Choices and decisions in our profession also involve, on occasion, ex-
pensive mistakes. Making ethics count in hard choices like these is crucial.
T hree Examples
I want to start with a few examples that will carry us through this discussion. All
three are real events. The ¤rst involves a lieutenant who lent his new car to his
¤ancée. One Friday morning, someone bumped into the car from behind while
she was stopped in traf¤c. She, along with the driver who bumped into her, ex-
amined the car. They didn’t see anything seriously wrong, just one small scratch,
so they parted company amicably. Still a little uneasy, when she got back to the
base she reported to her ¤ancé what had happened. He looked the car over care-
fully and saw that the rear bumper had been pushed in one-half inch. He thought
there may have been a couple of hundred dollars’ worth of damage.
He took the car to the local dealer, and the damage turned out to be
$1,500. This was a big problem. He didn’t have a police report, and he believed
his insurance company was going to want a police report to ¤le the claim.
T
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It occurred to him that he could go to the Security Police and say, “My car
was in the Of¤cers’ Club parking lot, and I found it afterwards with this dam-
age.” Then he could get a police report from the Security Police and use it to
make his claim. The insurance company then would pay his claim, as they
should anyway. No harm, no foul; it all comes out the same. So this was the
decision he faced. Why not go to the Security Police with his story to get his
police report?
Now for a second example. Two students were in pilot training, ¶ying the
T-37. They were not doing well. Because they were having trouble, they were
assigned to a strong instructor. They proceeded in their training towards their
¤rst solo ¶ight. Their progress was good on some days, and not so good on
some days. The instructor worked with them, moved by the fact that they were
diligent, worked hard, and paid close attention.
As they approached the point of ¶ying solo, the instructor was faced with
a tough choice. He was con¤dent enough of his own abilities as an instructor
that he felt the students could solo and solo safely. But he had doubts about
their prospects for fully completing pilot training. Perhaps if he could get them
through solo and watch them a little while longer, as they accumulated more
¶ying time, then he could make a better decision about whether they would
ultimately ¤nish and be decent pilots. That is the decision he faced. Should
he let the students solo?
The third example comes from the Vietnam War, in 1971. The war in the
North was not going well. At that time, we were not bombing in the North, but
we were ¶ying reconnaissance missions and taking careful note of the develop-
ments in the enemy’s logistics. Our rules of engagement required that we could
not ¤re, not bomb, not attack, unless we were ¤rst attacked by the North Viet-
namese. That meant that a reconnaissance mission, with its escorts, could not
take any action until the surface-to-air missile site or anti-aircraft artillery site
had let ¶y. We were losing pilots because of this. No matter how big the escort
packages were, it still cost us both reconnaissance and escort pilots. The four-
star commander, the air commander in Vietnam, was, as you might imagine,
quite frustrated by this situation. He didn’t know what to do about it. About this
time, the commander received direct oral guidance from the Joint Chiefs of
Staff that said, “We really think you should ¤nd ways to be more inventive to
put more pressure on the North Vietnamese. Do your best, be inventive.”
The commander knew ways to be more aggressive, but those ways would
violate the rules of engagement. In fact, to use those ways he would need to
falsify the combat action reports. But he could save aircrews’ lives and be more
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effective in what they were doing in the North. His question was, of course,
Should he do that?
T he Character of Leaders
I hope to convince you that anyone who has a re¶ex for honorable action
would ¤nd that re¶ex a very powerful ally in dealing with situations like these.
The military of¤cer’s world is exposed, full of temptations, ambiguous, and in
many ways, morally unforgiving. For an of¤cer, ethical failure is failure of the
worst kind and can be disastrous. On the other hand, the rewards for ethical
conduct, both personally and professionally, are very great.
Now what do I mean by ethical conduct? At the very minimum, I mean
conduct that is in accordance with the basic principles in the honor code we
teach cadets at the Air Force Academy. But I also mean more than that. So let
us assume the basic elements of not lying, cheating, or stealing and then
elaborate on that “something more” that I’m talking about. Together, they
should give us some guiding principles for determining ethical conduct.
One extra component is, I believe, the character trait that’s of the most
value to an of¤cer. When you need advice, to whom do you go? I think it’s fair
to say that most of you go to someone you trust. If you’re in a position to dis-
tribute responsibility, to whom do you give it? I think you would most often
give the same answer—someone you trust.
Edgar Puryear made a lengthy study of what makes for effective military
leadership by interviewing key World War II leaders and people who worked
with them. He asked them all, “What are the key ingredients?” The results
were published in his classic book, Nineteen Stars. Let me quote a few of the
points made by those he interviewed. General Eisenhower said that “character
in many ways is everything in leadership. It is made up of many things, but I
would say character is really integrity.”1 General Lawton Collins stated, “I
would place character as the absolutely number one requirement in leadership.
By character, I mean primarily integrity. A good leader is a person whose supe-
riors and, even more importantly, whose subordinates can depend upon that
leader taking action based on honesty and good judgment. If he does not base
his actions on honor, he is worthless as a leader.”2
These sentiments are pointing to the issue of trust. My summary of them
would be that actions and judgments that can be trusted completely are based
on total honesty, putting mission ahead of self. These seem to me to be the
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characteristics that bring trust. So why is trust, and the integrity that leads us
to give it, so valuable? I’ ll sketch a few reasons.
One simple reason is that they lead, by re¶ex, to right action, and thus
keep us out of trouble. Let’s go back to that example of the young of¤cer with
his damaged new car. What do you suppose happened? He did in fact go to
the Security Police and said that his car must have been damaged in the
Of¤cers’ Club parking lot. He asked for a police report so that he could use it
for his insurance claim. The Security Police, trying to help him with his prob-
lem, started an investigation of what might have happened. In the course of
the investigation they discovered that he had cooked up the story and lied
about it. The lieutenant was given nonjudicial punishment under Article 15
and was dismissed from the Air Force for lying. The saddest part of the story
is that his insurance company did not require a police report. They would have
taken the of¤cer’s word as accurate and truthful. So that’s one reason, at the
very simple level, that the integrity re¶ex is important: In leading to the right
action, it will keep you out of trouble.
But I don’t think that’s the most important reason. Another reason is that
integrity satis¤es public expectations about you. Yet another reason is that char-
acter and integrity bring the loyalty and trust of those who work for and with
you. As a commander or leader, you can order these things, but the hard practical
fact is that normally you earn them only by encouragement and example—and
no other way. Another reason that character and integrity are valuable is that
they bring much larger responsibilities. The reason I am wearing this uniform
is because there is something I want to do, there is some service I want to con-
tribute, there is something I wish to achieve. The larger the responsibilities that
come your way, the more you can accomplish. Ethical conduct, integrity in your
conduct, leads to trust; and trust tends to bring bigger opportunities to serve—
to serve a purpose—which is the best reason for being in uniform.
Integrity and Decision-Making
I have mentioned some reasons that integrity and a commitment to right con-
duct are important. But the most important reason is this: Leaders and com-
manders who have character—who have that integrity re¶ex—make better
decisions. This is the core of my message. I’ ll tell you why I think so.
First, I think that bringing an ethical approach into a decision helps ensure
that you use a long-term, big-picture perspective. That is, it helps to keep your
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ego from getting in the way of a good decision. In 1944, after the Allies had
made the cross-Channel assault and were established in Europe, General George
Marshall made a tour of the battleground with General Eisenhower. At one
point, he turned to the Supreme Commander and said, “Eisenhower, you’ve
chosen all these commanders or accepted the ones I suggested. What’s the prin-
cipal quality you look for?” Eisenhower responded, “sel¶essness.”3 Sel¶essness.
I think this is another way of saying that ego must not interfere with command
decisions.
Let’s go back to that second example, the one with two students in T-37
training who weren’t doing very well, but were doing just well enough to solo.
The instructor had to decide whether to send them solo and then have them get
more experience so that he could make a better decision about their prospects.
As it turned out, he did let them solo, they did all right, and they came back.
But not long after their initial solo, at Laughlin Air Force Base in Del Rio,
Texas, there was a typical bad-weather day. The winter scud came up the river
valley and created a low ceiling over the base, but not too low—they could still
¶y traf¤c patterns. So it was a traf¤c-pattern-only morning. These two students
still needed all the practice they could get, so their instructor sent them out
solo. The traf¤c pattern became very full, as you would expect. At one point,
one of these two students saw a con¶ict with another aircraft in the crosswind
leg, and he broke out of the pattern, as he should. He set himself up to re-enter
at the correct place, as he should, and he commenced to re-enter the pattern
on downwind leg.
Both of the students were having dif¤culty, and it took almost all of their
attention to ¶y correctly. That meant that they didn’t have much attention left
for looking around. The student who re-entered ¶ew directly into the other stu-
dent on downwind leg. I was in the runway supervisory unit as senior controller,
and I watched one aircraft disintegrate, and the other one crash into a nearby
hill. We learned later that the student in that second T-37 was frozen on the
controls, apparently completely taken by panic, and the radios had been carved
out of the airplane by impact, so he couldn’t hear us calling to him to eject.
Looking back on it, could it be that their instructor’s ego got in the way
of a good decision? The instructor’s desire to solo the students and con¤dence
in his own ability to see them through perhaps caused him not to weigh as
heavily as he could, or should, the long-term prospects of those students. To
me, this is an example of how ego can get in the way of a good decision.
One of the best stories I know about sel¶essness, or lack of ego, again in-
volves General Marshall. During our preparations for the invasion of Europe,
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many of our leaders knew that Marshall would be the supreme commander of
the Allied forces in Europe. The president and the secretary of war had dis-
cussed it, and Prime Minister Churchill had in fact recommended it to Roo-
sevelt. It was, as we say today, a done deal. Marshall probably knew these
things; I don’t know what the record shows but I can’t believe he didn’t have
some inkling. It was also known that Marshall had his heart set on it. Mar-
shall’s heroes had been the great ¤eld commanders, and I think that we can all
be sure that he did not want to ¤nish his nation’s great war from an of¤ce in
the Pentagon.
As the time came close, it seemed that Marshall’s role in Washington was
also vital, and in that role he may have been irreplaceable. As the president
weighed this decision—whether he should send Marshall forward to become
the supreme commander of the Allied invasion or keep him in his vital role in
Washington—he couldn’t make up his mind. To resolve the issue, he invited
General Marshall to lunch. He described the quandary, put the problem to
Marshall, and asked his advice. As best we know, he would have followed Mar-
shall’s advice. So here is a case where Marshall could have had the job of his
dreams if only he would ask for it.
General Marshall declined to give the president any advice. He said, “Mr.
President, you must decide.” In the end the president decided he needed the
comfort of knowing that the best man was in charge of organizing the entire
effort in Washington at the military level, so he kept Marshall there, and Gen-
eral Eisenhower became the supreme commander.
Of course, truly ethical behavior will be costly from time to time; can you
imagine what General Marshall’s self-restraint cost him, keeping his ego buried
in his pocket while the president asked for his advice? But Marshall kept his ego
and his short-term bene¤t out of the decision. Integrity forced him to consider
the big picture and the long term, and hence led him to a better decision. That
to me is a vivid example of why and how Marshall was such a great man, and
why he was able to make one balanced decision after another throughout that
very dif¤cult crisis.
The next reason why ethical decisions are better decisions is well demon-
strated by the third case I discussed above, the quandary of how to pursue the
air war in North Vietnam in 1971. The point here is that ethical decisions are
more certain to keep you aligned with your leadership; that is, they are more
certain to keep you in the role you are counted on to play in the overall plan.
This keeps you part of the national strategic solution, instead of being part of
the problem.
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The air commander in Vietnam in 1971 resolved his dilemma by yielding
to the pressure that he had received from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to go be-
yond the approved rules of engagement. To avoid reporting violations of the
rules in his combat reports, he built a double reporting system. One set of true
reports was kept for records at the bases, and a second set with altered facts was
sent to Washington.
Of course, this practice meant that no one in Washington had a true picture
of events in North Vietnam. This turned out to be very costly, because at the
same time, we had secret talks going on in Paris between Henry Kissinger and
Le Duc Tho, the foreign minister of North Vietnam. These two diplomats were
feeling their way toward some possibility of disengagement, and unfortunately
each had a different set of facts about events in North Vietnam.
The assertions made by Kissinger, based on his incorrect data but known by
Le Duc Tho to be inaccurate, led the North Vietnamese minister to conclude
that Kissinger was either dishonest or negotiating in bad faith. So he lost
con¤dence, and the talks went nowhere. We don’t know what the full cost of
that failure really was. But we do know that a successful conclusion of those talks
might have shortened the war. So the air commander’s decision in North Viet-
nam may have saved a few lives in the short term, but probably cost much more
in the long term. I believe that a more ethically based decision on the part of the
air commander—one that refused to contemplate false reporting—might at a
minimum have prevented that misunderstanding between Washington and
North Vietnam and therefore prevented the breakdown in the talks.
One silver nugget emerged from that sad example. After the dust settled,
the chief of staff at that time, General Jack Ryan, issued a personal message
for every Air Force individual that explains why integrity in reporting is abso-
lutely essential:
Integrity—which includes full and accurate disclosure—is the keystone of
military service. Integrity binds us together into an Air Force serving the
country. Integrity in reporting, for example, is the link that connects each
¶ight crew, each specialist and each administrator to the Commander-in-
Chief. In any crisis, decisions and risks taken by the highest national au-
thorities depend, in large part, on reported military capabilities and
achievements. In the same way, every commander depends on accurate re-
porting from his forces. Unless he is positive of the integrity of his people,
a commander cannot have con¤dence in his forces. Without integrity, the
Commander-in-Chief cannot have con¤dence in us.
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Therefore, we may not compromise our integrity—our truthfulness.
To do so is not only unlawful but also degrading. False reporting is a clear
example of a failure of integrity. Any order to compromise integrity is not
a lawful order.
Integrity is the most important responsibility of command. Com-
manders are dependent on the integrity of those reporting to them in every
decision they make. Integrity can be ordered, but it can only be achieved
by encouragement and example.
I expect these points to be disseminated to every individual in the Air
Force—every individual. I trust they help to clarify a standard we can con-
tinue to expect, and will receive, from one another.
Ethically based decisions are also better decisions because they lead to
stronger commands. In my experience, commands that are led by such deci-
sions tend to be tight, enthusiastic commands that have a focus on common
purpose. These commands have in their ranks people with higher expectations
of each other and themselves, and they also have more fun on the ¶ight line,
on the shop ¶oor, in the of¤ces, and in the air. They tend to work better.
I don’t know why this is. It may have to do with the fact that every unit
re¶ects the standards of its leader. I expect everyone has good examples of the
way standards ripple down through a unit and how high standards can in-
spire better performance than anyone ever thought possible. It is remarkable
to watch.
For example, an incident took place in 1981 at a two-wing Tactical Air
Command (TAC) ¤ghter base out west where attitudes were known to be sour.
Both wings had heavy responsibilities, and the troops had been working very,
very hard for a number of years. Commanders were consequently quite under-
standing and lenient about the demands of the workplace. Small infractions
of discipline or shortfalls in performance were not really noted carefully. Poor
performance did prevail in many units. Even though forgiveness was common,
performance of the wings on that base was average to below average. Police
blotters revealed that many of the people in trouble had been in trouble before,
sometimes many times. The commanders responded to infractions only with
oral counseling, even for repeat offenders.
All these indicators show a challenging situation. An indication of poor
morale was that reenlistment rates at that base, compared to all the bases in
the TAC, were at the bottom or next to the bottom. If you looked at the ac-
tions taken by commanders (Article 15’s, courts-martial, letters of reprimand,
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unfavorable information ¤les), once again you found that among TAC bases
that base was at the bottom, or next to the bottom, on every indicator.
There was a meeting of all the commanders who reviewed the data. When
they saw the data, the squadron and wing commanders decided that they
needed to raise their standards of discipline and what they required in duty
performance. Two things happened almost immediately. One was predictable,
and the other a real surprise, a surprise to me particularly.
The predictable one was that there was a real spike in Article 15’s, courts-
martial, and letters of reprimand. In effect, we were cleaning up backlogged
business that had just been deferred. The second result surprised me because
it happened so fast: Within six weeks, that air division became a tuned-up,
tightly focused, happy command. And it was much more effective.
Now I don’t believe in fast ¤xes. As a commander, my impression is that
fast ¤xes are usually forced, and when the individual who forces them leaves,
the ¤xes come unglued and don’t last. But, in this case, though the ¤xes were
fast, they appeared to be very deep throughout the units.
It didn’t take long to ¤nd out why. Conversations with ¤rst sergeants, super-
visors, troops on the line, and of¤cers made it fairly obvious. First, at that base
there was the normal sprinkling of top people. They had been trying to uphold
high standards all along. When they saw their commanders beginning to take
action against the people who weren’t holding the high standards, they ¤nally
felt they were getting support from their bosses. Second, as the below-average
performers began to leave, the workload actually got lighter. And of course, the
good workers who were left behind began to feel that for the ¤rst time their
bosses were available to work with them. The commanders, the ¤rst sergeants,
and the supervisors now had more time to spend with the good people instead
of working with the problem people. It was a positive step forward, and the effect
was very powerful.
So I see this as a case where supporting high ethical standards was the best
thing to do—not only because high ethical standards are inherently right, but
also because they lead to a much stronger command with far happier people.
The impact is not trivial. In the military profession, when things go right, lives
are saved, national treasure is conserved, and national strategic purposes are
carried out more effectively, and sometimes carried out when otherwise they
would not be. We should all take great satisfaction in our profession, where
doing the right thing, for the right reason, can also produce such satisfying re-
sults for our units and for the country.
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Encouraging Ethical Conduct
While I was superintendent of the Air Force Academy, I observed some very in-
teresting trends. In the four-year period from 1988 through 1991, of¤cers from
sources other than the Academy received Article 15’s at the rate of three per thou-
sand of¤cers per year. They also got about one court-martial per two thousand
of¤cers per year. Graduate courts-martial, however, ran about 56 percent of non-
graduates, and Article 15’s about 46 percent of nongraduates. I think this differ-
ence is due to the fact that the graduates, from the very beginning, understood
that high ethical standards are essential to this profession. They took their train-
ing with the honor code, and the principles of integrity that go beyond the literal
code, and then re¶exively made highly ethical decisions as junior of¤cers.
Their example will help the whole organization. Academy graduates will
comprise only about 20 percent of the new line of¤cers that enter the Air Force
every year. As of¤cers from each of the principal sources of commissioning—also
including Reserve Of¤cer Training Corps and Of¤cer Training School—enter
the Air Force, they each bring their own speci¤c strengths. One of the speci¤c
strengths that Academy graduates bring is recent experience with a demanding
high ethical standard. As new of¤cers associate with their colleagues in the Air
Force, they will look to each other and learn from each other, and those from
each source will tend to look at of¤cers from other sources for those strengths in
which those other sources are thought to be expert. The Academy graduates will
be considered experts in high ethical standards, and their colleagues will look to
them to set the standards in the Air Force with high ethical conduct.
After a few years and a few assignments, the graduates’ particular strengths
will diffuse across the entire of¤cer corps. That’s why their role, as the bearers of
the high ethical standard, is so critical. After a few years have gone by, their ac-
tions, as exemplars, will set the ethical character of the of¤cer corps across the
entire force. I think a process like this can happen in any large organization and
is probably the best way to encourage the integrity we need in leaders everywhere.
Conclusion
Leading and commanding is great work. Few people will face the challenges
faced by military leaders and commanders. But we must not forget that in our
decisions, ethics counts, and in a big way. Few are able to take the satisfaction
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we can take from doing the right thing, not only because it’s right, but also
because the decisions we make will come out better because of ethical stan-
dards. Ethical decisions will have a powerful and productive effect on our
units, and our nation.
Notes
1. General Dwight D. Eisenhower, interview, 2 May 1963, in Edgar F. Puryear,
Jr., Nineteen Stars (Washington, D.C.: Coiner Publications, Ltd., 1971), 289.
2. General J. Lawton Collins, interview, 20 September 1962, in Nineteen Stars,
290–91.




Brigadier General Malham M. Wakin
ome years ago one of the students in my medical ethics class approached
me after the major research paper had been graded (it was worth 40 percent
of the grade in the course). This student had worked hard during the course
and had also worked hard on this 20-page paper, but it was clearly a solid B
paper and there was tragic disappointment on the face of this student. “I need
an A on this paper to keep my A in the course,” he said. “Please, you must raise
my paper grade or you’ ll jeopardize my chance to be admitted to medical
school.”
Now I was very much interested in helping this student achieve admission
to medical school because I believed he had the potential to be an excellent
physician, and I had said as much in the strong letter of reference I had written
for him and sent to several schools. But raise his grade on the basis of this re-
quest? My immediate, almost automatic response was “I can’t do that.” 
What I want to discuss is bound up with that answer—“I can’t do that.”
When I gave that answer, I didn’t mean that I wasn’t able to do that or that I
didn’t have the authority to do that. Physically and from the perspective of
being the only instructor in the course, I could have raised that grade. And I
didn’t mean that fear of external consequences prevented me from changing
that grade, such as fear that I might get caught and possibly lose my job. No,
what I meant was that I can’t change that grade because it would be wrong to
do so for a number of good reasons. It would be unfair because the work really
S
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was not A work; it would be inappropriate to base a student’s grade on his need
to get into medical school rather than on the quality of his work; it would be
unfair to other students whose work was graded on the basis of qualitative
merit—all of these are certainly good reasons why “I can’t do that.” But perhaps
what I also meant was that changing that grade to one I did not believe was
earned would be a violation of my own integrity. My personal integrity, my
self-respect, my ability to live with myself if I knowingly chose to do what I
believed to be morally wrong, was probably a good part of the meaning of the
sentence “I can’t do that.”
But personal integrity is not the end of the story here. It seems to me there
is also such a thing as professional integrity, which is related to, perhaps de-
pendent upon, and certainly compatible with but different from, personal in-
tegrity. There are communal or corporate values associated with the teaching
profession that place role-speci¤c constraints on my behavior, in addition to
the normal moral values that I have as an ordinary moral agent. One thinks
immediately of the special obligation to be competent in the subject matter
and in teaching techniques. Proper preparation; special concern for each stu-
dent’s intellectual and, yes, character development; fair and timely evaluation
of student work—all of these and more constitute special obligations of teach-
ing professionals. And the teacher, who is literally in front of the students con-
stantly, must be totally conscious of the example which he or she sets for
students—we teach by what we are and do, perhaps even more than by what
we say. Maybe all of this was what was constraining me; maybe this is what I
meant when I said, “I can’t do that.” I have special responsibilities to the insti-
tution, to my professional colleagues, and to the community I serve in this pro-
fession, which really do matter to the well-being of our community, and they
trust me.
Consider a more complicated case, this time from the medical profession. As
a general practitioner, I’ve just received the results of blood tests on my 23-
year-old male patient, and he is HIV positive. He is also engaged to be married.
I point out to him his responsibility to inform his ¤ancée because she has a
right to know about the danger to her and to any future children they might
have. He reacts very emotionally to my suggestion because he believes she will
refuse to marry him if she learns he has the AIDS virus. He says to me, “You
must keep my condition a secret from her and from everyone. You’re bound by
the principle of patient con¤dentiality.”
Upon re¶ection, I reply, “I can’t do that.”
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What I mean when I say “I can’t do that” is that the moral principles that
guide me as a medical professional require me to act, but in this case their
guidance is not unambiguous. The principle of respect for my patient’s privacy
by observing con¤dentiality is a very important one, and it does indeed con-
strain my conduct. But the competing obligation I have to prevent harm is also
very relevant in this case, and if I cannot persuade my patient to tell his ¤ancée
himself, then I may judge that my duty to prevent harm overrides my duty to
observe con¤dentiality in this case. My professional integrity is bound up in
these competing moral principles, and although my decision may be ex-
tremely controversial, I tell my patient, “I can’t do that.”
It’s the spring of 1968, and I’m a young sergeant in a combat infantry company
in South Vietnam. My platoon has captured an entire village of suspected Viet
Cong sympathizers: 400 people, women, old people, children, and babies. We
found no weapons in the village. My lieutenant orders us to herd them all over
to a roadside ditch and shoot them. I say to him, “I can’t do that.” What I mean
is, we can’t do that—no one can do that. I know that I have a duty to obey the
orders of my superiors, but I know that this order is in direct con¶ict with both
my country’s laws and with the fundamental moral law against harming the
innocent. Several years earlier, in con¤rming the Yamashita death sentence,
General MacArthur said: “The soldier, be he friend or foe, is charged with the
protection of the weak and unarmed. It is the very essence and reason of his
being. When he violates this sacred trust, he not only profanes his entire cult
but threatens the fabric of international society.”1 In this case of con¶icting
duties, my professional integrity tells me that my higher duty is to avoid harm-
ing the innocent, and when I’m ordered to kill babies—I can’t do that.
These examples from education, medicine, and the military may help us to
focus on this fuzzy notion of professional integrity. “Integrity” itself is a much
used term but very much in need of analysis. When we use the word “integrity”
in a moral context, we refer to the whole moral character of a person and we
most frequently allude to one’s personal integrity. When we say to someone,
“Don’t compromise your integrity,” we usually mean, “Act in accordance with
your moral principles within your value system. Be consistent.” There is a real
sense in which integrity encompasses our personal identity. As Polonius has it,
“To thine own self be true.” But we must be very careful here. Following prin-
ciples is not all there is to personal integrity. There is little merit in being con-
sistent with your principles if “thine own self” is egoistic, treacherous, criminal,
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and abusive. This is why integrity has to do with “wholeness,” with one’s entire
character, and what that moral character is like is what counts. And subscribing
to decent moral principles is not enough; we must act on decent principles—
consistently. Others have noted accurately that integrity is the bridge between
character and conduct.
Aristotle pointed out that moral credit is not automatic when right ac-
tions are done, nor is it enough to know what is right or to say what is right.
He suggested that we are morally praiseworthy when we do a right action if
we, ¤rst of all, know that the action is right; secondly, choose the act for its
own sake because we know it is right; and thirdly, do the action from a ¤rm
and unchangeable character—from the habit of doing that kind of action con-
sistently. For Aristotle, it was very important that we develop the moral virtues
through habit and practice, doing right actions so that they become part of
our identity, our character. “Integrity” is the modern term we use to describe
the actions of those persons who consistently act from a ¤rmly established
character pattern, doing the right thing. We especially stress the concepts of
integrity when there is temptation to diverge from what good character de-
mands. Persons of integrity do not stray from acting in accordance with strong
moral principle even when it is expedient or personally advantageous to do so.
Persons of integrity act like the ideal persons they are trying to be. This is per-
haps what the ancient Taoist has in mind when he says, “The way to do, is to
be.”2 Thus the wholeness of the good person, the total identity, is what we
mean when we refer to his or her integrity. When we say, “Don’t sacri¤ce your
integrity,” we really mean, “Don’t stop being who you ought to be.”
If I’m a member of one of the professions, then “who I ought to be” must
also involve my social role as a practicing professional. My professional integ-
rity will include the role-speci¤c obligations and responsibilities of my particu-
lar profession. I stress here the social character of professional integrity because
the community is involved at every stage of professional development.
First of all, the very existence of the professions results from some funda-
mental need that society has, and it is likely to be an eternal need. The need that
we have for health care, for example, is unlikely to go away, and that need over
time has generated what we know today as the medical profession. (It may come
as a surprise to some to learn that the health-care professions do not exist for the
sole purpose of providing employment to health-care professionals or pro¤ts for
health-care organizations.) It is because of societal need that our communities
develop and maintain medical schools and nursing schools. Similarly, every or-
ganized society will express its need for laws by providing some variation of a
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judicial system and a legal profession. We need an ordered society, we want to
be treated fairly, so we seek justice. We train our judges and our lawyers in law
schools supported by the community because of the value that we place on jus-
tice. Similarly, we know how crucial education is to our society, so we provide
for the training of teachers; we know how important security is to our nation-
state, so we provide military academies and military training for the members of
the military profession.
No member of the professions can escape these ties to the community, be-
cause the community constitutes the very reason for the existence of the pro-
fessions. Thus, professional integrity begins with this necessary responsibility
to serve the fundamental need of the community. Note that the community
makes possible the opportunity for one to become quali¤ed in a given profes-
sion and usually allows the professionals the authority to set the standards of
competence and conduct of its members. Doctors control the licensing and
certifying of doctors, lawyers do the same for members of the legal profession,
and military of¤cers certify and control the commissioning process for leaders
of the military profession.
Members of the public professions are thus educated and supported by the
society because of the critical services these professions provide. In the case of
teachers in public institutions and in the case of the military profession, prac-
titioners are supported from the public coffers during their entire careers.
Clearly, some of the role-speci¤c obligations are based on this relationship and
on the authority to act on behalf of the entire society, which is literally be-
stowed on these professionals. With that authority to act goes the public trust,
and violations of that trust are serious breaches of professional integrity. For
example, there were instances recently in the local public-school systems
where two male high-school teachers engaged in sexual intimacies with teen-
aged female students. These teachers violated the trust they had been given,
they violated their professional integrity. 
Let us now direct our attention to the elements of professional integrity in the
military profession to see if that will illuminate our responsibilities as military
practitioners and the relationships between professional and personal integrity.
Professional integrity derives its substance from the fundamental goals or
mission of the profession. For the military profession we might broadly de-
scribe that mission as the preservation and protection of a way of life deemed
worth preserving. Just as in medicine one violates professional integrity by per-
forming surgical procedures that are not medically indicated in order to increase
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the surgeon’s income, so too engaging in operations that are not militarily nec-
essary in order to re¶ect glory on the commander would be a breach of profes-
sional integrity. Killing unarmed prisoners or executing the elderly and babies
who are not engaged in the attempt to destroy you is surely inconsistent with
the goals of the military and hence is a breach of professional integrity.
In the military, as in all of the professions, the issue of competence is di-
rectly relevant to professional integrity. Because human life, national security,
and expenditures from the national treasury are so frequently at issue when the
military acts, the obligation to be competent is not merely prudential. That
obligation is a moral one, and culpable incompetence here is clearly a violation
of professional integrity. When a B-52 pilot is known to engage in unsafe prac-
tices, when he frequently endangers the lives of other aircrew members and
people on the ground by performing forbidden ¶ying maneuvers, not only he
violates professional integrity—so do those colleagues and superiors who toler-
ate this conduct and take no action to prevent it. This aspect of professional
integrity is worth noting.
Part of the social aspect of professional integrity involves the joint respon-
sibility for conduct and competence shared by all members of the profession.
When fellow surgeons bury the mistakes of their incompetent colleagues rather
than expose these colleagues and remove their licenses to practice, they fall
short of their responsibilities to the goals of the profession—they sin against
professional integrity. Only fellow professionals are capable of evaluating com-
petence in some instances, and hence, fellow professionals must accept the re-
sponsibility of upholding the standards of the profession. Fellow of¤cers can
spot derelictions of duty, failures of leadership, failures of competence, and
the venalities of conduct that interfere with the goals of the military mission.
The wing commanders of that B-52 pilot who knew of his repeated safety vio-
lations and failed to ground him before he killed himself and others failed in
their responsibilities—they violated their professional integrity. Often the ob-
ligations of professional integrity may be pitted against personal loyalties or
friendships, and where the stakes for society are so high, professional integrity
should win out.
These lessons seem obvious in theory but are most dif¤cult to put into prac-
tice, especially in the preprofessional training which takes place in military acad-
emies, medical schools, and law schools. Nontoleration of failures of professional
integrity does not seem so crucial in training situations, where the stakes are not
very high. Thus the penalties for tolerating lapses of integrity are light in training
situations, and then often seem sensationally tragic when enforced in the pro-
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fessional context. But preprofessionals must learn the importance of the social
elements of professional integrity and the responsibility they inherit to maintain
standards of competence and conduct in the entire profession and not just for
themselves. Society provides the training opportunities, the resources necessary
for carrying out the professional function, and the authority to act on its behalf.
With this authority to act and the autonomy that usually accompanies it,
breaches of professional integrity must be viewed as a serious failure of the so-
cietal trust. For example, when a cadet at the Air Force Academy knows that a
fellow cadet has plagiarized a paper to meet a deadline and takes no action to
correct this behavior, he or she has violated societal trust in a fashion analogous
to the colleagues who took no action to correct the unsafe B-52 pilot. If our pre-
professional preparation does not inculcate the habits of professional integrity,
can we have con¤dence that those habits will be practiced by these same indi-
viduals when they become licensed professionals?
We identify other aspects of professional integrity from examining the basic
functions of each profession. If in preserving our way of life we must use the
military instrument, then members of the military profession must sometimes
go to war. If combat occurs, then professional soldiers must ¤ght. To refuse a
combat assignment is to break faith with all other members of the profession
and is a ¤rst-order violation of professional integrity. It would be the equivalent
of a teacher refusing to teach, a doctor abandoning patients, a judge refusing to
hear crucial cases. Because the stakes are so high in the military case, this breach
of professional integrity could be devastating to society.
There are varying opinions about the relationship between personal integ-
rity and professional integrity. Some people believe that one can live up to high
standards of competence and conduct in one’s professional role but live an en-
tirely different kind of moral life in one’s private life. Some think they may be
required to do things in their roles as professionals that they would never do as
private people. Some instances of this dichotomy are obvious. As a private per-
son I would normally not even contemplate harming other persons, yet as a mil-
itary professional I am licensed to kill (under speci¤ed conditions) for reasons of
state. A variation of this concern surfaced during an annual meeting of the Col-
orado Bar Association in the fall of 1995. One of the topics offered for discussion
was the statement: “I would never do many of the things in my personal life that
I have to do as a lawyer.” At the heart of this matter is the issue of client advocacy.
Lawyers are enjoined to act in their clients’ interests and to do so zealously. In
defending my rapist client, whom I know to be guilty, I may cross-examine the
innocent rape victim in such a fashion as to totally discredit her, even though I
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know she is telling the truth. If it is legal and will help my client, it would seem
that the standards of the profession require me to do it, even though in ordinary
morality I would judge it to be wrong to harm an innocent person.3 This sort of
example really is problematic, for it appears to reveal a direct con¶ict between
personal integrity and professional integrity.
There are similar examples in medicine. Abortion for convenience is legally
permitted in most U.S. hospitals, but some obstetricians believe that conve-
nience abortions are immoral, so they might face a con¶ict between professional
integrity and personal integrity. (In most such situations, doctors and nurses may
refuse to participate on moral grounds, even though the action itself is legally
permitted. Perhaps this is one key to resolving integrity dilemmas—recognizing
that what is legally permitted is not always, or even usually, morally obligatory.)
I mention possible clashes between professional integrity and personal integrity
because I wish to minimize them. I wish to support the view that the two types
of integrity are generally compatible and even interdependent. What I wish to
argue is that since professions exist to serve society’s need for important values
(education, health, justice, security, etc.), the means used to provide those values
and services should be morally decent means and the persons in the professions
who provide them should be morally decent persons.
Put in more direct terms, good teachers ought to be good persons, good doc-
tors ought to be good persons, good lawyers ought to be good persons, and good
military professionals ought to be good persons. We want to live in a world where
the duties of a competent professional can be carried out by a good person with
a clear and con¤dent conscience. That means that professional practices must
always be constrained by basic moral principles. That this is not always the case
now is obvious: Several of the attorneys at the previously mentioned convention
pointed out that they had left large law ¤rms because they were being asked to
do things that violated their personal integrity. In the best of all possible worlds,
the personal moral restraints on professional functions would make those actions
inimical to professional integrity as well. And this is the proper order of things.
When professions go beyond their essential service function to society and distort
their purpose toward pro¤ts, power, or greed, then they lose the trust and respect
of their communities—they stop being professions. “Militarism,” for example,
refers to a society or a military gone bad, one that distorts the essential goals and
function of the military profession. The two sets of guidelines we use to hold
militarism in check are the just-war theories and the laws of war. These guides
are related in an essential way to professional integrity—they represent, in the
broadest terms, when and how the military instrument ought to be used.
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Well-established professions often spell out the role-speci¤c principles
which support that profession’s conception of professional integrity. The codes
of conduct promulgated by the American Medical Association and the Ameri-
can Bar Association and state and local chapters of these groups are well
known. The military profession has many codes, regulations, mottoes, and tra-
ditions that combine to form a military ethic on which professional integrity
is based. At the Air Force Academy we have our honor code, our honor oath,
and our speci¤c list of core values, which is now identical with the of¤cial list
of core values of the Air Force. When we say that we value integrity ¤rst, ser-
vice before self, and excellence in all that we do, we acknowledge that the es-
sential nature of the military profession is to serve our parent society. We make
speci¤c our commitment to the conception that good soldiers are good per-
sons. What we should mean when we commit ourselves to “integrity ¤rst” is
that we understand the importance of both personal integrity and professional
integrity, and through our efforts to keep them compatible, we will best pro-
vide the crucial military function to our society.
Notes
The idea for a paper on professional integrity was suggested to me by a very thoughtful
article written by F. G. Miller and Howard Brady which appeared in the Hastings Center
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Tragedy (New York: Bantam Books, 1970), ii. General Yamashita was the Japanese com-
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ties in that theater. Yamashita was the ¤rst “war criminal” tried in the Far East after the
war. He was convicted in a Manila court-martial and sentenced to death, even though
it was not proven that he had himself committed atrocities or ordered any.
2. Lao Tzu in the Tao Teh Ching, trans. Witter Bynner (New York: Capricorn
Books, 1944), verse 47.
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T he Just-War Idea and the 
Ethics of Intervention
James Turner Johnson
ntervention across national borders by use of military force has long been a
source of controversy and strong opinions. In this essay I address the question
of intervention from three perspectives. The ¤rst section examines the use of
power, including military power, in the context of statecraft and the role of
moral debate in shaping policy for such use of power. The second section exam-
ines the just-war tradition of Western culture as a source of moral criteria for
judging appropriate interventionary use of military power, comparing the classic
ethical understanding of the just-war concepts with those contained in interna-
tional law. Finally, the third section takes up the implications of this ethical tra-
dition for a particularly pressing contemporary question, that of interventionary
use of military force to protect and support humanitarian relief efforts.
Intervention: T he Use of Power and the Role of Moral Debate
As with all uses of power, the question of intervention is not simply a political
or military matter or one to be decided by appeal to international or domestic
law or to calculations of the proportion between costs and bene¤ts, though it is
all of these together. But it is also a question that should be addressed from the
I
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perspective of ethical values, principles, and traditions of right action by means
of a vigorous and informed moral debate that engages the political, military,
legal, prudential, and other aspects of the larger issue, the right use of power.
The ethical debate cannot be reduced to making sure that the people involved
in these other aspects of the policy- or decision-making process are themselves
morally upright people, though this is an important component. It must go be-
yond this, for what is right or wrong for the individual in terms of his or her
own moral responsibilities to family, friends, or nation does not always translate
directly into what is right or wrong for the political community, which naturally
has a broader and more complicated set of responsibilities.
The ethical debate should proceed by identifying and clarifying relevant
ethical wisdom and particular principles to provide ethical guidance and illumi-
nate decision-making throughout the spheres of social responsibility affected.
In the case of the use of military power these spheres include the moral life of
the individual citizen, the individual in military service, military commanders,
contributors to the making of policy, and the head of state and commander-in-
chief. To make such guidance concrete, and more generally to make a contribu-
tion to living responsibly in a democratic and free society, such ethical debate
must engage politics; yet this engagement should take place at the level of ap-
plication, without the ethical debate itself being driven by political allegiances,
ideologies, and commitments. That is, the ethical debate should proceed on its
own terms, seeking to rise above the categories through which public argument
often takes place: such categories as hawks versus doves, conservatives versus lib-
erals, realists versus idealists. Good ethical re¶ection on the uses of power may
be perceived as now hawkish, now dovish; now politically conservative, now lib-
eral; now realist, now idealist. In itself, though, it is none of these.
The use of power itself, as Paul Ramsey has put it, “is of the esse of politics”;1
that is, it is part of the very nature of any political community. The right question
is not whether the political community should exercise power but what kind of
power it should exercise, when, and for what reasons. Military power is not, of
course, the only expression of this characteristic of political communities, but it
is an important part of the whole. Rightly used, military force may back up poli-
cies or behaviors whose principal expression is not military. Under particular cir-
cumstances, direct commitment of military force may be the only means by
which a given end may be achieved. So understood, the right use of military force
is part of the larger question of the right use of power by the political community
and is inseparable from it. Its moral quality in any given case depends in the ¤rst
place on the answer to this larger question. In this context, military intervention
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across national boundaries is not an issue to be addressed in isolation but only in
the larger forum of the life of the political community, the nation.
To what degree, though, should the ethical debate reach even farther? The
nation, after all, does not exist in isolation but interacts with others. Military
intervention is one form of such interaction, but so are alliances and efforts at
achieving a world order such as the United Nations. Unless one is a thorough-
going relativist, moreover, ethical values and the principles that express them
have a universal claim; they do not stop at the nation’s border, or even at the
border of one’s own culture.
We can see the implications of this vividly in the contemporary context. Tra-
ditionally American military interventionary actions have been justi¤ed by consid-
eration of our particular national interests or concerns to protect American
nationals or in support of American law. The incursions into Grenada and Panama
are the most recent cases in which such traditional reasons have been invoked to
justify intervention. The case of the Gulf War exempli¤es a different kind of rea-
soning. While U.S. interests were clearly at stake, the Bush administration relied
most heavily on two other kinds of justi¤cation: ¤rst, the violation of Kuwait’s sov-
ereignty by Iraq’s invasion and the continuing state of “armed attack” resulting
from the occupation and annexation of Kuwait, together constituting a threat to
international peace; and second, the depredations in¶icted by the Iraqi forces
against Kuwaiti civilians and the civilian infrastructure, including hospitals,
schools, and museums. The former was an argument from the perspective of in-
ternational law and, in particular, an appeal to the Charter of the United Nations;
we may term it an internationalist argument. The latter was an appeal to universal
considerations of human rights and common humanity; we may term it a humani-
tarian argument. The two arguments reinforced each other and together negated
the claim of critics of U.S. military action that this was nothing more than an ac-
tion of naked national interest aimed at protecting the supply of Persian Gulf oil.
The cases of Haiti, Somalia, and Bosnia exemplify a further extension of the
internationalist and humanitarian arguments for interventionary use of U.S. mili-
tary forces. In none of these cases—even that of Haiti, which is within the tradi-
tional sphere of interest of the United States and has been the object of American
military intervention before—was a sustained national-interest argument ad-
vanced as the principal focus of efforts to justify the American military commit-
ment. This is not to say that such an argument could not have been made; indeed,
it would have been an important contribution to the ongoing public debate in
these cases. The absence of such an argument tends to support the implication
that the United States has no interests at stake in such cases as these. Without a
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national-interest argument, other sorts of justi¤cations, those invoking the global
responsibilities of the United States, were put ¤rst in the public debate: respon-
sibilities following from membership in the United Nations; responsibilities as a
rich, prestigious, and militarily powerful nation; responsibilities as a defender of
human rights and a foe of starvation, privation, and the other harms suffered by
the civilian populations of the three countries as a result of ongoing strife, which
the interventions were intended to ameliorate.
It is important to note the particular moral element in these latter argu-
ments. The internationalist argument appeals to responsibilities incurred as a re-
sult of the United States’ commitment to maintaining world order and to the
United Nations as a framework for multilateral action to respond to localized
disasters and to threats to international peace. The humanitarian argument ap-
peals to American ideals and values as such, then extends our responsibility to
support and protect those values and ideals wherever they are threatened. Both
sorts of arguments are altruistic; both play on some of the best in what this nation
stands for. Neither is easily subject to the criticisms most commonly directed
against national-interest arguments for military intervention these days—that
they are racist or militarist or justi¤cation for economic exploitation or mis-
guided relics of the Cold War. Indeed, the internationalist and humanitarian
justi¤cations for intervention may implicitly challenge justi¤cations based on na-
tional interest. Yet the opposite is also true: reasoning based on national interest
may challenge that of internationalist and humanitarian arguments and may
lead to contradictory judgments on the commitment of U.S. military forces. We
have seen internationalist and humanitarian criticism focused against national-
interest reasoning for intervention in the cases of Grenada and Panama, and the
tables were turned in the debates over intervention in Haiti, Somalia, and Bosnia.
At the same time, it needs to be stated strongly that national-interest ar-
guments, at their best, also are in¶uenced by ethical concerns, concerns that
are embodied in the de¤nition of national interest in the ¤rst place. This is
the meaning of political realism properly understood. The debate among na-
tional interest, internationalism, and humanitarianism is not, then, a debate
between ethical considerations and concerns that are devoid of ethical con-
tent; rather what is at issue with these three perspectives is the nature, source,
and relative strength of the ethical values and principles embodied in each.
Ethical analysis, at its best, provides a way to critique such competing
justi¤cations and claims and to reach judgments that avoid the particular criti-
cisms each directs at the other: that national interest is inherently sel¤sh; that
international order is more of an ideal than a reality; that the United Nations
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structure is ill suited to be a focus for decisions about military intervention and
its nature and scope; that appeals to humanity are often extremely vague and
open-ended. At the same time, ethical analysis should be framed in terms in-
clusive enough so that it can recognize the strengths and potential of each
such approach, and particular enough so that it can provide useful guidance
for policy and for speci¤c decisions.
Collectively, these criteria constitute a tall order. Yet I will argue, together
with other recent theorists of ethics and the use of force, that just-war tradi-
tion can meet them. In recent ethical writing on war such a claim has been
made from a variety of perspectives. James F. Childress and Michael Walzer
have advanced this same argument in a form suited to their own understand-
ing of the nature and role of moral reasoning.2 For Childress, just-war ideas are
prima facie categories of ethical judgment, functionally universal within West-
ern culture. That is, these categories represent the way people in our culture
naturally think about war and set up a series of tests that any use of force must
pass to be morally right. Walzer, in Just and Unjust Wars, writes, “I want to
recapture the just war for political and moral theory” (p. xiv). Then he under-
takes to do so by means of a systematic examination of cases that present the
fundamental just-war ideas as having both historical and cross-cultural depth
and by a philosophical argument that such standards are universal. Elsewhere,
the U.S. Catholic bishops and such authors as William V. O’Brien3 have argued
for an understanding of just war rooted in natural law and hence universally
valid. The prominent Protestant theologian Paul Ramsey, as noted earlier, ¤nds
in the idea of just war a general theory of statecraft, a perspective on the use
of power in any political community anywhere.
My own approach is to understand the idea of just war as the product of a
broad and inclusive historical tradition of experience, thought, and practice whose
lasting relevance and power lies precisely in its having been shaped by contributions
from many cultural sources and dialogues over time in many different contexts. In
the following section I outline this approach to understanding just-war reasoning
and to ethical analysis of uses of military force from a just-war perspective.
T he Just-War T radition as a Resource for 
Ethical Analysis of the Use of Military Force
The just-war tradition in Western culture is best understood as a broad river of
ideas and practice moving through history, with speci¤c streams now combining
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in various ways, now separating and moving along their own paths. This tradition
is ethical not in the narrow sense of being a product of philosophical or theolog-
ical reasoning but in a broader sense of collecting and systematically joining a
range of ethical wisdom from many other contexts as well. To be sure, religious
and philosophical efforts to de¤ne and shape morality have provided major con-
tributions to the tradition as a whole. Yet along with the stream de¤ned by Chris-
tian thought and practice and that of philosophical reasoning, there are others,
also of major importance: those de¤ned by secular law, both domestic and inter-
national; by the traditions of military life and the experience of war; and by the
experience and customs of statecraft. Philosophy has helped to shape just-war tra-
dition not only as a distinct stream of thought but as a mode of reasoning at-
tached to religious, legal, military, and political discourse. Dialogue and mutual
in¶uence among the various streams has also been important in shaping the tra-
dition as a whole. At times the Christian just-war doctrine developed in interac-
tion with one or more of the other streams of the developing tradition, either
in¶uencing or being in¶uenced or both; at other times it developed mainly in
dialogue with its own internal concerns.
The development of just-war tradition is accordingly complex (see ¤gure
1). But recognizing this complexity is a way to keep in mind that international
law, military guides to conduct in war, and political conceptions of the appro-
priate use of force are all historically and thematically part of the broad just-
war tradition, alongside more speci¤cally moral and religious elements. Just-
war reasoning about the use of force is not something alien that is imposed on
political judgments or military thinking from outside. By its very nature this
approach to the ethics of the use of force is already in dialogue with them.
That there are differences of content and emphasis and tensions among these
various approaches is, however, also the case, and this points at the necessity
of an ongoing and sustained dialogue as the means of spelling out the contem-
porary implications of just-war tradition. This tradition as a whole re¶ects the
totality of such interaction over history up to our own time.
The purposes of just-war reasoning have been de¤ned by three levels of prac-
tical moral concern: the needs of statecraft, of the responsibilities of command,
and of the individual moral agent (see ¤gure 2). In the ¤rst of these respects it
provides, as Paul Ramsey has argued,4 a theory of statecraft that takes account
of the connection between force and politics, establishing criteria for determin-
ing when the use of force for social good is justi¤ed and when it is not, and
setting limits beyond which the justi¤ed use of force ought not to go. In the
second respect, just-war tradition provides guidance to military commanders,
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Figure 1. Sources and Development of the Just-War Tradition
Late Classical Era:
Deep Roots, Early 
Expressions
The Bible (Old and New Testaments)
Roman law and practice
Christian theology: writers such as Clement of 
Alexandria, Ambrose, Augustine
Medieval Era:
Coalescence of a Cul-
tural Consensus 
Canon law: Gratian’s Decretum, writings of the 
Decretists and Decretalists
Scholastic theology
The code and customs of chivalry
Customary rights and practices of sovereigns
The inherited idea of jus gentium (law of peoples or 
nations)




Transformation to natural-law base: Victoria, 
Suarez, Grotius, others
Theory of international law: Grotius, Pufendorf, 
Vattel, others
Military codes of discipline replacing chivalric code







Origin of Geneva Conventions
Military manuals on the law of war
Popular, philosophical, and religious efforts to 





Jus ad bellum: League of Nations Covenant, Pact of 
Paris, UN Charter
Jus in bello: arms limitation treaties and conven-
tions, growth of humanitarian international law
Military manuals on law of war, rules of engage-
ment
Religious and philosophical recovery of just-war 
concepts
Public debate over war, its meaning and effects
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placing their role and responsibilities in a larger context of value to be served by
the forces at their command and locating their right to apply such force in rela-
tion to the ends rightly sought and the destruction of values to be avoided. Fi-
nally, at the level of the individual moral agent, just-war tradition offers moral
guidance for conscientiously weighing the question of participation in the use
of force and the degree of such participation.
Looked at as a whole, just-war tradition has two major thematic branches,
classically denoted by the terms jus ad bellum and jus in bello. These have to
do, respectively, with when it is just to resort to military force and what actions
are justi¤ed in the use of such force (see ¤gure 3).
Historically the jus ad bellum has developed around a set of seven prin-
ciples on how to justify resorting to war: the requirement that a war must have
a just cause, be waged by proper authority and with a right intention, be un-
dertaken only if there is reasonable hope of success and if the total good out-
weighs the total evil expected (overall proportionality), be a last resort, and be
waged for the end of peace. Each of these criteria has a particular meaning as
shaped and transmitted by the tradition.
Figure 2. Purposes of the Just-War Tradition
A Guide to Statecraft: Theory of the use of force by the political com-
munity
Understanding of the moral qualities of polit-
ical leadership
Protection of fundamental rights and values
Relation of ends to means in political life
A Guide to Commanders: Relation of military command to authority/
purposes of political community
Understanding of the moral qualities of mili-
tary leadership
Protection of fundamental rights and values in 
situations of armed con¶ict
Moral limits on means and methods in con¶ict 
situations
A Guide to Individuals: Claims on moral consciousness of individuals 
at all levels of political and military life
De¤nition of responsibility in relation to the 
use of force by the political community
De¤nition of the individual’s rights and respon-
sibilities in the use of force
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Figure 3. The Just-War Tradition as a Source of Criteria for Ethical Judgment
The Jus ad Bellum: Criteria De¤ning the Right to Resort to Force
Just Cause: The protection and preservation of value
Classic Statement: Defense of the innocent against armed attack; retaking per-
sons, property, or other values wrongly taken; punishment of evil
Right Authority: The person or body authorizing the use of force must be the duly 
authorized representative of a sovereign political entity. The authorization to use 
force implies the ability to control and cease that use—that is, a well-constituted 
and ef¤cient chain of command.
Classic Statement: Reservation of the right to employ force to persons or com-
munities with no political superior
Right Intention: The intent must be in accord with the just cause and not territorial 
aggrandizement, intimidation, or coercion.
Classic Statement: Evils to be avoided in war, including hatred of the enemy, 
“implacable animosity,” “lust for vengeance,” desire to dominate.
Proportionality of Ends: The overall good achieved by the use of force must be 
greater than the harm done. The levels and means of using force must be appropri-
ate to the just ends sought.
Last Resort: Determination at the time of the decision to employ force that no 
other means will achieve the justi¤ed ends sought. Interacts with other jus ad bel-
lum criteria to determine level, type, and duration of force employed.
Reasonable Hope of Success: Prudential calculation of the likelihood that the means 
used will bring the justi¤ed ends sought. Interacts with other jus ad bellum criteria 
to determine level, type, and duration of force employed.
The Aim of Peace: Establishment of international stability, security, and peaceful 
interaction. May include nation-building, disarmament, other measures to promote 
peace.
The Jus in Bello: Criteria De¤ning the Employment of Force
Proportionality of Means: Means causing gratuitous or otherwise unnecessary harm 
are to be avoided. Prohibition of torture, means mala in se.
Classic Statement: Attempts to limit weapons, days of ¤ghting, persons who 
should ¤ght.
Noncombatant Protection/Immunity: De¤nition of noncombatancy, avoidance of 
direct, intentional harm to noncombatants, efforts to protect them.
Classic Statement: Lists of classes of persons (clergy, merchants, peasants on the 
land, other people in activities not related to the prosecution of war) to be spared 
the harm of war.
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I noted earlier, however, that there are differences and tensions among the
various component streams of the larger tradition and between each of them
and the thrust of the tradition taken as a whole. In the context of considering
the justi¤cation and limits of the national or international interventionary use
of force, it is especially important to consider the tensions between interna-
tional law, one of the main component streams of just-war tradition, and just-
war ideas in their broadest form as classically de¤ned (see ¤gure 4).
The requirement of just cause classically meant one or more of three pos-
sibilities: that the use of force in question was for defense against wrongful at-
tack, retaking something wrongly taken, or punishment of evil. Contemporary
international law views defense as the only justifying cause for use of force—
either defense by one nation or group of nations against an attack from an-
other, or internationally sanctioned defense against a breach of international
peace. Yet a closer look suggests that the other two classic ideas have simply
been absorbed into a broadened concept of defense. A retaliatory second strike,
Figure 4. The Just-War Criteria in Positive International Law
Jus ad Bellum:
Just Cause: National or regional self-defense against armed attack; retaliation for 
armed attack; international response to threats to international peace
Right Authority: Compétence de guerre possessed by states; some right to authorize 
force given to UN Security Counsel; some recognition of insurgency rights
Right Intention: Not explicitly addressed; implicit in above items.
Proportionality of Ends: In the twentieth century, a tendency to treat the ¤rst use 
of force as the greatest evil, always disproportionate.
Last Resort: Emphasis on international arbitration and/or adjudication; tendency 
to allow only responsive or “second” use of force after armed attack.
Reasonable Hope of Success: Not explicitly treated.
The Aim of Peace: Greatly stressed. Limits on just causes for going to war, empha-
sis on jus in bello restraints, preference for stability over other values. Currently in 
process of some reevaluation.
Jus in Bello:
Proportionality of Means: “Hague law,” arms limits, bans on means mala in se.
Noncombatant Protection/Immunity: Greatly stressed. “Geneva law,” various other 
provisions regarding noncombatants, POWS, “protected persons.” Not treated: 
injury to noncombatants received due to proximity to legitimate targets, long-
term damages due to persisting effects of otherwise legitimate means of war.
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for example, would classically have been called “punishment of evil”: today it
is categorized as “defense.” The use of force to retake Kuwait from Iraq would
have classically been called “retaking something wrongly taken”; in the lan-
guage of contemporary international law, however, it was “defense” against an
“armed attack” that remained in progress so long as Iraq occupied Kuwait.
(The Falklands war provides a second recent example of this reasoning.)
So the underlying ideas remain, though the vocabulary has changed to
re¶ect the modern sentiment that the ¤rst use of force is morally suspect,
while the second use is not. It is not entirely clear whether this contemporary
sentiment raises possible problems with the interventionary use of force across
national borders for humanitarian reasons; the prima facie thrust of classic
just-war reasoning is more favorable to such uses of force, not only as properly
defending the rights of the innocent but also as “punishment of evil.”
The requirement of proper authority limits the right to authorize force to
sovereign political entities, that is, those with no superior. Classically this was
a way to deny the right to resort to force to local strongmen and to individuals
bearing arms. It was not intended to restrain legitimate sovereigns, who, be-
cause authorized to use force, could employ it against such local strongmen
and marauders. This also has the prima facie effect of favoring certain kinds
of interventionary uses of force: for example, in combating international ter-
rorism, other forms of international lawlessness such as the traf¤c in illicit
drugs, or systematic and sustained violations of universally recognized human
rights. In positive international law, however, the limitation tends to ¶ow the
other way: aimed at limiting the right of states to resort to war with other
states, it also limits the states’ right of intervention. States have nonetheless
continued to reserve that right for themselves and to practice it, and so custom-
ary international law is somewhat at variance with the black-letter law. Debate
over national authority for intervention in the present context, accordingly, is
somewhat confused. 
The requirement of right authority also raises questions about interven-
tion under international auspices. International organizations up to and in-
cluding the United Nations lack sovereignty in the traditional sense. Lacking
sovereignty, does such an organization have any right to authorize force? Clas-
sic just-war doctrine would say no, reserving that right for sovereign states. Yet
in contemporary debate, international authorization for interventionary use of
military force is often claimed, though on the basis of consensus (as in the Se-
curity Council resolutions relating to the Gulf War and to the United Nations
protective force in Somalia) rather than sovereignty.
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Right intention classically referred to the motivation of the individual sol-
dier and meant that he should avoid lust for battle, hatred for the enemy, and
other such attitudes. Well into the Middle Ages, for example, soldiers after com-
bat were required to do penance in case, during the heat of battle, they had
fought with the wrong intention. In contemporary usage this just-war criterion
is closely linked to the idea of the end of peace, where it refers not to the indi-
vidual soldier but to the purpose of the state in employing military force. In this
context it requires that this purpose not serve some aggressive end but establish
or reestablish such goals as international order and respect for human rights.
International law has no explicitly speci¤ed notion of right intention, though
arguably one can be deduced from other principles expressed there.
Reasonable hope of success, overall proportionality, and last resort are, for
just-war tradition in its classic form, all prudential tests to be applied as addi-
tional checks when the above deontological requirements have been met. All
are derived historically from Roman practice, and they refer to political pru-
dence at any time and in any culture. International law does not speci¤cally
address them, and religious just-war theorists historically have paid little atten-
tion to them. Yet they have come to ¤gure prominently in what Paul Ramsey
called the bellum contra bellum justum5 in Cold War–era ethical debate: the
use of just-war categories to deny the very possibility of a just war. In this rea-
soning the destructive capabilities of contemporary weapons form the core of
an argument that any use of force today must necessarily be disproportionate
and hence unjust. It follows that there can be no reasonable hope of success,
and that contemporary war can never reasonably be a last resort for serving jus-
tice, order, and peace, because it will by its nature create injustice, disorder,
and more war. The bellum contra bellum justum, then, though sometimes
called “just-war paci¤sm,” is really just paci¤sm. It begins with a presumption
against war, and it employs certain dogmatic assumptions about modern weap-
ons to attempt to undercut the possibility of any contemporary just use of
force on the grounds of the just-war principle of proportionality.
There are two important problems in this reasoning. First, there is nothing
inherently disproportionately destructive in contemporary weaponry. Indeed, so-
phisticated contemporary guidance mechanisms today allow military targets to
be destroyed with far less collateral damage than was the case in earlier con¶icts.
Second, the concept of proportionality in just-war tradition means the overall
balancing of the good (and evil) that a use of force will create against the evil of
not resorting to force. It begins with the recognition that a loss of value has al-
ready occurred (the just cause) prior to the consideration whether force is justi¤ed
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to restore that value. Rather than implicitly ruling out recourse to force, then,
the moral requirements of reasonable hope of success, overall proportionality,
and last resort continue to be useful tests of the wise use of military power in
given contexts.
The moral understanding of justi¤ed recourse to the use of force in con-
temporary American culture takes place in a historical context as re¶ected in
just-war tradition. In general, given a world continuing to be beset by the pres-
ence of evil, moral re¶ection on how best to serve the ends of good statecraft
is a perennial need. Yet for much of this century the focus of moral debate has
been on a particular form of the use of military force, and sometimes focus has
been on war between sovereign states itself as the evil to be countered. During
the Cold War the focus narrowed even further to the possibility of nuclear war
between the superpowers. In the present historical context, though, the issues
have shifted, and with that shift comes a renewed need to clarify how ethical
principles on the use of force apply to military intervention across national bor-
ders. In short, what is needed is not only to understand these ethical principles
themselves, but to reach an understanding of how they might be translated
into the somewhat different language of practical national policy.
T he L anguage of Ethics and the Formation of Policy: 
Intervention for Humanitarian Reasons
Where the interventionary use of force is at stake, policy language must be de-
veloped to put in practical terms the broader, more theoretical concerns of the
just-war principles. For the sake of illustration I draw attention to one recent
policy statement on the use of force, interesting in the present context because
of its close adherence to just-war categories (see ¤gure 5). This statement,
former Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger’s “six conditions for commit-
ting United States military forces” (the “Weinberger doctrine”), emerged in
the context of a debate over the interventionary use of military force to combat
international terrorism, but the cautions it laid down bore implications for
other sorts of potential interventionary uses of U.S. military power as well, up
through Operation Desert Storm. It is, in my judgment, an unusually good ex-
ample of how the tradition of just war may be translated into the language of
policy, and in the contexts where it was employed, it served well as a guide to
the commitment of U.S. military forces. Yet it has real limitations as well, and
in the present historical context, renewed attention needs to be given in policy
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language to expressing the implications of the moral criteria carried by just-
war tradition.
It is important to note ¤rst that the context has indeed changed. In the
debate over use of military force against international terrorism, against the in-
ternational traf¤c in drugs, or even against Iraq after its takeover of Kuwait, a
cogent case could be made that national interests were centrally at stake, and
the question whether to commit forces or not and how much force to commit
hinged on other issues.
Today, though, the interventionary use of military force for humanitarian
purposes has moved to center focus, and in such cases national or allied inter-
ests may not be directly at stake or of pressing urgency. One is reminded that
even in 1984, as his contribution to the debate that produced the Weinberger
“six conditions,” then Secretary of State George Shultz was framing the issue
of just cause much more broadly, in terms of the need “to further the cause of
freedom and enhance international security and stability.”7 There is no doubt
that many Americans think of this nation’s responsibilities abroad in terms of
Figure 5. The Just-War Criteria in Policy Language: 
The “Weinberger Doctrine” of 1984
Jus ad Bellum: “Six Conditions for Committing United States Military Forces”
Just Cause: 1. When it is vital to the defense of national or allied interests.
Reasonable Hope of Success: 2. With the intention of winning.
• Sole object of winning
• Forces and resources suf¤cient to achieve objectives or not at all
Right Intention: 3. For clearly de¤ned political and military objectives.
• Determine objectives
• Decide strategy
Proportionality of Ends: 4. With correlation between objectives and forces.
• If national interests require us to ¤ght, then we must win.
• Assess and adjust force size and composition as necessary.
Right Authority: 5. With public/congressional concurrence.
• Commit American public before American forces
Last Resort: 6. As last resort.
• Only when other means have failed or have no prospect for success.
• Military force not a substitute for diplomacy.
Aim of Peace: Not explicitly stated but implicit in 1 and 6.
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altruism and a high sense of moral purpose for America in the world. As a
people we are strong defenders of human rights who are revolted by the abuse
of these rights; we believe deeply in freedom and wish its blessings to extend
to victims of tyranny; possessed by an optimism that sickness and hunger can
be subdued, we are moved by the plight of victims of famine and disease.
Theologian H. Richard Niebuhr, commenting on the missionary spread of
American culture throughout the globe in the nineteenth century, described
it as an effort “to bring light to the gentiles by means of lamps manufactured
in America.”8 Where humanitarian impulses arise, such sentiment still surges:
We can right the wrongs from which other peoples suffer, it says to us, and
thus we ought to do so.
In seeking appropriate policy language for the concept of just cause, then,
there is a prima facie case that such altruism and idealism should be taken into
account. I also believe that such a broader understanding of the possible jus-
ti¤cations for use of force better expresses the core moral purpose of the just-
cause concept: defense of the innocent, retaking that which has been wrongly
taken, punishing evil. What makes the case of intervention by force for hu-
manitarian purposes so hard is that such moral justi¤cations may be greatly
compelling, and yet we still, in a given case, should not intervene by military
force. There may not be the necessary authority to do so; there may be no rea-
sonable hope of success; military intervention may produce more harm than
good; other means of dealing with the crisis at hand may be more effective;
and some forms of military intervention may hinder the cause of peace rather
than serve it.
I have already suggested that the concept of right authority for the use of
force is today confused by the somewhat contradictory implications of the his-
torical ethical tradition, positive international law, and customary conceptions
of the rights of sovereignty. As a result almost any imaginable argument for or
against intervention that depends on only one of these rationales is open to
challenge on the basis of the others, and the strongest authority for interven-
tion comes from adding them together. This was in fact done quite success-
fully in the case of the Gulf War, where ethical argument, international law,
and sovereign decisions by the nations taking part in the coalition against Iraq
reinforced one another and established a claim to right authority well beyond
what any one of them could have produced alone. Other contemporary cases
are not characterized by such strong consensus, and authority for intervention
suffers accordingly.
Right authority, though, does not refer simply to the decisions taken at the
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top; it also requires that the authority over the use of force extend downward
through a well-constituted and effective chain of command, so that the forces
in the ¤eld are genuinely directed by that responsible authority. In the present
context, when much argument is being advanced that the United Nations
should be regarded as the sole legitimate authority for interventionary projec-
tions of force in cases of humanitarian necessity or threats to international
peace, it is essential to note that whatever the merits of this argument may be
regarding the decisions at the top (a subject of hot debate), the United Nations
does not now possess the intermediate structures necessary to project its au-
thority downward to the level of directing the military forces in the ¤eld. On my
reading of just-war tradition, then, it lacks right authority for commitment of
interventionary forces unless this lack is remedied by the provision of a well-
constituted and effective command structure by the nations cooperating in the
provision of forces. Thus the United States has been correct not only in national-
interest terms but also in moral terms to insist on retaining command of its
forces when assisting in United Nations interventionary operations. Our na-
tional command authority is complete; that of the United Nations as currently
constituted is not.
On the subject of right intention, I will simply observe that when the pur-
pose of interventionary action is de¤ned by humanitarian necessity, this goes
a long way toward establishing right intent. Such intent is reinforced by a plan
for ending the intervention at some future time or under some future condi-
tions and, in the case of internationally sanctioned interventions, by rotation
of national contingents over the period of the intervention.
Interventionary uses of military force should also be proportionate to the
task at hand. There is a good deal of wrong thinking about this requirement
in the moral debate, wrong usage that surfaces in arguments against such-and-
such a use of military force as “disproportionate,” that is, too large. This was a
criticism directed against the U.S. use of force in the Gulf War, for example.
It is a version of the bellum contra bellum justum identi¤ed earlier. But the
just-war concept of proportionality does not equate to requiring that low levels
of force should always be used. Rather, what proportionality requires is that the
level and type of force be appropriate to accomplish the justi¤ed task and that
the application of that force be such as to bring about more good than harm.
This means that overwhelming force, suf¤cient to blanket hostile activities
and snuff them out, may satisfy the criterion of proportionality better than a
minimal commitment of force that soon ¤nds itself con¤ned to a forti¤ed en-
clave and to patrolling and convoying, which may attract attacks and result in
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more harm than good. Understood this way, the criterion of proportionality
reinforces the parallel requirement that uses of military force should be under-
taken only when there is reasonable hope of success in achieving the justi¤ed
mission of intervention.
Confusion also surrounds the way the criterion of last resort is used in re-
cent debate. This criterion does not mean always postponing use of military
force until every possible means short of force has been tried. If one comes into
a situation late in the day, as is almost by de¤nition the case when a con¶ict
has created urgent humanitarian needs, working this gradualist way might
simply postpone what is necessary until still later, perhaps making the situation
worse and requiring a more robust, costly, and dangerous intervention when
force is ¤nally brought in. Rather, the just-war understanding of last resort is
that in every case a determination should be made as to the kind of action that
should be taken, with military intervention subordinated to other forms of ac-
tion if they will work instead. This determination settles whether a situation
of last resort exists. Thus it may exist at the initial point of national or inter-
national involvement in a crisis. This understanding of last resort also should
be understood as serving the parallel requirements of proportionality, reason-
able hope of success, and the aim of peace.
The criterion of reasonable hope of success implies, ¤rst, suiting the ac-
tions taken to the needs confronted, and in this sense it reinforces the concep-
tion of proportionality described above. But in the second place making a
calculation of reasonable hope of success may serve as a brake on impulses to-
ward a military intervention that is driven by the perception of urgent humani-
tarian need in the media. Requiring reasonable hope of success, along with last
resort, serves as a reminder that military forces should not be seen as a cure-all
for ills that other methods have not been able to remedy. The mere fact that
nonmilitary forms of humanitarian intervention have been tried and failed in
a given case does not mean that military forces should now be committed; in
the case at hand they may not work either or may make for a worse situation.
The truth is, moreover, that armies, navies, and air forces are not created for
this as their primary purpose. The primary purpose of the U.S. military is our
national defense, and the services are structured accordingly. These structures
may not ¤t at all well the needs of a situation of humanitarian need, and there
may be no reasonable hope of success in a military commitment.
Finally, the aim of peace is closely connected to the other just-war criteria
already de¤ned and can be said to be satis¤ed only when all the other criteria
have themselves been met. Additionally, though, it should be noted that to
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satisfy this last criterion military intervention should be placed in the context of
other means of addressing and solving the problem at hand. In some cases,
nation-building may be a necessary adjunct to the provision of humanitarian
relief or protection of relief efforts or the endangered population. In such cases,
the idea of military intervention should include the possibility of not only
¤ghters but engineers, communications teams, military police, and civil affairs
units, or of civilian teams that would ful¤ll these functions and others necessary
to the rebuilding of a stable civil order. Unfortunately, this implies a long-term
involvement in the society into which intervention is made, and here moral re-
sponsibility runs head-on into a lack of political will and, perhaps, resources. I
am not sure what this means for given cases of possible military intervention:
Are we not to intervene except in those cases where we are willing to make a
long-term commitment? I would rather say that our commitment should extend
to considering how to restore a peaceful and functioning civil society, and to
encouraging and supporting domestic and international efforts in that direc-
tion. Such consideration is an essential part of the moral debate about interven-
tion, and it has been mostly lacking in recent American public discourse.
Explaining the aim of peace St. Augustine argued that no one in his right
mind makes war in order to create more war; war is too terrible for that. Rather,
one makes war in order to create the conditions for peace. We should judge
not only war also but intervention by that standard and not lay our military
forces on the line without a clear understanding of how their sacri¤ce will
serve the cause of peace in the situation at hand. 
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y subject in this essay is “supreme emergency.” The phrase is Winston
Churchill’s, and it refers to the crisis of British survival during the darkest
days of World War II.1 Supreme emergency is a time for heroic decision, when
nations and leaders are measured by the measures they take; but it is also a des-
perate time, when the measures taken are ones we would avoid if we possibly
could. I wish no such time on my own country and my fellow citizens. Let this
be a theoretical discussion and an educational exercise. We can test our every-
day moral perceptions against an extreme case, and we can ask whether there
are useful analogies between historical or hypothetical extremity and what
passes today for normality. I suggest a certain wariness about the exercise. As
hard cases make bad law, so supreme emergencies put morality itself at risk. We
need to be careful.
More than a decade ago, in Just and Unjust Wars, I worked out an argument
about supreme emergency that was driven by Churchill’s account of the British
crisis and by my own memory of and re¶ection on the struggle against Nazism.2
I took the years 1940 and 1941, when a Nazi victory in Europe seemed frighten-
ingly close, as my model. A supreme emergency exists when our deepest values
and our collective survival are in imminent danger, and that was the situation
in those years. Can moral constraints have any hold upon us at such a time?
M
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What can and what should political leaders do when confronting danger on that
scale? I gave a philosophically provocative and paradoxical answer to those ques-
tions. I argued, ¤rst, that the constraints did still have a hold on us; and second,
that political leaders could do whatever was required to meet the danger. There
are no moments in human history that are not governed by moral rules; the
human world is a world of limitation, and moral limits are never suspended—
the way we might, for example, suspend habeas corpus in a time of civil war. But
there are moments when the rules can be and perhaps have to be overridden.
They have to be overridden precisely because they have not been suspended. And
overriding the rules leaves guilt behind, as a recognition of the enormity of what
we have done and a commitment not to make our actions into an easy precedent
for the future.
The example in my mind when I ¤rst made that argument was the British
decision to bomb German cities—speci¤cally the orders issued to bomber crews
in the early 1940s to aim at the city center or at residential areas (that is, not at
military bases, factories, shipyards, warehouses, and so on). The intention of the
British leaders at that point in the war was to kill and terrorize the civilian popu-
lation, to attack German morale rather than German military might. I won’t
rehearse here the technical arguments urged by Bomber Command, which had
more to do with civilian housing than with civilian lives—as if the two were
separable targets—but those arguments were not entirely straightforward.3 In
order to display the theoretical issue in all its dif¤culty, it is enough to say ¶atly
that the intention was wrongful, the bombing criminal; its victims were inno-
cent men, women, and children. If soldiers or “munitions workers” were also
killed, it was only by accident, a morally defensible side effect of what remains
an immoral policy. But if there was no other way of preventing a Nazi triumph,
then the immorality—no less immoral, for what else can the deliberate killing
of the innocent be?—was also, simultaneously, morally defensible. That is the
provocation and the paradox. You can imagine the skepticism with which this
account of emergency ethics was greeted, especially in philosophical circles,
where even the appearance of internal contradiction is taken (as it should be
taken) very seriously.4 So let me try now to explain the argument.
The doctrine of supreme emergency is a way of maneuvering between two
very different and characteristically opposed understandings of morality. The
¤rst re¶ects the absolutism of rights theory, according to which innocent human
beings can never be intentionally attacked. Innocence is their shield, and though
it is only a verbal shield, a paper shield, no defense at all against bombs and bul-
lets, it is impenetrable to moral argument. The second understanding re¶ects
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the radical ¶exibility of utilitarianism, according to which innocence is only one
value that must be weighed against other values in the pursuit of the greatest
good of the greatest number.5 I put the opposition crudely; both rights theory
and utilitarianism can be developed in complex ways, so that the opposition I
have just described is considerably attenuated. But it is never, I think, wholly
abolished. Both these moral understandings have claims upon us, and yet they
pull us in different directions. It is sometimes said with reference to domestic
politics that we should let the courts worry about rights, while congressmen and
presidents (and, I suppose, ordinary citizens when they are choosing congress-
men and presidents) should think about the greatest good.6 But this division of
responsibility doesn’t work. One has only to look closely at the processes of ju-
dicial deliberation and legislative debate to see that the two claims are repeatedly
made and repeatedly acknowledged within each. In any case, judicial scrutiny
in international politics and especially in wartime is notoriously light, and so the
two claims necessarily fasten on the political and military leaders of the nation;
otherwise they would have no fastening at all. What is the relative strength of
the claims? Neither is strong enough to defeat the other; neither is so weak that
we can disregard it. At the risk of philosophical muddle, we must negotiate the
middle ground.
Why not opt for absolute rights? I have to begin with absolutism, since it
represents a denial of the very existence of anything that might be called “mid-
dle ground.” Morality is not negotiable. Innocence is inviolable. We may dis-
agree, says the absolutist, over who the innocent people are and how they might
be located sociologically, but once we have found them, we have also found the
¤nal limits of war-making. To protect the innocent or, at least, to exclude them
from deliberate attack, is to act justly. And we must act justly whatever the con-
sequences: ¤at justitia, ruat caelum (do justice even if the heavens fall). The
claim of the moral absolutist is that we acknowledge the true meaning of justice
only when we ignore the consequences of acting justly—for justice is literally
invaluable, beyond the possibility of estimate or measure. It can’t be balanced
against anything else; the bookkeeper doesn’t exist who could strike such a moral
balance. Religious absolutists may believe that God keeps his own accounts; they
also believe, however, that human beings are bound by his unquali¤ed prohibi-
tions: “Thou shalt not.”
This sense that there are things we must never do, forbidden things, ta-
boos, proscriptions, is very old, perhaps older than anything else in our moral
understanding. Rule utilitarianism, though it no doubt captures some of the
reasons for moral taboos, fails utterly to explain their power. The prohibitions
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urged upon us by moral absolutists are in fact the common and inescapable
rules of moral life. They are external constraints that have long ago been in-
ternalized, so that we know the crimes they name not as acts we want to com-
mit but must not, but rather as acts we don’t want to commit. Even more, we
want not to commit them (not to be murderers, for example), and this desire
commonly gets stronger, not weaker, when troubles begin and we ¤nd our-
selves pressed to act badly. When we feel this pressure, we also feel, most of us,
the need to resist. But can we sustain our resistance even when disaster looms,
when the heavens are really about to fall? At that point absolutism represents,
it seems to me, a refusal to think about what it means for the heavens to fall.
And the history of the twentieth century makes that refusal very hard to justify.
How can we, with our principles and prohibitions, stand by and watch the de-
struction of the moral world in which those principles and prohibitions have
their hold? How can we, the opponents of murder, fail to resist the practice of
mass murder—even if resistance requires us, as the phrase goes, to get our
hands dirty (that is, to become murderers ourselves)?
These are rhetorical questions, but I acknowledge immediately that they
don’t always elicit the response they seem to ask for. Absolutism is by de¤nition
unresponsive, and even someone ready in principle to move away from an ab-
solutist position might well respond skeptically. He or she will remind us of
how quick some people are to say that the heavens are falling. At the ¤rst sign
of trouble, they shout “supreme emergency!” and claim exemption from the
moral rules. We should always be reluctant to grant such exemptions, for every
exemption is also a concession to those who argue that justice has a price,
which may sometimes be too high and which we need not always pay. And
then the way is open for utilitarian calculation.
Well, what is wrong with utilitarianism? Jeremy Bentham designed his
doctrine for political leaders, and the design seems to have been successful.
Hasn’t cost/bene¤t analysis become the standard form of moral reasoning in
the arenas of public life? Isn’t this the educational core of most university
courses on decision theory and policy choice and, I would guess, on military
strategy? We value and respect moral taboos but consign them largely to the
private sphere. We expect our leaders to be goal-oriented, and we judge them
more by the goals they attain than by the rules they uphold. “When the act
accuses, the result excuses.”7 How can we avoid, why should we want to avoid,
the kind of reckoning this maxim requires?
The problem is that it’s too easy to juggle the ¤gures. Utilitarianism, which
was supposed to be the most precise and hardheaded of moral arguments, turns
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out to be the most speculative and arbitrary. For we have to assign values where
there is no agreed valuation, no recognized hierarchy of value, no market mech-
anism for determining the positive or negative worth of different acts and out-
comes. Suppose we agree that justice is not in fact beyond measure, invaluable.
Then we have to ¤nd some way of measuring it, of ¤xing, for example, the moral
cost of murder. How do we do that? Is the cost eight or twenty-three or seventy-
seven? Eight or twenty-three or seventy-seven of what? We have no unit of mea-
surement and we have no common or uniform scale. It’s not the case, I suppose,
that every valuation is idiosyncratic. We are able, for speci¤c purposes (insurance
is the common example), to set a dollar price on a human life—though not on
the act of taking a human life; the hire of a hit man isn’t a morally acceptable
¤gure. In any case, market values for lives-at-risk rise and fall for morally irrele-
vant reasons. And in politics and war, cost/bene¤t analysis has always been highly
particularistic and endlessly permissive for each particular. Commonly, what we
are calculating is our bene¤t (which we exaggerate) and their cost (which we
minimize or disregard entirely). Is it plausible to expect them to agree to our
calculations?
Those ¤rst- and third-person plural pronouns ostensibly have no impact on
utilitarian calculation; each and every person is valued in the same way; all
utilities are measured as if there were a common scale. But this holds in prac-
tice only for men and women whose solidarity counterbalances all con¶icts of
interest among them. When solidarity collapses, in pure or almost pure adver-
sarial situations—in war, for example—utilitarian calculation is zero-sum, and
“we” commonly attach only negative value to “their” utilities. Negative valua-
tion is clearest with regard to enemy soldiers when they are actually engaged
in combat, but it is likely to extend (unless it is checked by absolutist prohibi-
tions) across the entire population, ¤rst to soldiers who are not actually en-
gaged, then to civilians at work in war-related industries, then to civilians who
support the war effort indirectly, then to everyone who supports the supporters
and the workers and the soldiers. Finally, no “enemy” life has any positive
value; we can attack anyone; even infant deaths bring pain and sorrow to
adults and so undermine the enemy’s resolve. Of course, we can always juggle
the ¤gures and stop short of this horri¤c conclusion. But it is our sense of
moral taboos that makes us want to stop short—and it is only by re¶ecting on
the meaning of innocence and on the rights of the innocent that we can de-
cide where in fact to stop.
So the weaknesses of utilitarianism lead us back to the theory of rights,
and it is rights that ¤x the everyday constraints on war-making (and on all ad-
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versarial engagements). But these constraints seem to depend on some mini-
mal ¤xed values, just as utilitarianism depends on some minimum solidarity
of persons. When our deepest values are radically at risk, the constraints lose
their grip, and a certain kind of utilitarianism reimposes itself. I call this the
utilitarianism of extremity, and I set it against a rights normality. The two to-
gether, it seems to me, capture the force of the opposed moral understandings
and assign to each its proper place. I can’t reconcile the understandings; the
opposition remains; it is a feature of our moral reality. There are limits on the
conduct of war, and there are moments when we can and perhaps should break
through the limits (the limits themselves never disappear). “Supreme emer-
gency” describes those rare moments when the negative value that we assign—
that we can’t help assigning—to the disaster that looms before us devalues mo-
rality itself and leaves us free to do whatever is militarily necessary to avoid the
disaster, so long as what we do doesn’t produce an even worse disaster. No great
precision is required in calculations of this sort. Just as a jury in a capital case
doesn’t look for a 51 percent probability of guilt but for overwhelming cer-
tainty, so we can only be overwhelmed by supreme emergency. And, of course,
we must always be skeptical about political leaders who are, so to speak, too
easily overwhelmed, just as jurors must always be skeptical about those of their
fellows who are too quick to place themselves “beyond a reasonable doubt.”
II
But how can we be properly skeptical unless we have some precise understanding
of what a supreme emergency is and how it differs from the daily emergencies
of military life? I want to approach this question indirectly, by asking another. If
we are permitted to respond immorally when a disaster threatens us, why can’t
an individual soldier respond immorally when a disaster threatens him? From the
standpoint of the combat soldier, war is a rapid succession of supreme emergen-
cies: his life is constantly at risk. But we are very reluctant to allow soldiers to save
themselves by killing innocent and helpless people. Consider the standard case
of soldiers holding prisoners behind enemy lines. I can’t repeat here all the argu-
ments that have been made about this much discussed and not at all hypothet-
ical example. There is a range of conclusions, and considerable disagreement
among commentators, but almost no one would say that the soldiers can kill
their prisoners simply in order to reduce the danger to themselves.8 Perhaps they
can kill them if that is or seems to be absolutely necessary for the success of their
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mission, but once the mission has succeeded, they are commonly expected to
bear some risk, even considerable risk, for the sake of their prisoners. And yet,
what is at risk is all they have, life itself. So far as individuals are concerned, su-
preme emergency doesn’t make a radical exception to rights normality. In war, as
in domestic society, there are limits on what we can do in self-defense, even in
extreme situations. A moral person will accept risk, will even accept death, rather
than kill the innocent. But a moral president or prime minister or military com-
mander will not accept the risk or the fact of communal death. Why not?
The ¤rst answer to this question has to do with the theory of representation.
I can, morally and psychologically, accept risks for myself, but I can’t, either mor-
ally or psychologically, accept risks for other people. If I possess political author-
ity, I can impose risks, but I have only a limited right to do that (both the rights
and the limits are implicit in the governmental contract). Soldiers, for example,
are conscripted and then trained for risk-taking by the government in the name
of the political community. But no government can put the life of the commu-
nity itself and of all its members at risk, so long as there are actions available to
it, even immoral actions, that would avoid or reduce the risk. It is for the sake
of risk avoidance or risk reduction that governments are chosen. That is what
political leaders are for; that is their ¤rst task. This argument, however, faces a
deep dif¤culty. If individuals have no right to save themselves by killing the in-
nocent, how can they commission their government to do this on their behalf?
They can’t pass on rights they don’t possess, hence their political leaders can do
no more on their behalf than they might do themselves. Leaders can act to re-
duce or avoid risks only within the limits of rights normality.
The argument from representation doesn’t work unless we add to it an ar-
gument about the value of the community.9 It isn’t only individuals who are
represented, but also the collective entity—religious, political, or cultural—
that the individuals compose and from which they derive some portion of their
character, practices, and beliefs. I don’t want to say that the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts, for I don’t know how to sum the parts or set a value
on the whole. A certain number of individuals can always be found—so it
seems—who value the whole more than their own part; they are ready to risk
their lives for their country. But it doesn’t follow from this that they (or their
leaders, acting on their behalf ) are entitled to risk the lives of other people who
don’t even live in their country. There can’t be any such entitlement. The risks
imposed on the others are criminally imposed. How can the community per-
mit or require criminal actions?
Edmund Burke’s description of the political community as a contract be-
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tween “those who are living, those who are dead, and those who are yet to be
born” helps us to see what is at stake here.10 The metaphor, I suppose, is inap-
propriate, since it is impossible to imagine the occasion on which such a con-
tract could have been agreed to. But there is an important truth here nonethe-
less: we do try to carry on, and also to improve upon, a way of life handed down
by our ancestors, and we do hope for recognizable descendants, carrying on
and improving upon our own way of life. This commitment to continuity
across generations is a very powerful feature of human life, and it is embodied
in the community. When our community is threatened, not just in its present
territorial extension or governmental structure or prestige or honor, but in
what we might think of as its ongoingness, then we face a loss that is greater
than any we can imagine, except for the destruction of humanity itself. We
face moral as well as physical extinction, the end of a way of life as well as of
a set of particular lives, the disappearance of people like us. And it is then that
we may be driven to break through the moral limits that people like us nor-
mally attend to and respect.
By contrast, when we tell an individual soldier that he can’t make the same
break, we are telling him that he must risk death and even die within the moral
limits so that his children and children’s children can hope to live within them.
It may be small comfort to a soldier facing death to know that people like him-
self will survive and continue to uphold the principles and practices he values
(including the normal defense of rights, for if he didn’t value that, there would
be no issue here). But that knowledge is comfort enough to rule out any claim
he might make to exempt himself from the moral prohibitions. Take that
knowledge away, and the claim begins to seem plausible; and only then do we
enter the terrible world of supreme emergency.
If the political community were nothing more than a neutral framework
within which individuals pursued their own versions of the good life, as some
liberal political philosophers suggest, the doctrine of supreme emergency would
have no purchase.11 It would indeed be a bad thing for individuals to lose the
protection of such a framework, and they might be persuaded to accept some
risk to their own lives in order to guard against that loss—though it’s a hard ques-
tion, ¤rst posed by Thomas Hobbes, the ¤rst theorist of the neutral framework,
why anyone should die for a “community” whose substantive meaning only he
can provide, and only so long as he is alive.12 In any case, this kind of a person,
facing this kind of a loss, can hardly drag other men and women (and children)
into the war zone, from which he is likely to make his own escape as soon as he
can. The license of supreme emergency can only be claimed by political leaders
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whose people have already risked everything and who know how much they have
at risk.
The fact that a “communitarian” political theory helps to explain the mean-
ing of supreme emergency might well be taken as an argument against commu-
nitarianism. For if we didn’t value the community (however we conceive
community: people, nation, country, religion, common culture) in this intense
way, we might ¤ght fewer wars and face fewer emergencies. Fewer emergencies,
and none of them supreme, for in an international society composed of coun-
tries that were nothing more than neutral frameworks, or in an international
society that was itself one big neutral framework, individuals pursuing their pri-
vate projects might ¤nd many occasions for quarrels and even for ¤ghts but few
for wars—they would have every reason to stop short of the kinds of risk that war
involves. But this is only to say that life would be safer without emotional en-
tanglements. The statement is obviously true but not very helpful.
Supreme emergency is a communitarian doctrine. But to say that is not to
diminish the moral signi¤cance of the individual. Communities need, and can’t
always ¤nd, morally strong citizens, soldiers, and political and military leaders.
And morally strong is very strong indeed, for what the community requires of
individual citizens and soldiers is that they risk their lives, ¤rst for their compa-
triots and then for the innocent members of other countries. And what it re-
quires of its leaders is that they impose risks and sometimes, in rare and terrible
moments, take on the guilt of killing the innocent. We may doubt that moral
strength is really required in this last instance; after all, many, perhaps most, of
the political leaders who ¤gure in the history books or in our own memories of
twentieth-century history seem to have had no dif¤culty killing innocent people.
They had no sense of the guilt involved; they were simply criminals. A morally
strong leader is someone who understands why it is wrong to kill the innocent
and refuses to do so, refuses again and again, until the heavens are about to fall.
And then he becomes a moral criminal (like Albert Camus’s “just assassin”)13
who knows that he can’t do what he has to do—and ¤nally does.
III
Provocation and paradox again. And yet this is not an idiosyncratic argument;
I didn’t make it up. It conforms to the professional ethic of the soldier as this
has developed over the course of time, and also to the professional ethic of the
police, ¤re¤ghters, and merchant sailors, all of whom are required to risk their
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lives to protect the innocent. And it also conforms to the doctrine of “dirty
hands,” according to which political and military leaders may sometimes ¤nd
themselves in situations where they cannot avoid acting immorally, even when
that means deliberately killing the innocent.14 The effect of the supreme-
emergency argument should be to reinforce professional ethics and to provide
an account of when it is permissible (or necessary) to get our hands dirty. The
argument is essentially negative in character, as arguments have to be, I think,
when they are focused on extreme cases, for dirty hands aren’t permissible (or
necessary) when anything less than the ongoingness of the community is at
stake, or when the danger that we face is anything less than communal death.
In most wars, the issue never arises; there are no supreme emergencies; the nor-
mal defense of rights holds unquestioned sway, even at the moment of defeat.
In a war over this or that piece of territory, for example, we are not called upon
to calculate how many innocent lives the territory is worth. If we are consid-
ering a strategy that involves deliberate murder (I leave aside questions about
the side effects of legitimate military actions), the territory has to be deemed
worthless, and innocence, as the normal defense of rights holds, beyond price.
Even in wars where the stakes are very high, they may not be so high at
every moment in the course of the war as to bring the supreme-emergency ar-
gument into play. Each moment is a moment-in-itself; we make judgments
again and again, not once for each war. My claim that the British bombing of
German cities might have been defensible in 1940 and ’41 extends no further
than those years. The bulk of the bombing that actually took place is certainly
not defensible, for it took place after it had become clear that Germany could
not win the war. The triumph of Nazism was no longer an imminent danger.
Nor was the continued bombing designed (as it might have been) to deter or
defeat the Nazi war against the Jews. The Holocaust might have constituted a
new supreme emergency, but it did not ¤gure in the minds of the men who
decided on bombing policy; they did not conceive themselves to be acting on
behalf of the community of European Jewry.
The evil of Nazism suggests the positive form of the supreme-emergency
argument. It is that sort of evil, uncommon even in the long history of human
violence, that pushes us beyond rights normality. The more ordinary sorts of
military defeat, political subjugation, the establishment of puppet regimes and
satellite states—none of this quali¤es as a similar “push,” for in these cases we
commonly expect the physical and moral survival of the defeated nation; we
even look forward to its renewed resistance. Conventional conquerors, such as
Alexander or Napoleon, leave behind more or less intact political and religious
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communities. It was the Nazi intention, at least in central and eastern Europe,
not to do that; and even in the west, a long-term Nazi triumph would have
brought a loss of value greater than men and women are morally obliged to
bear. Only a prospect like that invites—and then only insofar as it also re-
quires—an immoral response: we do what we must (every legitimate alternative
having been exhausted). And if we can see clearly, with the help of such an
example, when the normal defense of rights can be overridden, we can also see
clearly why it can’t be overridden short of that. For the overriding is also a loss
of value, an action of exactly the sort that we anticipate from the other side
and hope to avoid. In supreme emergencies, we imitate our worst enemies (as
the bombing of Germany imitated the bombing of Coventry and the London
blitz), and that is not something to which we can ever be reconciled.
It follows from this argument that supreme emergency is a condition from
which we must seek an escape. Mostly, we will want to escape, for we will dread
the dangers we face and abhor the immoral acts to which we are driven. But just
as a “state of emergency” may be politically convenient for leaders who prefer to
rule outside the law, so a state of supreme emergency may be morally convenient
for leaders who wish to dispense with prohibitions and taboos. It is not always the
case, of course, that emergencies are temporary in character; great dangers can
persist over time. But we are morally bound to work against the persistence, to
look for a way out, lest we be thought to view our dirty hands with less than ab-
horrence. The obvious example here is the cold war “balance of terror” generated
by the deterrent policies of the United States and the Soviet Union. I suggested
in Just and Unjust Wars that nuclear deterrence was commonly defended, and
rightly defended, in terms that follow closely the lines of the supreme-emergency
argument. Were terror unbalanced—so both sides believed—country and cul-
ture, people and way of life, would alike be at risk. And so we permitted ourselves
to threaten the same terrorism that we feared: the destruction of cities, the killing
of vast numbers of innocent men, women, and children. The threat was im-
moral, for it is wrong to threaten to do what it would be wrong to do; and though
the threat is obviously a lesser wrong than the act, it can hardly be taken lightly
when it is accompanied by massive preparation for the act.
We accepted the risk of nuclear war in order to avoid the risk, not of ordi-
nary, but of totalitarian, subjugation. If that second risk were to recede (as it has),
we would be bound to seek alternatives to deterrence in its cold-war form. In any
case, we are bound to look for ways of reducing the risk—by pursuing détente,
for example, or by signing arms-control and arms-reduction agreements, or by
undertaking unilateral initiatives that address the fears and suspicions of the
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other side. We must resist the routinization of emergency, reminding ourselves
again and again that the threats we force others to live with, and live with our-
selves, are immoral threats. Over the years we became habituated, callous, hard-
ened against the crimes we were pledged to commit. But it isn’t incompatible
with the pledge to think concretely about those crimes and about our own un-
willing criminality—for it won’t be unwilling unless we think about it. This is
the essential feature of emergency ethics: that we recognize at the same time
the evil we oppose and the evil we do, and that we set ourselves, so far as possible,
against both.
IV
I come back at the end to the communitarian foundation of emergency ethics.
The strongest argument against supreme emergency is that it makes a fetish of
the political community. Not, I want to stress, of the state: the state is nothing
more than an instrument of the community, a particular structure for organiz-
ing collective action that can always be replaced by some other structure. The
political community (the community of faith too) can’t be similarly replaced. It
consists of men, women, and children living in a certain way, and its replace-
ment would require either the elimination of the people or the coercive trans-
formation of their way of life. Neither of these actions is morally acceptable.
But the reason for this unacceptability has nothing to do with fetishism. The
political community is not magical, not mysterious, and not necessarily an “ob-
ject of irrational reverence” (the dictionary de¤nition of a fetish). It is a feature
of our lived reality, a source of our identity and self-understanding. We can in-
deed make a fetish out of it, as countless nationalists and communalists have
done; this is to engage in a collective version of self-worship, which is likely to
have moral consequences of the same sort as the individual versions have. Ego-
ists and communalists, who recognize no one’s rights but their own, act badly
on the smallest pretext, at the ¤rst hint of danger (perhaps also at the ¤rst hint
of advantage) to themselves. A non-fetishized community, by contrast, sustains
the discipline of its soldiers and the restraint of its leaders, who thus act badly
only at the last minute and under absolute necessity.
Here is the ¤nal provocation and paradox: moral communities make great
immoralities morally possible. But they do this only in the face of a far greater
immorality, as in the example of a Nazi-like attack on the very existence of a
particular community, and only at the moment when this attack is near success,
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and only insofar as the immoral response is the only way of holding off that
success. We can recognize a moral community by its respect for that reiterated
word “only.” Supreme emergency is not in fact a permissive doctrine. It can be
put to ideological and apologetic uses, but that is true of every moral argument,
including the argument for individual rights. Properly understood, supreme
emergency strengthens rights normality by guaranteeing its possession of the
greater part, by far, of the moral world. That is its message to people like us: that
it is (almost) the whole of our duty to uphold the rights of the innocent.
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Terrorism and the Military Professional
Manuel M. Davenport
T he Problem of Definition
n order to discuss terrorism without equivocation or begging the question,
it is essential to begin with a clear and non-normative de¤nition. Although
most dictionary de¤nitions of “terrorism” are normatively loaded, they do
avoid ambiguity. The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language
describes “terrorism” as “violence toward private citizens, public property and
political enemies promoted by a political group to achieve or maintain suprem-
acy.”1 This de¤nition captures three essential characteristics of terrorism: (1) it
involves violence; (2) it is morally indiscriminate in its selection of targets; and
(3) it is a political act.
The same dictionary, however, by de¤ning “violence” as “the abusive or un-
just exercise of power,” assumes without argument that terrorism is immoral be-
cause it involves violence. If, however, we de¤ne “violence” as “power made
operative against resistance,” as this dictionary does elsewhere,2 then the morality
of violence remains an open question, as Richard Becka argues in “ Violence and
Its Justi¤cation,” because the essential characteristic of violence is its use to
“cause a person to change contrary to will.”3
Whether terrorism is moral, then, depends on whether it is moral to
change a person contrary to his or her will.4 It is certainly plausible to contend
that when dealing with children and other irrational beings, the use of vio-
I
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lence may be morally justi¤ed when such beings, if not changed contrary to
their will, may cause permanent harm to themselves and others. The morality
of violence, then, should depend upon the circumstances of its use.
It is possible to argue, however, while conceding that violence may not
always be immoral, that terrorism is nonetheless always immoral because, by
de¤nition, it targets the innocent. As Phillip Lawler argues, because the use of
violence against the innocent is always unjust, “Terrorism is by its very nature
morally indefensible.”5
However, if, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty claims, no one is able to act in so-
ciety at all without engaging in violence, then we do not have a choice between
using or not using violence, but only “between different kinds of violence.”
Moreover, if, as indicated earlier, the essential characteristic of violence is that
it is power used to cause a person to change contrary to will or, as Merleau-Ponty
puts it, power that reduces “the others to objects,” then violence, even directed
toward the innocent, cannot be avoided and the real question becomes whether
it can be used to make the world better than it is.6
For the sake of clarity and for those who might argue that terrorism is im-
moral merely because it is a political act, it may be useful to indicate the ways
in which terrorism is political. As our dictionary says, it aims at achieving or
maintaining supremacy, but, as stated in The Public Report of the Vice Presi-
dent’s Task Force on Combatting Terrorism, it “has become another means of
conducting foreign affairs”7 in that it aims also at in¶uencing government pol-
icy or changing the conduct of a government. Most commonly, terrorists try
to provoke from the governments they attack reactions that in fact or appear-
ance suppress the behavior and views of loyal citizens.
On April 26, 1984, for example, President Ronald Reagan submitted to Con-
gress four bills to combat international terrorism that would allow the secretary
of state, without court review or challenge, to decide which foreign governments
or groups are terrorist and to subject any person “providing support services to
organizations designated as ‘terrorist’” a $100,000 ¤ne or ten years in prison. Such
laws would have led, for example, to the prosecution of Harvard professor Abra-
ham Chayes for representing Nicaragua in the World Court.8 If such laws, as a
reaction to terrorism, arouse the opposition of loyal citizens to a government’s
attempts to control terrorism, then terrorism has succeeded as a political act.
Given these preliminary considerations, I shall de¤ne “terrorism” as “the
use of violence against persons and their property without regard to the pre-
vious behavior of such persons for the purpose of maintaining political su-
premacy or causing the downfall of political enemies.”
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T ypes of Terrorism
In his classic work on terrorism, The Rebel, Albert Camus distinguished be-
tween individual and state terrorism. The individual terrorist, knowing that
his death is highly probable and knowing that there is no continuing group to
promote his dreams, engages in terrorism to protest the present for the sake of
future unknown values.9 State terrorism, usually called “international terror-
ism,” is, as Stephen Rosenfeld indicated, “sponsored by governments as an in-
strument of foreign policy,” and thus, as the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act of 1978 points out, involves “activities that . . . transcend national bound-
aries.”10 In what follows, our focus will be upon state, or international, terror-
ism, and I shall adopt the latter, more popular term in this discussion. Most
terrorism today is international terrorism for a simple, practical reason: With-
out the support of a government terrorists could not obtain the necessary lo-
gistical and technological support to circumvent the counterterrorist measures
of the governments they oppose.
A Case Study in International Terrorism
The particular example of international terrorism selected for closer examina-
tion is the bombing of Dresden by the British and Americans in February and
March of 1945. I have chosen this example because detailed information re-
cently available makes it clear, for reasons which will follow, that it is a case of
international terrorism committed by “our side,” and thus may allow us to be
open to the possibility that not every act of terrorism is immoral by de¤nition.
In February 1945, the Russians were advancing westward toward Dresden and
on February 8 crossed the Oder, driving before them into Dresden over 600,000
German refugees, who joined the 630,000 already residing there. The ¤rst wave
of British bombers completed their attack on Dresden at 10:21 p.m., February
13. When the second wave arrived at 1:30 a.m. the next day, the city was on ¤re.
American bombers made a third run at 12:12 p.m. and on February 15, at 12:30
p.m., dropped only 461 tons. Although Dresden was then a secondary target, the
Americans hit it again on March 2.11
These bombing runs caused what has been called “the greatest ¤restorm
of World War II,” and by the most conservative estimate occasioned the deaths
of 35,000 persons.12 Dresden had strategic importance only as a regional rail-
way center; and although the bombing did damage the railway yards, Dres-
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den—which in February 1945 was “virtually an undefended city”13 and would
soon fall to the Russians—was not bombed to cripple German transportation
or to kill retreating German soldiers. To understand why Dresden was bombed
it is necessary to go back nearly four years to the early summer of 1941, when
the British decided to switch from precision bombing, which was too costly in
daytime and too inaccurate at night, to nighttime area bombing. According
to Sir Arthur Harris, the RAF Commander, the aim of such bombing “was to
break the enemy’s morale.” Given this new objective, the British switched
from explosive to incendiary bombs so that “aiming points . . . would be easy
to see” and adopted a “principle of concentration in time and space,” to start
“so many ¤res that no ¤re ¤ghting services could get them under control. . . .
It was also decided in 1941 that aircraft should not bring their bombs back
from Germany.”14
Contrary to what many thought, then and later, Harris was personally op-
posed to such area bombing for pragmatic reasons. Area bombing, unless di-
rected at German industry, he argued, would not slow German war production,
would cost too much in terms of men and materiel, and, most critical, would
not bring about the intended goal of breaking civilian morale.15 Nonetheless,
due to the success of a 1,000-bomber night raid on Cologne on May 30, 1942,
in which only 39 bombers were lost, Churchill became convinced that area
bombing of civilians was “an immensely powerful weapon” that could allow the
Allies to take the offensive. Harris believed, however, that he had won a victory
in principle when the Casablanca Directive of January 1943 declared that the
primary aim of air war was “[t]he destruction and dislocation of the German
military, industrial and economic system,” and made “the undermining of the
morale of the German people” a secondary objective.16
American Air Force of¤cials, especially Major General Laurence S. Kuter,
General “Hap” Arnold’s staff assistant for Plans and Combat Operations, pre-
ferred daylight precision bombing for both tactical and moral reasons. When
the Combined Chiefs of Staff issued a revision of the Casablanca Directive at
Malta on January 31, 1945, in which the new objectives were stated as bombing
eastern Germany’s transportation facilities to confuse civilian evacuation and
prevent Germans in the west from moving east, Kuter asked General Carl
Spaatz, commander of the American Air Force, if this meant that U.S. bomb-
ers would be used in area bombing. Spaatz replied in the negative and assured
Kuter that Americans would attack eastern transportation facilities only at
Russian requests and would follow Directive 3, of January 12, 1945, which lim-
ited bombing to industrial and military targets and speci¤ed that only the RAF
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would engage in “blind attacks.”17 Kuter raised this question because he knew
that in 1944 the British Joint Intelligence Commission was looking for a way
to prevent the Russians at the Yalta Conference, scheduled for February 4–11,
1945, from claiming all of eastern Europe. This commission and other British
of¤cials proposed Operation Thunderclap,18 an all-out daylight area bombing
raid of some large German city to impress the Russians with Allied power and
thereby deter them from moving into eastern Europe. The Russians and the
rest of the world would be told that this operation was aimed at assisting the
Russian advance.
Operation Thunderclap can be traced back to a memo of August 1, 1944,
which Sir Charles Portal, the British chief of Air Staff, addressed to the Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff through Secretary of State for Air Sir Archibald Sinclair.
In this memo, Portal argued that the aim of air offense must be to force Ger-
many to surrender without having to use Allied offensive or occupational
ground forces. To realize this aim, Portal suggested,
Immense devastation could be produced if the entire attack was concen-
trated on a single big town other than Berlin and the effect would be es-
pecially great if the town was one hitherto relatively undamaged.19
Harris, however, continued to follow his own plan, which was to destroy
the sixty leading industrial centers of Germany, and despite the objections of
Portal, Harris continued bombing them, one by one. By November 12, 1944,
when Portal ordered him to stop, Harris had destroyed forty-¤ve of them.20
Behind the scenes on the American side, General Kuter was raising objec-
tions to the bombing strategies of both Portal and Harris. During the war itself
Kuter’s reasons for opposing nighttime area bombing, whether of civilian or
industrial targets, were overridden by the dictates of military command and
courtesy, but in 1980 his wife, Ethel, made available to the Academy Library
of the U.S. Air Force his collected papers, numbering some 50,000 items.
These papers, together with an Of¤ce of Air Force History interview of Kuter
conducted in 1974, lend strong support for the thesis that it was Kuter, and
perhaps Kuter alone, who developed and advocated an “American concept of
air power,” which led him and eventually his superiors to oppose the British
policy of “terror bombing.”
In a ¤eld service regulation of July 2, 1943, Kuter distinguished between
the strategic air force, which uses bombs to destroy an enemy nation’s “lines of
communication” and “economic system,” and the tactical air force, which uses
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¤ghters, attack bombers, and reconnaissance aircraft. The tactical air force
aims, ¤rst, “to obtain and maintain air superiority in the theater” by destroying
the enemy air force. Its second priority is “isolation of the battle¤eld,” and its
third priority is to support ground forces.21
In a speech entitled “American War Doctrine,” delivered on November 9,
1954, at the Air Command and Staff College, Kuter stated his opposition to
the use of “aviation in support of ground forces” and concluded, “I cannot
emphasize too strongly that the ¤rst objective of air forces must be to achieve
control of the air.”22 It is possible that, like Eisenhower, he did not believe in
but only tolerated the concept of a strategic air force.23 In a memo of April
22, 1943, Kuter listed as “Pro¤table Targets” for bombers: “troops, artillery,
tanks, fuel dumps, ammo dumps, aircraft, bridges, pill boxes, repair installa-
tions, railways and highways.” “The most important target at a particular
time,” the memo concluded, “will be that which constitutes the most serious
threat to the operation of supported ground forces.”24 Given his later opposi-
tion to using air power for strategic purposes, this suggests that Kuter be-
lieved that if one must have a strategic air force, then its use should be
restricted to the destruction of military targets that immediately threaten
one’s own ground forces.
What is beyond question is that Kuter opposed area bombing of cities,
which he consistently called “terror bombing.” In the 1974 interview he said:
From the very beginning, I believed it would be ineffective, and I was
pretty much alone on that. Tooey was pretty well persuaded for a while
that that would win the war. . . . Tooey was living with Bomber Harris.25
“ Tooey” was General Carl Spaatz, who, with Arnold, persuaded the Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff to approve on May 19, 1943, a plan to select seventy-six
military targets, including oil-producing sites, to be bombed in precision day-
light raids. This plan, called “Operation Pointblank,” was strongly opposed by
both Harris and Portal but was consistent with, if not the product of, Kuter’s
concept of air power. In the year that followed, even some British of¤cials, pri-
marily Sir Arthur Tedder and Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory, agreed with the con-
cept but wanted to bomb railways in France rather than oil ¤elds in eastern
Europe. After nearly a year’s delay, Eisenhower ordered the bombing of both
types of targets.26
In the months that followed, May 1944 through January 1945, Portal and
Sinclair persuaded Churchill to approve “Operation Thunderclap,” a devastation
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bombing of a large, undamaged German city. The contrast of the names
“Thunderclap” and “Pointblank” sums up the contrast between the strategic
views of Portal and Kuter. The public justi¤cation for “Operation Thunder-
clap” was to be the delaying of the German retreat from the east and, thereby,
the hastening of the Russian advance. However, as noted earlier, Kuter knew
that the real purpose was to provide the Russians with a demonstration of Al-
lied air power so terrible that it might prevent them from occupying eastern
Europe. General Spaatz, forewarned by Kuter, denounced “Operation Thun-
derclap” as a plan to engage in terror bombing and gained assurance from
Eisenhower that American bombers would take part only if no targets within
the selected city except military ones were to be designated. Harris, too, op-
posed the operation—because it would not impair the German war effort—
and delayed it by claiming that he could not ¤nd suf¤cient ¤ghter escort.27 In
January 1945, however, Churchill was urging most strongly that “a dramatic
strike” be scheduled for the close of the Yalta Conference and proposed as tar-
gets “Berlin, and . . . other large cities in East Germany.”28
General Spaatz, knowing that his superiors had approved Operation
Thunderclap, agreed to a joint attack on Berlin, but with the comment: “The
Americans would not permit their bombers to be sent for any purely terror-
raids directed solely against the German populace”; Americans, he added,
would only bomb during the day to light ¤res to guide the British at night. It
was decided at Yalta that the dramatic strike to impress the Russians and
thereby limit their absorption of eastern Europe would be the bombing of
Dresden. Air Marshall Sir Norman Bottomley was the ¤rst to mention Dres-
den as a possible target, but since the city was to be large and relatively undam-
aged and must be in the path of retreating Germans and advancing Russians,
the eventual selection of Dresden was almost inevitable. General Kuter, who
was at Yalta, protested but was overruled.29
On March 28, 1945, after being subjected to strongly negative reactions to
the bombing of Dresden from all parts of the world, Churchill addressed a
memo to his Chiefs of Staff which read in part: “The question of bombing of
German cities simply for the sake of increasing the terror . . . should be re-
viewed.” In a rare gesture of de¤ance, his Chiefs of Staff refused to accept the
memo, and it was withdrawn and revised to request only a review of “the so-
called ‘area bombing.’”30 Air Marshal Harris would later write: “Here I will only
say that the attack on Dresden was considered a military necessity by much
more important people than myself.”31
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Terrorism and Ethics
Most military historians agree with my claim that American Air Force leaders
in World War II opposed bombing enemy civilians to destroy their morale as
ineffective and immoral. This claim, however, has been challenged recently as
“substantially ¤ctitious and misleading” by Ronald Schaffer, a professor of mili-
tary history. Schaffer admits that Generals Arnold and Ira C. Eaker consistently
rejected proposals to bomb civilians for the purpose of destroying morale, but
argues that they did this “for reasons of conscience. Rather it was because they
considered selective bombing more ef¤cient militarily, better suited to the
image they wished to project, [and] more likely to verify their theory of strategic
air power.” He quotes from a letter in which Eaker overruled a proposal to bomb
small towns and villages in Germany: “we should never allow the history of the
war to convict us of throwing the strategic bomber at the man in the street,” but
Schaffer claims that this is a pragmatic rather than a moral position. He ac-
knowledges that General Spaatz’s policy was to oppose area bombing but con-
cludes that because it was Spaatz’s practice “to permit indiscriminate bombing
of German civilians when his superiors required him to,” it follows that his pol-
icy was not really a moral policy. It is Schaffer’s avowed aim to make it more
dif¤cult “to distinguish the ethical conduct of the United States in World War
II from its conduct in Vietnam . . . and from the morality of other nations.”32
Although it is not my aim to show that our conduct in World War II was ethi-
cally superior to that of other nations or to our own in later wars, I do want to
argue that it was ethical, and thus I must address Schaffer’s contentions.
Schaffer labors under two critical misapprehensions. First, he assumes
that choosing an action because it is more effective than another cannot be an
ethical choice; and second, he assumes that the disagreement between the
Americans and British concerning area bombing was based solely upon differ-
ences in air power theory or concern for public image.
It is certainly true that both Harris, on the British side, and Kuter, on the
American side, condemned the proposed bombing of Dresden on the grounds
that it would serve no desired military objective. It is equally certain that neither
Harris nor Kuter believed that such an act could be justi¤ed regardless of the
nature of the means to be used. Each was concerned, in his own way, with the
moral nature of the means used and not merely with the result.
Extreme act-utilitarianism, which Schaffer mistakenly characterizes as “prag-
matism,” is an ethical theory that would be indifferent to how many children or
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cathedrals or how few troop trains or combatants are destroyed as long as the
result is “good.” Schaffer to the contrary, it is an ethical theory. It is, however,
a poor ethical theory, and if this is what Schaffer means, I would agree, but
then hasten to repeat that neither the British nor the Americans followed it.
Harris, as noted earlier, condemned the area bombing of civilians because
it did not kill suf¤cient numbers of combatants, did not slow war production,
and didn’t even succeed in breaking civilian morale. He did not condemn all
forms of area bombing but insisted that considerations concerning “the ethics
of bombing” must involve comparative judgments. If we do not bomb the en-
emy, what mode of attack do we employ and will it be more or less ethical than
bombing?33 By making such judgments, Harris avoided extreme act-utilitarianism
by insisting that the means used in war should be intended to reduce the future
need for violence, and in this respect his moral position closely resembled that
of Merleau-Ponty.34
Harris did not doubt that those who ordered the bombing of Dresden in-
tended to reduce future violence in the world, but for him the ethical question
was: What is the relation between this intended result and the means selected?
Was there, in other words, any good reason to believe that the Russians would
indeed change their policies upon witnessing the destructive power of British
and American bombers? Although the bombing of Dresden was announced as
tactical support for the Russian advance, at Yalta and even earlier the British
and Americans had condemned the Russian occupation of Bulgaria and Ru-
mania.35 Assuming, then, that the Russians knew the bombing of Dresden
was a warning, would it have persuaded them to change their plans for the per-
manent domination of eastern Europe and, thereby, bring about a net reduc-
tion of future violence in the world?
This ethical approach, which allowed Harris to determine that the pro-
posed means would not bring about the intended results, is ¶awed, however,
in that it rests upon the false assumption that acts of terrorism, in themselves,
can reduce the total amount of violence in the world. All that acts of terrorism
can do, at best, is bring about a situation in which it might be possible, given
additional nonviolent actions, to reduce violence. If, for example, Harris’s plan
to destroy all German industrial centers had been completed and somehow
had prevented the Russian takeover of eastern Europe, it still would have been
necessary, in order to create more humane and less violent social relations, to
have also done something less violent than bomb cities. And there is no logical
or ethical reason for believing that any act of international terrorism, includ-
ing the bombing of Dresden, will lead to the necessary positive actions. Berlin
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today is more peaceful and prosperous than it was at the end of World War II,
but it was not brought to its present condition by being bombed. It was made
more peaceful and prosperous by airlifts, ¤nancial aid, and hard work, none of
which were the direct and necessary results of its being bombed.
Harris’s and Merleau-Ponty’s ethical justi¤cation for international terror-
ism is plausible if, and only if, we can reasonably predict ¤rst, that it will bring
about a situation in which a net reduction of violence is possible; and second,
that it will be followed by positive, nonterroristic actions that will lead to a net
reduction in violence. It is correct that there are situations in which the only
way to create conditions in which violence may be reduced is to use violence
now, but it is wrong to believe this is so in all situations, and it is wrong to
believe that the use of violence in itself will lead a reduction in violence.
As indicated earlier, Kuter, as well as Harris, condemned the bombing of
Dresden on the grounds that it would not lead to the desired result and, like
Harris, did not follow extreme act-utilitarianism. Kuter’s position concerning
area bombing, however, can be distinguished from that of Harris in that Kuter
believed that terrorism, including area bombing, was always wrong. Kuter, in
other words, modi¤ed Harris’s “dirty hands” utilitarianism36 by blending it with
a distinctively Kantian rule-guided ethical theory.
Kant, in contrast to Merleau-Ponty, did not focus on the intended result
or its relation to the selected means but contended that actions are right if
they conform to rules that tell us what we ought to value. These rules, Kant
argued, should preserve, at the very least, the “oughtness” of values. Thus, we
should not value any action that we could not will to be what ought to be val-
ued. It is a fact that different persons do value different actions because of dif-
ferences in inclination and culture, but what ought to be valued ought to be
valued by all persons regardless of inclination and culture. Thus, what I ought
to value is what I could will that all persons ought to value regardless of incli-
nation and culture.37
Could I will, then, that tens of thousands of Germans be killed to save mil-
lions from communism, assuming that the bombing of Dresden would have
done so? Could I will, in other words, that all persons ought to value the killing
of some human beings in order to save many others from political oppression?
Following Kant, I could do this only if the Germans had in some way for-
feited their human rights. Otherwise I could not will any act of killing some
people to save any number of others from any evil. According to Kant, there
are things that ought to be valued for their own sake and things that ought to
be valued only as means to other values. The only thing that is valuable for its
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own sake is a human being acting as a moral agent, because only such a moral
agent can determine what ought to be valued. If anything else—for example,
food—were to be viewed as valuable for its own sake, then one could justify
eliminating the human race to preserve food, which would be absurd, because
in the absence of humans’ making value judgments food would have no value.
Thus, to treat human beings who are moral agents as a means by which to rea-
lize other values would be an absurd confusion of what is valued with what
makes it valuable.38 Moral agents, however, who deprive other moral agents of
the right to make moral choices by killing or enslaving them forfeit their own
right to act as moral agents and may be killed, punished, or in other ways used
as a means to realize other values.
In Harris’s mind, as in Churchill’s, all Germans had lost the right to be
treated as moral agents, and thus neither he nor Churchill would have claimed
that terrorism directed against the Germans was always wrong.39 But for Kuter,
as well as Kant, to assign collective guilt to the Germans would be wrong be-
cause human rights can be forfeited only by and for individual moral agents.
Because at least 6,500 of those killed in Dresden were children,40 it seems un-
likely that each and every one killed there had forfeited their humanity. From
a strict Kantian point of view, however, such arguments are really beside the
point because, given the meanings of “terrorism” and “violence,” there can be
no ethical justi¤cation at all for international terrorism. “Terrorism” involves
“the use of violence against persons without regard to their previous behavior,”
and “violence” is “power used to change a person contrary to will.” And if the
victims of international terrorism are victims “without regard to their previous
behavior,” they have not necessarily forfeited their moral agency, as Kant
would insist upon.
Terrorism and Military Ethics
As noted above, despite the fact that Harris was not opposed to terror bombing
in principle, his actions in opposing the bombing of Dresden were clearly
more overt and persistent than those of Kuter. Kuter, on the other hand, never
violated military protocol but was more successful in modifying the behavior
of his superiors. Thus, it might seem that Harris had greater moral integrity,
while Kuter was the better tactician, but in making such a comparison we are
overlooking a fundamental point: both men were military professionals and
therefore faced a special and unique set of obligations. Thus, before we make
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comparisons in terms of moral character or tactical skill, we should consider
what each was required to do by military law, which means we need to consider
the difference between British and U.S. military law in regard to superior or-
ders. British military law in 1944 stated that members of the military forces
“are bound to obey lawful orders only,” but U.S. military law at the same time
stated that if alleged war crimes “were done pursuant to order of a superior or
government sanction,” then “this may be taken into consideration in deter-
mining culpability, either by way of defense or in mitigation of punishment.”41
British military law, then, would have encouraged Harris in taking a strong and
overt stand against superiors who ordered the bombing of Dresden. U.S. mili-
tary law, in contrast, would have encouraged Kuter to constrain and keep pri-
vate his opposition to his superiors. The moral question, then, becomes: Given
the military codes they were bound to honor, should Harris and Kuter have
done more than they did to oppose the orders of their superiors regarding the
bombing of Dresden?
At one point, Harris did threaten to resign, but at Portal’s request he stayed
on and followed the orders of his superiors. He was opposed to the bombing
of Dresden, it must be remembered, not because he was opposed to area
bombing in principle but because he believed it would accomplish in this par-
ticular instance no military purpose. This disagreement with his superiors,
then, was not based on a moral difference but on a difference as to a question
of fact. Therefore, although he may have resigned or made public protests be-
cause his cognitive judgment was challenged, he was not obligated to do so for
moral reasons.
Given Kuter’s opposition to area bombing in principle, his disagreement
with his superiors concerned not only a question of fact but also a question of
morality. Thus, it might seem that despite his particular military code he did have
at the very least a moral obligation to resign and go public in order to prevent the
bombing of Dresden. What seems evident is that he thought he had gained as
much moral ground as he could hold, that to push further might jeopardize his
future moral credibility. Kuter, in other words, was not an absolutist. Had he been
an absolutist Kantian—one who could accept no deviation from principle regard-
less of circumstances—it could be claimed that this failure to go further was im-
moral. But, as noted, Kuter was a “rule-utilitarian,” one who believed that the
rules of war, once justi¤ed because they maximize long-range utility, are absolute
only in the sense that they cannot be broken for the sake of expediency alone. A
rule-utilitarian, as Richard Brandt writes, would endorse in regard to area bomb-
ing the rule that “substantial destruction of lives and property of enemy civilians
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is permissible only when there is good evidence that it will signi¤cantly enhance
the prospect of victory.”42
Thus, the moral question for Kuter becomes:
Suppose . . . that a superior of¤cer commands one to do something that is
permitted by the actual rules of war (that is, not explicitly forbidden) but
clearly would be forbidden by the morally justi¤able rules of war. The ques-
tion is whether a moral person would refuse to do what would be permitted
only by an unjust institution but would be forbidden by a just one.43
To answer this question we would have to consider, as Kuter did, which
course of action would contribute most signi¤cantly to winning the war and
saving the peace: obedience after making one’s moral objections known or a
refusal on moral grounds to continue to participate in the war. General Kuter
clearly believed that he could contribute more to both the moral awareness of
his superiors and eventual victory by retaining his military of¤ce than by re-
signing it and becoming a public critic of those who had been his superiors.
Only an absolutist Kantian can condemn him with absolute certainty, and
only an extreme act-utilitarian can be certain that he was right. Being neither,
he leaves us, as he left himself, constrained to preserve his integrity and serve
his nation in the face of moral uncertainty.
To acknowledge one’s ¤nitude and fallibility and yet take a stand accord-
ing to one’s best insights takes a high degree of moral courage. It is much easier
to act as a moral coward and refuse to take a moral position out of fear of being
mistaken or unpopular, and it is easier still to act on the arrogant and foolhardy
assumption that one knows what is best for all humans in all times. The mor-
ally brave person fears the harms that come from failing to act and fears the
harms that come from blind adherence to absolutes. General Kuter was a mor-
ally brave person; let us remember him as a true moral hero and a true military
professional.
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Unchosen Evil and the Responsibility 
of War Criminals
Peter A. French
uring the ethnic con¶icts in the Balkans, the news releases were regularly
¤lled with reports of rape, torture, mutilation, and murder carried out by
combatants in the name of “ethnic cleansing.” War crimes charges have been
¤led in the appropriate world court. I am not concerned with the possible war
criminality of the political leaders of the various factions. Instead I am inter-
ested in trying to understand what sort of evil can be legitimately ascribed to
typical perpetrators of war crimes such as those described in the reports of eth-
nic cleansing in Bosnia and Kosovo. These are people who, when not engaged
in ethnic cleansing, were the ordinary tradespersons and farmers of the region.
And I am concerned with what our reaction to those who committed these
atrocities should be, that is, whether we should hold them morally responsible
for what they did and what that requires of us.
Aristotle distinguishes three types of character that are to be avoided, that
may be called evil: moral weakness, wickedness, and brutishness.1 People are
morally weak when they have good moral principles but fail to act on them.
They are wicked when they just act on bad moral principles. Morally weak per-
sons believe that what they do is wrong. Wicked persons believe incorrectly
that what they do is right, or they know it is not right and don’t care.
It is dif¤cult to imagine that the war criminals of the Balkan con¶icts were
(or are) morally weak. They didn’t commit atrocities against those from other
D
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ethnic backgrounds believing that what they were doing was wrong and wanting
to alter their behavior, but being so weak of will that they could not do so. Ad-
mittedly, in the frenzy of killing, raping, and torturing that occurs in massacres
during wartime, perpetrators can be so swept up in the carnage and the sheer
exercise of violence against a hated enemy that it is dif¤cult to identify their
belief states or to make sense of the idea that their wills are too weak to resist
what they believe to be wrong—if, in fact, they believe it is wrong. Nonetheless,
brutishness and wickedness appear to be stronger candidates than weakness of
will to account for their vicious actions. Let’s ¤rst consider brutishness.
Aristotle distinguishes between two types of brutishness. He tells us that
brutishness is typically found in barbarians, where he attributes it to nature.
Then he allows that civilized folk may be af¶icted with brutishness as a result
of habit. His example is startlingly modern: “when someone has been sexually
abused from childhood.”2 The idea seems to be that if one is abused as a child,
one may develop a brutish disposition that makes such behavior habitual. Ar-
istotle is clear that those who are brutish by nature or by habit should not be
categorized as morally weak.3
It seems reasonable to assume that those who are naturally brutish do not
believe that what they are doing when behaving brutishly is wrong or bad. Per-
haps they never think of what they are doing in moral terms. After all, they’re
brutes. The habitually brutish apparently do not care that what they are doing
is not the morally right thing to do. Due to the experiences that ingrained the
brutish habit, they are indifferent to the demands of morality, at least over
some range of their behavior. It is not as if they are indulging themselves in
some desired behavior over which they know or believe they should exercise
control to prevent themselves from doing it. Brutes, whether natural or ha-
bitual, just do what they do.
The Balkan war criminals, I feel safe in saying, are not brutish by nature.
To my knowledge, there is no credible evidence that those who inhabit the
former Yugoslavia possess some natural attribute of beastliness that most of
the rest of the human race, thankfully, lacks. Those who committed the atroc-
ities in Bosnia and Kosovo were not members of a pack of werewolves, driven
by natural forces to rape, torture, mutilate, and murder.
Some might argue that the Balkan war criminals are brutish by habit,
owing to a long history of past experiences in which they were brutalized. They
have become indifferent to the constraints of morality when they confront
those they regard as their former oppressors. I do not want to give short shrift
to the hypothesis that those who have been abused and oppressed may become
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habitually brutish and respond in kind when encountering their oppressors
and abusers or act in similar ways toward others when they are in dominant
positions. The problem with classifying the Balkan war criminals in this way,
however, is that, by and large, they do not come from the ethnic groups that
were the most oppressed in Yugoslavia, and the Bosnian Muslims and ethnic
Albanians in Kosovo, who have suffered the most at the hands of the Serbian
war criminals, were not oppressors.
Let’s look at wickedness. A person of wicked character is someone who
acts on morally bad principles and believes either that what he or she is doing
is the right thing to do or that it is the wrong thing to do but prefers doing it
anyway. In the ¤rst case, the person is perversely wicked; in the second, prefer-
entially wicked. Perverse wickedness is the only sort the Greeks thought was
possible.
Preferential wickedness, on the other hand, can be identi¤ed with the Chris-
tian conception of evil. For the Christian, “wickedness consists in knowingly
doing what is morally wrong without any compunction or scruple.”4 Doing what
one believes will realize a desired end is preferred to avoiding doing what one
knows or should know is wicked.
Most media accounts of the Balkan war criminals suggest a perverse rather
than a preferential reading of wickedness. The reports make it appear that the
perpetrators did what they did believing (albeit perversely) that it was the right
thing to do. They imply that the war criminals were steadfastly convinced that
mutilating, raping, torturing, and murdering those of other ethnic groups is
morally demanded of them. Not infrequently, they are described as brimming
with righteousness while carrying out the atrocities of ethnic cleansing. If the
news stories are correct, the Balkan war criminals were notably different from
the American soldiers of Charlie Company of the Americal Division in the vil-
lage of My Lai 4 in March 1968. There is undoubtedly a wide range of ac-
counts with respect to the actions and belief states of those American soldiers
on that day, but very few, it appears, actually believed that what they were
doing was morally right.5
Perverse wickedness can be understood in two rather distinct ways: (1) we
might decide that a person who commits “a perversely wicked act does some-
thing that is morally wrong because he or she is ignorant that acts of this sort
are morally wrong and falsely believes that such acts are right.”6 Or (2) we could
say that someone is perversely wicked because he or she does “what is morally
wrong because of one’s acceptance of a bad moral principle.”7 The ¤rst descrip-
tion is a cognitivist’s account, and the second one is a noncognitivist’s version.
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Think of an average Balkan war criminal, a Serb, who, in a small mountain
village, has raped Bosnian Muslim women, tortured and mutilated them, and
then murdered them. Did that Serb act out of ignorance? If he is ignorant, of
what is he ignorant? Surely not of what Aristotle would have called the particu-
lars of the case,8 such as exactly what one is doing, on what or whom one is
actually acting, with what speci¤c instruments one is acting, and the intensity
of one’s emotions. Aristotle maintains that ignorance of the particulars (or at
least the most important factors) may be involuntary and therefore pardonable.
But he also adds the condition that “an action upon this kind of ignorance is
called involuntary, provided that it brings also sorrow and regret in its train,”9
which is apparently not something that our Serbian war criminal evidences. Ari-
stotle’s point is that only factual ignorance whose cause is external to the evildoer
is excusable. In the case of the Balkan war criminals it is hard to imagine of
which particular circumstances they may have been ignorant due to external
forces. They surely knew who the persons are on whom they were acting, and
they knew the results their actions would produce. If they were ignorant of any-
thing, it must have been moral principles. And that, Aristotle insists, is not par-
donable. Such perverse wickedness re¶ects a bad moral character.
Suppose that the Balkan war criminals do have bad moral characters. Why
should that render them ignorant of moral principles? What blocks someone
with a bad character from granting the truth of propositions to the effect that
what he or she is doing is morally wrong? Maybe perversely wicked people are
so morally sick that their intellectual capacities are impaired. They are af¶icted
with a cognitive blindness or, at least, cognitive myopia. There is something
quite appealing in that imagery, but it really provides no insight into how per-
verse wickedness or bad character produces ignorance of moral principles. If
that cannot be explained, then it is conceivable that someone could have a
preference for doing something while believing that it is the morally wrong
thing for one to do in the circumstances or under any circumstances. Some
people, I am convinced, just do what they prefer doing regardless of the fact
that they believe it to be morally wrong or improper to do it, and not because
they are weak of will. They reveal what they care most about: not doing what
is morally right in those circumstances.10
If we are to believe that the Balkan war criminals are perversely wicked, we
would have to also assign to them beliefs to the effect that it is morally right
to rape, torture, mutilate, and murder other human beings. The Balkan war
criminals must believe that committing such atrocities on women of another
ethnic group is not morally wrong, but that it is morally permissible or even
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morally required. How else could they do it? How indeed!11 We may be told
that they believe that it is morally wrong to rape, torture, mutilate, and mur-
der. It is just that they also believe that what they are doing to women of an-
other ethnic group is not really rape, torture, mutilation, and murder. It is
ethnic cleansing. Nonsense!
To make accounts of this sort plausible, one must maintain that it is pos-
sible to believe that there are no kinds of acts such that, if one knows what it
is for an act to be morally wrong, one must believe that acts of that kind are
morally wrong. For any act, it is possible to believe that it is either morally right
or morally wrong.
Surely the Balkan war criminals knew that they were committing forced sex-
ual intercourse on, torturing, mutilating, and killing their victims. If one knows
what it is for an act to be morally wrong, you would think, one should know that
acts of that sort are prima facie morally wrong. The further fact that these acts
are being performed on defenseless noncombatants also cannot be ignored by
anyone who understands what “morally wrong” means. By and large, the Balkan
war criminals are not morons or brutes. They have, we may suppose, perfectly
adequate moral vocabularies. So I think it more closely mirrors the facts to say
either that they do not care that they are acting in violation of moral principles,
or that they care more about performing acts of ethnic cleansing on the women
of the Bosnian Muslim villages than they do about acting in accord with moral
principles that would forbid them the very things they do to ethnically cleanse
the villages. Their evil isn’t perverse; it is what they prefer.
Aristotle departs from his defense of perverse wickedness because he can-
not adopt the position that there are no kinds of acts such that, if one knows
what it is for an act to be morally wrong, one must believe that those acts are
morally wrong. He tells us that, for example, there are some types of actions
whose very names connote baseness, e.g., . . . adultery, theft, and murder.
These and similar . . . actions imply by their very names that they are bad. . . .
It is, therefore, impossible ever to do right in performing them: to perform
them is always to do wrong. In cases of this sort, let us say adultery, rightness
and wrongness do not depend on committing it with the right woman at the
right time and in the right manner, but the mere fact of committing such
action at all is to do wrong.12
If Aristotle is correct, and I think he is, then one cannot both know what it
means to believe that some action is morally wrong and also believe that raping,
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torturing, mutilating, and murdering defenseless women is not morally wrong.
So where murder, adultery, and theft are concerned, one cannot be perversely
wicked. If you know (or believe) you are committing adultery, for example, you
must know (or believe) it is wrong or bad to do it. Only those adulterers who do
not know what adultery is, and so do not know that what they are doing is adul-
tery, can be perversely wicked. If you know it is adultery, you know it is wrong
to do it. Then if you do it, you are preferentially, not perversely, wicked.
Further, if you do not know what it means to believe that some action is
morally wrong, you cannot have beliefs about the rightness or wrongness of
what you are doing in the ¤rst place, so you cannot properly be described as
perversely wicked. The most we could say about you is that you (sometimes)
just prefer to do things that you should know are morally wrong or bad, but
for some reason do not. But that would also make you preferentially wicked.
So perverse wickedness, despite its original attraction to explain the behav-
ior of the Balkan war criminals, loses its persuasive power. If they are wicked,
they are preferentially wicked, which seems to make them more reprehensible
than if they were perversely wicked.
Suppose we adopt the second way of understanding perverse wickedness
and simply describe the Balkan war criminals as accepting bad moral principles
or, perhaps closer to the case, as accepting and acting on morally bad prin-
ciples. In either case they are acting on their preferences, attempting to realize
their desired ends regardless of the moral status of their actions. But if they act
on their preferences, they don’t necessarily have to believe that they are doing
what is morally right. They might prefer to promote their own ends, such as
ethnic cleansing, by doing something they even believe to be morally wrong,
though not caring that it is. If one’s preference is to ethnically cleanse one’s
neighborhood by raping, torturing, mutilating, and murdering women of dif-
ferent ethnic origins, it would seem fair to say that one has extraordinarily per-
verse preferences. In the end, both accounts of perverse wickedness collapse
into preferential wickedness. 
A pathetic naïveté seems to af¶ict those who believe that if only the Bal-
kan war criminals could have been convinced that what they were doing was
raping, torturing, mutilating, and murdering other human beings, they would
have been caught up by the scruff of their necks by some moral invisible hand
and just stopped what they were doing. Nothing, I fear, is farther from the
truth. I am convinced that they knew full well that they were raping, torturing,
mutilating, and murdering. That is what they understand ethnic cleansing to
be, and that is what they preferred doing in the circumstances. They are not
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that morally ignorant. They are the living moral monsters, the possibility of
whose existence has been denied by a legion of moral philosophers from an-
cient times to the present. Yet our history books and newspapers and newscasts
are replete with accounts of them and their kind.
The preferentially wicked cannot claim the morally redeeming feature of
being conscientious, as the perversely wicked may. They cannot claim that if
they had known or believed that what they were doing was wrong, they would
have refrained from doing it. They knew it was wrong, and they preferred it
anyway. Normally they would be treated as fully morally responsible for the evil
they do. But should they be held morally responsible if their preferences for
doing the evil things they do are the result of a cultural inculcation over which
they had no choice?
I think it is probably fair to say that the Balkan war criminals did not
choose to be racial and ethnic bigots. They were raised in a centuries-old cul-
ture of hatred, distrust, and con¶ict. In such a culture the preferences that
form their characters were cemented. Although acting on those preferences
and performing acts of ethnic cleansing, instead of following moral principles,
is wicked, their wickedness, at an important level for moral evaluative pur-
poses, was not chosen by them, even though it was preferential. Their prefer-
ential wickedness is what we may call “unchosen evil.”13 They “do not decide
to cause evil, yet they do so as a regular by-product of their characters and ac-
tions.”14 Preferences need not be chosen. They can be, and typically are, ha-
bituated unconsciously.
Those who ¶ogged slaves, burned witches, treated their enemies as ver-
min, tortured criminals before execution, or gassed Jews15 did not act on mis-
taken moral principles while applying correct or good moral principles in their
dealings with people of their own ethnic background. They believed, I think
it fair to surmise, that moral principles did not take priority in their dealings
with certain human beings or groups of human beings. Other things were
more important, such as ethnically cleansing the area, exterminating threats
to their superiority, and punishing those on whom they have heaped the cause
of their own misfortunes. Still, in most cases, those doing the evil deeds did
not choose the root cause of their actions: those inbred, ingrained preferences.
They did not (do not) have perverse moralities. They had (have) immoral pref-
erences on which they felt (feel) compelled to act.
Suppose we grant, as I am prepared to do, that the vile actions of ethnic
cleansing, by and large, are the products of vices or faults in character that
were not chosen by the Balkan war criminals in Bosnia and Kosovo. From the
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dominant point of view in moral philosophy, persons are not held fully morally
responsible for such actions because they cannot do other than they do, be-
cause they cannot have preferences other than the ones they have. If the Bal-
kan war criminals do not have the capacity to act in ways other than they did
when confronted with the opportunity to ethnically cleanse their region, their
behavior does not ¤t the typical criteria for chosen action, and they should not
be held responsible for it. This is the tack taken by what we may call “the
choice version” of moral responsibility.
I am convinced that the Balkan war criminals are dominated by their in-
grained, unchosen ethnic bigotry. They are, if you will, possessed by it. It con-
trols them, disposes them to act as they do in certain situations. It is who they
are, their form of life, and they do not have the ability to dispossess themselves
of it. That is the way they were raised. Had they been more independent in
their thinking, had they questioned their upbringing, had they critically ap-
praised their cultural traditions and heritage, they might have determined that
their preferences were morally improper. But that is not the way they are. They
are immersed in their culture of ethnic hatred, baptized in it from birth. It is
an unquestioned, unexamined part of their lives. They know that what they
are doing to those of other ethnic groups in¶icts pain and harm on them, but
they are convinced that doing so is preferable to acting in any other way to-
ward those of the hated ethnic groups.
How can people become this way? That is a no-brainer. There are centu-
ries of cases to examine, and they all seem to share the characteristic that the
members of prejudiced and bigoted communities, whether ethnic or racial or
sexual, regularly reinforce those kinds of views in each other and over many
generations. When the vast majority of the members of the community ex-
presses a singular set of pernicious, perverse views and when those views are
incessantly echoed and enlarged upon by those in positions of authority, the
questioning of the veracity and the morality of the dominant view diminishes
to a virtually invisible point. The perverse preferences of that culture are
among its essential features, and they dominate the characters of those who
share it. They are the inescapable mark of belonging to those raised in that
community, and the individual members of the community have no effective
control over their own adoption of those preferences. The preferences of that
culture are learned by its members, but the process is predominantly one of
“unconscious habituation,”16 rather than rational re¶ective acquisition. It is
unlikely that the members ever had an opportunity to alter the course of their
character development, “since doing so would have required of them a sus-
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tained effort to act contrary to the social context that favored their develop-
ment in a particular direction.”17 The very virtues that might have stood them
in good moral stead and withstood the pressures of their culture are exactly the
ones that they lack because they were never encouraged or trained in them.
None of this, however, makes their raping, torturing, mutilating, and murder-
ing those of other ethnic origins one iota less wicked, preferentially wicked.
The Serbian war criminals do not sincerely believe that what they did to
women in the Bosnian Muslim villages was “deserved punishment, a necessary
corrective, justi¤ed self-defense, or only a way of instilling discipline.”18 They
do not subscribe to a mistaken set of moral principles. When they are with
their own kind, they honor all of the standard moral principles. They just pre-
fer what raping, torturing, mutilating, and killing Bosnian Muslim women
means to them: ethnic cleansing. A morally timid view of them is insupport-
able. The morally robust view is that they are preferentially wicked people
whose bad characters were, unhappily, molded by unchosen habituation in an
ethnically bigoted culture. I think that only the morally robust view is truly
consistent with the facts.
So what should we do to these Balkan war criminals, if and when we catch
them? Two sorts of responses will typically be registered. One will censure the
raping, torturing, mutilating, and murdering they perpetrated, but it will ex-
cuse them on the grounds that their evil was unchosen by them. That is the
“soft reaction,”19 or the “choice-based response.” It is the morally timid re-
sponse. It condemns the actions, but not the people who performed them.
The second type of response—call it the “hard reaction,”20 or the morally
robust one—holds the Serbian war criminals morally responsible for the evil,
regardless of whether or not it was chosen by them. As I feel strongly that the
Balkan war criminals are condemnably evil, I reject choice-basing as the sole
justi¤cation of ascriptions of moral responsibility. In fact, I believe that choice
(the possibility of doing otherwise) should not be even the primary basis of
justi¤able ascriptions of moral responsibility.
Suppose we ask, “What is the point of ascribing moral responsibility to an
agent?” In Responsibility Matters, I maintained that there are at least three social
practices that utilize and are codependent with responsibility ascription.21 One
sets the targets for burden shifting, the second concerns the determination of
who merits punishment, while the third identi¤es appropriate subjects of blame
or praise. The second and third practices are fundamental to moral responsi-
bility. Why punish? Because if we do not, morality has no causal power in our
lives. Why identify proper subjects for blame (or praise)? Because morality is
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essentially the attempt to prevent evil, to bring about a better community. One
way, perhaps the dominant way, we do that within the moral sphere is to evaluate
characters, ours and those of others, to ask ourselves what sort of people we
ought to be and with whom we ought to associate. We must hold responsible
those who are not the sort of people that they ought to be if our community,
our world, is ever to become, or even approach, a truly moral, good place to live.
Moral judgments have no causal power unless we empower them.
Without compunction, we should regularly express disapproval of a per-
son’s character, regardless of how that person came to have such a character.
What that means is that unchosen evil, at least when it arises from or re¶ects
the character of the offender, warrants taking action against him or her, blam-
ing and punishing him or her. What is important is not whether the offender
chose to do what he or she did, but that what was done was evil. If morality is
basically about preventing evil, then it must apprehend evil where it ¤nds it.
The New York Times reported that Dr. Charles Epstein, one of the victims
of the Unabomber, Theodore Kaczynski, said: “I looked at him in court and I
came to the decision, this is a profoundly evil person. He is really the essence of
evil.”22 When Epstein was asked if Kaczynski’s mental illness affected his judg-
ment of the man, he replied: “that doesn’t take away for me from the fact that
he is evil.”23 In my view, Epstein has captured the essence of morality. Calling
someone evil is to use our most severe term of moral censure. Importantly, it is
not a choice-based term. Even, to paraphrase Epstein, if Kaczynski’s mental ill-
ness, which Epstein characterized as paranoid schizophrenia, determines the
very preferences he has, determines that he has no effective scope of choice
when he is in its throes, he is no less evil, “the essence of evil.”
There is another side to moral responsibility that is worth noting: the
members of the moral community are expected to make identi¤cations of evil
persons and to censure and punish them on pain of losing their own moral
standing. The condoning of evil is itself evil. The average Balkan war criminal
is a horrible human specimen, an example of what we must all try to avoid if
we are to strive to make this a better place to live. People who do evil deserve
to be treated as evil, and to have evil visited on them.
Does the fact that the evil was unchosen, the outcome of culturally habitua-
ted preferences, alter the moral responsibility we should ascribe to these war
criminals? I think not. In fact, it is one of the best reasons for holding them
morally responsible. They are dominated by evil in that they are culturally ha-
bituated to do evil. If we are feeling merciful, the fact that they do not really
choose to do evil may count with us as mitigatory when we address questions of
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punishment. Epstein is reported in the Times as saying that he “would not have
been unhappy if Kaczynski had been executed. But other than the need to keep
Kaczynski away from society for the rest of his life, he had not concerned him-
self greatly with the question of what penalty was appropriate.”24
Holding people morally responsible and punishing them are not separable
practices. Ascriptions of moral responsibility have no effect in this world unless
we empower them through our actions. For it to matter that what someone did
was evil, even if it was unchosen evil, we—as individuals or as a community or
as a community of civilized nations—must cause the moral evaluation to have
a signi¤cant impact on the offender’s life. It should come as no surprise that I
believe that the Balkan war criminals ought not to escape severe, indeed capital,
punishment for the atrocities they committed. Our very conception of moral
responsibility requires nothing less.
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T he Core Values in Combat
General Ronald R. Fogleman
hen it comes to discussing accountability and core values for the United
States Air Force, I have a special motivation and interest. I emphasized
these topics during my time as Chief of Staff. But my focus on core values is
part of a larger commitment. That larger commitment ¶ows from a continu-
ing interest in military issues and in issues of national security.
My intent here is to put into perspective Air Force core values, not only
as we learn them in an academic sense, not only as we practice them in peace-
time, but also as they apply and have applied in combat. We’re talking, of
course, about three core values: integrity ¤rst, service before self, and excel-
lence in all that we do.
In my view, you cannot sensibly talk about core values without also put-
ting them into a larger context that includes accountability. Clearly, recent
events involving our military (to include the Navy’s Tailhook incident, the rape
of a schoolgirl in Okinawa by some Marines, the Air Force’s Kelly Flinn case,
and the Army’s problems with Aberdeen and Command Sergeant Major of the
Army McKinney) have generated questions within the public and among our
own people about accountability, core values, and the need for our military to
live by standards that are higher than those of the society that it serves. It is
this larger context of accountability and one’s success or failure as a member
of the profession of arms, particularly in the crucible of combat, that I would
like to address.
W
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Due to its importance, I would propose to start this discussion with an ex-
amination of the concept of accountability. As I understand it, and for our
present purposes, accountability involves a moment or a day of reckoning
when one is judged on his or her adherence to the standards and values of an
institution or profession. Such a day of reckoning has two possible outcomes
(and professional practitioners have a right to expect the outcome to be fair
and speci¤c): that is, when you are called to task, you will face either a positive
or negative outcome. Notice that I do not restrict accountability to the nega-
tive, and that I did not say a day of reckoning only for failing to meet standards
and values. That would assume we are only judged on our failures. But I think
we should judge both on successes and failures, and I would hope that a proper
understanding of accountability would always have it be so.
Re¶ecting on this premise, I think it points to some more fundamental
principles. I believe the key element in this understanding of accountability is
adherence to standards and values. Professional standards may or may not be
codi¤ed or written down, but for accountability to be workable and fair, stan-
dards and values must be universally known and uniformly applied. This seems
obvious, but some recent cases would indicate that there may not be a univer-
sal knowledge of what constitute our standards and our values. Or, as I think
Voltaire said, common sense is not so common.
Maybe this seeming lack of knowledge is a good reason for codifying our
standards. General Bill Creech, when he was the commander of Tactical Air
Command and I was one of his wing commanders, said it like this: You should
remember when dealing with the Forces that the spoken word is philosophy,
and the written word is guidance. While over the years I have come to recog-
nize the importance of standards and values being codi¤ed, the fact remains
that workable standards also come to us in other forms.
One of the oldest and clearest forms of standards for military professionals
is the oath that is taken by the practitioners of the profession of arms. The oath
we take is well known. We swear to support and defend the Constitution of
the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, and to bear true
faith and allegiance to the same. We take the oath freely, without any reserva-
tion or purpose of evasion, and swear to discharge faithfully the duties of the
of¤ce we enter. Our enlisted troops in addition swear they will faithfully obey
the orders of the president and the of¤cers appointed over them, according to
regulations and the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Indeed, one of the most vivid recollections I have of my four years at the
Air Force Academy happened during my basic cadet summer. I remember the
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day that we were advised by our Air Of¤cers Commanding and our upperclass-
men that this was the day of reckoning, and that if we were going to turn back,
we should do it then, because we were about to take the oath. In those days,
the oath was administered en masse to the class. The class formed up on the
upper terrazzo in front of Harmon Hall, looked toward the superintendent’s
of¤ce, and the superintendent stepped out on the balcony and administered
the oath. It was from that moment on that something changed in my life. I
had never been asked to take an oath or to think through what this meant in
a higher sense, and in all candor, I had no real understanding of what it meant
for the future. But something fundamental had changed beginning with that
oath. I had publicly acknowledged and embraced an important set of profes-
sional standards.
Another standard for the military is the current version of our Code of
Conduct. It came to us as a result of U.S. military experiences in the Korean
War, in which our soldiers, our sailors, our airmen, and our Marines in many
cases did not hold up very well in North Korean captivity. And so it was that
the Congress of the United States, after investigating this situation, decided
to promulgate a Code of Conduct. Like so many of our standards, not every-
one was able to meet the standards set out in the code. But we had to have a
set of standards that were universally known and could be uniformly applied,
and the Code of Conduct serves that function for us.
Yet another set of professional standards is found codi¤ed in our laws. In
the case of the military, it’s the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).
During some recent congressional testimony, I was chagrined to discover that
there were members of the Congress who did not know that the UCMJ is the
law of the land. It is not something that was invented by the Department of
Defense, but rather was enacted by Congress. Even so, I was asked about cer-
tain articles of the UCMJ and whether they were outdated or no longer appli-
cable. When these members of Congress questioned the UCMJ, my response
was simple: Take out whatever you do not like. If you do not like Article 134,
which applies to adultery (or, as a close reading will show you, adultery when
adultery affects good order and discipline), remove it. If you do not like the
article that applies to treason, remove it. If you do not like the article that ap-
plies to murder, it can go too.
Of course, Congress will not remove any of these articles. The UCMJ has
been well crafted to regulate our military, which is a large organization with spe-
cial needs. Out in the ¤eld, the leadership does not look at the UCMJ as some-
thing that always leads to one of those outcomes that is negative. It is instead
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something that provides a framework in which our of¤cers, our airmen, and our
senior leaders can function. There is great value in having set down what our
expectations are, and what our standards are and will be as we go forward. These
expectations, these codi¤ed standards, are not to be feared, but to be valued.
In addition to written codes, standards can also come from what I could
best refer to as the professional culture or ethos. This is really where our Air
Force core values come to the fore. Integrity ¤rst. Service before self. Excel-
lence in all that we do. Capturing this cultural aspect of our standards is some-
thing that we worked long and hard on when we put together the Little Blue
Book on core values. As we said in that book, the core values exist for all mem-
bers of the Air Force family. They exist for of¤cers, enlisted, civilian, active,
reserve, retired, senior, junior, middle management, civil servants, uniformed
personnel, and contractors. The core values are much more than minimum
standards. They are intended to remind us what it takes to get the mission
done. They inspire us to do our very best at all times. They are the common
bond among comrades in arms, and they are the glue that uni¤es the Forces
and ties us to the great warriors and public servants of the past. The culture
and the ethos of our profession is what we were trying to capture.
I sincerely believe that effective professional standards and values, in what-
ever form we ¤nd them, must have some things in common. I think ¤rst and
foremost they must serve a purpose for the profession and the larger public
served by that profession. In our military institutions, an important purpose
that they serve is to promote good order and discipline within the force, which
in turn provides the public an effective ¤ghting force. Second, I think that
standards and values generally evolve slowly over time, as a result of practicing
the profession (even though on occasion we may ¤nd them suddenly thrust
upon us because of some perceived shortcoming). Last, I would suggest that
professional standards and values generally involve some interplay between in-
dividuals and institutions. And I am sure I take nothing away from anybody in
terms of human dignity or individual worth when I say that in most cases, and
certainly in the case of the military, satisfying the needs of the institution is
more important than individual pride, prestige, and appetites. The profes-
sional institution and its mission are paramount, as those institutions will rise
and fall on the sum total of the efforts of the individuals who constitute them.
Standards and values serve the guiding purposes for an entire organization.
They must certainly be known, practiced and supported by the leaders of that
organization. I believe that the central leadership challenge for military of¤cers
begins with the public understanding of why the military exists. It is a profession
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that is dedicated to defend the nation, to ensure life and liberty and the pursuit
of happiness of this nation’s citizens—as the oath says, to support and defend
the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
With this task of defending the nation comes the reality that our core ex-
pertise, the thing that allows us to be called professionals, is ¤ghting and win-
ning wars. We are not part of a social engineering experiment. We are not an
employment agency. We are a military organization. So when it comes to stan-
dards and values and leadership, the greatest challenge for any individual or
for any military leader will be battle and battle leadership. The tools of our
trade are lethal. We engage in operations that involve risk to human life and
untold national treasure. And we should never forget the fact that the most
precious treasure of all is the young men and women who serve.
Associated with some of these responsibilities comes a recognition of some-
thing else, something that ought to be understood fairly easily by the military
professional, less so by the public we serve. When we take that oath, we also agree
to live by something that was best described in the early 1960s by a noted British
soldier-scholar, General Sir John Winthrop Hackett, in a series of lectures at
King’s College in which he talked about the profession of arms. He talked about
the thing that sets us apart from other professions in our culture and our soci-
ety—he said we agree to live by an “unlimited liability clause.” Nowhere do you
see it written, and rarely will it be discussed, but basically implied in that oath,
and part and parcel of that unlimited liability clause, is the idea that if called
upon to do so for your nation, your family, your friends, your fellow warriors,
and your freedoms, you are expected to lay down your life in this profession.
I have a friend who recently retired from the Air Force Reserve, a major
general by the name of Bill Cohen (no relation to the former secretary of de-
fense). He has spent his life studying the art of leadership. He is a West Point
graduate, and in 1990 he published a book called The Art of the Leader, which
I believe you will ¤nd on the Chief of Staff ’s reading list. Bill Cohen is in the
process of publishing another book, in which he speci¤cally talks about the chal-
lenges of combat leadership. He says that 
. . . in combat, conditions are severe. There are terrible hazards and poor
working conditions. There’s probably greater uncertainty than in any
other activity. Workers may need to perform their duties with little food
and irregular sleep. All must take great risk. Most followers and leaders
alike would prefer to be somewhere else and doing something else. And
while there are true military geniuses in battle, the vast majority, as in
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most organizations, are ordinary men and women. In most battles many
are not professionals, and not all are suited for their jobs. But professional
or amateur, all are stressed far more than in any civilian situation or occu-
pation for, moreover, leaders must not only carry out the mission, but they
must do their best to protect the lives of those they lead at the same time.
And so it is no wonder that traditional motivators such as high pay or good
bene¤ts and job security aren’t much good. There is no “business as usual”
on the battle¤eld. (Cohen, The Stuff of Heroes, ii–iii)
It is this essence which Cohen is describing that separates what we do from
what most people do. We must look upon our work as a calling. If one comes to
the Air Force for training or a good education, that is ¤ne. One will get a good
education. But we must think beyond that, in terms of how we will pay back this
nation for that education and what that will entail. And for the military profes-
sional, that time will come, as it has in the past. Eventually, we will be challenged
again and will have to answer the call to arms for this country. I would like to
think that this is not true, that we can change the nature of humanity, but I must
tell you that it will happen . . . it will happen. And that treasure, the young men
and women of this country, deserves the very best in leadership, those who un-
derstand our standards and our values and who have developed within themselves
a moral compass that will allow them to lead.
People who have been in combat agree with me. From my own experience,
I remember in particular one individual. I attended the Army War College dur-
ing 1975 and 1976, and in my class was a chaplain whose story is told by Bill
Cohen in his book. This chaplain stood out because he wore a tremendous num-
ber of medals for a chaplain, many of which were for gallantry. I had to ¤nd out
more about this man. I discovered that Kermit Johnson had been an infantry
platoon leader in Korea, then resigned his commission, went to Princeton, and
earned a degree in divinity. He reentered the Army as a chaplain and eventually
retired as the Chief of Chaplains of the United States Army. But when we were
at the Army War College, immediately after the Vietnam War era, there was a
lot of cynicism and sarcasm among the class. One of our classmates made the
statement to Kermit that “ethics never won a battle.” And it was interesting to
see what happened in that seminar as the rest of the people took the speaker apart
piece by piece. Every one of the people in that room had been in battle, and they
knew better. They knew that moral standards and values are an essential compo-
nent for success in leading in battle.
Cohen also surveyed combat leaders as part of his investigation. His study
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of combat and combat leaders moves through an elaborate process and arrives
at eight laws that determine success for leaders in most situations, especially
in the military. But digesting Cohen’s eight rules for leadership in combat led
me to the conclusion that they are reducible to our three Air Force core values:
integrity ¤rst, service before self, and excellence in all that we do.
It is dif¤cult to be more speci¤c about how the core values function in the
context of combat, but I would relate to you two stories that I hope will be
instructive. I cannot pick out a speci¤c incident that illustrates each value, but
I think it will be easy to see how all of them together operate in both of these
stories. The ¤rst one happened to me. It has to do with cohesion of the armed
forces, and the idea that from core values comes a ¤rm belief that no matter
how dark it may look, you can depend upon your fellow warrior.
On September 12, 1968, I was on a combat mission in the F-100. I was shot
down in an area of IV Corps called the Uh Minh Forest. It was very hostile ter-
ritory. There were no friendlies in the area. After taking quite a bit of ¤re in the
parachute coming down, I managed to get on the ground, get out of my chute,
get up on a canal bank, and run several hundred yards without being severely
wounded or killed. While running down the trail on the canal bank I came
around a turn, and there, sticking out of what we called a spider hole, an under-
ground bunker, was a small child. I remember drawing my weapon. The child
disappeared very quickly. I was prepared to kill that child, but his presence
shocked me into reviewing my situation and actions.
Something then came home to me that said, “This is really stupid. Here
you are with combat boots running down a muddy trail next to a canal.” I
turned around and could see the cleat marks from my boots. I am not a good
swimmer, and I hated being in murky water. But nonetheless I knew I needed
to get off that canal bank, and so I turned and jumped into the canal. After I
was in the water, I concealed myself under a bank.
I did all those things that you think only occur in John Wayne movies. I
smeared mud on my face and neck. I thought for a minute that I was well hid-
den, then looked down and saw two yellow pencils in my ¶ight suit, shining
like beacons. I took those yellow pencils and quickly threw them away, but a
few minutes later those two pencils ¶oated by in the water, brighter than ever.
I thought that maybe I ought to stick them in the mud, where they would stay
submerged. I waited for help to arrive in the form of a forward air controller
(FAC) and rescue helicopters.
After some time, an FAC arrived on the scene and started a search-and-
rescue effort. Things looked bleak. There was a Viet Cong (VC) force only a
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couple of hundred yards away, and they were starting a sweep across the rice
paddy toward my position. At one point when I was in the water, underneath
this bank, there was a soldier standing above me, shooting at the forward air
controller, the empty shells from his AK-47 falling into the water in front of me.
I guess you could say we were in close proximity. Eventually, when the FAC got
established in the area, the VC backed away, and I started talking on my radio.
The FAC told me that he had a ¶ight inbound that was going to provide cover
for me until I could be rescued, and he gave me the call sign of that ¶ight.
It was Ramrod Zero One. Ramrod Zero One was the call sign of the squad-
ron commander of a sister squadron, the 531 TFS. The man ¶ying that airplane
was a guy by the name of Bob Bazely, Lieutenant Colonel Bob Bazely. He had
gone to Vietnam from the Air Force Academy, where he had been on the com-
mandant’s staff. He was an experienced, superb F-100 pilot. His silver-gray hair
earned him the nickname of “The Silver Fox.” When I heard that Bob Bazely
was in that airplane, suddenly all hope returned, because somehow I knew he
would do whatever was required to get me out of there. He was known for ex-
cellence in all that he did. He was known for service above self. His integrity was
above reproach.
And so time passed, and eventually the VC decided they were going to come
across this rice paddy again. On my radio I asked for close air support, but the
FAC did not want to employ the ¤ghters because he was afraid that the air
strikes would kill me too. They were afraid I was disoriented and did not know
where I was, because I was giving them instructions to make their strike relative
to my chute. Finally I convinced them with a hard-to-argue-with logic that said,
“Look, it doesn’t matter whether you kill me, they’re going to get me if you don’t
do this.” And so Bazely came in and he eliminated the threat.
After that, we were still faced with the situation of how to get me out of
this position. As it turned out, there were no Air Force rescue choppers that
could reach me. But there happened to be an Army helicopter unit in the vi-
cinity, some ¤fty miles away. It was a gunship unit that was stationed in the
Delta to support special forces. The FAC called me and said, “Look, we have
some Army gunships that will come in, and they will rescue you. However,
they don’t have any room inside the helicopter, so you’re going to have to hang
on to the outside of the helicopter to be ¶own to safety.”
Now, the only Army gunship I had ever seen was a Huey, and there is
plenty of room to get inside one of those. Just to show you how service rivalry
comes through even in your darkest moments, and forgive me the profanity,
this was the thought going through my mind: “Just like the god-damned Army.
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They’re not going to let me inside the helicopter.” I ¤gured that I would be
able to get inside anyway.
I was in for a big surprise when they arrived on the scene. That was the
¤rst time I ever saw a Cobra helicopter. To my surprise and chagrin, it was truly
a gunship, with no room inside. Interestingly enough, when these choppers
came in, with one holding high to provide suppressive ¤re, the VC respected
them and did not interfere. The other one came in and landed. I got out of
the mud and ran to the helicopter. I sat down on the skid, grabbed hold of it,
and was ready to get out of there. The gunner in the front opened his canopy
and pointed to a couple of latches, which I then disengaged. The gun-bay door
fell open. It was about ¤fteen by thirty inches, and it had a couple of cables
attached. I put a leg through one, an arm through the other, and away we
went, twenty miles to a special forces camp. They had to replace that door, I
think, because it became warped in the ride back (maybe from my grip on it).
It was an interesting rescue.
Waiting for me at the special forces camp was an Air Force medical evac-
uation helicopter, which took me to a ¤eld hospital. In order to meet me, Bob
Bazely had landed on a short, 5,000-foot strip where the ¤eld hospital was lo-
cated. I’ ll never forget what Bazely did. The medics took me off the helicopter
to work on me, but Bazely said, “Not so fast. This boy drinks bourbon; nobody
touches him until you get him some bourbon.” Now, they had all kinds of
stuff at this hospital, but they didn’t have any bourbon. This kind of threw
them into a ¶ip, but eventually one of the NCOs got some bourbon, came
back, and we were okay.
Later, when I got back to my home base, my wing commander contacted
the Army two-star in charge of all rotary wing aircraft in Vietnam. He wanted
to thank this crew for rescuing me. And the word went out: “Anybody who res-
cued an Air Force pilot at such and such a place on such and such a date take
one step forward.” Nobody stepped forward. The reason was that the Cobras
were so new in theater they were prohibited from landing anywhere except at
home base, and these guys were not about to admit they landed in a rice paddy
to pick me up. Eventually, the general had to go out with another message that
said, “Look, this is a no-kidding, all-is-forgiven come forward.” And I was pleased
that they did, because here were some folks who risked violating a standing order
to take care of a fellow warrior who was in need. They needed to be recognized
and held accountable in a positive way.
There is a mixed but interesting ending to this story. The front seater, the
gunner in that helicopter, turned out to be from a small town about twelve
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miles from where I grew up. Unfortunately, he was killed before he made it
home. He ultimately gave up his life for his country and his comrades. So
again, we see that service before self, excellence in all that we do, and integrity
are vitally important in combat, both personally and professionally. Lt. Colonel
Bob Bazely, the Silver Fox, went on to wear four stars and command the
United States Air Force in the Paci¤c during the late 1980s.
I promised two war stories. The second one is also in Bill Cohen’s upcom-
ing book and begins with General Jay Kelly’s predecessor at Maxwell Air Force
Base, General Chuck Boyd. When Chuck Boyd was at Maxwell, which is
where we now have all of our professional military education, the citizens of
Montgomery came to the base and said, “We want to help you build an air
park. We will buy a historic aircraft and put it out there so you can complete
your collection.” And Chuck Boyd said, “Well, I appreciate that, but why don’t
we do a statue of an Air Force leader who has had a major impact on our Air
Force?” And the town fathers, led by their great mayor, Emory Folmer, said,
“We will back whatever you want, Chuck, and we will agree to have a statue
of whatever leader you choose.”
And so General Boyd was faced with a great decision. Would the statue
be of Billy Mitchell, who had fought so hard for the independence of the Air
Force? Would it be of Claire Chennault, who had taught at the Air Corps Tac-
tical School while stationed at Maxwell? Would it be of General Hap Arnold,
the ¤rst Chief of Staff of the Air Force? Or maybe somebody like Curtis
Lemay, who had built the Strategic Air Command? General Lemay served
longer as a four-star in the Air Force than any other general of¤cer. But in the
end, General Boyd chose none of these distinguished leaders. Instead, he
chose a lieutenant by the name of Carl Richter.
Carl Richter lost his life during the Vietnam War. Potential critics said,
“But so many people gave the full measure. Why Carl Richter, and how could
a young lieutenant be considered to have such a large impact on the Air
Force?” And so Chuck Boyd told them about Carl Richter. Graduated from
the academy in 1964, he went directly to pilot training. From pilot training he
went immediately into training for the F-105, the legendary THUD. The
THUD was a ¤ghter bomber, and wasn’t really designed for what we were
using it for in Vietnam. But it was a much sought-after ¤ghter assignment,
and First Lieutenant Carl Richter gave up his predeployment leave, went to
Southeast Asia, and began his combat tour as quickly as he could. He arrived
for duty with the 338th Wing in April 1966, a time when the 388th was car-
rying a lot of the weight of the air war. They were taking the ¤ght to down-
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town Hanoi, which at that time had the world’s heaviest concentration of air
defenses. Five months after arriving, Carl became one of the ¤rst F-105 pi-
lots—and the youngest—to shoot down a MIG 17. This was done in spite of
the fact that the F-105 was really not an air-to-air machine.
These were tough days for the Air Force. Historians aren’t generally aware
that the United States Air Force suffered a 16-to -1 loss ratio. For a time in
1966 and 1967, we lost sixteen aircraft for every aircraft that we shot down. But
the rule was that pilots must ¶y one hundred missions over the North. When
you completed one hundred missions, you went home. But 43 percent of the
people ¶ying these missions were either killed or captured before they went
home. So to reach one hundred missions was quite an accomplishment.
Richter completed his hundred missions successfully, and he promptly vol-
unteered to ¶y another hundred. He believed that he had learned so much about
his business as a combat ¤ghter leader that he could save lives of less experienced
fellow aviators. The senior leadership agreed to let him ¶y another hundred mis-
sions. Here we see, without any question, service before self and excellence in
all that we do. He personally led many raids as a junior of¤cer. He taught many
more senior of¤cers, including some of his commanders, how to survive and
employ the F-105 in this intensely hostile environment. And along the way
Richter won numerous decorations for his heroism and his leadership. On one
occasion he was awarded the Air Force Cross, the second-highest award this na-
tion bestows upon its warriors.
Richter completed his second hundred missions, and he immediately vol-
unteered for a third tour of duty. But this time it would not be up North—the
leadership would not allow it. This time it was to ¶y F-100s in the South, sup-
porting the ground war. But just before his transfer, he was once again out in
front. He was checking out a newly assigned pilot. The target was a very heavily
defended bridge. Richter told the new guy to hold high and dry, and that he
would make the ¤rst attack. His luck ran out that day. His aircraft was hit, and
he punched out. There was a locator beacon, so rescue forces came in, found
Richter, and picked him up. But he had been so severely injured, probably as a
result of being dragged through rock formations with his parachute, that he died
in the helicopter.
The statue of Lieutenant Carl Richter bears an inscription from the Bible,
and it quotes the prophet Isaiah: “Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?
Here am I; send me.” Now, Richter wasn’t a squadron commander or a wing
commander, but he was a leader. He understood his profession and its values,
and he wasn’t that long out of this institution when he was called upon to do
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those things. In my view he continues, and he should continue, to lead and
inspire other Air Force leaders and young of¤cers in the future.
So, to conclude, our standards and core values are vitally important to
what we do. Recently I brought thirty-four years of active duty, thirty-eight
years of total service, to a close. And some people have asked me, “Well, how
do you feel now that you are retired? What is it that you re¶ect upon?” I will
tell you. When I was assigned to the Air Force Academy between my tours of
duty in Southeast Asia, I served on the faculty in the history department. One
of my additional duties during that tour was to serve as the executive director
of a military history symposium. We brought General Sir John Winthrop
Hackett here to give a lecture on the profession of arms. He gave a presentation
titled “The Military in the Service of the State.” I remember very clearly one
paragraph from that lecture, because it has certainly proven true in my per-
sonal and professional experience, and I believe that it continues to be appli-
cable to those who would lead the Air Force:
For the military life—whether for sailor or soldier or airman—is a good life.
The human qualities it demands include fortitude, integrity, self-restraint,
proven loyalty to other persons, and the surrender of the advantage of the
individual to a common good. None of us can claim total command of all
of these qualities. The military man sees round about him others of his
own kind also seeking to develop them, and perhaps doing it more success-
fully than he has done himself. This is good company. Anyone can spend
his life in it with satisfaction.
So it was, and so it is.
The Just War Tradition and




T he War Metaphor in Public Policy
Some Moral Re¶ections
James F. Childress
n this essay I want to offer some moral re¶ections on both war as reality and
war as metaphor. I will begin with some re¶ections on the morality of real
war, but I will concentrate on the morality of using war as a metaphor. Military
professionals are often told that they should learn about the limits of war from
nonprofessionals—that is, the public—but my theme here is different. My
claim is that military professionals have a tremendous responsibility to help so-
ciety think about both the moral use of war and the moral use of war as a meta-
phor. I will examine the relation between our moral discourse about real war
and our moral discourse about social policies and practices, which we often
discuss in the language of war.
Throughout I will stress the following point: In debating social policy
through the language of war, we often forget the moral reality of war. Among
other lapses, we forget important moral limits in real war—both limited objec-
tives and limited means. In short, we forget the just-war tradition, with its moral
conditions for resorting to and waging war. We are tempted by seedy realism,
with its doctrine that might makes right, or we are tempted by an equally dan-
gerous mentality of crusade or holy war, with its doctrine that right makes might
of any kind acceptable. In either case, we neglect such constraints as right in-
tention, discrimination, and proportionality, which protect the humanity of all
parties in war.
I
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Let me brie¶y offer my perspective on the moral reality of war. I come
from a Quaker background, i.e., the Society of Friends, which is one of the
historic peace churches but also tolerates a wide range of views about war among
its members. In college and divinity school, I read several works by Reinhold
Niebuhr, a Christian realist, and I became convinced that war can sometimes
be justi¤ed, but that it always requires justi¤cation. Then through reading var-
ious theological and philosophical writers, including Paul Ramsey and Michael
Walzer, I came to appreciate more fully the moral limits on the conduct of war,
which are recognized by the broad just-war tradition but largely ignored by
Niebuhr.
I also came to the conclusion that paci¤sts and just warriors share an impor-
tant starting point: a moral presumption against war because of the important
individual and social duty not to kill others. Paci¤sts deny that this duty can ever
be morally overridden; just warriors hold that it can be morally overridden, be-
cause, as fundamental as that duty is, it is only prima facie or presumptively
binding and must sometimes yield to competing moral principles or values.1
I draw on the “historical deposit” of just-war criteria in the West to inter-
pret the right to wage war (jus ad bellum) and rights or right conduct within
war (jus in bello). As an ethicist it is not my task merely to repeat what has
been held traditionally but also to think critically about moral traditions re-
garding war, thus respecting them as living, vibrant traditions that must be
thought through again and again, especially in new contexts. And I have tried
to reconstruct the traditional just-war criteria in what follows.
The prima facie duty not to kill binds societies as well as individuals, but
not absolutely so. Killing always requires moral justi¤cation, and its justi¤ca-
tion must meet a heavy burden of proof. When killing is justi¤ed, the prima
facie duty not to kill doesn’t just evaporate—it continues to exert moral pres-
sure on our conduct and on our attitudes, leading to what St. Augustine called
“a just and mournful war.”
When other important moral duties come into con¶ict with the duty not
to kill—say, the duty to protect the innocent—then we do (and should) engage
in a process of reasoning that includes traditional just-war criteria. These criteria
were explicitly used in the public and military debates about the Gulf War. The
criteria of the jus ad bellum (the right to go to war) include: legitimate authority
to undertake the war; just cause, i.e., a serious and weighty competing prima
facie duty; last resort or necessity, i.e., the exhaustion of reasonable alternatives
to waging war; explanation and justi¤cation of one’s course of action to the
enemy and to other parties (often expressed in a somewhat legalistic way as a
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declaration of war); a reasonable hope of success; proportionality, i.e., determin-
ing that the probable good effects outweigh the probable bad effects for all the
parties affected; and right or just intention, which includes pursuit of a just
cause, peace as the end of war, motives of nonhatred and regret. The criteria of
the jus in bello include discrimination between legitimate and illegitimate tar-
gets, particularly between combatants and noncombatants, with direct attacks
permitted on combatants but not on noncombatants; and, again, proportion-
ality, i.e., balancing probable good against probable harm in particular actions
in the war.
In Michael Walzer’s language, I thus view war as a rule-governed activity
rather than as murder or a hell where anything goes.2 When war is viewed as
hell—as paci¤sts and realists are inclined to do—the only moral question is
whether to enter this criminal or hellish state that lacks all moral limits. The
paci¤st says “Don’t enter”; the realist says “Enter and get out as quickly as pos-
sible”; the just warrior says “Enter reluctantly, ¤ght fairly, and restore the peace
as soon as possible.” For the just warrior, it makes a moral difference how the
war is fought.
Now, there is an important and irreducible difference between peace and
war—so that crossing from peace to war requires discharging a heavy burden
of justi¤cation—but the difference is not between day and night, not between
morality on the one hand and immorality or amorality on the other hand. And
criteria similar to those of the just-war tradition appear in our re¶ection about
other con¶icts of duties in peace: for example, whether to lie or whether to
force someone to do something, as in involuntary hospitalization. Thus, there
is an important continuity or overlap between the justi¤cation of war, which
infringes on the prima facie duty not to kill, and the justi¤cation of other acts
that also infringe on prima facie duties, such as the duty not to lie. This point
will be important when I turn to war as metaphor.
I apologize for this quick—and perhaps cryptic—statement of my interpre-
tation of the moral reality of war, but since my position is not totally novel, even
if it is distinctive, perhaps its main lines are clear enough. After all, one shouldn’t
expect great originality in this area, for as one philosopher put it, “originality in
social and political thought is almost always a sign of error.” Or as another wag
put it, originality is forgetting where you got it. My theory of just war builds on
our common morality of war as expressed in the tradition of just war in dialogue
with other moral traditions about war, including paci¤sts, realists, and crusaders.
Let’s now turn our attention to some moral issues in the use of war as a
metaphor in social and political discourse. Following an introduction to general
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moral issues in the use of war as a metaphor, I’ ll take some examples from my
other areas of work in ethics, particularly biomedical and religious and social
ethics: the construal of medicine as warfare; society’s war against AIDS, particu-
larly in relation to screening and testing for antibodies to the human immuno-
de¤ciency virus (HIV); and our recent and continuing culture wars.
Moral Issues in the Use of War as a Metaphor
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson have written an important book, Metaphors
We Live By, which argues that our metaphors (often subconsciously) shape
how we think, what we experience, and what we do.3 Our metaphors use us as
often as we use them. In each use of metaphor, we see something as something
else; we experience or understand one thing through another. For example, we
see X as Y, human beings as wolves, love as a journey, and argument as warfare.
Take an example that Lakoff and Johnson use—argument as warfare. We
develop strategies of argument, contend with one another, attack positions as
indefensible, win arguments, and so on. With this metaphor of argument as
warfare, we interact with one another in certain ways. Imagine how different
our interactions would be if we had a different metaphor for argument—for
instance, if we viewed argument not as combat but rather as a collaborative
search for the truth (along the lines, say, of Gandhi’s thought) or as a collabo-
rative work of art. Such approaches to argument sound odd and even bizarre,
and we might not even recognize what the agents are engaged in as an argu-
ment. This example clearly indicates Lakoff and Johnson’s point about how
metaphors both highlight and hide features of their subject. The metaphor of
warfare highlights the con¶ict involved in argument, but it hides the coopera-
tion and collaboration, involving shared rules, that are also indispensable to ar-
gument.
The war metaphor was rampant in several headlines on the ¤rst page of
the New York Times on April 23, 1990:
MILLIONS JOIN BATTLE FOR A BELOVED PLANET: A Global Call
to Arms Is Seen in Festivities Marking Earth Day
AIDS WAS SHUNNED BY MANY DOCTORS: Patients Are Said to
Miss Out on Life-Prolonging Drugs. [The follow-up inside headline is: In
the AIDS War, Many Doctors Are Happy to Stay in the Reserves]
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A COVERT AND MAJOR VICTORY IS REPORTED 
IN THE DRUG WAR.
It is easy to view such headlines as merely dramatic and even exaggerated
ways to make a point. To be sure, we do sometimes use metaphors as merely
decorative or dramatic ways to call attention to some point we want to make.
But often our very interpretations of what is going on, and our actions in re-
sponse, are structured by metaphors that use us. Frequently we are not even
aware that we are thinking metaphorically—as is probably true in the cases of
argument as warfare and, as I will argue later, medicine as warfare. Only when
we or others probe our language can we grasp how much our conceptual
framework is shot through with particular metaphors. Metaphors are ways of
orienting ourselves in the world, and they orient us by highlighting and hiding
features of the principal subject, such as argument or medicine, by the com-
monplaces associated with war.
We cannot avoid metaphors, but we can become conscious of our meta-
phors—individual, professional, or social-cultural—and critically assess them.
We can even try to change the ones that distort more than they illuminate, to
modify them or even, if necessary, to replace them. All of these responses are
important for the metaphor of war in some contexts. Our approach to any par-
ticular metaphor should depend on its value, its illuminative power, that is,
how well it helps us see and understand what is going on, and how well it helps
us see what we ought to do. The ¤rst test involves looking at reality from all
angles; the second test involves examining the moral principles and values
highlighted and hidden by the metaphor.
Medicine as Warfare
The metaphor of warfare is prominent in health care, where it shapes much of
our conception of what is and should be done. Consider the way this metaphor
emerges in the day-to-day language of medicine, which I have drawn from con-
versations and from medical literature: The physician as the captain leads the
battle against disease, orders a battery of tests, develops a plan of attack, calls on
the armamentarium or arsenal of medicine, directs allied health personnel, treats
aggressively, and expects compliance. Good patients are those who ¤ght vigor-
ously and refuse to give up. Victory is sought and defeat is feared. Sometimes
there is even hope for a “magic bullet” or a “silver bullet.” Only professionals who
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stand on the ¤ring line or in the trenches can really appreciate the moral prob-
lems of medicine. And they frequently have “war stories” to relate. As medicine
wages war against germs that invade the body and threaten its defenses, so a so-
ciety itself may also declare war on cancer or on AIDS, under the leadership of
its chief medical of¤cer—the surgeon general. Articles and books may even her-
ald the “Medical-Industrial Complex: Our National Defense.” As one writer
notes, “where once it was the physician who waged bellum contra morbum, the
war against disease, now it’s the whole society.”4 Medical organization, particu-
larly in the hospital, resembles military hierarchy, and medical training is proba-
bly closer to military training than any other professional education in our
society.
The military metaphor ¤rst became prominent in the 1880s, when bacte-
ria were identi¤ed as agents of disease that threaten the body and its defenses.
It now clearly structures much, though by no means all, of our conception of
health care. And it both illuminates and distorts health care. Its positive im-
plications are widely recognized—for instance, in galvanizing support to ¤ght
against disease. It can also, among other things, engender a positive attitude
and hope.
Perhaps surprisingly, the metaphor also has its problems. Susan Sontag, a
distinguished intellectual, was diagnosed with cancer in the late 1970s, and her
suffering, she reports, was intensi¤ed by the metaphor of warfare against cancer,
which was so dominant in medicine and in society. She wrote her superb little
book, Illness as Metaphor, in order to calm the imagination and direct people
with cancer to appropriate practical actions. The controlling metaphors in the
descriptions of cancer are drawn from the language of warfare: Cancer cells
don’t just multiply; they are “invasive.” They “colonize.” The body’s “defenses”
are rarely strong enough. But since the body is under attack (“invasion”), by
“alien” invaders, counterattack is justi¤ed. Treatments are also often described
in military language:
Radiotherapy uses the metaphors of aerial warfare; patients are “bom-
barded” with toxic rays. And chemotherapy is chemical warfare, using poi-
sons. Treatment aims to “kill” cancer cells (without, it is hoped, killing the
patient). Unpleasant side effects of treatment are advertised, indeed over-
advertised. (“The agony of chemotherapy” is a standard phrase.) It is im-
possible to avoid damaging or destroying healthy cells (indeed, some
methods used to treat cancer can cause cancer), but it is thought that
nearly any damage to the body is justi¤ed if it saves the patient’s life. Of-
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ten, of course, it doesn’t work. (As in: “We had to destroy Ben Suc in order
to save it.”) There is everything but the body count.
Furthermore, Sontag continues, “Military metaphors contribute to the stigma-
tizing of certain illnesses and, by extension, of those who are ill.”5
Certainly one contemporary implication of the metaphor of warfare in
health care is overtreatment, particularly of terminally ill patients, because if
disease is the immediate foe, death is the ultimate enemy. It is dif¤cult for phy-
sicians and families under the spell of this metaphor to let a patient die. “Heroic”
actions, with the best available weapons, be¤t the military effort that must al-
ways be undertaken against the ultimate enemy. Death signals defeat and forgo-
ing treatment signals surrender. Some physicians even feel more comfortable
withholding (that is, not starting) a treatment, say, for cancer, than they do with-
drawing (that is, stopping) the same treatment, in part because withdrawing
treatment smacks of retreat.
What has happened in this use of the war metaphor is the loss of the sense
of limits. Let’s just keep in mind the limits of discrimination—distinguishing
combatant from noncombatant—and the limits of proportionality. The oppos-
ing combatant is the disease or death, not the patient, and the patient’s suffering
must be balanced against the probable bene¤ts. There should be a reasonable
prospect of success and also proportionality, that is, a balance of good over bad
effects in light of the patient’s own values.
Some other ambiguous implications of the war metaphor can be seen in
the allocation of resources for and within health care. First, it is no accident
that two major terms for the allocation and distribution of health care under
conditions of scarcity emerged from, or have been decisively shaped by, mili-
tary experiences: triage and rationing. As Richard Rettig and Kathleen Lohr
note:
Earlier, policymakers spoke of the general problem of allocating scarce
medical resources, a formulation that implied hard but generally manage-
able choices of a largely pragmatic nature. Now the discussion increas-
ingly is of rationing scarce medical resources, a harsher term that connotes
emergency—even war-time circumstances requiring some societal triage
mechanism.6
Triage involves sorting out casualties according to the degree of severity of
their illness: those who can survive without treatment; those who can be salvaged
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only with treatment; and those for whom treatment would be futile. This ap-
proach involves judgments of medical utility—urgency of medical need and
probability of successful treatment. But sometimes triage includes judgments
of social utility and social worth.
A widely discussed example was reported in World War II. In North Af-
rica, the Allies had a limited supply of penicillin and could not treat everyone
in need. They chose to treat the men “wounded” in the brothels rather than
those wounded on the battle¤eld, because those suffering from venereal dis-
ease could be restored to ¤ghting capacity sooner and contribute directly to
the war effort. This was a social utilitarian calculation, based on the needs of
a focused community at war.7 But however much such an approach can be gen-
eralized to some civilian emergencies (say, following a disaster such as an earth-
quake), it does not translate well into the routine allocation decisions in health
care, where a commitment to equality and medical utility trumps or should
trump social utility.
Second, within the health care budget, the military metaphor tends to as-
sign priority to critical care over preventive and chronic care. It tends to view
health in negative rather than positive terms, as the absence of disease rather
than a positive state, and then concentrates on critical interventions to cure
disease. It tends to neglect care when cure is impossible. Lawrence Pray noted
that he originally tried as a teenager to conquer his diabetes, but his struggles
and battles were futile and even counterproductive. Then over time he came
to view his diabetes not as an “enemy” to be “conquered” but as a “teacher.”
Only then did he ¤nd a satisfactory way of living.8
A third point is closely connected: In setting priorities for research and
treatment, the military metaphor tends to assign priority to killer diseases over
disabling and crippling diseases. But that is not how we as individuals order
our lives. As Franz Ingel¤nger once noted, if we concentrated research and
treatment more on disabling diseases, such as arthritis, rather than on killer
diseases, then national health expenditures would re¶ect the same values that
we af¤rm as individuals: “It is more important to live a certain way than to die
a certain way.”9
This leads to our fourth ambiguous implication of the military metaphor.
Medicine as war concentrates on technological interventions, such as inten-
sive care units, over other technologies, such as prostheses. It downplays less
technological modes of care.
Fifth, society’s health care budget tends to be converted into a defense bud-
get to prepare for and conduct war against disease, trauma, and death. As a con-
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sequence, society may put more resources into health care than it can justify,
especially under a different metaphor, in relation to other social goods. Indeed,
society may overutilize health care, especially since technological care may not
contribute so much to the national defense of health itself, the reduction of
morbidity and premature mortality, as many other factors, including poverty.
In short, the military metaphor has some negative or at least ambiguous
implications for a moral approach to health care decisions. It tends to assign
priority to health care (especially medical care) over other goods and, within
health care, to critical care over preventive and chronic care, killer over disabling
diseases, technological interventions over less technical interventions, and he-
roic treatment of dying patients rather than allowing them to die in peace.
I do not propose that we abandon the military metaphor—it illuminates and
directs much of health care in morally signi¤cant ways. I have concentrated on
its negative or at least ambiguous implications for health care because I believe
its positive implications are clear enough. We can avoid some of the negative
implications of the war metaphor for health care if we retrieve and respect the
just- or limited-war tradition. “Modern medicine,” William May writes, “has
tended to interpret itself not only through the prism of war but through the
medium of its modern practice, that is, unlimited, unconditional war,” in con-
trast to the earlier, just-war tradition. Modern war has often become “total, un-
conditional war with the commitment of all means, extraordinary as well as
ordinary, to the victory. Just so, hospitals and the physician-¤ghter wage uncon-
ditional battle against death.”10 No wonder the Dr. Kevorkians of the world have
found a receptive audience for those wanting to escape from the terrorist bom-
bardment of this warfare. Hence, rather than giving the war metaphor a dishon-
orable discharge, we should instead make it accountable to the moral tradition
of just war.
But we also need to supplement the war metaphor with other metaphors.
It is not the only one in health care, and it is not even the dominant one now,
given the pervasiveness of the language of economics and business. In the new
way of talking about health care, there is a health care industry, with providers
who deliver care to consumers. Productivity is sought, and cost-effectiveness
or cost-bene¤t analysis offers the key to decision making. This metaphor also
highlights and hides features of health care, including the relevant values. One
major concern is what this economic metaphor implies for the relationship be-
tween health care professionals and patients, particularly when the language
of ef¤ciency or the bottom line replaces the language of care and compassion
for the sick. Nevertheless, this metaphor is becoming more and more pervasive
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as concerns about costs dominate the discussion. And now patients are begin-
ning to fear undertreatment as hospitals and professionals seek to reduce costs,
in contrast to their fear of overtreatment under the war metaphor as remark-
able technologies emerged for prolonging life (or the dying process).
We probably need both military and economic metaphors to understand
contemporary health care. But they may not be adequate, even together, to
guide and direct health care. Whether any metaphor is adequate or not will
depend in part on the principles and values it highlights and hides. The mili-
tary metaphor tends to emphasize the goal of conquering disease, and this
goal, with the necessary discipline and sacri¤ce, may triumph over the pa-
tient’s autonomy and value preferences. It may also triumph over a society’s
other values in the allocation of resources. By contrast the economic metaphor
tends to emphasize ef¤ciency, even when equity and care have to be sacri¤ced.
One promising supplementary metaphor is nursing, with its attention to
caring more than curing, to hands-on rather than technological care. This
metaphor is not adequate by itself, just as the military metaphor (or any other
metaphor, such as business) is not adequate by itself, but it could direct society
to alternative priorities in the allocation of resources for and within health
care, particularly for chronic care.
Society ’s War against AIDS: Fighting and Caring
For several years, a professor of medicine and I cotaught a seminar entitled
Confronting Plagues, which considers historical and contemporary societal re-
sponses to epidemics. From our review it appears that societies often react
(and, at least in retrospect, overreact) with coercive measures to epidemics of
communicable diseases, and they frequently do so in the name of war against
those diseases. In a sensitive discussion of major vocabularies of concern about
AIDS, Monroe Price notes that “the question is whether the AIDS epidemic
will become such a serious threat that, in the public’s mind, it takes on the stat-
ure of war.”11 In fact, the metaphor of “the war against AIDS” has been very
prominent in debates about social policies, particularly in efforts to justify co-
ercive interventions, for example, through mandatory screening and testing for
antibodies to the human immunode¤ciency virus (HIV).
In our society it is natural to use the metaphor of war when a serious
threat to a large number of human lives requires the mobilization of vast so-
cietal resources, especially when that threat comes from biological organisms,
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such as viruses, that attack the human body. And AIDS activists have appealed
to the military metaphor in an effort to galvanize society and to marshal its
resources for an effective counterattack against the AIDS virus.12 However, the
military metaphor has other entailments that must not be overlooked.
From the beginning of the war against AIDS, identi¤cation of the enemy
has been a major goal. Once the virus was identi¤ed as the primary enemy, it
became possible to develop technologies to identify human beings who carry
or harbor the virus. This led to what Ronald Bayer calls the “politics of
identi¤cation.”13 How are HIV-positive individuals to be viewed? As carriers of
HIV, are they enemies to be fought? Should society try to identify them? And
how should society act on the information that a particular individual carries
or harbors the virus? What may and should be done?
Surgeon General Everett Koop insisted that this war is against the virus, not
against people, but that distinction is too subtle for many. The distinction be-
tween the virus and the carrier becomes very tenuous, and the carrier tends to
become an enemy as much as the virus he or she carries. Furthermore, many
actions that lead to exposure to HIV are not considered “innocent,” and the as-
sociated lifestyles are sometimes viewed as a threat to dominant social values.
Thus, it is not surprising that this metaphor of war often coexists with meta-
phors of AIDS as punishment and as otherness.14
Here again, the metaphor of war against AIDS could be appropriate and less
risky if our society regularly recalled the moral constraints on resorting to and
conducting warfare represented in the just-war tradition. Just as the “moral logic
of war” entails justi¤cation for overriding the prima facie obligation not to kill,
so the “moral logic of war” against AIDS through mandatory identi¤cation of
carriers requires overriding some of our society’s important principles—respect
for individual autonomy, liberty, and privacy. Of course, those are not absolute
values—just as the prohibition of killing is not absolute—but they are important
values and cannot be lightly dismissed. Mandatory screening and testing can be
justi¤ed under some circumstances, but most proposals simply fail to meet the
conditions for overriding those values, conditions that are analogous to those for
a just war: Is there a weighty competing goal (usually there is—public health)? Is
mandatory screening/testing necessary, or are there other morally acceptable
ways to realize the same goal? Would mandatory screening/testing probably be
effective? Would its bene¤ts outweigh its costs, including its economic costs?
And is the screening/testing employed the least intrusive and invasive available?
By the criteria implied in these questions, it is clearly possible to justify man-
datory testing of donated blood, organs, sperm, and ova, and also mandatory
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screening in settings where there are no effective ways to avoid spread of the
virus. But HIV is transmitted only through a few routes. And in most settings
mandatory screening is not necessary, would not be effective, and would be very
costly. For instance, it seems intuitively plausible to consider state-mandated
HIV-antibody tests of all couples who apply for a marriage license. However, the
one state that implemented this policy dropped it after a brief period because
the policy failed these tests. In the war against AIDS, as in real wars, it is impor-
tant to proceed with limited means as well as limited objectives. Here again, the
justi¤catory conditions are analogous to those that govern just wars.
In addition to retrieving the just-war tradition in the use of the war meta-
phor, we need to consider other metaphors in response to the AIDS epidemic.
Metaphors of community and solidarity, metaphors that express caring, are
promising. Whereas the military metaphor tends to con¶ate the virus and the
carriers of the virus, metaphors of community and solidarity tend to express
concern for the individuals who carry the virus and for others at risk of infec-
tion. The metaphor of war against AIDS tends to divide the community inso-
far as HIV-infected individuals are viewed as enemies, and in the process it
undermines some of the conditions that could make voluntary testing effec-
tive without resort to mandatory policies. People who are aware that they may
be HIV-infected often do not seek testing because of the psychological risks
of a positive test result—such as stigma, discrimination in insurance, housing,
and employment, and breach of con¤dentiality. Some of those risks can be re-
duced by a caring community. And reducing those risks would encourage
more people to seek voluntary testing and, if they are not infected, to protect
themselves or, if they are infected, to protect others.
When we combine the war metaphor with efforts at identifying carriers, it
is not surprising that marginalized groups often respond with suspicion. And
those groups most affected by AIDS—gay men and intravenous drug users—
belong to marginalized subcommunities. The war metaphor tends to exclude
HIV-infected individuals as enemies from the larger community, while the meta-
phor of community and solidarity tends to include them in an orbit of care.
Many (but not all) coercive policies in response to the AIDS epidemic
would also set a precedent of overriding individual rights in a crisis—in a war
against disease—even when it produces limited or no bene¤ts, or the burdens
outweigh the bene¤ts, or there are alternative ways to protect the public
health. We need other metaphors in addition to the war one, but if we use the
metaphor of war against AIDS, we need to keep in mind the moral commit-
ments of our society and the justi¤catory conditions for overriding prima facie
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principles—parallel to the ones that operate in the just-war tradition. How we
respond will shape and express our “identity and community in a democracy
under siege.”15
Culture Wars
The war metaphor also emerges in our contemporary debate about American
culture. James Hunter, a colleague at the University of Virginia, has written a
book entitled Culture Wars: The Struggle to De¤ne America, which attempts
to make “sense of the battles over the family, art, education, law, and poli-
tics.”16 According to Hunter, “America is in the midst of a culture war” over
“our most fundamental and cherished assumptions about how to order our
lives” and about “who we are as Americans.” The con¶ict between the “ortho-
dox” and “progressivists” within various faiths is about “the power to de¤ne
reality,” that is, to interpret society’s collective myths and symbols of national
identity. As Hunter wrote recently in the Washington Post, “the culture war is
about who we are as a nation and who we will choose to become. Rather than
blame it for demeaning democratic discourse, the ‘war’ should be acknowl-
edged as the proper subject of democratic debate.”17 He accuses cultural war-
riors, such as Pat Buchanan, of trivializing the culture war by reducing it to
particular struggles rather than seeing that it is in fact “a fundamental struggle
over the ‘¤rst principles’ of how we will order our life together. Through these
seemingly disparate issues we ¤nd ourselves, in other words, in a struggle to
de¤ne ourselves as Americans and what kind of society we want to build and
sustain.”
Re¶ecting on Hunter’s and others’ interpretations of the culture war (he
prefers “war” to “wars”), Peter Steinfels notes that Americans tend to toss the
word “war” around carelessly, and that the term “cultural war” was appropri-
ated by neoconservative intellectuals from the German term “Kulturkampf,”
which referred to Bismarck’s campaign against the Roman Catholic Church in
Germany in the 1870s and which suggests a Prussian harshness.18 Other parts
of the social and political spectrum in the United States also use the term, at
least in self-defense. Participants in this societal debate view themselves as
combatants in a war.
Here, yet again, we see little evidence of the just-war tradition of restraint,
for what we have, to some extent on both (or all) sides, is much more a holy
war and even a crusade. Even though he is somewhat sympathetic to themes
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in the conservative camp, Hunter calls for a de¶ation of the rhetoric and for
leadership with “great courage” and “wisdom”—wisdom to recognize “that
however well the term ‘culture war’ may describe the battles being waged in
America today, the term cannot be embraced as a call to arms. It is, then, time
to stop the drum-beating. What we require is serious and substantive argu-
ment inspired by a leadership that is both bold and rhetorically circumspect.
For in a democracy, how we contend in public life is as important as what we
contend for.” In short, Hunter uses the war metaphor descriptively while ques-
tioning its normative use, that is, its use as a guide to action in the current
setting, other than to downplay the war and to concentrate on how the con¶ict
is waged.
However, as Steinfels notes, Hunter’s description makes it dif¤cult not to
take sides. For if the metaphor of war expresses what is “the inevitably domi-
nant reality” and “if the stakes are so high, the competing moral visions so non-
negotiable and rational moral discussion so unlikely, then isn’t the responsible
thing to choose sides and plunge in?” Hunter has been criticized by conserva-
tives for remaining neutral, and he makes it clear that he is deeply dissatis¤ed
with the dualism of the culture war. Steinfels continues: “By describing the re-
ality, he wants to correct it, not perpetuate it. But can he do this without ques-
tioning the adequacy of the military metaphor itself? When culture becomes
the continuation of war by other means (to paraphrase Clausewitz), something
is seriously wrong.” I’m not even sure how well the metaphor of warfare helps
us understand what is going on in our cultural con¶icts, but I am quite certain
that it does little to guide our actions properly in relation to this con¶ict. Not
all efforts to de¤ne society are con¶icts, and not all con¶icts are best under-
stood as warfare; but when they are properly understood as warfare, it is impor-
tant to ask whether the moral constraints from the just-war tradition are being
respected, or whether instead the crusade or holy war has taken over, with a
real threat to our society’s fundamental commitments to ordered liberty.
Conclusion
Do these various uses of the war metaphor, through highlighting and hiding
features of certain issues, generate insights about what is and about what
ought to be? Donald Schoen gives a ¤ne, simple example of a generative meta-
phor, that is, one that generates insights.19 Researchers were trying to improve
the performance of a new paintbrush with synthetic bristles; the new brush ap-
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plied the paint to the surface in a “gloppy way.” Nothing the researchers tried
made the arti¤cial bristles work as well as the natural bristles. But then one day
someone observed “You know, a paintbrush is a kind of pump!” That was a
generative metaphor: Pressing a paintbrush against a surface forces paint
through the spaces or “channels” between the bristles, and painters sometimes
even vibrate brushes to increase the ¶ow. Once the researchers began to view
the paintbrush as a kind of pump, they were able to improve the brush with
synthetic bristles.
We have to ask of each use of war as a metaphor: Does it generate insights
or does it obscure what is going on and what should be done? In each use of
the war metaphor we have considered, distortion occurs in part because of the
failure to hold the war metaphor accountable to the just-war tradition, with its
limiting conditions for waging and conducting war. Analogous conditions
apply elsewhere in con¶icts, particularly when a prima facie duty is overridden.
And at each point we need both limited objectives and limited means, again
in line with the just-war tradition. We need to maintain the just-war tradition
not only in order to be able to wage real wars justly—the most important rea-
son—but also to instruct our society about ways to approach its own internal
con¶icts.
In view of the limited illuminative power of any particular metaphor, we
also need to supplement the war metaphor, if we use it, with other metaphors. I
do not propose a war of metaphors as much as a creative juxtaposition of meta-
phors that can illuminate complex matters. In some con¶icts, perhaps in the so-
called culture war, we may need to replace it altogether because of its distortions
and risks. It is a sad commentary on our society if we cannot say that something
important is at stake in a societal debate without resorting to the in¶ated rhetoric
of warfare.
Finally, we also need to be cautious about the loose use of the metaphor
of war. Otherwise we will trivialize real wars and exaggerate other con¶icts and
problems our society faces. War, real war, remains one of the most signi¤cant
human activities, but it is an exceptional activity that can be justi¤ed only
under exceptional circumstances and, even then, should be fought within ap-
propriate moral limits.
In short, we need imagination. David Eerdman says that imagination is
reasoning in metaphors.20 But we also need imagination in our selection of
metaphors, noting what each highlights and hides. The war metaphor is im-
portant and often indispensable, but it must be used thoughtfully and with ap-
propriate restraint.
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T he Control of Violence, 
Foreign and Domestic
Ethical Lessons from Law Enforcement
Reverend Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C.
hat will we face in the future? We live in a time of rapid and sometimes
unpredicted social and political change. What social scientist can claim
to have known what was going to happen in Russia, in Eastern Europe, in
Chile, in Afghanistan, in Namibia, or in any of the other places in the world
that have recently experienced radical change? Who has an overview that
suf¤ciently incorporates the tremendous variety of social, political, and eco-
nomic circumstances that exist in our world today upon which to base accu-
rate predictions? Much is unknown, but I feel there are certain claims that we
can safely make.
It is probable that smaller-scale con¶icts will persist: Think of what has
been happening in Ethiopia, Cambodia, Lebanon, Angola, El Salvador, and
many other places like them. We have also seen the introduction of terrorism
and the capacity of a few to seize the high technology that previously was re-
stricted to a limited number of experts. This no doubt will continue to be a
serious problem. We face—and will most probably continue to face—narcotics
traf¤ckers who in a sense take over legitimate governments, corrupt them from
within, and have the economic power of multinational corporations. As a re-
sponse, both the military and law-enforcement agencies will be asked to under-
take roles that often are uncomfortable. In the midst of all of this we see our
W
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federal government struggling with the national debt in debates over defense
budgets for the years ahead. These situations will have an impact on all of us
as citizens of this country. The role that the military will play is only roughly
determinable. We need to think through not only the changes that will be pre-
dictable but also the unforeseen circumstances that will challenge us all.
I come out of a religious tradition—Roman Catholic—that is committed
to a broader frame of reference relative to war and peace. Called the just-war
tradition, it is a way of analyzing the context of the use of violence by the mili-
tary. It dates to the Greco-Roman period and was adapted and modi¤ed
through the ages by various representatives of the Christian tradition particu-
larly, though not exclusively so. There are many ways of describing the criteria
that emerged from this process, but certain well-established criteria are gener-
ally accepted.
The criterion of legitimate authority states that war cannot be declared ar-
bitrarily or by the whim or fancy of a few but rather must be prepared for and
promulgated by a legitimately established government. It must be for a just
cause, often described in terms of national defense. It must take place as a last
resort, that is, only after every effort has been expended to keep it from happen-
ing, in recognition of the terrible human tragedy that accompanies the making
of war. It must be motivated by right intention: Each person who prepares for or
participates in the con¶ict must have prepared him or herself in terms of the
moral scheme of things, thinking through what is acceptable and appropriate
and what is not, being prepared to say no even when that is an unpopular deci-
sion. And we know that the momentum of events and the dif¤culty of ascer-
taining facts in the midst of con¶ict make all of this dif¤cult.
Much of just-war theory in the twentieth century has been devoted to re¶ec-
tion about the ¤fth criterion, moral means. Because of the scale and destructive
capability of our weaponry, because of the integrated nature of modern life,
where military forces are very seldom isolated from the civilian populations, we
have had to undertake an analysis of forms of ¤ghting, the very legitimacy of
which is in question. In discussing the question of moral means, three governing
principles have been developed. The principle of discrimination, or noncomba-
tant immunity, traces its origins to the beginning of the Greco-Roman period
and has been a constant feature of the analysis that has taken place over the last
two thousand years. This considers the necessary distinction between those who
can be legitimately described as the enemy—those who bear arms against our
side—and the civilian population. But we know, looking back on the First and
Second World Wars, on Korea, on Vietnam, and on many smaller-scale
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con¶icts, that maintaining this distinction is extremely dif¤cult. We have creep-
ing into our language the notion of collateral damage, whereby some percentage
of civilians are put at risk because there is no other way of winning in a particular
kind of engagement.
The second principle we have placed under the rubric of moral means is
the principle of proportionality. Common sense dictates that we should not
enter a war that we cannot win. In addition to that, as human beings who can
exercise our intelligence and weigh and evaluate things, we should seek to par-
ticipate only in such con¶icts from which, all things being equal and accept-
able, a greater good will result than the evil that will be suffered. But how
dif¤cult this is to evaluate, not simply in the short term—in terms of body
count—but also in the long term, with the destruction of infrastructure and
the continued or renewed hostility and hatred in the next generation!
The ¤nal principle derived from moral means is that of humane treat-
ment—to respect the dignity of the enemy, as dif¤cult as that may be. Examples
of this principle can be found in the treatment of prisoners, the immunity of
those who are serving as medics, ambassadors, or negotiators with the other side,
and in trying to preserve certain other civilized practices in war that developed
in the Middle Ages and that have been incorporated into the statutes of inter-
national law. These three items grouped under the general criterion of moral
means are ¶exible in their applications and, like the other general criteria of the
just-war theory, are designed as ways to help us think through creatively the ques-
tions of morality in war.
I would like to suggest that the large issue of controlling violence and main-
taining justice can be viewed at the macro level in terms of military con¶ict; at
the micro level under the rubric of law enforcement; and at a mixed level when
considering agencies like the CIA, the FBI, the National Security Council, and
various other groups with a mandate that exceeds the normal restrictions of law-
enforcement agencies but is not quite tantamount to the mission of the military.
Let me further suggest that thinking morally about the use of violence is a pro-
fessional responsibility at each of these levels.
To make my case, I must say something about what it means to be a pro-
fessional. The historical learned professions of law, religion, and medicine
have evolved over time. Now a number of areas of human work also claim to
be “professions.” But becoming a professional requires, ¤rst of all, specialized
training. One must acquire a broad general background, develop a technical
expertise appropriate to the discipline, and master a certain set of principles
before one is able to competently practice a profession. Second, there is invari-
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ably some sort of certi¤cation. At the end of the training program, the profes-
sional body or those otherwise involved in the profession must in a sense
con¤rm that one has accomplished all that is required; only then is one in-
ducted into the profession. Third, in the training and early periods of practice,
the inculcation of a code or set of values or way of thinking about moral re-
sponsibility as a professional person is an essential part of any profession. Fi-
nally, a profession usually conveys status and/or a higher than usual level of
¤nancial reward. The desirability of these attributes is re¶ected in the results
of popular opinion surveys. What would young children like to be? There’s a
kind of ranking that normally ¤nds the professions clumped near the top, but
that can change. After certain kinds of scandals are given public exposure in a
given profession, its status commonly suffers, which suggests that being a pro-
fessional carries with it high levels of expectation placed upon one by the pub-
lic one is sworn or somehow committed to serve.
It is the third characteristic I ¤nd most interesting for this discussion: the
unique moral responsibilities we claim to carry as professionals. We are all fa-
miliar with the Hippocratic oath. Whether it is directly attributable to the
Greek philosopher Hippocrates or not, it has a long-standing signi¤cance in
the way members of the medical profession think about themselves, the quint-
essentially professional convictions they have about themselves and that are
shared by patients entrusted to their care. The oath codi¤es an attitude of ser-
vice and the receipt of a solemn trust. For example, it expresses concern about
con¤dentiality, about protecting information that one gains in a privileged
context so as not to abuse what has been entrusted. For a profession to be a
profession in the sense of which we are speaking (as opposed to merely taking
money for one’s services), this element of trust and service to the client or so-
ciety is indispensable. The codes that we ¤nd in the various professions simply
make this attitude explicit.
Perhaps the most dif¤cult task for a professional person and for the profes-
sion as a whole is enforcing the code. In the end, nobody is comfortable turn-
ing someone else in. People may espouse the value, they may even live by it
themselves, but it is quite another matter, a much more dif¤cult task, to hold
a peer accountable. Nobody likes a whistle blower; nobody likes somebody who
seems self-righteous or cannot respect the limitations of human nature and
human weakness. Yet for a profession to be held in consistently high regard,
the willingness to hold others accountable must be present.
The problem is not peculiar to any particular profession and might be
found in medicine, law, the military, law enforcement, and teaching. I have ob-
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served it in the many facets of my professional life. Unfortunately, most of us
have had some occasion to see teachers who are ill-prepared, professors who are
incompetent for one reason or another. No one wants to hold them account-
able, lest the profession as a whole be tainted; yet the result of such inaction
and rationalization is that over time the profession itself is tainted and the
level of trust broken down. It is estimated that 20 percent of the physicians in
this country have a problem with some type of substance abuse. At the very
least, this would lead one to be more wary about medical care when its practi-
tioners have such easy access to drugs. Clearly, one ought to recognize that
when a few are incompetent, the whole profession suffers.
In light of these comments on the moral responsibilities of the professions
in general, I would like to focus on some ethical responsibilities of the law-
enforcement professional. Perhaps the most dif¤cult moral issue for the law-
enforcement professional is how to control violence. I’ve suggested that law en-
forcement deals, at the micro level, with the same kinds of problems that the
military must face at the macro level. With this in mind, I want to test out the
applicability of just-war theory for those in law enforcement. Indeed, I think it
will work very well, because in some ways law enforcement is a more controlled
setting than is a military operation in wartime. We can look at what the
dif¤culties are and why the profession is more or less successful in facing cer-
tain dilemmas.
Prior to 1829, there really weren’t any police forces as we know them today.
There were constables, sheriffs, and watchmen. They were generally unedu-
cated and ill-prepared for the role assigned to them. One of the ¤rst police forces
was established, at least indirectly, because gin was introduced into England.
Gin, which was originally distilled as a way of reducing the corn surplus, created
a terrible problem with alcohol abuse in London and other English cities. Re-
sponding to the resulting violence and other crime, Sir Robert Peale took the
initiative in establishing a group that could ensure safety in English cities. In
fact, the word “bobbies” comes from his ¤rst name. From the days of Peale until
the present we have seen in most countries of Europe and North America a mul-
tiplicity of police agencies, some 40,000 in this country alone.
Law-enforcement agencies have had a dif¤cult time dealing with profes-
sionalization. In fact, right up to the present, the very desirability of profession-
alizing the police has been debated in various public-policy journals. In order to
attract the very best people to this crucial work, agencies have paid great atten-
tion to the recruitment and selection process, to police training, and to better
pay scales.
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However, there still remains the question as to whether police of¤cers
should be college-educated or not, and this question must be settled before law
enforcement at all levels can be compared to the professional model we out-
lined earlier. Certi¤cation to practice is also an unsettled issue. Should there
be lateral entry? Should one be able to move from a police force in Chicago to
another in Denver? Today, this is not generally done, excepting transfers at the
very top level. More typically, police of¤cers live a relatively isolated existence,
spending their entire careers in one place. This is very different from other pro-
fessions, where, for example, lawyers or doctors can take certi¤cation examina-
tions in a state other than where they received their professional training.
There’s a kind of transferability. And surely the military profession provides a
clear example of how effective certi¤cation permits mobility of the widest
scope. I would argue that because of the complexity and the central signi¤cance
of the law-enforcement function, its practice should be more thoroughly pro-
fessionalized, with a great deal more attention paid to recruitment, selection,
training, certi¤cation, and—perhaps most important—the inculcation and en-
forcement of a code.
One of the most signi¤cant aspects of law enforcement that demands pro-
fessionalization and, by the way, distinguishes it from military service is police
discretion. By discretion I mean the breadth of choice, the leeway in decision
making, given to the individual of¤cer. In fact, the lowest-ranking of¤cers, the
beat of¤cers walking the streets or driving a patrol car in a certain area on a
regular basis, and those working undercover have the most discretion, while
those at the top of the “pecking order” have the least. It’s a very interesting de-
viation from the kind of military organization that is evident simply from
walking around the campus of a military academy, where one sees the defer-
ence to ranking of¤cers, the recognition of the chain of command, the lead-
ership role that calls upon of¤cers to make the basic decisions and for enlisted
personnel to carry them out. When you turn to the police force, it’s just the
reverse, and that creates some very interesting questions about accountability
as well as professional preparation. In any case, we can see that police discre-
tion calls for a greater degree of professionalization at the lowest levels, since
the of¤cer on the beat is making most of the basic decisions as to what con-
stitutes crime, when to enforce a particular law, what to charge a suspect with,
and what procedures to follow in arrests and evidence gathering—procedures
that could gain or lose a conviction.
It is also interesting to note that police discretion is a necessary and an un-
avoidable feature of a feasible law-enforcement system, because it’s impossible
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for the police to enforce all the laws all the time. As it stands now, this discretion
is exercised unevenly across law-enforcement agencies, and for various reasons.
Some agencies tend to overlook laws that are on the books at some other level
of government, as when municipal police overlook certain laws or state police
overlook certain statutes. Other agencies tend to be very selective, depending
upon the signals they receive from their constituencies. For instance, laws
against gambling or prostitution might be ignored in response to veiled com-
munications from the political leadership, as might highway speed limits.
Decisions like these are made all the time, and the use of discretion varies
not only from one law-enforcement agency to another but also within the larger
departments and from one precinct or area to another. Surely potential for abuse
lies here. One example is prejudicial enforcement—more severe enforcement
against inner-city blacks than suburban whites, more severe enforcement against
young males in general than against older people, less enforcement of white-
collar crime than of crimes committed by the less fortunate, and so on. Besides
being manifestly unfair, prejudicial law enforcement has the pernicious effect of
breeding disrespect for the law.
There are other types of selective enforcement, such as the various cate-
gories of immunity. A system in which information is obtained from infor-
mants can also mean that a full-time burglar might never go to jail if he
provides evidence in narcotics or rape cases. The fairness of this system is, of
course, a separate issue, with its own set of accompanying problems; still, we
are all at least casually acquainted with the system and are for the most part
used to the arrangement. Another form of selective enforcement involves the
revival of antiquated laws. An individual of¤cer knowledgeable about such
laws might enforce, say, a “quiet law” that hasn’t been in use for more than ¤fty
years as a way to block downtown streets from so-called “undesirables” who
otherwise were doing nothing against the law.
The last abuse of discretion I want to mention here is selective action
taken against societal corruption, either that perpetrated by distinct individu-
als or as part of entrenched patterns of behavior. We have already considered
the dif¤culty of holding individuals accountable within a profession, and that
dif¤culty makes abuse of this type that much more pervasive.
The necessities and dif¤culties associated with discretion in law enforce-
ment give us something to think about in terms of the way the military func-
tions, particularly with regard to the use of violence. Notwithstanding the
difference in who exercises discretionary authority in law enforcement and in
the military, comparing the two provides a rich topic for discussion. Is discre-
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tion distributed optimally in the military structure? Could military command
structures be modi¤ed to gain some of the advantages inherent in the way the
police use discretion? Are the holders of discretion in the military, wherever
that authority might ultimately lie, subject to the same sorts of temptation to
abuse this power or exercise it incompetently? If little or no discretion is avail-
able to the individual in the military, who should be called to account when
mistakes are made by higher-ups? All of these questions related to discretion
should be addressed when discussing the nature of the military or, indeed, of
any profession. In this country, police are armed and trained in the use of force.
They have discretion in both the use of force and the kind of force used—such
as handcuffs, tear gas, pistols, shotguns, and automatic weapons. We all have
seen the comparisons of our police with those in England, where the of¤cer
on the beat is generally not armed. Are our police of¤cers armed because of
our fascination with ¤rearms, our “Wild West” syndrome? Or does it have to
do with the idea that if ¤rearms are available to criminals, law-enforcement
agents must have them to enforce the law? Whatever the historical origins or
justi¤cations, I think it foolish to entertain the idea of adopting a police sys-
tem like that in England. We live in circumstances where normally our police
of¤cers will be armed. Given an armed police force, then, a force exercising a
high degree of discretionary authority, the criteria of just-war theory are appli-
cable to law enforcement.
First, with regard to legitimate authority, the police of¤cer can only val-
idly use coercive force when he or she in fact represents the body politic. In
some parts of the world, police death squads, or so- called right-wing death
squads, exercise deadly force outside the legitimate political machinery. That
is simply unacceptable within our constitutional tradition and our standards
of right and wrong, as are any personal vendettas by the police in the use of
force. So legitimate authority suggests a control over the exercise of violence
by law-enforcement agents.
Second, with regards to just cause, the police should have written guide-
lines for the use of guns, mace, choke holds, and all the other means of con-
straining or harming another person. The discretion of the individual of¤cer
must be exercised only within the constraints of this established code, which
is only to say that law enforcement needs a code, just as the military needs a
code, as clerics need a code, as teachers need a code.
The criterion of last resort in the context of law enforcement means that the
police should exhaust all possible methods for controlling a situation before re-
sorting to the more severe levels of force. One of the most dif¤cult circumstances
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that law-enforcement agents can face is domestic violence. Entering a house-
hold, police ¤nd a husband and wife, sometimes parents and children, ¤ghting;
sometimes there are weapons. Often, as soon as an intervention takes place, fam-
ily members turn against the of¤cer. The question of the appropriate use of force
or style of interaction requires a high level of training; more and more, there are—
and need to be—specialists for this kind of situation, as for potential suicides and
other speci¤c circumstances.
If they are acting from right intention, police will use the full force available
to them only when they are convinced that the common good is being served,
not for personal safety alone or because of some emotional response. In certain
military engagements verbal provocation or the witnessing of horrendous acts
can precipitate a breakdown of restraint, and the same is true in law enforcement
when, perhaps in the course of an arrest, suspects resort to verbal or physical
provocation. Restraint in such situations—acting from an intention to enforce
the law, not to respond to insults—requires a level of training and self-control
that exempli¤es why both the military and law enforcement ideally should be
professions.
Under the criterion of moral means, we can ¤nd examples of all three sub-
ordinate principles: discrimination, proportionality, and humane treatment. Po-
lice use of force must never be indiscriminate, that is, directed at groups of people
in general. We demand this of the police, even when it is dif¤cult, as in mass
demonstrations, yet we all can recall in our own lifetimes vivid examples, such as
the march on Selma, Alabama, where of¤cial mass hostility by the police was the
direct cause of violence and injury. The principle of discrimination also calls for
considering seriously the impact that speci¤c force will have on innocent partici-
pants in an event. When, for example, can tear gas be used, and what about hot
pursuit? There is nothing more frustrating for a law-enforcement agent chasing
a felon in a car than to abandon the chase because of the risk to pedestrians and
other motorists, but when the risk to innocents is real, the principle of discrim-
ination requires that restraint be exercised. The same is true with kidnapping,
skyjackings, and other crimes involving innocent bystanders. To exercise restraint
because too many lives are at stake is to recognize that people of good will, those
who try to do the right thing, will sometimes have to refrain from doing what
would otherwise be right because of the collateral impact on others.
The principle of proportionality calls for weighing the good and evil results
of an action or policy in both the short and the long term. Applying it to a hy-
pothetical ¤rearms policy, how much discretionary authority should an of¤cer
have in the discharging of his or her weapon? What sort of weapons ought he
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or she to have? Most police agencies today prohibit the use of warning shots
simply to capture a suspect because of the risk inherent in ¤ring a weapon; the
risk involved is disproportionate to the task at hand. Still, it is very dif¤cult to
maintain this principle when of¤cers’ lives are at stake. Similarly, when a police
of¤cer does use a gun, the prime intention should be to incapacitate rather than
to kill the suspect; that is, there is no general warrant for deadly force in every
case where it may be legitimate to use a weapon. Once again, there are dif¤cul-
ties maintaining this principle—especially in some drug cases, because of the
¤repower available to the dealers, because of the brazenness with which certain
dealers operate, and because of the desperation that law-enforcement agents
often feel in ¤ghting what they perceive as a losing battle.
For all these reasons, in every instance where a police of¤cer ¤res a gun in
the line of duty, there should be full investigation by responsible representa-
tives of the people, some kind of civilian review board. Of course, few police
of¤cers would like that; they would take it as an affront to their trustworthiness
and their internal departmental procedures. But in the ¤rst three months of
1990 there were approximately eighteen incidents in which civilians have ei-
ther been killed or seriously wounded by police just in the city of New York.
Perhaps every one of those instances was a legitimate exercise of force in a vio-
lent society, but perhaps not. The city’s new police commissioner might have
been too inexperienced to properly review or respond to these incidents, and
the inclination to tolerate them, which we discussed previously, is invariably
present. Credibility is indispensable for a profession and for its members. A ci-
vilian review board is a way to gain that credibility, particularly if those who
make it up have the con¤dence of the public.
Again applying the principle of proportionality, it seems obvious that the
type of weapon and ammunition police of¤cers are allowed to carry while on
duty should be, and in most agencies is, clearly speci¤ed in department regula-
tions. The power of the revolver or automatic weapon, the kind of ammunition,
the use of concealed weapons, and other such considerations must be tailored
to the situation at hand. Proportionality dictates that different responses are ap-
propriate in different situations. Certainly undercover of¤cers are routinely
called upon to use different levels and types of force. One example is those as-
signed to riot control. Police must be trained to recognize the difference be-
tween normal patrol duty, where a high level of discretion is called for, and group
confrontations, where strict obedience to the chain of command is most effec-
tive. In riots police should probably become more like the military in terms of
individual discretion; conversely, when the National Guard or other military
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units are called to riot control duty, they must act like police agencies rather than
as troops engaging in warfare.
Riot control illustrates another aspect of proportionality: Decisions on the
form and levels of force employed in group confrontations should always be
based on the priority of persons over property. That’s particularly problematic
when such things as looting or arson are taking place. I’ve experienced a riot
myself. After Martin Luther King, Jr., was killed, I was in Washington, trapped
on 14th Street N.W. in the midst of a riot. People were throwing rocks through
my windshield, and the car stalled out. I ¤nally got it started and, ¤lled with
fear, beat a hasty retreat, driving down a city street at what seemed to be eighty
miles per hour. I had this sense of chaos and that everything was out of control.
It was easy to understand why under those circumstances it is so dif¤cult to
always place the lives and welfare of people ¤rst, and how easy it would be to
respond disproportionately.
It also is essential that we view proportionality in terms of human dignity,
which should include respect for privacy. Electronic surveillance should be pro-
hibited; that is, private detectives, business competitors, and others should
never have the authority to conduct that kind of surveillance. Only those prop-
erly certi¤ed by the government should have such license. Electronic surveil-
lance by the police and other law-enforcement agencies should only be done
with explicit court approval; that is, there should be no blanket permissions.
Privacy rights must be prominent in these sorts of circumstances, although
certain kinds of criminal activity may be controllable only by surveillance tech-
niques. A balance must be struck between the evil produced by the means em-
ployed (that is, violations of legitimate privacy rights) and the good resulting
from these enforcement techniques.
Finally, there is the principle of humane treatment. How does this apply
to law enforcement? Certainly it is applicable to interrogation methods. The
use of torture as a means of interrogation, for example, is never justi¤ed. Yet
I’ve had debates in my classes with students who don’t accept that principle.
They offer up all sorts of hypothetical situations in attempts to support their
positions, but I see this issue as one of the great test cases of our attitude about
the dignity of the human person. Torture that we deem unacceptable is ad-
ministered all over the world by regimes of the left, the right, and sometimes
the center. We have no dif¤culty in condemning them, yet we entertain all too
easily scenarios that might legitimize our own use of torture. In law enforce-
ment, a confession is often seen as crucial in making a case, yet there’s very
little evidence of that in court records; in fact, a confession often gets in the
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way of a conviction because of the way it was obtained or because of the legal
controversies that surround it. For both moral and purely instrumental consid-
erations, procedures of interrogation should place maximum emphasis on the
rights of the accused.
Conclusion
To conclude, I have ¤ve summary comments. First, professional life for all of us
presupposes training, certi¤cation, a professional code involving moral and pro-
fessional standards and the courage to enforce them, and the trust and respect
of the clients or society we serve. The hardest part of a code, that hardest part of
being a member of a profession, is enforcing the code—enforcing it in our own
lives and, with even more dif¤culty, applying it to our fellow professionals.
Second, just-war theory is an attempt to approach morally the great
human problem of violence and its control. We all wish that violence would
go away, we all wish that we lived in a more peaceful and just world, but it’s
not that way. We struggle as moral beings relative to our religious and cultural
heritages to ¤nd a set of guidelines to help us think through the challenges
that we face. Just-war theory is a powerful and ¶exible framework for that pur-
pose and will serve us well if we will but use it.
Third, just-war theory is more readily applicable to law-enforcement prac-
tices than to modern military engagements. Nonetheless, it is very dif¤cult to
effect good law enforcement, and it is vitally important to have thought through
in advance the kinds of decisions the professional will be called on to make.
Fourth, we should realize that personal integrity is a quest rather than an
achievement. A person of character will seek to do the right thing for the right
reason and will also admit mistakes or errors of judgment when they occur. It
isn’t simply what we profess, it isn’t simply trying with all our might to achieve
a life of integrity; it’s also being willing to admit our mistakes, publicly when
that is called for, but more importantly, privately, in the innermost recesses of
our hearts.
Finally, the proper exercise of leadership within a profession calls forth all
that is best and most risky in the human condition. I applaud the efforts of all
who take this challenge seriously, who think through what it means to be a per-
son of integrity, a practitioner in an honored profession, and a leader in a very
complex world.





When Integrity Is Not Enough
Guidelines for Responding to
Unethical Adversaries
Richard T. De George
he Gulf War added new urgency, poignancy, and relevance to discussions of
just-war theory and issues in military ethics. Although some claim that mo-
rality has no place in war, President Bush’s use of just-war theory, the comments
of those who agreed with and those who opposed his analysis, and the concern
of the American people for the lives of civilians and our own forces engaged in
combat argue otherwise. The reaction of Americans to the savings and loan and
to the Boesky-Levine insider trading scandals indicates that the American pub-
lic believes that ethics has a place in business as well. The cynic may claim that
“it’s only immoral if you get caught,” but the media coverage of the war and the
media investigations of business activities show there are few places to hide.
I shall draw lessons from the Gulf War and from business. But my purpose
goes beyond both that war and business to the broader theme of integrity and
ethical responses to unethical adversaries. I shall start with integrity, and then
move on to areas in which integrity is not enough.
I
Joining business ethics and military ethics may seem odd to some. But morality
is a seamless fabric that binds all human beings. We cannot have one morality
T
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for our private lives, another when we enter the of¤ces of corporate America,
and still another when we put on a military uniform. If we did, we would be
moral schizophrenics, and moral integrity would be an impossible ideal. Even
though we speak of business ethics and military ethics, there is no special mo-
rality for business or for the military. We are not allowed to do in business or in
the military what we are prohibited from doing in other areas of life.
Because moral norms are the same no matter what the ¤eld of activity, we
can apply general moral principles across the board. We can thus learn from eth-
ical analyses of similar actions in different areas. The analysis in business ethics
of when whistle-blowing is morally permissible, for instance, initially relied
heavily on earlier analyses of the justi¤cation of civil disobedience. The doctrine
of just-war theory is an extension of the theory of justi¤able self-defense, which
pertains to individual morality. Just-war theory in turn provides a paradigm for
considering how businesses should react when facing at least some unethical
competitors and provides guidelines for determining which reactions would be
allowable and which reactions would not be, and why. What we do in each case
is think and argue by analogy.
In all cases integrity is at the core of what it means to be a moral being. Act-
ing with integrity means both acting in accord with one’s highest self-accepted
norms and imposing on oneself the norms demanded by ethics and morality. Al-
though integrity requires that norms be self-imposed and self-accepted, they can-
not be arbitrary. The norms must be justi¤able, proper, and integral to the self-
imposed process of forming a whole with a set of positive values. It is a misuse
of the term to talk about the integrity of a Hitler who acted on his beliefs in order
to achieve racial purity through genocide, or of a Ma¤a hit man who lives up to
the code of his profession.
Yet integrity does not imply reluctance to compete or to ¤ght. It is compat-
ible with being a wily, ¤erce competitor, opponent, or enemy, even while exer-
cising the restraint that precludes certain actions in which the unscrupulous
might engage. Competing with integrity is not synonymous with competing
successfully, but it is by no means antithetical to it. IBM is an example of a suc-
cessful, ¤erce competitor that is widely acknowledged as acting with integrity.
A reputation as a reliable, ethical company commands a premium from those
who use its products or services. The story of how Johnson & Johnson’s credo and
culture emboldened the leaders of its Tylenol division to order an immediate re-
call after seven deaths were linked to the product in Chicago in 1982 has almost
passed into legend. Employees take pride in working for a well-reputed company,
trust their futures to it, and assume that they will be treated fairly. Their loyalty to
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the company re¶ects the company’s loyalty to them. Subcontractors and other
¤rms prefer to do business with a ¤rm known for its integrity, and feel secure in
doing so. Customers similarly prefer to deal with a ¤rm they feel they can trust.
The same is true of the military. Troops are more likely to demonstrate cour-
age and loyalty when they believe in the integrity of their leaders and the justness
of the cause for which they are asked to ¤ght. Reactions of the military personnel
on both sides of the Gulf War provide ample testimony to this claim.
Why, then, is integrity not enough? When is it not enough? And in such
cases, what is enough?
Integrity is not enough in one sense because moral demands are not the
only kind of pressures, even though in cases of con¶icting demands they over-
ride all others. In business and in the military, leaders have the obligation to
perform their assigned tasks and they aim for success, whether this means
making a pro¤t or winning a war. Good intentions, and therefore personal in-
tegrity, are not enough to get one’s job done. One needs skill, knowledge, and
usually hard work as well. But, assuming competence, integrity is not enough
when an individual response will be inadequate to the task one confronts. I
shall exemplify those situations by dealing with the question of how to re-
spond ethically to an unethical opponent. Because our general ethical intui-
tions develop in a context where corruption tends to be the exception rather
than the rule, there is no obvious, easy, or intuitive solution to the problem of
responding to corruption. Yet, generalizing from a variety of cases, I shall de-
velop ten rules of thumb that can guide us in developing appropriate responses
to unethical actions by a competitor, opponent, or enemy. What are these?
II
1. In responding to unethical activity, do not violate the very norms and values
that you seek to preserve and in terms of which you judge the adversary’s ac-
tions to be unethical.
One is never ethically permitted to do what is unethical. In confronting im-
moral opponents the temptation is to retaliate in kind, or even to go them one
better—to “kill them, smash them, nuke them.” The temptation is a natural
one and is a manifestation of righteous anger. But to give in to the temptation
is to stoop to the adversary’s level, to give up one’s own integrity, and to give
up morality in the process.
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A company must counter a competitor’s lies with the truth, not with lies of
its own. An army must not respond to torture by the enemy of captured military
personnel with torture of the prisoners it captures. The answer to those who kill
innocent people cannot be to kill other innocent people in return. Retaliation
in kind is permitted in some instances. One can sometimes respond to an enemy
that breaks the convention of war concerning the use of chemical weapons
against troops by reacting similarly, if that is necessary to restore the status quo
ante. Yet one cannot respond to an enemy that gases innocent civilians by gas-
sing the enemy’s civilians in turn.
The moral cynic will reply that following this rule puts a person of integ-
rity at a disadvantage vis-à-vis an unethical adversary. The unethical adversary
is not inhibited by moral rules and so has the competitive edge, while the per-
son of integrity is constrained by morality. Those not worried about the mo-
rality of their actions are free to do whatever they want and whatever they need
to do to win. If winning is one’s goal, then being hamstrung by rules and moral
qualms simply gets in the way of achieving one’s end. There is some truth to
what the cynic claims. But success or victory won at the cost of one’s own prin-
ciples will be hollow. Principles cannot be turned on and off at will. If they do
not guide one’s response to immoral activity, there is no assurance they will
guide one’s response at all. Morality may demand the dif¤cult. It cannot allow
the contradictory without our having to give it up as an intelligible, much less
defensible, enterprise.
Some ¤rms that operate in corrupt environments claim implicitly or explic-
itly that it is ethically justi¤able for them to do whatever they must to stay in
business. Their frequent assumption is that a corporation has not only the right
but for some reason the obligation to continue to exist. Their frequent justi¤cat-
ion is that unless the corporation does so, it cannot do all the good it might be
capable of doing. From an ethical perspective, such a claim is much too broad
to be defensible. If valid, it would justify anything, including engaging in im-
moral acts, which would be self-contradictory from an ethical point of view.
Yet ethics does not require that a business or an army capitulate to corrup-
tion. Although turning the other cheek and martyrdom may be personal ideals,
they are not usually corporate or military ideals or ethical requirements. When
economic survival and self-defense are morally justi¤able aims, they must be pur-
sued ethically.
2. Since there are no speci¤c rules for responding to an unethical opponent, in
responding ethically, use your moral imagination.
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An ethical response to unethical activity must be at least as imaginative as the
unethical activity. Gandhi’s technique of passive resistance is an example of
using one’s moral imagination. Gandhi countered British armed force with a
technique that captured the imagination of masses of people, and it achieved
his goal more effectively than force could have. This response is not always ap-
propriate, yet imagination is always preferable to brute force.
The injunction to think and act imaginatively is designed both to offset the
tendency to consider morality only in terms of rules and to encourage us to re-
conceive the situation in which we ¤nd ourselves. Often there are many more
alternatives open to us other than simply suffering at the hands of an unscrupu-
lous opponent or ¤ghting him on his terms. Either/or situations are in reality
much more rare than we tend to think. Moral imagination pushes us to seek ad-
vantages we may have that we do not ordinarily consider, to look for the chinks
in the armor of our adversary, and to search for analogies in the responses of others
whom we admire. Literature, stories, the lives of saints and heroes, are here more
helpful sources for coming up with ethical responses than any set of rules.
3. When the response to immorality involves justi¤able retaliation or force,
apply the principle of restraint.
That principle states that whenever force is used, it must be used only in reac-
tion to unethical acts or practices, it must be justi¤ed as the ultimate solution,
and it must be the minimal force necessary. The reason is obvious, since force
always involves harm and the basic moral minimum is the injunction not to
do avoidable intentional harm.
The Vietnam War led many Americans to think that war was unwinnable
and therefore to be avoided at all costs. Ironically, the Gulf War has made war
seem not only winnable but easy. The Air Force did such an effective job that
the war seemed to many to be a series of surgical strikes—clean, ethical, con-
trolled. The massive destruction seemed almost sanitary. War, we had been
told, is hell. But war from the sky, with precision weapons, seemed not to be
hell at all. And in a month the Air Force had done so thorough a job that the
land war lasted only one hundred hours and turned out to be scarcely more
than a mopping-up operation. If it is not hell for us, the temptation is to see
war not as a last resort, to be avoided at almost any cost, but as a means to
achieve our ends.
That is a temptation that the principle of restraint demands we resist. The
principle of restraint requires that the powerful, regardless of the immorality of
the enemy’s actions, use no more force and cause no more harm than necessary
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to accomplish one’s justi¤able aims. The more powerful one is, the greater is the
restraint required. In dealing with children, adults need to apply more restraint
than in dealing with other adults, because of the difference in power. Police are
given civil force but are expected to be restrained in their use of it, even against
suspected criminals. Armies are given a monopoly of the major implements of
force and are accordingly expected to be restrained in its use.
More is required of the strong than of the weak, and appropriately so.
Large, powerful countries must be slower to react, because they can withstand
damage better than smaller, weaker ones, and they must react with more re-
straint, because they can in¶ict so much damage. If we hold that human life
is sacred, such that we must do all we can to protect the lives of our people,
we cannot look with indifference on the killing of others, even if they wear the
uniform of an opposing nation.
The need for restraint in turn leads to the next principle, with which it is
closely linked.
4. In measuring your response to an unethical opponent, apply the principle of
proportionality.
This principle requires that any force used must be proportional to the offense
and harm suffered and to the good to be achieved, and that those who use the
force must have some hope of being effective in achieving the end for which
they use it. The principle of proportionality is widely used in military ethics
and surprisingly rarely invoked in business ethics, where it is also applicable—
for instance, in discussions of the legitimacy of whistle-blowing. The principle
applies to economic and political force as well as ultimately to military force.
Proportionality, so central in discussions of the morality of the war (jus ad bel-
lum), is equally central in discussions of morality in war (jus in bello) and tends
to blur the distinction between them.
Had Saddam Hussein simply occupied the disputed oil ¤elds on Kuwait’s
northern border, the principle of proportionality would not have justi¤ed the
massive destruction the coalition visited upon Iraq. However, given Iraq’s actual
invasion, the American entry into the Gulf War passed the proportionality test
according to most commentators. Whether it passed the proportionality test in
the destruction done to the Iraqi infrastructure—on which civilians as well as
military depend—is a matter of current debate. Communication networks,
roads, bridges, electricity, and supplies of many kinds serve civilians as well as
the military. To interdict their use to the one automatically interdicts their use
to the other. To destroy them is to harm the civilian population as well. The
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greater ability to pinpoint targets without killing civilians paradoxically leads to
bombing more targets in cities and more quasi-military rather than directly mil-
itary targets. Imposing hardship on civilians is not immoral, if justi¤ed by pro-
portionality. But cutting off water to the military that also cuts it off to civilians
and so condemns both to death would be immoral. The Gulf War case raises
the issue of how much destruction of the infrastructure of a country proportion-
ality allows, granted that smart weapons can hit their targets with minimal col-
lateral damage to civilians.
In the Gulf War, Allied lives were saved by killing masses of Iraqi military
personnel. Had the Allies killed another 100,000 through another several weeks
of bombing, it is unlikely they could have saved any more Allied lives. Hence
such overkill would not have been justi¤ed by the principle of proportionality.
Could the Allies have achieved the same ends that they did by killing half as
many Iraqis? If so, then the principles of proportionality and of restraint were
both violated. The dif¤culty is that calculations made in ignorance before the
fact may look different from calculations made with knowledge after the fact.
Yet the technological superiority the Allies enjoyed vis-à-vis Iraq placed moral
burdens on them, including the burdens of restraint and proportionality, and
changed the kind of thinking in which those in such a position must engage.
Clearly the actual Scud missile attack on Israel by Iraq was not suf¤cient
in its damage or in its threat to the survival of the nation to justify Israeli re-
taliation by the use of a nuclear bomb on Baghdad. This does not mean that
no retaliation was appropriate or justi¤able, but that any such retaliation had
to be proportional to the harm and to the threat. The principle of proportion-
ality played an important role in evaluating Israel’s response.
5. In responding to an unethical foe, apply the technique of ethical displacement.
Ethical displacement involves rising to a higher level in order to solve the dilem-
mas that an individual faces. Moral dilemmas are situations in which neither of
one’s choices is morally acceptable. If they are true dilemmas, their solution can-
not be found on the level at which they appear. Thus a dilemma for an individ-
ual on a personal level may only ¤nd a solution on the corporate level, in the
sense that solutions to personal dilemmas may require changes in corporate
structures. Corporate dilemmas, in turn, may require changes in industry struc-
tures to guarantee fair conditions of competition. Industry dilemmas may
require changes in national policies or legislation. And national business dilem-
mas, such as pollution problems, may require changes in structures or agree-
ments on an international level.
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The technique of displacement analysis is initially a descriptive technique
and then a diagnostic technique. Any solution that results from it will not be
intuitive and will not be easy. The idea that ethical issues are easy and are easily
resolved intuitively by ethical people is precisely what has to be overcome, both
at the personal and at the organizational level.
Business supplies an example. Bribery is unethical because it subverts the
competitive system and gives unfair advantage to those who engage in the
practice. It is unfair because someone other than the one receiving the bene¤t
pays—either consumers, shareholders, or taxpayers. In a situation in which
bribery is the going game, a company that acts with integrity seems to have no
option but to opt out of it, and therefore lose business. This is blatantly unfair,
yet a company with integrity cannot either demand or accede to bribery. At
the level of the individual company, injustice seems to triumph. It is only by
rising to a higher level that the disadvantage can be overcome. Legally outlaw-
ing bribery is a way to make the ¤eld of competition fair on the national level.
The same is true on the international level. After the Lockheed Tri-Star
scandal with Japan, the United States passed the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act, which precluded American ¤rms from soliciting or paying bribes. This
equalized the playing ¤eld for all American companies. By making the uneth-
ical act illegal, the law made it possible for individuals and ¤rms of integrity
not to have to shoulder the complete burden of their integrity. Some argued
that it then placed the American ¤rms at a competitive disadvantage with re-
spect to ¤rms of other countries. Those ¤rms, not restricted by American law,
sometimes engaged in bribery to the disadvantage of the American ¤rms. The
solution to that situation required other countries to pass legislation similar to
that passed by the United States, and in fact the United States pressured the
European Community to adopt similar rules for European ¤rms. American-
European groups have next to apply pressure to get Asian nations to similarly
outlaw the practice. The full solution is a slow process. But in the long run this
is the only adequate response. Simply saying that all individuals and all ¤rms
throughout the world should act with integrity and not solicit or pay bribes is
not enough.
Nor should one draw the conclusion that law is the only solution. Ameri-
cans and American companies operating in South Africa were faced with de-
mands that they practice discrimination, as speci¤ed in the South African
apartheid laws. Any individual or ¤rm that violated those laws would be prose-
cuted or be forced to leave. The successful strategy for disobedience in this
case consisted in a large number of American ¤rms agreeing that they would
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all publicly violate the apartheid laws by following the Sullivan Principles,
which precluded discrimination. Together they were powerful enough that the
South African government ignored their violations of its laws. Individual in-
tegrity was not enough, even though only individuals and ¤rms with integrity
would take the action that those individuals and ¤rms took.
The moral to be drawn is that at the individual level or the level of the ¤rm,
unfair or corrupt competition can sometimes only be met by rising to a higher
level, a level of cooperation among ¤rms or countries that is adequate to deal with
the injustice at the lower level. Integrity is required to muster the forces necessary
to achieve the end at the higher level. But individual action is not enough.
In the case of Kuwait, its chief weapon was clearly ethical displacement. Un-
able to offset on its own the harm it suffered, integrity was not enough. Its re-
course was to other nations, to the U.N., and through the U.N. ultimately to a
coalition of forces to help it right a wrong that it was able to suffer but not combat.
When attacked by Iraq, Israel responded appropriately by exercising the
technique of ethical displacement. It faced the dilemma of either continuing
to suffer raids or of being provoked into doing what the enemy wanted to ac-
complish by the raids. The solution lay on a level higher than that at which the
dilemma presented itself. Even had the Scud missiles been ¤lled with poison
gas, that response, rather than retaliation with a nuclear strike against Baghdad,
would have been appropriate. Even had Israel faced the prospect of being over-
run, the use of a nuclear bomb was morally precluded. Yet such an analysis will
be acceptable to endangered countries only if other nations of the world, which
are directly implicated in any such use of nuclear bombs, are willing to bear the
burden of protecting and if necessary liberating nations that are so attacked. Eth-
ical displacement in such instances depends on the rest of the world not allowing
aggression against any nation to be such that the attacked nation feels it must
use nuclear bombs against cities as its last resort. Eventually this requires that
there be some global agreement against the use of nuclear bombs on cities and
some enforcement mechanism whereby all such nuclear weapons are destroyed
and effectively precluded from being built.
In situations of extreme danger, integrity on the part of those attacked is
often not enough.
6. In responding to an unethical adversary, use publicity to underscore the im-
moral actions.
Publicity serves three functions. First, it opens up the unethical practice to pub-
lic scrutiny and allows the public to judge it for what it is. Second, publicity
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makes it possible to mobilize public pressure against the practice and its perpe-
trators. What is tacitly accepted and quietly withstood becomes unbearable
when brought to full light. Publicity demands a public reaction instead of a
quiet individual one and often makes possible a joint reaction that individual
persons may be too intimidated or frightened to make. Third, publicity forces a
government at the least to be consistent in what it can demand of law-abiding
citizens in conditions in which it is unable to protect them and unable to en-
force its laws.
Since bribery always hurts someone, it cannot stand the light of publicity.
No one openly admits engaging in it; much less does anyone engaged in it at-
tempt to defend it in any particular instance. Where adequate background in-
stitutions do not yet exist, publicity helps generate support against bribery.
When the Lockheed bribes to government of¤cials were disclosed in Japan,
where bribery was supposedly an acceptable norm, the government fell in dis-
grace, and one of the government ministers involved committed suicide.
These are hardly the reactions to disclosure of practices that are morally per-
mitted and acceptable. The technique can be generalized to other areas. In the
Gulf War both sides used publicity to bring to public attention actions of the
other side that they considered blatantly unethical.
7. In responding to an immoral opponent, seek joint action with others and work
for the creation of new social, legal, or popular institutions and structures.
Individual or personal integrity is not enough when the structures within which
one operates hinder rather than foster moral action and so lead to moral dilemmas.
Consider a situation in which a lower-level engineer in an airplane manufac-
turing ¤rm detects a ¶aw in the design of the seat ejection mechanism. The ¶aw
is such that it only occurs under certain conditions, and these conditions will not
be detected in ordinary tests. The plane will be accepted, and the ¶aw will not be-
come evident until after one or more fatalities that could have been prevented.
The engineer reports this to his superior, who discounts its importance, argues
that production has already begun and that it is too late to change the design, and
orders the engineer to forget about it. The engineer, a person of integrity, goes
above his superior’s head and ¤nds he is stonewalled all the way up the company.
Finally, in desperation, he blows the whistle, leaking his concerns to an investiga-
tive reporter. Eventually, the truth comes out and the part is changed, but the en-
gineer has been ¤red. Was integrity enough?
Society does not want planes with defective ejection mechanisms. A good
society will not want its people of integrity to have to suffer the fate of our
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engineer. A wise society will not want the safety of its products dependent on
the heroism of employees. Rather than only attempting to raise people with
integrity who will be ready and perhaps even anxious to blow the whistle for
the common good, we should see that integrity is not enough in this as well
as in many other situations. Whistle-blowing is a symptom of inadequate cor-
porate structures that prevent information about product defects from reach-
ing the high levels of management in such a way and at such a time that they
can be properly corrected. Asking people to act with integrity in blowing the
whistle simply deals with the symptom rather than with the cause, and exacts
too great a cost from individuals. Opening up lines of communication within
a ¤rm so that those with moral questions or qualms can make them known and
have them fairly addressed requires a change in the structure of many ¤rms.
Only such changes, mandated if necessary by law, are the adequate response
to the ills of which whistle-blowing is a symptom. A similar analysis applies in
the military. Not only can existing structures be morally evaluated within the
armed forces to see whether they foster or discourage unethical action, but na-
tions should seek to develop new structures and reinforce existing ones that
can help prevent war.
8. In responding to unethical activity, be ready to act with moral courage.
Moral courage requires not only that one determine what is consistent with
one’s values but also that one act in accordance with them. It may frequently
be easier to ignore the unethical activities of others, even of one’s opponents,
than to take any action against them. And sometimes it is both proper and wise
to do so. But in other cases and at some stage, it is necessary to face the per-
petrator of injustice or terror. Knowing where to draw the line and when to
respond rather than forebear requires prudence and judgment. But there are
such lines to be drawn, and being willing to face that requires the courage of
one’s convictions and the willingness to stand up to immorality and to take the
risk this involves. This is especially important when ignoring injustice will lead
the perpetrator to continue similar actions or to escalate the degree of terror
or injustice.
Responding with courage means being willing to stand up to immorality
on one’s own if necessary. But often more important is the realization that in
unity there is strength, and that a collective response to injustice is usually
stronger and more effective than an individual response. Moral courage thus
also involves being willing to take the initiative in mobilizing others or to join
the initiative of others who take a stand. The point of the claim that integrity
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is not enough is to emphasize that any individual is limited, and immoral
forces generally can be overcome only by mobilizing forces at least equal to
those on the other side.
The implication is that companies should be willing to join other compa-
nies to ¤ght immorality and should join forces with legitimate governments and
organizations as well. This general principle is one that is too often ignored by
some American companies operating in Colombia, for instance, which prefer
to negotiate with drug traf¤ckers rather than join others in opposing them. The
principle applies as well to countries when other countries are unjustly attacked
or improperly treated. The United States might have responded to the call of
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia on its own. Its response was enormously enhanced by
joining forces with a coalition to enforce U.N. mandates.
9. In responding ethically to an unethical opponent, be prepared to pay a price,
sometimes a high price.
Unethical activity may be initially cheap to the perpetrator. It is always costly to
the victim. Ethical responses may be more costly still. Just as moral courage is
required, so is willingness to bear the costs. The cost of an aggressive war on
those attacked, as well as on those who attempt to ¤ght against or defeat the
aggressor, is obvious. We all hope that our ethically justi¤ed responses to immo-
rality, despite the cost, will be cost-effective in the long run. In the short run,
such responses may enhance the company’s or nation’s self-image and reputa-
tion and promote morale. Facing immorality or an immoral opponent early
rather than late may cut one’s eventual total cost. History teaches us that those
who pro¤t from immorality tend to continue more aggressively in their ways
rather than resting content with ill-gotten gains. An aim of the rule of law is to
make sure that immorality does not pay. But in the process we must pay the costs
others impose on us by their actions.
10. In responding to unethical activity, apply the principle of accountability.
This principle demands that those who impose costs, do damage, and in¶ict
harm on others be held accountable for their actions. This means that those who
engage in immoral practices should know that they will be held accountable for
what they do. The intent of accountability is to preclude anyone, to the extent
possible, from bene¤ting from immoral activity, and thus to help remove any in-
centive for so acting. A rule of law imposes accountability and holds people re-
sponsible for their actions.
In a business situation accountability is often enforced through the courts
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and through civil suits in which those adversely affected seek to obtain redress
from the guilty party. Criminal charges also come into play. In the insider trad-
ing scandals and the savings and loan debacle, we saw and will see both sorts
of penalties imposed as those guilty are held accountable for their actions. In
Colombia, the Colombian government is attempting to hold drug lords ac-
countable for their actions, and the fear of the extraditables is that they will
be held accountable in the American legal system, which they are less able to
manipulate and coerce than the Colombian system.
Imposing accountability on multinational corporations is dif¤cult, since
they operate in more than one country and since there are still insuf¤cient in-
ternational rules and enforcement mechanisms in place. This both points up
the need for such mechanisms and underlines the importance of accountability.
The situation is exacerbated when it comes to war. It is virtually impossible
to hold any nation completely accountable for the damage it does during war.
The lives lost are lost and cannot be replaced by any system of accountability.
Those guilty of atrocities may in some instances be held individually account-
able. Some reparations might be imposed on the country as a whole, depending
on its ability to pay. The dif¤culties involved in assessing collective versus indi-
vidual responsibility, and so accountability, are many. Accountability is imposed
by the victor and may be one-sided. The Nuremberg trials and various U.N. dec-
larations are attempts at holding the guilty accountable. The limitations of both
demonstrate the need for more effective mechanisms for the international im-
position of accountability.
Nonetheless, despite the dif¤culties of enforcing accountability, the prin-
ciple is essential in dealing with unethical opponents. They must be held ac-
countable by general public opinion—which shows again the importance of
publicity; by legal bodies, where these have jurisdiction; and by the commu-
nity of nations, where the offenses are between nations. Imposing them and
enforcing them fairly set important precedents that can help preclude others
from acting similarly in the future. The moral courage to impose them is as
essential as developing adequate mechanisms to assess the proper reparations.
The ideal is to preclude the need for military responses to atrocities and
actions such as the torching of Kuwaiti oil ¤elds by making the price of terror,
aggression, and wanton destruction too high for any nation or leader to bear.
Holding nations and their leaders accountable for their actions and for the
damage they do to others is part of what is necessary for a civilized world. The
moral is that international mechanisms must be developed and supported that
help preclude future destruction of the sort that Kuwait suffered.
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Clearly, accountability in the senses I have described goes beyond the in-
dividual and hence beyond individual integrity. Those involved in the process
of assessment must of course be people of integrity for the process to enjoy the
moral support of others. But public accountability and the imposition of ap-
propriate sanctions go beyond the scope of any individual. Otherwise we fall
into the trap of vendettas, individual justice, and an eye-for-an-eye mentality,
in which integrity quickly goes by the board.
These ten rules go together. They outline a pattern of response to uneth-
ical behavior on the part of one’s opponents or enemies. Although I do not pre-
tend the list is exhaustive, it is systematic in the sense that the rules are
interrelated. They are rules of thumb in that they are not exact formulations
of duties or obligations but rather describe and prescribe approaches to im-
moral opponents. They serve the purpose of organizing a number of disparate
reactions and of precluding some that are inappropriate because immoral.
III
The ten rules of thumb apply to those on both sides of a competition or battle. In
dealing with ethical responses to an unethical opponent we cannot assume, for
instance, that one of the parties is engaged in a just war and the other not. Typi-
cally both sides will claim their war is just, although for different reasons. This
does not mean that both sides—or that either side—is correct in its assertion.
The Gulf War has shown us that more is required of the side with tech-
nological superiority. Hence what is immoral for the technologically superior
combatant may be morally permissible for the technologically inferior one. As
a consequence what the winning side may consider immoral may on the part
of the losing side be morally justi¤able. The principles of proportionality and
of restraint may apply differently in the two cases. Thus, for instance, those
who cannot afford smart bombs cannot be held to the higher standard of those
who can. The same moral minimum applies to both. But “ought” implies
“can.” The accuracy of the new weapons makes it easier to strike military tar-
gets without collateral damage to civilians. It thus makes that the norm and
makes damage to civilians that much less tolerable. Yet only those with such
weapons can be held to that new norm. Those with less sophisticated weapons
cannot reach that norm and are thus allowed more leeway in collateral dam-
age. Paradoxically, it seems to be to one’s advantage not to have such bombs so
one won’t be held to a higher standard.
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Moreover, those who can count on the enemy’s observing the rules of war
seem not completely unjusti¤ed in moving their military targets closer to ci-
vilian populations for protection. Why should one put one’s military targets in
the open when they are more vulnerable there? Why not protect them with
civilians? The traditional answer is that concern for one’s own population for-
bids this. But the paradox is that if one can count on the other side’s being
moral, the action does not actually put one’s population at risk. The action
rather forces the enemy to use smart, expensive bombs rather than the dumb,
cheaper ones that might be used if civilians were not at risk.
A side effect of the Gulf War has been a great desire on the part of many
nations to acquire smart weapons. The war showed that an army that relies on
less is doomed to defeat if it engages in a war with a technologically superior
opponent. This raises the stakes for everyone. Even in extremis, the moral mini-
mum of respecting innocent life still applies. We may expect, however, that
some of those in extremes will use whatever means they can to prevent their
defeat, and if they have technologically advanced weapons, it may be more
dif¤cult to preclude disproportionate response, lack of restraint, and attacks on
innocent people. The scenario of two technologically advanced nations oppos-
ing each other is still in the future. But we have already seen enough to know
that the best alternative is to preclude the need for and possibility of war.
The moral we can draw is that it is not enough simply to teach people
what is right and help form their characters. Integrity is central to morality.
But individual integrity is not enough in many situations. We also need struc-
tures that help preclude immoral and destructive actions.
The principles that apply to nations apply in analogous ways to businesses,
and vice versa. The new structures we need will vary, but they are necessary in
all areas and on all levels. The need is pressing for global structures that pre-
clude unfair competition and the need for war.
Perhaps we shall always have immoral opponents. The least we should do
is put them on notice that they will be held accountable for the harm they do
and for the costs they impose. In ¤ghting them, we cannot let ourselves lose
sight of and sacri¤ce the values and morals that we hold dear by responding in
kind. More is demanded of those who can afford more. Restraint is demanded
of the powerful. And accountability is rightly demanded of all.
In a complex world, where peoples and their interests are globally inter-
twined, moral structures are essential both in business and in international af-
fairs. These can only be forged by people of integrity. Thus, although integrity
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Introduction
y topic is conscience and its relation to authority. The problem is an old
but persistent one. Some think it is a truism, boringly obvious: One should
always follow one’s conscience. But that is too quick. What if conscience con¶icts
with the direct commands of those who have authority over us? Such con¶icts
occur dramatically in war, but also in business affairs and in mundane, everyday
life: one’s superior of¤cer, one’s boss, or the law of the land insists, “Do it,” but
conscience objects, “Don’t do it.” Which should take precedence? Maybe the an-
swer is “sometimes conscience, and at other times, authority.” But then how can
we reasonably decide when conscience should give way to authority, and when it
should not?
In favor of conscience, some argue that we lack moral integrity if we vio-
late our conscientious convictions just because someone told us to. But again,
the issue is not that simple. Those who have legitimate authority over us are
not simply “someone” who happened to tell us what to do. To acknowledge
that they are authorities is to recognize that there are good reasons for them,
rather than us, to have the right to make certain decisions. To ignore this cru-
cial point can be disastrous, especially in times of crisis that call for immediate
action. Even in the absence of crisis, when we have ample time to re¶ect, the
need for authoritative decisions to coordinate group activities is a vitally im-
M
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portant factor that our deliberations, and even our consciences, should take
into account. If we were to ignore the moral reasons for having authorities,
choosing instead to guide our conduct entirely by promptings of individual
conscience formed in ignorance of these reasons, chaos would be the result in
both civilian and military contexts.
So should we then adopt the extreme opposite policy: Always obey the or-
ders of our lawful superiors? Unfortunately, from a moral point of view, this so-
lution is also too simplistic. For practical purposes, it is, of course, necessary
for legal and military codes to insist on unquestioning obedience to authorities
in all but a few extraordinary situations—for example, where to obey would
plainly be a crime against humanity. Virtually all moral traditions acknowledge
that no secular authority is infallible or worthy of obedience in absolutely all
possible circumstances. To be sure, even in the exceptional cases there are usu-
ally some good reasons to obey, but the reasons are not always decisive, not al-
ways suf¤cient grounds to override the moral repugnance of what has been
ordered. My point here is not new or radical. It was af¤rmed in the Nuremberg
trials, and it is presupposed by anyone who acknowledges that Germans in the
early 1940s would have been justi¤ed in resisting Hitler’s orders to exterminate
European Jews.
In order to see the need to qualify a policy of always submitting to author-
ity, we also should remember that such a policy would cover much more than
the dramatic and dangerous cases that we typically see in ¤lms, where there is
¶agrant disobedience to direct orders (and even mutiny) in an emergency situa-
tion. (Think, for example, of The Caine Mutiny.) This unquali¤ed policy
would also dictate unquestioning conformity in less volatile situations, where
there is ample time to re¶ect, minimum risk of harm, and a respectful alter-
native to outright de¤ance—for example, protest through recognized channels
or resignation.
We face, then, a moral issue that is not amenable to simple solutions. We
cannot hope to resolve it de¤nitively here; but perhaps we can make some
progress, at least in thinking more clearly about the problem. In philosophy the
path to progress is typically to examine carefully the central ideas in a contro-
versy. This is because ambiguities and misunderstandings often cloud the real
issues. The key idea in our problem is conscience. Before we can say to what
extent and why we should respect and follow our consciences, we need to exa-
mine the different sorts of things that conscience has been thought to be.
For this purpose, it is helpful to distinguish between various particular “con-
ceptions” of conscience and a very general “concept” of conscience. The several
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conceptions of conscience are speci¤c interpretations or more detailed under-
standings of a general concept, or core idea, of conscience. This core idea that
they have in common is, very roughly, the idea of a capacity, attributed to most
human beings, that enables them to sense or immediately discern that their acts
(or omissions) are morally wrong, bad, and worthy of disapproval.1 The general
concept also includes the idea that their consciences tend to in¶uence their con-
duct but rarely control it completely. Moreover, it is assumed that people tend
to suffer mental discomfort and lower self-esteem when they act against their
consciences. This general idea leaves open further questions about how con-
science is acquired and developed, how it operates, what it purports to “say,” how
trustworthy it is as a moral guide, whether it is universal or found only in certain
cultures, and what purposes it serves individuals and society. Particular concep-
tions of conscience ¤ll in these details in different ways.
My plan here is to describe brie¶y three particular conceptions of con-
science, which I call the popular conception, the cultural relativist conception,
and the Kantian conception.2 More speci¤cally, these conceptions are ¤rst, a
popular idea that conscience is an instinct, designed by God or Nature to sig-
nal us when our acts or intentions are wrong; second, a de¶ationary cultural
relativism that regards conscience as nothing but our unre¶ective responses to
whatever values we have picked up from our culture (or special subculture); and
third, a familiar metaphor, described by Kant, that presents conscience as “an
inner judge” that condemns (or acquits) us of the charge that we have not done
our best, even to live up to our own judgments about what is right.
To preview my conclusions, I maintain that the last conception is the most
plausible but that no matter which conception you choose, conscience is not a
foolproof, completely reliable guide to what is morally right. Conscience, then,
cannot always trump authoritative commands. But neither do authoritative
commands always trump conscience. In fact, from a moral point of view, both
should be seen as ultimately subject to review in a process of informed, reason-
able moral deliberation and discussion. This process cannot guarantee that our
conclusions are correct, but it would be an illusion to think that either con-
science or authority provides a more basic or reliable guide. In fact, conscience
presupposes willingness to engage in this process when time allows, for without
this we can never be con¤dent that we are even doing our best to do what is
right. Moral integrity is not achieved by blind obedience to either conscience or
authority. It is found only in resolute adherence to our best judgments after tak-
ing into account, in the deliberative process, both the preliminary warnings of
conscience and the grounds for respecting legitimate authorities.
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The proper time for such moral deliberation is not in the heat of battle,
of course, but in advance, when we can stop to think without causing anyone
harm. This is one reason why military academies have courses in ethics and
why it invites you to consider and challenge the opinions expressed in lectures
such as this one.
I
Let us begin with a popular conception: conscience as an instinctual access to
moral truth, given to us by God or Nature. There are many variations, but, for
contrast, I describe an extreme version. Here are the main themes.
Each human being is born with a latent conscience, which normally
emerges into its full working capacity in youth or young adulthood. It is a ca-
pacity to identify, among our own acts and intentions, those which are morally
wrong and those which are morally permissible. Conscience, however, does not
identify acts and motives as morally admirable or praiseworthy. At best, con-
science is “clear” or “clean,” not self- congratulating.
That certain acts, such as murder and adultery, are morally wrong is a mat-
ter of objective fact, independent of our consciences. That is, what makes such
acts wrong is not just that conscience disapproves. Conscience merely alerts
and warns us, like a gauge that indicates the presence of electrical problems
but does not identify them speci¤cally and is not itself the cause of trouble.
Conscience originates as a gift of God or Nature to human beings, a spe-
cial access to moral truth that can work independently of church authority and
rational re¶ection.3 Appealing to conscience is not the same as using rational,
re¶ective judgment to resolve moral questions. Conscience may be partly
shaped and informed by such judgments, as well as by public debates, religious
education, and so on; but it is not seen as an intellectual moral advisor, only
as an instinctual inner “voice” or sign that indicates a moral problem, warns
us when tempted, and prods us to reform when guilty.4 If the signal is correctly
identi¤ed and heard, conscience is thought to be a reliable source of moral
knowledge. However, to explain the fact that outrageous acts are often com-
mitted in the name of conscience, the popular view admits that conscience is
not always identi¤ed, heard, and interpreted correctly.
God or Nature is supposed to have designed conscience as a personal guide,
not for judging or goading others. Judging that an act is wrong for oneself entails
that it is wrong for anyone unless there is a relevant difference between the cases,
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but others’ cases may differ in so many ways that one has no practical license to
make extensive generalizations from what one “learns” from one’s own con-
science.
If we accept this popular conception of conscience, what should our atti-
tude be toward what our consciences seem to tell us? Since the popular con-
ception regards conscience (once properly identi¤ed) as a generally reliable
access to moral truth, we would have good (moral) reason for not “dulling” our
consciences, for “listening” carefully for the signals of conscience, and for
being cautiously guided by what apparently it tells us to do. Several factors,
however, combine to recommend caution, even to the ¤rm believer in the popu-
lar conception. For example, though conscience is supposed to be a reliable
signal of moral truth, it is not necessarily the only, or most direct, means of
determining what we ought (and ought not) to do. When secular and religious
authorities, together with the professed conscientious judgments of others, all
stand opposed to what we initially took to be the voice of conscience, then
these facts should raise doubts. Even assuming that “genuine” pronounce-
ments of conscience are reliable, we may not be reliably distinguishing these
from our wishes, fears, and the echoes in our heads from past lessons of parents
and teachers. In effect, we need to check our supposed instinctual access to
moral truth by reviewing evidence that is more directly relevant—for example,
bene¤ts and harms, promises ful¤lled or broken, and the responsibilities of our
social roles. To con¤rm that our instinctive response is a re¶ection of “true
conscience” rather than some morally irrelevant feeling, we would need to con-
sult other sources, such as seeing whether the response coincides with re¶ec-
tive moral judgment that is based on careful review of pertinent facts in
consultation with others. Without such a check, there is no way to be con¤dent
that the instinct that we are about to rely on is really “conscience” rather than
some baser instinct.
By analogy, suppose that we believe that we have an intuitive sense that
somehow signals dishonesty in job applicants with considerable regularity
when this “sense” is properly identi¤ed and used under ideal conditions. Al-
though the suspicions we form by consulting this intuitive sense might pro-
vide useful warning signs, they would be no substitute for investigating
candidates’ records and seeking direct evidence of dishonest conduct. Only ex-
amination of the relevant facts could check whether what we take to be an ac-
curate intuitive signal really is so.
Besides this practical problem, several considerations suggest that we
would do well to look beyond the popular conception for a more adequate in-
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terpretation of conscience. For example, the popular conception draws major
conclusions about ethics from assumptions about theology (or Nature) that are
widely contested today. Many regard the alleged instinctual access to moral
truth as unduly mysterious, scienti¤cally unsupportable, and out of line with
our best theories of moral development. Even among religious thinkers the
popular view fails to muster strong support, for theologians are radically di-
vided about how we come to know right and wrong and about the relative im-
portance of conscience, reason, Scripture, and church authority.
A deeper problem is that the popular view of conscience as an instinctual
indicator of morality neglects the prior and indispensable roles of reason and
judgment in determining what is morally right and wrong. Basic morality, I
believe, is ultimately a matter of what free and reasonable people, with mutual
respect and proper understanding of their condition, would agree to accept as
a constraint on the pursuit of self-interest and other goals. That is not the sort
of thing that anyone could plausibly claim to know directly “by instinct.”
Once we have a basic grasp of the reasons for moral principles, our respect for
these principles may be signaled by unbidden “pangs” and “proddings” that
feel like instinctual responses. But these count as signs of conscience only be-
cause they re¶ect our prior judgments about what morality reasonably requires
of us.
II
Some of those who cannot accept the just-described popular conception ac-
count of the origin and function of conscience adopt an extreme cultural rela-
tivist conception.5 The term “relativism,” of course, is used loosely to refer to
many different ideas, but let us stipulate here that the cultural relativist con-
ception is the view that the promptings of conscience are nothing but feelings
that re¶ect the norms that one has internalized from one’s culture. Such feel-
ings are supposed to serve to promote social cohesion by disposing individuals
toward conformity to group standards. This relativist conception replaces the
theological story about the origin and function of conscience with a contem-
porary sociological hypothesis, but more radically, it goes beyond this empir-
ical hypothesis by claiming that conscience re¶ects “nothing but” whatever
cultural norms one has internalized. That is, the conception is actually a com-
bination of two ideas: a common sociological explanation of the genesis and
social function of the feelings we attribute to “conscience” and a controversial
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philosophical thesis that the cultural norms that express themselves in what
we call “conscience” are inherently immune to objective moral assessment,
that is, none are morally better or more justi¤able than any others.
The cultural relativist conception, then, is not merely a view about the ori-
gin and function of conscience, but also a view about its reliability as a moral
guide. Regarding origin, the cultural relativist explains the “conscientious”
person’s feelings of constraint as due to a learning process by which one in-
wardly accepts local cultural norms as one’s standard of self-approval. Regard-
ing function, the cultural relativist sees the development of conscience as a
way by which social groups secure a measure of conformity to their local stan-
dards without relying entirely on external rewards and punishments. Regard-
ing reliability, the cultural relativist holds that although conscience rather
accurately reveals the local norms that we pick up from our environments,
there is no objective standard by which we can ever determine that some cul-
tural norms, but not others, are morally “true” or “justi¤ed.”
What are the implications of cultural relativism for the attitude we should
take toward our consciences? If cultural relativism is true, in every culture people
will tend to feel “spontaneously” that certain acts are “bad” and “worthy of dis-
approval.” But how should informed and re¶ective persons regard these feelings
and respond to them if they think cultural relativism is true? Clearly, they should
regard these feelings as just what they are (according to cultural relativism),
namely, a fairly reliable sign that we are (or have been or soon will be) in violation
of some cultural norm that we have internalized. Given this, we can expect that
we are likely to experience further internal discomfort and to incur the disap-
proval of others if we continue to act as before (or as planned). These expecta-
tions give a prudent person some self-interested reason to “heed conscience”; and
if the norms of a person’s culture serve socially useful purposes, that person
would have some altruistic reason to obey the promptings of “conscience.”
But this is only one side of the picture. Those who accept cultural relativism
also have reason to try to “see through” and get rid of their feeling that acts
against conscience are “wrong,” “immoral,” or “unreasonable” by some objec-
tive, culturally independent standard. When the rewards of acting against con-
science outweigh the unpleasantness of residual guilt feelings and predictable
social disapproval, then the smart thing to do—assuming cultural relativism is
true—would be to sti¶e conscience, or, if need be, simply tolerate the discomfort
that conscience causes in order to gain the greater rewards to be had by violating
it. In short, if we accept cultural relativism, we should not always follow con-
science. Quite the contrary. Cultural relativists see the promptings of conscience
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as rather like beliefs that we can recognize as mere superstitions: we are tempted
to accept them, but we really think they have no objective foundation. Given
this attitude, relativists should often suppress or ignore their consciences, just
as they would their superstitious beliefs.
Some may conclude that these implications, by themselves, are enough to
show that cultural relativism is untenable; but quite aside from this, there are
ample reasons to doubt the cultural relativist conception. It seems strikingly at
odds with the ordinary understanding of conscience, and its radical denial that
moral judgments can be objective is not supported by its observations of cul-
tural diversity.
Consider ¤rst the cultural relativist’s empirical hypothesis that people
tend, unconsciously and passively, to internalize the values of their culture
from an early age. No doubt this is partly true, but it ignores the role of active,
mature deliberation and social debate in shaping the moral convictions that
inform our consciences. No doubt conscience re¶ects moral standards that we
have internalized, but these standards need not have been adopted uncritically,
without reason.
Second, the cultural relativist’s insistence that cultural standards are not
subject to objective moral criticism is a methodological assumption, not a
valid conclusion drawn from empirical studies. It is, in fact, a radical moral
skepticism reached only by a giant step beyond science into an area of peren-
nial philosophical controversy. The empirical observations that cultural stan-
dards differ and that people tend to internalize their local standards do not, by
themselves, prove anything about objectivity in morals or any other ¤eld.
What is objectively true or reasonable to believe, whether in normative or de-
scriptive matters, is not constituted simply by the fact that people agree about
it; by the same token, objectivity is not necessarily undermined by the fact that
people disagree. The issues are more complicated than that.
Third, in its effort to avoid being unduly judgmental, cultural relativism
interprets “conscience” as a morally neutral term, referring to internalized
norms of any kind, no matter how cruel, oppressive, superstitious, or arbitrary
these may be. Thus, for example, when Heinrich Himmler felt disapproval of
himself for momentary feelings of pity for the Jews that he was gassing, the
cultural relativist supposes this to be his “conscience speaking” just as much
as when a reformed slave trader ¤rst felt a loathing for his dirty business.6
Value neutrality may have its uses in empirical studies, but the most common
and plausible understandings of “conscience” are not morally neutral. We pre-
suppose that even though that person may be mistaken, anyone who has a
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conscience and follows it must understand and endorse at least the basic ele-
ments of a moral point of view. When Himmler, governed entirely by self-
interest and Nazi ideology, felt bad about sympathizing with the innocent
people that he helped to slaughter in the Holocaust, those “bad feelings”
should not be confused with pangs of conscience.
III
Let us turn now to Kant’s metaphor of conscience as an inner judge.7 Kant’s
idea is that we experience conscience as if we were brought to trial, accused,
scrutinized, and then either acquitted or found guilty. The pangs of con-
science feel like a harsh but just sentence imposed by a judge who knows us all
too well. A crucial part of the metaphor is that in the inner court of conscience
we ourselves play all the roles: we are not only the accused, but also the prose-
cution, the defense, and the judge who reaches a verdict and imposes the sen-
tence. A guilty verdict, in effect, is the painful realization that we have failed
to live up to our own moral standards. These standards are moral judgments
we have made previously—for example, in criticizing others. They become so
deeply embedded in our personalities that we experience an immediate disso-
nance, or involuntary discomfort, when our conduct violates them.
One standard that is particularly important for conscience, Kant reminds
us, is a “duty of due care”: that is, at times we need to scrutinize carefully the
moral judgments that we normally take for granted in order to reassess whether
they are really as reasonable as we have supposed. Especially when simply stick-
ing by our previous moral assumptions would in¶ict serious harm on others,
we need to rethink those assumptions carefully and honestly. Moral reason,
not conscience, imposes this duty, but it is a standard that every reasonable
person presumably has internalized. Conscience simply alerts us, painfully,
when we are neglecting this duty of due care. Conscience, then, not only
threatens to punish us for violating our previous standards of conduct; it also
warns us against moral complacency, that is, against always taking for granted,
despite evidence to the contrary, that our old standards are still reasonable
ones. Kant’s example was the Spanish Inquisitioners, who burned at the stake
those they believed to be heretics. They may have acted according to their
moral beliefs, Kant concedes, but they failed in their duty of due care, a duty
to reexamine critically their moral assumption that burning heretics is right.
On the Kantian view, then, conscience has two important, but limited,
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tasks: the general task of judging whether our conduct lives up to the moral
standards that we have accepted and the special task of prodding us to not ne-
glect the duty to reexamine carefully our previous moral standards when there
is some reason to question them. This idea has two striking advantages: ¤rst,
it attributes to conscience a signi¤cant function that it can serve well; and, sec-
ond, it does not assign to conscience a more ambitious function for which it
is utterly unsuited. Let me explain.
The general function of conscience is to alert us when we are not doing
our best to live up to our own moral standards. The pangs of conscience result
from an implicit comparison of two things that each of us ordinarily knows
well enough: the standards we accept for what we should be doing and our un-
derstanding of what we are actually doing. When there is a discrepancy be-
tween these things, it is usually obvious. You do not have to be a genius or a
moral expert to see that what you are doing (or are about to do) is just what you
have always believed to be wrong. This task of comparison, in fact, seems so
easy and manageable that Kant remarked (with slight exaggeration) that there
is no such thing as an erring conscience. His point was not that we always
know what is really right, but merely that we can rather easily recognize when
our acts violate what we believe is right.
The more ambitious task that Kant, quite rightly, does not ascribe to con-
science is the dif¤cult job of mustering all our best resources to ¤nd out what
is really right—or, to put it more modestly, to make our most well-grounded,
reasonable judgment about what is right. This is not the business of the “inner
judge” of conscience, which only can apply our previous moral opinions. Try-
ing to determine, as best we can, what is really right is the role of practical rea-
son when it is actively employed in reviewing the facts, the alternatives, and
the various complex considerations that favor one moral conclusion or an-
other. Such reasoning requires consultation with others and confrontation
with opinions that differ sharply from our own. It is not a purely intellectual
process, for it must give due weight to human feelings. Nor is it reasoning in
a vacuum, for it takes place within a framework of constraints that are widely
accepted as fundamental for any moral thinking. Kantians have a view about
how to describe this framework, but others do as well; and so, except for a brief
postscript, this must remain a topic for another occasion.
Let us compare this Kantian conception of conscience with what I called
the popular conception. Both acknowledge that the voice of conscience typi-
cally appears without an invitation: it warns, threatens, prods, and punishes us,
even when the last thing we want is to engage in serious moral self-appraisal.
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As Kant puts it, conscience is something we “hear” even when we try to run
away, a voice that “speaks involuntarily and inevitably.”8 In this way, conscience
is more like an instinct than a capacity for moral deliberation and reasoning.
But unlike the popular conception, the Kantian view does not treat conscience
as a mysterious “signal” inexplicably implanted in us as a guide to moral truth.
Instead, the Kantian metaphor represents conscience as a familiar inner
con¶ict experienced when we realize that what we are doing violates our own
internalized moral judgments. This sort of inner con¶ict is not a mystery, but
is in fact just what contemporary psychology would lead us to expect. Notice,
too, that the Kantian conscience is not a nonverbal signal, like a ¶ashing light.
The metaphor represents it as speaking to us—accusing, examining, and pass-
ing sentence—in a familiar moral vocabulary. The point is that we are judging
ourselves by standards that we understand and can articulate. The Kantian
conscience, moreover, is not a private line to moral truth, something that
might substitute for serious moral reasoning with others. What it reveals is not
an objective truth about what we ought to do, but only that our conduct is out
of line with what we have previously judged that we ought to do.
Now consider how the Kantian conception of conscience compares and
contrasts with the cultural relativist conception. These are similar in one respect:
both can explain the promptings of conscience naturally, as responses triggered
by an awareness that we are deviating from internalized standards. Unlike the
cultural relativist’s conception, however, the Kantian conception of conscience
is explicitly a moral idea—never meant to be neutral, for example, between Hit-
ler’s cohorts and those who conscientiously opposed them. And unlike relativ-
ism, the Kantian view does not hold that cultural norms are immune to
objective moral evaluation. Like most of us, Kant would not hesitate to say that
the Holocaust was really immoral, even if it was once the policy of a Nazi cul-
ture. That is a judgment that is no doubt deeply embedded in our consciences,
but the task of showing why such judgments are justi¤ed is the business, not of
conscience, but of public reasoning from the fundamentals of a moral point of
view.
The implications of the Kantian conception regarding our attitude toward
our own consciences should now be clear. Conscience is no substitute for moral
reasoning and judgment, but it in fact presupposes them. A clear conscience is
no guarantee that we acted in an objectively right way, and so it is no ground for
self-righteous pride or the presumption that our moral judgment is superior to
the judgment of those who conscientiously disagree. However, insofar as the
warnings and pangs of conscience re¶ect our recognition that our conduct falls
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short of our moral standards, they are reliable at least as a sign that we are not
doing our best. Conformity to conscience is necessary, and perhaps even suf-
¤cient, to avoid being worthy of moral blame (even though conscience cannot
assure us that our conduct is morally correct).9
Of course, our impartial moral judgments (about what anyone in various
situations should do), even when correct, will not have an effect on our con-
duct unless they are applied to our own case, which is a function of conscience.
Thus, as Kant says, conscience ought to be “cultivated” and “sharpened” as well
as heeded. Again, conscience makes one painfully aware of one’s misdeeds,
and so it also helps to motivate us to apologize, make restitution, and reform.
In all these aspects conscience is to be respected, even though its functions are
limited.
IV
Now let us return brie¶y to the initial problem of how conscience relates to
authority. Admittedly, we have only examined three conceptions of con-
science, and the moral grounds for respecting authorities have only been as-
sumed, not discussed critically. Nonetheless, my re¶ections here point toward
certain tentative practical conclusions. First, the most plausible conception of
conscience, the Kantian one, gives us strong reasons to cultivate and respect
our conscience but no reason to suppose that our consciences are infallible
guides to morally justi¤able conduct. It is a reliable guide as to whether we are
living up to our own internalized moral standards, but it cannot guarantee
that our standards are really justi¤able as correct or reasonable.
But none of these conceptions of conscience guarantees that a conscien-
tious decision is an objectively right one. The popular conception says that
conscience, properly identi¤ed and used in ideal conditions, is a reliable sign
of moral truth; but we have seen reasons to doubt this. Cultural relativism im-
plies that we may be uncomfortable in acting against conscience; but it insists
that this discomfort is purely subjective, having no ¤rmer basis than the early,
unconscious internalization of local norms. The Kantian conception gives rea-
son to believe that conscience should be respected, but it insists that con-
science is fallible and must be checked by public, reason-governed, critical
discussion of the standards that our consciences habitually rely upon.
The upshot is that under any of our interpretations, conscience does not
determine what it is objectively right to do. Under the best interpretation, it
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must be respected, for its judgments are reliable, within their limits. But given
this view, conscience is never suf¤cient by itself: only explicit moral reasoning,
together with others, enables us to live with a reasonable hope that our moral
beliefs are justi¤ed. Ironically, assuming the “duty of due care,” we cannot
even have a clear conscience unless we are willing to check the opinions that
our consciences rely upon by engaging in this process of moral reasoning. If
this is right, there are good reasons for ethics courses in the military acade-
mies—and for continuing the moral dialogue long after the class is over.
Postscript
Regarding the con¶ict between conscience and authority, my theme has been
a modest one: both should be respected, but neither is an infallible moral
guide; and if we cannot satisfy both, there is a need, time permitting, to look
for a resolution in a process of moral reasoning. In this process we survey the
facts of the case, critically examine relevant arguments, and listen to diverse
opinions, considering all this from a moral point of view.
This last quali¤cation is important, but you would be right to wonder
what features are inherent in a moral point of view. To ask this is to raise some
of the deepest issues in moral theory, issues that have been debated for centu-
ries. Obviously I cannot say much about them at this point, but I will conclude
my remarks by sketching some basic points that I draw from Kant. There are
four main points, corresponding roughly to Kant’s different formulations of
the basic principle of morality.10
First, in looking for moral policies we are not merely trying to ¤nd policies
that serve our own interests or the interests of our favorite groups. Our policies
must be such that we could reasonably choose them for anyone in comparable
circumstances to act on. What is good for the goose must be good for the gan-
der—at least when there are no morally relevant differences between geese and
ganders.
Second, human beings are not mere expendable commodities, tools or
toys that can be used and discarded. Enemies, then, are not merely enemies;
we must grant to each person a basic respect as a human being. No one’s in-
terests, then, can be arbitrarily discounted, and when we think that the com-
mon good overrides an individual’s interests, this must in principle be morally
justi¤able even to that individual.
Third, human beings are not mere animals or robots, to be manipulated
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or compelled to behave as we wish. They can be held responsible for their own
conduct, responsible to control their passions and appetites by reason, and re-
sponsible to constrain themselves by moral principles, whether they feel in-
clined to or not. This is not simply a matter of the attitude we should take
toward other people. First and foremost, morality requires each of us to hold
ourselves responsible as moral persons, without pretending that we are merely
the instruments or victims of others.
Fourth and ¤nally, particular moral principles can be understood as just
those principles that reasonable, responsible, mutually respecting persons can
agree upon as a fair basis for reciprocal relations in a moral community. Even
if universal agreement cannot be found, we do our best if we live by the prin-
ciples that, in honest deliberation and dialogue, we would recommend for uni-
versal agreement.
These ideas are far from a complete framework for moral deliberation, and
they do not always yield quick and easy answers. Nevertheless, I believe that
they are a crucial part of a reasonable framework for further thinking about
moral problems.
Notes
1. Roughly, to say that conscience is a capacity to “sense or immediately discern”
is to say that it is a way of coming to the relevant moral beliefs about one’s acts by
means of feeling, instinct, or personal judgment. Becoming convinced by conscience
that one’s conduct is immoral is supposed to be distinct from reaching that conclusion
by an explicit appeal to external authorities or by engaging in discussion with others,
though perhaps most people would grant that public opinion and authoritative pro-
nouncements tend to in¶uence the development of consciences and so may indirectly
affect what conscience “says” on particular occasions.
2. The three conceptions of conscience discussed here, along with another, are
discussed more fully, with more extensive comparisons and citations, in my essay “Four
Conceptions of Conscience,” in Integrity and Conscience, edited by Ian Shapiro and
Robert Merrihew Adams, Nomos, no. 40 (New York: New York University Press, 1998),
13–52.
3. It should be noted that the “natural law” tradition in Western religious ethics,
unlike the “popular” religious conception, emphasizes individuals’ reason as their mode
of access to moral truth. This makes Aquinas’s view more similar to Kant’s, which is
why, for starker contrast, I selected the “popular” view.
4. Typically one’s conscience is pictured not as judging the moral quality of par-
ticular acts from ¤rst principles but rather as identifying a limited class of (one’s own)
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wrong acts by the means of characteristic painful feelings aroused in contemplating
them. This is a feature of several conceptions of conscience that ¤ts well the metaphor
of conscience as a warning, nagging, and reprimanding Jiminy Cricket or a tiny angel
that follows us through tempting times.
5. Types of relativism are usefully distinguished in Richard Brandt, Ethical Theory
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1959), ch. 11, 271–94; William Frankena, Ethics
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973), ch. 6, esp. 109–10; and James Rachels, The
Elements of Moral Philosophy (New York: Random House, 1986), 12–24. See also John
Ladd, ed., Relativism (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1973); and David Wong, Moral Rel-
ativity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984).
6. Himmler’s attitude is evident in the quotations cited in Jonathan Bennett,
“The Conscience of Huckleberry Finn,” Philosophy 49 (1974): 123–34, which is re-
printed in Christina Sommers and Fred Sommers, Vice and Virtue in Everyday Life,
3rd ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich College Publishers, 1993), 25–39.
7. Kant’s ideas about conscience are most fully expressed in two works: The Meta-
physics of Morals, translated by Mary Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1991), 59–60, 197, 233–35; and Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone, translated
by T. M. Greene and H. H. Hudson (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960), 173–74.
8. Immanuel Kant, Lectures on Ethics, trans. Louis In¤eld (New York: Harper &
Row, 1963), 129.
9. “But when a man is aware of having acted according to his conscience, then
as far as guilt or innocence is concerned, nothing more can be demanded.” The Meta-
physics of Morals, 59–60.
10. Kant’s formulation of his basic principle of morality, which he called the “cate-
gorical imperative,” is in Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals,
translated by H. J. Paton (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1964), 88–89, 96, 98–
99, 104.




T he Education of Character
William J. Bennett
’ve had three jobs in government over the years: director of the Of¤ce of
National Drug Control Policy, U.S. Secretary of Education, and chairman
of the National Endowment for the Humanities. Since leaving those jobs, I’ve
enjoyed just being a citizen of Washington, D.C. But over time, an old interest
of mine as a former philosophy professor gradually began to reemerge: the
whole question of the education of character. That is the subject of this essay.
A Character Deficit
Does character—do ideals—really matter? I’ ll state my conclusion ¤rst: I be-
lieve that few things matter more. In the long run of life it will be a person’s
character that allows him to sleep well at night and go into the next life with
a clear conscience and a sense of satisfaction. And I view the education of
character as one of the most important things we need to concern ourselves
with today.
A big dif¤culty with the education of character in our time is that society
at large seems confused by it. For one thing, broader society usually seems
much more interested in celebrity than in character. The people that most
Americans, according to opinion polls, want to meet more than any others are
people from Hollywood, people from television, people from show business.
I
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I understand that. I see what it is that people are excited by. But this is a
substitution of image for substance. The hero is someone who’s known for his
good acts. The celebrity is someone who simply is known. The focus on celeb-
rity, the focus on appearance, the focus on glitz and glamour, is part of the prob-
lem of our time. We’re not getting to the heart of the matter; we’re not treating
and educating human beings as if they were moral and spiritual beings. As a
result, we have a national character de¤cit. It is more important and of more
consequence to this country than any budget de¤cit; in fact, it may very well be
more important than any of the other problems we talk about in Washington.
This country has achieved a level of economic strength and self-suf¤ciency
that is extraordinary. We are an economic miracle. The way people live in this
society, in economic terms, is the ful¤llment of a dream of two millennia. Yes,
there’s still poverty; we need to address it. But never have so many people lived
so well. Militarily we are the only country that really makes a difference. We
make the decisive difference. If there is a spot in the world that’s having trouble,
the U.N. might talk about it endlessly, other governments might send people in
endlessly. But the only country that steps in that makes the decisive difference
is the United States of America and its people. We are the military and economic
power of the world.
In spite of all these great things, in the last thirty years we have suffered a
degree of social and moral regression in this country that is extraordinary. We
have seen a dramatic increase in crime. We have seen a dramatic increase in
the disintegration of the family. We have seen a dramatic increase in the lack
of commitment and the breaking of commitments.
In 1960, of all the children born in the United States, 6 percent were born
out of wedlock. In 1991, 31 percent were born out of wedlock. From 1900 to
1960, the illegitimacy rate in this country ranged between 4.5 percent and 6
percent. That time span includes World War I, World War II, and the Great
Depression: 4.5 to 6 percent. It then went from 6 percent in 1960 to 31 percent
in 1991. Now, concern for this trend is not something that belongs to just one
political party. Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan has said if these rates keep
going as they are, we will have 50 percent illegitimacy by the time we get to
the early part of the twenty-¤rst century.
This trend is particularly bad for poor people, for the lower class, mainly in
black America. In fact, the trend in black America is terrible: the Moynihan Re-
port cited in 1965 a 26 percent illegitimacy ratio in the black community. He
said at the time that this was “a catastrophe.” Today it’s 68 percent. If 26 percent
was a catastrophe, what is 68 percent? And in the white underclass, white illegit-
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imacy is rising at an even faster rate. No society in the history of the world has
ever had single parenthood as the norm for raising children. We have no prece-
dent in history for this.
Can some single parents do it? You bet they can. There are plenty of success
stories that start in single-parent homes, and those parents clearly did a great job.
My mother raised my brother and me, and she did all right. (Some Democrats
will disagree with that assessment about me; but my brother is President Clin-
ton’s lawyer, so some Republicans would disagree with that assessment about my
brother.) She worked hard, she worked very hard, she worked extraordinarily hard.
But she did it.
But she is the exception. This does not happen most of the time. My hat
is off to the single parents who do their best, but there’s no longer any serious
debate about whether children do better in two-parent families. Of course
they don’t do well in two-parent families where people ¤ght all the time, where
there’s violence, where there’s abuse. But statistically, according to almost all
available evidence, there’s no serious question about this anymore. Single par-
enthood is not a good social norm to generate examples.
In spite of this, I read a newspaper account recently that reported most
people think it’s all right to be a single parent. Nearly 70 percent of Americans
between the ages of 18 and 35 do not think it is wrong to have a child out of
wedlock. They do not think any moral reproach at all is appropriate for some-
one having a child out of wedlock. But consider the research about children
out of wedlock and their chances in life. We’re not talking about the miracle
story, this wonderful thing, the minority of people who have made it. Look at
the general outcome. You can also grow up in Beirut and live to a ripe old age;
but statistically the chances aren’t great. Given the information I cited, why
don’t we think having children out of wedlock is wrong?
I’ve been asked if I think information-age technology might make single
parenthood more manageable for some people, because they will be able to
work at home. I don’t think that will make any difference at all. We have put
our hopes in technology too many times before. Think back to what was said
about television in the thirties and forties. You know what almost everybody
said about television? “One thing will happen for sure; our kids will be a lot
smarter because of television.”
The returns are now in. It wasn’t true. I think television—despite some
great stuff—has basically rotted people’s minds. Do you want to know an in-
teresting fact about American life? American people complain that they do not
have enough time to spend with their children; they do not have enough
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time to teach them. But the average American adult also spends four hours a
day watching television. What about that? They say, “Well, I mean, I can’t give
up television.” Why not? A recent article in the New York Times reported on a
poll in which parents were asked: “Do you deprive your children of television
as a form of punishment?” Astonishingly, 40 percent of parents said no, be-
cause they thought taking away television was too harsh.
You can work at home in front of that information-age computer, or you
can sit there in front of the TV, or you can be away at work. The important
thing is the lessons you’re teaching while you’re away at work, or when you’re
sitting there at home. If the reasoning is, “I’m sitting here at home because I
want to be here and be close to you,” that’s an important message. If the rea-
soning about being at work is, “I’m at work because it’s for you that I’m at
work,” that message comes across too. But I don’t think that technology is the
answer to the lessons we teach or the time we have to teach them. I don’t think
that technology and the computer is the answer any more than television was.
The problem is, generally, a problem of character.
We must also face another problem: the problem with men. Mostly it is the
women who are making the effort to raise children, not the men. For some rea-
son yet to be adequately explained, the sexual revolution succeeded in liberating
men from their sense of responsibility, and unless we can get men back, reat-
tached to a sense of responsibility, we will continue to see this decline. I said this
the other day and someone asked, “Well, are you in favor of the ‘shotgun’
marriage?” Compared to no marriage, yes, absolutely. Maybe we need to insist
on saying, “You’re marrying that girl, or at least you’re proposing to her.” Now,
she may not want to marry the jerk. That’s all right. But there is a sense among
a lot of young men in this society that marriage and childrearing simply aren’t
their responsibility anymore. And unless we can reattach young men to that no-
tion, we’re not going to improve this situation. This is a problem of character.
Divorce also brings many people into single parenthood. If people are not
committed when they get married, I don’t think they should get married. A
friend of mine got married ten years ago and sent out cards that made it clear
they weren’t making any of the traditional vows. They promised to stay to-
gether only as long as it felt good, as long as it was exciting, as long as they
turned each other on. As a gift I sent him paper plates. Kidding aside, you can’t
sustain a society without that basic commitment to the family unit. That’s the
fundamental one. Regardless of the heroics of many women in this society,
the alienation of many men from this sense of responsibility is a big problem.
Why has this happened? Well, I think a lot of things may have contributed
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to it. I think it’s modernism and I think it’s af¶uence. But importantly, I also
think it’s the erosion of the notion of commitment; I think it’s the erosion of
the notion of honor. Instead of notions of honor and commitment and char-
acter, we have an entirely different set of messages coming across at our young
people. “Just do it; if it feels good, do it; peel off the road and ¤nd your own
way.” If you get those things drummed into your head for a very long time,
they don’t mesh well with commitment. And commitment is what we need to
keep a country going, to keep a marriage going, to keep a family going, to keep
an educational system going. Unless we restore character—the education of
virtue, as I call it in another context—back to an important place in our edu-
cational system, we will continue this ruinous slide.
The rules people are now willing to live by are extraordinary. I am not a
prude. I am not a bluenose. I grew up in Brooklyn, New York, in a tough neigh-
borhood. I played a lot of football. I played semipro football in Mississippi. I’ve
been in a lot of locker rooms and a lot of bars. I know about the real world. I’ve
been in it, lived in it, made a lot of mistakes in it, and am still making mistakes
in it. But the depths to which this culture has gone today are such that if we
don’t lift it up, it will take us down.
Let me give you an example. There is an entry in Bob Packwood’s diary that
is a document for our times. Good Republicans stood up and wept that he left.
I say they should have thrown him out the door. First of all there is the behavior;
and second, there is the narcissism of entering these things in his diary. I thought
our legislators were so busy they couldn’t even turn around. He’s sitting there
writing, “Really good-looking girl with her blouse unbuttoned.” What the heck
is going on here, Senator? Anyway, he writes in his diary, “I told my wife I just
didn’t want any part of her, I didn’t want any part of the children. All I wanted
to be was a U.S. Senator; that’s the only thing I wanted to be.” Well, look how
that one came out. Do you think he’s leaving self-satis¤ed? I don’t think so. I was
sorry for Packwood, but once I saw what was in those diaries, I didn’t shed any
tears for him. This was rampant self-indulgence. And the fact that more people
don’t recognize it is a big problem.
I’ ll cite another example. The Calvin Klein ads we are seeing are child por-
nography. Pictures of young girls with a voice-over of a man in his ¤fties, my
age, deep-voiced, sounds like he’s been smoking two packs a day and drinking
a bottle of Wild Turkey every day, saying to the little girl, “Do you like to take
orders?” This is simply pornography. This is the bottom of the human order.
This is the bottom of the human psyche. If you don’t know that’s bad, you
don’t know anything is bad.
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This kind of thing probably is going to be good for my cause. It probably
is going to be good for my political party. It’s going to be good for conservatism
because people are going to react with such revulsion to this. A friend of mine
who is a former liberal said the new de¤nition of conservative in the last ¤ve
years is anybody with a teenage daughter, because you look out at the world
and you say, “I’m for protection; I’m for protecting from the onslaught.” We
all know there is now a serious de¤cit of character.
T he Causes
There is, however, some good news. At least some people in this country real-
ize what we have done wrong on these issues. They know we have abandoned
the education of character. They know that in the sixties and seventies, instead
of the education of character, we substituted things like values clari¤cation,
which did no good and did a great deal of harm. They know, as well, that the
kinds of behavioral patterns we see being played out in the streets of this coun-
try are a product of a de¤cit in family structures, educational structures, moral
structures, and community structures.
One of the tragedies that’s occurred here is that we have reduced the no-
tion of character and the education of character to a mere academic exercise.
When I was a philosophy professor, teaching freshman philosophy, the answers
I started to get from students in the sixties were, “I think each person should
do his own thing. I mean if they want to do something, who am I to say some-
thing’s right, who am I to say something’s wrong?” But the idea that each per-
son should do his own thing and that there are no common responsibilities or
common values is a real notion which, if taken seriously, will lead to the end
of society and the end of all these institutions.
The good news is that not one of my students really believed it. You know
how I know? Because I cut through the rhetoric and got to the point. In Philos-
ophy 101, a student would say that there are no values, no right and wrong.
“Who are you to impose your values on me?” Whenever I heard this, I always
did the same thing. I’d say, “You don’t think there are values, you don’t think
there’s a right and wrong? You don’t think there’s a difference?” “No.” I said,
“Well, you are wrong.” And they said, “Well, who are you to say?” I said, “I’m
the professor in this class, and if you don’t agree with me, you’re ¶unked and I
will have you removed from this institution because you’re too stupid to be
here.” You know what the students invariably did? They stood up and said, “You
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can’t do that!” And I said, “Why not?” And they said, “It’s not fair.” “It’s not
what?” “It’s not fair.” My reply: “Don’t impose your values on me, son.” Next
time you run into a moral relativist, steal his wallet!
We can’t live the doctrine of moral relativism consistently. But what many
in this country are trying to ¤gure out, amidst our af¶uence, amidst our enter-
tainment media, amidst a host of other things, is whether you can just go for
it, whether you can just have a good time, and whether you really need to pay
any attention to responsibilities and to the notions of right and wrong. Many
of us are trying to make a way to do the impossible.
Well, what has happened was bound to happen. The ¤rst place it was
going to come out was in the streets, in crime, and we’re seeing that. The sec-
ond place it would come out is in family settings, in bad family situations, and
we’re seeing that too. And of course the family setting predicts and generates
more of the crime, because if you don’t raise children to notions of right and
wrong early and emphatically, the odds that they’re going to make it and grow
into responsible and decent human beings are very small. Human beings are
very fragile things, and the hold of civilization on human beings, people of
culture, people of virtue, people of decency, is fragile.
I used to coach soccer. Why did I coach soccer? Because my wife signed
me up to coach soccer. That’s how a lot of guys get into it. Anyway, I was the
coach of these little boys, ¤fteen little boys. They come from the suburbs of
Washington, D.C., my neighborhood. They have lots of parents. Each of those
kids has at least two parents; some of them have three, four, or ¤ve. They go
to good schools. They’ve got everything money can buy. They go to church,
they have good health care. Little boys at six years old out on the soccer ¤eld,
running around before the game starts, and you turn and look, and there’s
trouble. Somebody’s got somebody in a headlock. Somebody’s kicking some-
body. And these are the best children we have in terms of what we are able to
offer them, and there’s trouble.
Not all of them are going to make it. You can give them every advantage,
and still some of them aren’t going to make it. Now take away the fathers, take
away the good schools, take away the neighborhoods, take away all those ad-
vantages. Are you surprised that we have the kind of social dislocation we’re
seeing, that we have the kind of people running around doing the things to
other people that we’re seeing?
It is hard to raise children. It is hard to keep a family together. A cultural
anthropologist told me that in our cities we now have what is tantamount to
a state of nature. And men in a state of nature are interested in violence, in
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immediate grati¤cation, and in being sexual predators. He also said, “Men are
interested in that in a civilized state too . . . but their wives won’t let them do
it.” Seriously, that may be too dark a view of human nature. But I was brought
up as a Catholic, and I believe in original sin. I believe there is a tendency and
a partiality of human beings to go in the wrong direction. And that’s not just
a matter of faith for me. I think that is proved every day, and that original sin
is one of the clearly empirically veri¤able doctrines of Christianity. All you
need to know is some history and you’ ll know the capacity of human beings
to get themselves into trouble.
So we have to work on this issue of character. The results of our failures
in this area are obvious and predictable. Thomas Jefferson said of education
that we should aim at the development of the intellectual and moral faculties.
When the American public school system was established in the nineteenth
century, it was established primarily so that the American people could have a
common moral code, a common moral code so that we could talk with each
other and work with each other and live with each other. But now we too often
say, “Well, I don’t know; maybe it isn’t right, maybe it is right.” All these moral
doubts are at the root of a lot of what is going wrong with American society.
When I was secretary of education I read a story in the New York Times
that I cut out and sent to Ronald Reagan. He used to put it in his speeches all
the time. It was a very typical story from the early eighties. It’s the story of a
young woman, a junior high-school student who found a purse in the street. It
had a lot of money in it. She brought it to school, she asked to use the of¤ce
telephone, she called the woman who owned the purse, and gave it back to her.
The woman gave her a ten-dollar reward, as there were several hundred dollars
in the purse. She told her counselor about it.
Her counselor said, “We’ ll make a counseling session out of this.” He told
the story to the class—this was in suburban New York—and asked the class
under the guise of democracy, “Do you think she did the right thing or the
wrong thing?” Half the class said she did the right thing, half the class said she
did the wrong thing. He said, “We’ ll vote on it.” Feeling besieged by the critics
who said she was a fool, she said she should never have done it. When asked
what she owed this woman, she looked beseechingly at her teacher, the coun-
selor. And he said, “I don’t have an opinion; I’m just a facilitator.”
Now that story certainly seems more banal, more harmless, than a story of
people going down a wrong alley and getting shot, but that story portends the
end of a civilization every bit as much as a shooting in an alley does. Because
if you can’t tell the difference between right and wrong, if you can’t tell that
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young lady, “Good for you, you did the right thing,” you’re going to fall apart;
you’re going to disintegrate. Because this society is not held together by a ty-
rant. It’s not held together by a totalitarian government, it’s not held together,
indeed, by the Supreme Court, by the legislature, by the Congress, or by the
president of the United States. This country is held together by the people,
their institutions, their beliefs, their principles, and their practices.
James Madison said it in the Federalist Papers. We depend critically on
what he called “virtue in the people.” All the other things—the rule of law, the
balance of powers, elections, all of that—are auxiliary to the main thing: virtue
and a sense of justice in the people. And if that goes, we all go.
Of course, it’s not just in the education of character that we’re failing in
public education. I visited Chicago. While there I said, “These are the worst
public schools in the United States of America.” A spokesman from the mayor’s
of¤ce stood up and said indignantly, “What do you mean?” I said, “That is a
perfectly clear sentence. These are the worst schools in the United States of
America.” In 1986 they spent $4,000 per child per year, but still had a 50 percent
dropout rate. Of the kids who stayed in school, 50 percent of them scored in the
bottom 1 percent of the country. There was even a high school in the city with
a 100 percent dropout rate. No customers. Now, for those of you in business, if
you don’t have customers, you don’t have a business, right? I don’t know if they
were doing announcements over the loudspeaker, but there weren’t any students
there. The staff was getting its salary with a 100% dropout rateno accounta-
bility. You’ve got to have accountability in the system.
That is meltdown. That is disaster. We know where those kids are going.
They’re not going to Harvard or Princeton or the United States Air Force
Academy. But there are some kids there who could go to those sorts of places.
And we all know Chicago isn’t the only place where this kind of meltdown is
taking place.
Fixes
Where are we then? We’ve been conducting a social experiment for thirty years
in this country, and it’s gone like this: let’s have babies; let’s not raise them in
families; let’s not pay much attention to their education; let’s give them a lot
of garbage over TV and in the movies and on the radio; let’s not have them
brought up to understand the concepts of right and wrong; and let’s see how
they turn out. Had enough?
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I think we’ve had enough. I know a lot of people in neighborhoods in
Washington and New York who are trying to raise children, and they are living
in a free-¤re zone. People say, “Well, it’s modernization; it’s not enough gov-
ernment programs.” No, it isn’t. It’s that we’ve forgotten the things that are
most important.
We either get back to some sense of commitment and taking commit-
ment seriously, or I think we see a very different country. I’m not sure how we
do this in the larger society. School programs could give us a start. Service pro-
grams could work too. I don’t know about military service for all. But maybe
we ought to have young men and women in a national-service program. Have
them walking the streets and neighborhoods with orange slickers, walkie-talkies,
and ¶ashlights so we can get some massive presence out there in the streets.
Get them to take on the bad guys, the drug pushers and the others. This
might help to teach young people that the common interest is part of their
interest.
I talk to a lot of people after they’ve gone through military training. I ask
them what they think after two or three years when they go back to their neigh-
borhoods and hang out with their old friends. They have told me, “It just doesn’t
look very good.” You get to a place where there is honor, where there is self-
discipline, where there’s hard work, where there’s a sense of community, where
there is aspiration. Sure there are problems, sure there is rigidity, sure there are
things that could be better, but you’re in a serious place with a serious enterprise.
And then you go back into the rest of American life, and the reaction of a lot of
the young people I know is “This is a joke.” People want to horse around, they
want to smoke dope, they don’t care about anything, they don’t work.
I’m tempted by the idea of national standards in the secondary schools.
When I was secretary of education I used to travel around the world and meet
with my counterparts. I met with the minister of education of France, and we
had a nice chat. And at one point I said, “How are the schools?” He said, “Let’s
see; it’s 2:15, they are all reading Racine.” The minister could look at his watch
and tell me what French schoolchildren were doing all over the country. Ask
the secretary of education of the United States the same question. It’s 2:15 . . .
I’d have said, “God knows, I hope they’re there. I hope somebody’s doing some
math, English, history, and science.”
In the last ¤fteen years, every time we’ve done an assessment of our stu-
dents against kids from other countries, we come in last or next to last among
industrialized countries. We entered our thirteen-year-olds in an international
competition about two years ago. We came in last in math. South Koreans
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came in ¤rst. But there was a question on the test which asked: “What do you
think about your abilities in math?” On that question we came in ¤rst. “How
do you feel about your knowledge in math?” “Great.” “What do you know?”
“I don’t know anything.” We think it’s important in America in a classroom to
say how you feel about it. It doesn’t matter what you know about quadratic
equations.
I think a lot more assessments would have a very positive effect on perfor-
mance. That doesn’t mean everybody should take a test a week. Just do samples,
and advertise the results, put it out there. The commissioner of the State of
Pennsylvania lost his job because he posted the results of his schools’ test scores
in the newspaper. But we should post the test scores and see how much we’re
learning. Justice Louis Brandeis said, “Sunlight is the best disinfectant,” and we
should have these international assessments published. Couple that with school
choice, so there can be competition, so some can be better than others, and stan-
dards would go up on their own.
So I would assess, evaluate, and publish. I would have a choice. And the
third thing I would put into the system—which would come automatically if
you had competition—is accountability. If you serve up a rotten hamburger in
this country, you get closed down by state, local, or federal authorities faster
than you can ¶ip another one. You serve up a rotten education in this country
year after year after year in schools, and you get more money because the ar-
gument is made that lack of money is the problem. We now have a few schools
with some sense of competition. And these are the schools that can make a
difference. That’s what we need for real standards.
But as for the character de¤cit in particular, I think there’s some good
news. First piece of good news: What do you suppose was behind the appeal
of Colin Powell’s possible run for the presidency? Now, I may have supported
him, I may not have. There are some things I disagree with him on. But his
appeal is undeniable. What is behind that appeal? I think what a lot of the
American people see when they see Colin Powell is character. They see a man
who seems to have his life and his act together. They also see a patriot, a good
father, and a good husband. They see a man who seems to walk it like he talks
it, and they are interested in him.
Quite apart from any level of political agreement or disagreement you
may have about Colin Powell, I submit to you that you should step back and
think about his appeal. Before we knew any of his views, why did he ¤nish, in
almost every opinion poll, ahead of the other major candidates? Because the
American people see in him, perhaps, an embodiment of what they think we
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need. He may have it, he may not; he may have disappointed, he may not have.
But what his supporters were looking for is what we’re talking about: character.
The fact that it counts for so much is, I think, good news.
Imagine this possible scenario, just to further illustrate my point. Colin
Powell goes to the Republican convention, stands up, and says: “I’m running
for president for one simple reason. I want to do what I can to help save this
country and help save my people. Not black Americans, not military Ameri-
cans, but the American people.” I bet there would be a fourteen-minute stand-
ing ovation, maybe even longer than for Cal Ripken. (But it would be about
the same thing, wouldn’t it? What was Ripken’s record all about? It was about
showing up, it was about consistency, it was about character.) Suppose Powell
is elected and then says, “For four years, we’re not going to talk about legisla-
tive issues so much. We’re going to talk about what we need to do as individ-
uals.” Suppose he makes the following claim, which I believe to be true: “We’re
looking too much to Washington for solutions. The answer lies in our character-
forming institutions: churches, families, neighborhoods, schools, communi-
ties. Those are the things we have to work on.” And suppose he says it every
day on TV and on the radio. Every day he says it in a different way, and he
keeps saying it.
And for four years the American people would turn on the TV and say,
“There’s the president; I agree with him, I don’t agree with him,” whatever. But
every one of them would be able to say, “See that? That is a real man. He hon-
ors his wife, he’s raised his children, he’s served his country. He tells us what
he thinks. He speaks the truth. Be like that man, or ¤nd someone like that
man, and things will be better for this country and in your life.” The country
could do worse for four years.
Of course, a critical question for those of us faced with political choices
is the actual plan of action, the platform. But the turnaround plan, who the
cabinet members will be, how you are going to execute the plan, what you are
going to do about welfare, what you are going to do about budget, what you
are going to do about taxes, what you are going to do about de¤cit—these are,
in a sense, of secondary importance. The reason for the Powell appeal and the
reason that the American people are restive on this issue, I think, is that they’re
looking for what is the ¤rst priority, which is a moral lift.
Sure, I think this country needs tough ¤xing. The government needs to
scale down, not up. It needs to do what a lot of businesses have done. But what
this country needs more than those remedies, more than anything else, is a lift.
People need to start raising their sights. There is a great old hymn that says
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“We Shall Raise Them Up.” We’ve got to raise it up, because when you watch
television or you talk to young people, they’re talking down, they’re talking too
low. We’re not raising it up. Sample the afternoon talk shows. That is some of
the worst stuff. People don’t like it, but people watch it. But what people want
is a certain degree of lift.
What is on people’s minds, what is becoming a part of our society’s ethos,
is character and leadership. These things are crucial to a democracy. There’s a
reason we still revere George Washington. There’s a reason we still revere Abra-
ham Lincoln. What’s central in the stories about Washington and Lincoln?
They are stories that reveal virtues. They are stories that reveal certain deep
core beliefs and convictions.
There’s a great old country and western song called “Looking for Love in
All the Wrong Places.” It’s a great song with a great lesson. For thirty years, we
have been looking to Washington to solve our problems. Problems can’t all be
solved in Washington. First of all, a lot of the people there don’t have the fog-
giest idea. Shakespeare said, “Don’t trouble the poor with begging.” And sec-
ond, the problems are in River City, not Washington. There is trouble in River
City, and that’s where we need to address it. And last, if you could get a sen-
sible plan for revitalizing this government, for scaling it down, for the devolu-
tion of power to the states, that would be great. All of these things are
important. But more important is what happens in those classrooms and in
those family circles and in those churches and communities. We shouldn’t
look to a government plan, much less a government plan from Washington,
to solve problems that have a moral root. Only moral lift will begin to address
these kinds of problems.
I’m a religious man, so I’m sure that God has to play a role in all this, and
I’m sure He can and will play a role. But it’s not His part that’s bothering me.
It’s what people are doing that’s all wrong. Cultural anthropologists tell me
that the only precedent for turning around this sort of thing, providing this
kind of moral lift, has got to be some kind of twentieth-century equivalent to
the Great Awakening, some equivalent of a spiritual awakening. (That would
make a very interesting research project. What have been the things that have
turned societies around?) I’m not sure—the situation in this country is ex-
tremely unusual. Our society is already one of the most church-going, but at
the same time, is extremely secular in its outlook in many ways. Great Awak-
ening or no, I think that at the end of the day, the ¤nal argument for character
is an argument that you are, indeed, a moral and spiritual being. You either
you pay attention to that or you miss the point.
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In any case, this public concern for moral lift in public and private life is
the ¤rst piece of good news. The second piece is more personal, but it tells an
interesting story of our time. I visited schools when I was the secretary of edu-
cation. My wife said, “Instead of just standing there in Washington and mak-
ing speeches, why don’t you go out and visit schools, teach class? I’ve heard you
teach. You’re a good teacher. Teach class; teach third grade, seventh grade,
eleventh grade and ¤nd out what’s going on, and then make your pronounce-
ments.” I stood up, kind of huffy, and I said, “Elayne, I’m the secretary of edu-
cation of the United States. I don’t do retail. I do wholesale.” She said, “Do
good retail, and you’ll do better wholesale.” Of course she was right.
So I visited schools, and I taught classes back and forth across this country.
During my visits, I’d ask people what they were doing about the education of
character. And people would say, in America’s public schools, “Well, we can’t
do that.” And I asked, “Why?” And they said, “Because it violates church and
state.” I said, “And how does it violate church and state?” “Well, it gets into
sort of moral/spiritual things.” I’d show them the passages from Jefferson, show
them the passages from Lincoln, show them other things they could rely on
without violating the separation of church and state. But people were still
afraid of it because we have so mangled our historical understanding of what’s
involved here. They ¤nally would say, “We don’t even know what kind of ma-
terials we could use.”
So I promised myself that when I left of¤ce I was going to do a book that
parents could use, or that teachers could use in a private school or public school,
that would help in the education of character. So I put together this book, a
collection of a lot of old stories. Is there a market for it? Well, I will now boast,
I have sold 2.2 million copies of The Book of Virtues.
I fought recently with the people at Time-Warner about gangster rap lyrics.
They said to me, sitting in the board room, “People buy it.” I said, “You can sell
anything and American people will buy it. It’s a great big country with a lot of
variety. People have too much money. They’re spending it on stuff they don’t need
and they don’t want and they’re just trying it. Some people are doing it to be
outrageous. But you guys could make a living without selling this garbage. You
could make a living by selling good stuff.” By then we had passed out the lyrics
to some of these songs, and I said, “Will any of you read the lyrics to the songs
that you’re selling to kids?” Not one of the people at Time-Warner—not the board
members, not the Time-Warner executives—would read their own lyrics out loud.
And one of them said to me, “You know, you come from government, and
you don’t understand the private sector.” And I said, “No, no, no. I’m in the
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private sector. I used to be in government. I’m in the same business you’re in.
I do books, I do entertainment, I’m doing a cartoon series of The Book of Vir-
tues.” I said, “You know something? It sells. You can aim low and make a sale.
You can also aim high and make a sale.” As Aristotle said, there is an interest
in men—even though there may be this downward pull that Christianity calls
original sin—there is this interest in men in reaching out and aspiring to be
something better. The commercial success of this kind of material is encour-
aging. It is my second piece of good news.
The question I have is this: With something like The Book of Virtues making
its way, with something like the appeal of Colin Powell, with some other things
stirring in this land, can we get it together, and can we get it together in time?
Aristotle said that we form character and virtue through habit, through precept,
and through example. We need to work on the habits, we need to work on the
precepts, and Lord knows we need to work on the examples. Every little boy
wants to be a man; every little girl wants to be a woman. But they don’t know
what it means exactly. What we tell them it means—through television, through
the movies, through teaching, through talking, and through our behavior—is
what they take it to mean. That’s where the education of character comes home.
It is the most real thing in the world.
Martin Buber, the great Jewish theologian, said, “All education that is worth
it is the education of character.” It’s not the lectures about character; it’s not the
lectures about ethics. It matters more to the long run of a student’s life how an
ethics professor treats his students than how well he lectures on the subject. If
you have a bunch of people teaching ethics who don’t treat students with regard
and respect, the lessons don’t matter.
I’ ll give you an example of the difference between talking a good game
and living a good game. I remember this from when I was teaching philosophy,
that freshman ethics course I always volunteered for. During one semester,
there was a seminar, a graduate seminar in ethics taught by another professor,
that met at night. I was in my of¤ce one of those nights and heard the seminar
going on. Then I heard them all leaving, going down the hall to what we called
the Robot Room, where we could get soft drinks and snacks. All of a sudden
I heard a crash, and I went in to see what had happened. Apparently, they had
put their coins in, and it broke the coin box, and coins were scattered all over
the place. The machine was broken, cans were coming out, money was coming
out, and everybody was grabbing some of it.
The next day I saw this professor, and I said, “What went on last night?”
And he said, “Well, the machine broke, so we had a party. You know, we took
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the money and took the cans.” I said, “Who did?” He said, “The advanced semi-
nar on ethics. Any problem with that?” I said, “Do you know that the guy who
comes and empties that is probably going to get hit for the bill, and if he com-
plains, the company will just take it out of his hide?”
He started giving me a lecture about corrupt corporate systems and so on,
but it didn’t really matter. This was a man who was published in prestigious phi-
losophy journals, but he didn’t know the difference between right and wrong.
He didn’t know the basic difference between right and wrong, talking the game
and walking the game. Be careful of philosophy. It’s a wonderful discipline, but
pay as much attention to example, to precept, and to habit as you do to anything
else. Precept is important, habit is important, and example is important.
I think I learned that most profoundly not through my study, not through
my jobs, but through being a father. Before I was a father, a friend of mine said
to me, “God’s love is so great He loves the sinner no matter what he does.” And
I said, “I don’t understand why. Some people are so awful you just wouldn’t love
them. I don’t know why He loves me, I’ve done so many horrible things.” He
said, “When you have a child, you will understand.”
Now I’m the father of two sons, and I understand. I get mad, I get impa-
tient, I feel all sorts of things. But the love never goes away. Now when I look
at those boys, what I want them to be more than anything else—more than I
want them to be happy, more than I want them to be smart, more than I want
them to be successful—is to be good boys. And I want to be a better example
to them as a father because I now know that what I do has an awful lot to do
with what they do. I can say something or preach something. They hear that,
but above all they’re looking at my actions.
For most of us, the most important parts of our characters are already
formed. They were formed early on. And for most of us, there will be situa-
tions in which those things we’ve learned are going to be tested, and then we’ll
see. Over the course of a life, as I said earlier, a number of our decisions are
going to tell us the kind of persons we are. A friend of mine, a philosopher,
said, “Who are you? You are in the end, morally, what you are in other people’s
lives. Don’t ask yourself; ask them, and they’ ll tell you.”
But a lot of this is already formed. It was formed because somebody,
maybe a lot of people, took the trouble to teach us, to take time with us, to
bring us along. The great sociologist Robert Nisbet said that the struggle to
make civilized human beings is a struggle between the forces of composition
and the forces of decomposition. Now, if he’d said that in religious terms, he
might have called it a struggle between good and evil. But the point is the
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same. You know what brings the person together and what doesn’t, and a lot
of that has to do with examples that are set early on.
I think in the end every human being in a free society has to make one
fundamental kind of judgment. They must come to grips with the judgment
about who they are and what their life is about. It doesn’t matter whether it’s
the seventies, the eighties, the nineties, the ¤fties, or the forties. In the con-
versations I have with young people, the big question is still what it’s always
been, as old as the questions the young people have in Plato’s dialogues: What’s
it all about? What does it come to in the end? What’s the meaning of it all?
We decide the kind of people we are through some series of decisions,
through some series of actions over the course of a life. I have come to believe
fervently as an adult what I was taught as a childthat in the end we are, in-
deed, moral and spiritual beings. It is the example we set which in the end, I
think, tells the tale. There is behavior talked about, and there is behavior ex-
empli¤ed. The education of character is ¤nally a matter of human being to
human being. The existential decision, the decision about who you are and
what matters in your life, no one can take from you. That’s the decision that
you, and you alone, make.
In the end, that decision about who you think you are and where you
think you’re going will be the most important decision you will make in the
education of your own character. And those decisions made by millions of
American citizens this year, next year, and the year after will determine
whether we keep this republic. I no longer believe it is a certainty that we will
keep this republic. I believe it is now an open question, and I think it will be
decided by the decisions made by the millions of American citizens, particu-
larly the young ones, about who they think they are, what they think their as-
pirations should be, and what they think is worthy of their character.
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Liberal Education and Its Enemies
Allan Bloom
he year 1991 was quite a year for the U.S. military. The Gulf War demon-
strated many things, but perhaps the most important among them is that
force is still an essential component of political life and that the United States
is capable of exercising force. At that moment it became clear that the United
States is the greatest, most unchallenged power since the Roman Empire.
The end of the Cold War was for certain groups the proof that military
power is no longer needed in the world. Most of these people have tended to go
so far as to say that the dangers of the Cold War were exaggerated or even non-
existent. This is all part of an attempt to delegitimize the use of national force
and especially American force, which is held to be at least as sel¤sh and perni-
cious as other nations’ force. The Cold War is treated as a kind of sham to justify
America’s national interest, and the end of the Cold War is treated as a kind of
proof that we should never use force again. The exploitation of the Vietnam
War by the legions of the Left has been and continues to be used in this inten-
tion, trying to destroy the will to ¤ght in the defense of justice.
The Gulf War and the great outpouring of public support for it proved once
again that the American people trust our military and believe in the decency of
our political goals. And the actual performance of the military dispelled so many
illusions about the competence of our generals; the courage, dedication, and in-
telligence of our ¤ghting men; and the value of the weapons, so complex, expen-
sive, and controversial. It was in every way a splendid and inspiring performance.
T
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But why is the country now in such a grouchy mood, and why have the
media so quickly learned to denigrate this magni¤cent achievement? Behind
this lies a story that helps us to understand the intellectual crisis of our times
and the character of our intellectual elites, which are so eager to educate the
great unwashed public. These are the same people who said we should not
enter the war because of the terrible casualties that would result, and now tell
us that the war had no signi¤cance because it was so easily won.
The issue is directly linked to the collapse of communism and the problem
created for the Left by that collapse. The Left is motivated much more by hatred
of modern democracy, or what they call capitalism, than by any idealism about
the perfect socialist society. For a set of various interesting reasons, the most
intolerable thing for them is the bourgeoisie and the bourgeois individual. What
has happened is that the absolutely de¤nitive end of any movements or regimes
that are antidemocratic has left radicals without a rudder and a polestar. Marxist
socialism promised a rational, universal society with plenty for all. What has
happened is that hated capitalism has turned out to be the truly universal ratio-
nal principle of order. The Left has nowhere to go but is not willing to reconcile
itself with reality. Therefore, they have turned in large measure toward an at-
tempt to delegitimize the West and its democratic philosophy, which is linked
with the idea of rational rights belonging to all people. And by successful ma-
nipulation of tensions within American society, they are having a spectacular
success in making the United States look like a failure, not a promoter of free-
dom and equality, but a hegemonic oppressor whose reason is only a tool of its
oppression. The Gulf War is in their view to be understood as an effort only at
preserving American control of Middle Eastern oil and preventing the au-
tonomy of alien cultures. Very early on in this new kind of assault on the West,
the French writer Michel Foucault condemned the Soviet Union while breaking
with the fellow-traveling French intellectuals; and then he turned to praising
Khomeini. The attraction now is the quasi-fascistic and reactionary attack on
democratic values and technology in the name of Iran and Islam. Such sympa-
thies are wholly new on the Left.
Let us look at this in another way. From the perspective of the Americans
and their European allies, we have engaged throughout this century in a heroic
struggle in defense of the rights of man against two colossal threats aimed di-
rectly at our destruction, fascism and communism. This was no battle for na-
tional aggrandizement, like the traditional wars between the English and the
French or the Russians and the Austro-Hungarians. This was like a cosmic mo-
rality play, where each of the characters represented a great idea. Against all
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odds, we won and af¤rmed our principles of individual rights and freedoms. We
fought great battles, and we spilled much blood. But even more impressive was
our resolve and our political responsibility. Think only about the last forty-¤ve
years: the maintenance of a policy with a clear goal—containment and the ulti-
mate destruction of the Soviet empire—by democratic nations with changing,
popularly elected leaders, and in an alliance of very diverse nations, is an unex-
ampled achievement. What Harry Truman outlined in the forties remained un-
waveringly our policy and the policy of Western Europe and Japan until the goal
was achieved. We have every right to be proud of ourselves and triumphant be-
cause in great majority we believe that our cause was just and the cause of our
opponents was demonstrably unjust. This was enough in itself to make us glo-
riously remembered throughout all future history, and perhaps more gloriously
than any other nations that were simply splendid in their empires. I am simply
astounded by the fact that we have not rejoiced in the triumph of those demo-
cratic principles enunciated in the Declaration of Independence for a tiny and
obscure people, principles that have grown great and have become the only se-
rious alternative for all peoples on earth. Ours was the just cause; we made many
and continuing sacri¤ces for a long time, and yet we hate ourselves.
This nation has been made to seem a system of unjust hegemonies, and a
whole series of extreme complaints have captured our way of looking at things.
Corporate greed, assaults on the environment, unremitting tyranny over women,
blacks, and other minorities, and indifference to the homeless are only a small
part of the list of intolerable evils that must be cured by some kind of new rev-
olution. Something like this is what is meant when President George Bush, Sr.,
was criticized for not having a domestic agenda and spending all his time in that
world outside, where we encourage all the worst forms of oppression. The ex-
pression that has caught on and is used all over the place is “white Western
male.” The term implies that whites must incurably want to enslave nonwhites,
that Westerners, who are connected with the use of modern natural science and
its technology, are exploiters of nature and destroyers of other cultures, and that
men dominate women in patriarchal structures and can never understand them.
These are taken to be incurable vices of the white Western male, so no rational
self-consciousness could correct the distortions in their perspective: their minds
are ¤xed by their cultural and gender origins, and only by replacing them with
other powers—that is the important word—is there hope of justice on earth.
These are really radical assertions, because the issue is no longer one of reform
of mistaken or inadequate policies but the need to change the human mind
utterly.
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Let me recount to you a bit of essential autobiography in order to make my
point clear. A few years ago I wrote a book that was a re¶ection on liberal edu-
cation in our times in America. I can tell you very simply what I meant by “liberal
education.” The theme of liberal education is the good and just life, a theme
treated in no other discipline, but on the face of it, the most important of all
studies. I argued in my book that the primary way of approaching this subject
matter is by reading the writers who thought best about these questions, but that
such education was being squeezed out of the curricula of universities.
Of course, much of any course of study will contain technical education.
But as citizens in our kind of open democratic society, we have a responsibility
to have thought, and to continue to think, about the nature of this political
regime and its claims to justice, particularly in relation to the claims of other
kinds of regimes. We also have to think about a choice of career and what it
means for the polity and ourselves. Otherwise we would be simply thoughtless,
and other people would be making the most fundamental decisions for us.
For the United States it is pretty obvious that one would have to begin
with study of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Fed-
eralist Papers. The Federalist Papers explicitly leads back to even profounder
and more comprehensive writers, like Montesquieu and Locke, on whom the
American founders relied in their founding. This is but one example among
many of how a liberal education must proceed if we wish to understand our-
selves at all. We all talk about rights, but hardly anyone can say what they are,
let alone defend them against those who say, for example, that duties are much
more important than rights. My simple proposal was that a considerable part
of the education of serious persons should consist in reading some of the good
books that address our most urgent questions. For example, it was characteris-
tic in the past that a great general, like George Marshall, kept Thucydides’ His-
tory of the Peloponnesian War on his desk for real guidance about the nature
of war and peace. Such people have become rarer and rarer, and the fact that
so many Pentagon generals have Ph.D.s only obscures the fact that they are
narrow technicians and never re¶ect on these absolutely central questions.
I expected that my book would get almost no attention, just another pro-
fessor’s complaints. But it got enormous, unprecedented attention, obviously
appealing to something the American people admire, if they do not actually
possess it. However, the academic and public intellectual establishment re-
acted with an absolutely ferocious hostility and anger, and I was characterized,
and continue to be characterized, as, at the very least, sexist, racist, homopho-
bic, and elitist. It was then that I became fully aware that the establishment
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in the humanities, which usually cares for the kinds of books I championed,
had gone through a radical transformation and now regarded these books as
the source of all the worst prejudices and dominations that characterize the
West. What they call “the canon” is the real source of our problem, for the
ideas that feed our prejudices come from it. The heart of that part of the Amer-
ican community which was given the task of civilizing us has turned know-
nothing and hostile to civilization. Now one of its greatest efforts is to prove
that the lowest-level, gutter expressions of culture are equal to the most noble
production of philosophy, poetry, art, and music. The barbarians are not at the
gate; they, without our knowing it, have taken over the citadel. It is almost impos-
sible to make sensible people outside the universities believe how extreme this
all is, although the ¶ap about political correctness has helped alert the public.
Illustrative of what is going on are events of the last days. Some time ago
I gave a talk to a group of congressmen in Washington. I showed them the
scarlet letters—R and G—that I am forced to wear and described the university
horrors about race and gender. They all laughed and said that none of this non-
sense ever touched Washington.
Two weeks later came the Clarence Thomas–Anita Hill affair. And you must
remember that the issue had very little to do with whether Justice Thomas sexu-
ally harassed Anita Hill but concerned consciousness-raising. It was designed to
show, as a New York Times op-ed piece said, that all men are pigs, that women
are systematically abused by male domination, that men cannot understand
women or justly judge them. It is prima facie unjust that there are ninety-eight
male senators and only two women. Senator Bill Bradley, formerly a sensible fel-
low, who has been radicalized, perhaps by his literary critic wife, spoke about
“structures of power,” perhaps unawares parroting Michel Foucault, who is the
great hero in the universities. What was being asked for was a soul transforma-
tion, and the senators in general accepted the principle, if they did not all agree
about its relevance to this case. A new ideology was promoted by this story: West-
ern males and their institutions are corrupt. Relations between men and women
were said to be primarily power relations, and almost everybody swallowed this
way of speaking.
But this is nonsense. Men and women are in the ¤rst place naturally at-
tracted to each other in the gentlest and most mutually respectful way, and
their relations can have, in addition, a sweet and noble goal in the production
of children, who belong to men and women equally. Obviously, these naturally
good motives can be corrupted or abused, but it is a terrible thing to persuade
people that such abuses are their essence. This is part of a new philosophy that
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tells us that the will to power is the central human motive. If it were true, all
relations between human beings would be like those between warring nations.
That this point of view should be routinely accepted is a sign of the political
forces that are being unleashed. It is possible to begin to look at all human re-
lationships in power terms, just as it is possible to look at them in economic
terms, but such ways of looking at them destroy their reality. It is perfectly pos-
sible to discuss things like sexual harassment or political representation in
commonsense terms, but this was not done, and it was not done because the
goal was, to repeat, to delegitimize our institutions, which claim to be able to
bring justice on the grounds of principles that all human beings, including
women and blacks, not to mention white Western males, can af¤rm.
Another aspect of the Clarence Thomas hearings is also indicative of the
way academic views have come to be part of the political mainstream. It was
perfectly scandalous, from my point of view, that it was constantly asserted that
unless there was a black justice on the Supreme Court, there could be no justice
for blacks. Whatever happened to the common good and the view that decent
people, no matter what their color, their sex, or where they originally came from,
can act rationally for the sake of the common good? Thomas was asked over and
over again whether he actually represented the black community as it wished to
be represented. What a transformation in the understanding of what the Su-
preme Court is, or of what our political institutions in general are! They all be-
come a messy aggregation of competing interests ¤ghting for dominance
without any true common ground. When John Kennedy ran for president, it
was asked whether he could forget or overcome his Catholic attachments in
order to think about the national good, as opposed to the interests of the Catho-
lic Church. In the case of Kennedy the questions may have been irrelevant, but
they re¶ected a natural, healthy view about what a president or a judge should
be. This is all part of the attempt to say that the U.S. Constitution, for example,
is not a thing to be taken seriously other than as a re¶ection of the class con-
sciousness of slaveholders. What could one be committed to or ¤ght for if this
is the meaning of our political life? We are asked to believe that the situation of
blacks and women in this society is as grave as that of the persons incarcerated
in the Nazi death camps or the Communist Gulag archipelago. Triumph? We
should be racked with guilt, they claim, for doing exactly the same things our
enemies did. If such a point of view succeeds—and it is well on the way to doing
so—you can understand why the country is down in the mouth.
A further note about the Gulf War that is relevant to the foregoing con-
siderations is the magni¤cent behavior of the black men and women in the
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armed services. A great effort had been made to make us believe that the blacks
were there as cannon fodder, exploited by the whites to do their dying for them
and, some went so far as to say, put there in order to be killed. Also, the air was
¤lled with rumors about their ignorance, demoralization, and use of drugs. All
of this turned out to be lies. The blacks were uniformly the most moving as-
pect of the war. Clever reporters tried to get these youngsters to speak of their
suffering and the injustice done to them. Without exception, they expressed
satisfaction and pride in their roles. They did not feel they lived in a world ut-
terly separated from the whites and expressed group solidarity that went be-
yond the corrosive of race. They denied that they could not get promotion on
merit and pointed to their black of¤cers and commanders, not only to the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In addition to their decency, they all
seemed highly competent, explaining to the reporters their complicated weap-
ons systems with clarity and authority. This was a perfect achievement of
American ideals, and of course none of the American intellectual elites
wanted to notice it. This is almost criminal, because it deprived these excellent
young men and women of their right to say, “We have contributed notably to
one of the most important aspects of political life, and we deserve respect for
it.” The same thing was done in Vietnam, where blacks fought so notably and
so well. What is the cause of the military’s success in the relation between the
races? Perfect concentration on merit and no af¤rmative action. When a black
holds a position of command, no one can say that he does not deserve it.
But the universities are going in the absolutely contrary direction. The chair-
man of the University of Chicago’s English department and the editor of Critical
Inquiry, the sacred text of deconstructionism or postmodernism, wrote a letter
to the Chicago Tribune in response to a lighthearted article that ridiculed some
of the titles of papers at the Modern Language Association meetings, such as
“Jane Austen and the Masturbating Girl” and “The Female Penis.” He asked rhe-
torically, “What are we supposed to do when racism, sexism, and homophobia
are rampant?” This is quite an interesting statement of the vocation of human-
ities professors. Formerly, while most humanities professors deplored those vices,
they thought their function was to study books and transmit the taste for reading
them. This modest function has come to be seen as demeaning to them. Now
they think that they can play the decisive role in transforming the minds of
American men and women so that they will no longer contain these ugly dispo-
sitions. This is really an astonishing change if you think about it for a moment. 
How do professors of literature liberate us from racism, sexism, and ho-
mophobia? By teaching that the books they teach, which they once taught so
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respectfully, are the sources of these terrible prejudices. They are all written by
“dead, white Western males.” They make up the “canon” that imprisons us.
The canon is treated as though it were the city council of a corrupt and
segregated city in which there are no black, Asiatic, or female faces to be seen.
If you look at the curriculum that way, of course it is a matter of simple justice
to ¤ght to get such faces in the city council. The composition of the city coun-
cil is a sure indication of where the power lies in that city.
But what a nutty way to look at books. Always, men and women pick up
books to ¤nd out, for example, what love is, what democracy is. If you ¤nd a
better account of courage than the one in Aristotle’s Ethics, then you must
turn to it. But you will ¤nd it hard to do so. This is why Aristotle has been read
for so long. What these critics tell us is, “Don’t trust Aristotle. He is lying, he
is deceiving you. You can’t trust your judgment. Trust us.” This Eurocentric
or phallocentric stuff is intended to validate such claims.
They do not openly say, although they want to, that the natural sciences
themselves are susceptible to the same critique, and you can understand better
what they mean if you look at it in this way. We need, they believe, to have 50
percent of our physics curriculum non-Western. Moreover, our physics of force
is a male or phallocentric physics, which would change to a nurturing physics
if women were empowered. Aerodynamics is a mere tool of Western imperial-
ism, which has no serious scienti¤c basis. So many people I meet say, “All the
books you propose are written by dead, white Western males,” believing that
by making that remark they are saying something signi¤cant. But apply that
same remark to mathematics, physics, and biology, and you see how ridiculous
this all is.
Now I want to discuss one of the buzzwords of our Newspeak, “diversity.”
Diversity is taken to be something sacred, not something one can think about,
but a kind of trump card. The accusation that someone is not favoring diver-
sity is enough to send him scampering with his tail between his legs. The good
thing about America, if there is any good thing about it, is, they say, its won-
derful diversity of cultures rather than, as an older way of looking at it would
say, its miraculous forming of a unity out of great diversity. It is alleged that
we are now much more diverse than we ever were and therefore must trans-
form our education so as to encourage and fertilize our present diversity. How
you get unity out of heterogeneity of human types and principles has disap-
peared as a theme. Personally, I am very doubtful whether America today is any
more diverse than it was in 1900, when it was teeming with immigrant Irish,
Italians, and Poles, as well as the despised WASPS and the blacks. And there
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were even, so far as I can determine, women here. One might argue that the
Asians today do indeed represent something different, unlike the others, who
were all raised, one way or the other, in the Judeo-Christian tradition. But in
general, the proposition about our new diversity requires examination, and in
this, as in so many other things, one should not roll over and let such claims
go unexamined when so much depends upon it.
I would suggest that the change is much more in the status of diversity
and in the stridency of the voices that promote it. In the past, right up through
the civil rights movement, prior to the emergence of the Black power move-
ment in the late sixties, the various groups strove to become Americans. Now
they are told by intellectuals and the leaders of these groups that they should
be inspired by what they once were and what separates them from the Ameri-
can public as a whole. Nothing could be further from Martin Luther King’s
insistence that blacks are the true Americans than the assertion that blacks are
distinguished by forming a separate culture, one that is irreducibly opposed to
Eurocentrism. It is argued that no education can be a good one without the
presence of diversity in the student population. The conclusion of this line of
reasoning is that Athens, Rome, Britain, France, and Germany did not have a
serious system of education or a high intellectual life. The political success of
Rome and England was clearly founded on the homogeneity of their ruling
classes. The “decline and fall” of Rome has usually been attributed to the be-
wildering diversity of nations and religions incorporated into it by the empire.
There was no common ground left for political action. The American
founders wanted—and this is what is new in their understanding—to form a
true nation or people in spite of the diversity of the elements that were to com-
pose it. They concentrated on what men simply are, as in “all men are created
equal.” They planned a nation capable of common purpose and political de-
termination without the harshness of the ancient legislators, who imposed a
unity of belief and action on their citizens. It was not known whether this would
be possible. They took it to be a great gamble, combining nation-building with
gentle tolerance. They would not interfere with diverse ways of life or religion,
except within the very narrow limits imposed by absolute political necessity.
But they would never encourage the extremes of diversity or regard them, as
such, as a good thing. They would have expected that the differences brought
here from elsewhere or fostered by the terrible fact of slavery would gradually
be attenuated by the common experience of the nation’s life. This democracy
was understood to be future-oriented rather than past-oriented. Its inhabit-
ants—again with the notable exception of the blacks—immigrated here be-
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cause they wanted to get away from the horrors of the lands from which they
came. The nostalgia for the “culture” of their distant fatherlands is an indul-
gence of the third and fourth generations in this country, and the intellectuals
want to impose this diversity on populations that frequently have little taste
for it. 
The changed status of diversity is a fascinating phenomenon, and we
could set up a number of interesting courses to understand how it came to
pass. But the current insistence in America today on diversity, or the latching
on to the idea of diversity celebrated by certain European thinkers, is fairly eas-
ily explicable. It is founded on the conviction that liberal democracy has failed
in its project of treating individuals as individuals and offering them equal op-
portunity along with a relatively high degree of tolerance for the diversity of
the groups that persist within it. The new project attempts to replace the old
one with a scheme for treating this land as a mosaic of groups and forcing what
are alleged to be the previously dominant groups to abandon their spurious
sense of superiority. For whatever it is worth, this is the idea.
A serious intellectual life requires a diversity of well thought-out opinions
about the fundamental questions if there is to be any hope of the diversity of
opinions being replaced by the unity of the truth. The truth is our goal, no
matter how much the demagogues try to suppress our love of the truth in the
name of sensitivity; but since we do not have full access to the truth, this high-
level diversity in thought is very desirable for us. Political correctness under-
takes to sti¶e the profound diversity that existed in the past, the dangerous and
attractive diversity that opposed believers to nonbelievers, materialists to ide-
alists, democrats to aristocrats. I believe that we are, to our great loss, much
less diverse than men and women of the past were in this decisive respect, and
that the range of respectable alternatives has been narrowed. Milton Friedman
may be opposed to the socialism of John Kenneth Galbraith, but only on the
basis of a profound agreement that the purpose of society is to provide mate-
rial well-being to the population at large. The difference consists in a disagree-
ment about the means to the actualization of their shared good. No one in
this country is conservative in the sense of being able to believe or to speak
publicly, as conservatives did in the past, about limiting the franchise to a
small aristocracy or, as theologians once did, about dedicating society to the
renunciation of worldly goods for the sake of salvation. Our diversity of groups
is more like the Coca-Cola ad, where persons of different races, nations, and
genders sing the same thing “in perfect harmony.” Such harmony is achieved
by a reasoning akin to this: “If the beautiful think they are beautiful, they will
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try to dominate the not-beautiful and make them have low self-esteem. There-
fore, we must abandon the idea of the beautiful and suppress our longing for
it for the sake of tolerance and everyone’s feeling good about themselves.” Aris-
tophanes wrote a comedy about this named the Assembly of Women, and I rec-
ommend it to all of you. The question is whether this maiming of our best
instincts is really required for a reasonably tolerant society and whether this
fragmentation is actually the royal road to our all getting along together.
It is one thing to argue that there are not enough black professors in uni-
versities because they have been discriminated against due to their skin color.
It is an entirely different thing to insist that there be an African-American per-
spective in the universities represented by African-Americans, who alone have
the qualities of soul to promote it. It is not so much the pernicious political
consequences of this move that alarm me but the intellectual confusion, thin-
ness, and deceptions that are its necessary accompaniments. It stands in the
way of each person’s thinking seriously about his individual situation with the
help of those great thinkers who have stated the alternatives. Students are
made to believe, before examining them, that such thinkers are the exclusive
oppressors.
We survey a bleak and dangerous intellectual scene. What I have described
here is just the tip of the iceberg. Very extreme theory has plugged into polit-
ical practice, and it would require a series of essays to cover the scene. But the
bottom line is that with class, race, and gender dominating the humanities,
alleged to be the only serious issues, and demanding revolution as the solution,
the classical problems of philosophy and literature are systematically being
suppressed.
The result is that young persons who are going to be citizens, statesmen,
or soldiers can no longer learn from Thucydides, Plato, Machiavelli, and Hegel
how to address the great issues of the relation between power and justice. This
is a very in¶uential movement, and I really do not know what can be done
about it, as its adherents gradually take control of all tenured posts in the uni-
versity humanities departments, with the enthusiastic support of TV anchor-
men and the trendier parts of the press. I hope we can manage to not be too
intimidated by all the propaganda that is being generated by those disciplines.
Maybe we can be heartened to try a new start for ourselves. Most of all, we
must not be intimidated by words like “Eurocentric,” “empowerment,” and
“diversity.” Our sense of national purpose depends on it.
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T he Hazards of Repudiating Tradition
Christina Hoff Sommers
n the late sixties a group of hippies living in the Haight-Ashbury District of
San Francisco decided that hygiene was a middle class hang-up that they
could best do without. So they lived without it. For example, baths and show-
ers, though not actually banned, were frowned upon as retrograde practices.
The essayist and novelist Tom Wolfe was intrigued by these hippies who, he
said, “sought nothing less than to sweep aside all codes and restraints of the
past and start out from zero.”1
After a while the hippies’ principled aversion to modern hygiene had con-
sequences as unpleasant as they were unforeseen. Wolfe describes them thus:
At the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic there were doctors who were treating
diseases no living doctor had ever encountered before, diseases that had
disappeared so long ago they had never even picked up Latin names, dis-
eases such as the mange, the grunge, the itch, the twitch, the thrush, the
scroff, the rot.2
The itching and the manginess eventually began to vex the hippies, lead-
ing them individually to seek help from the local free clinics. Step by step, they
had to rediscover for themselves the rudiments of modern hygiene. Wolfe re-
fers to it as the “Great Relearning.” The Great Relearning is what has to hap-
pen whenever earnest reformers extirpate too much, whenever, “starting from
I
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zero,” they jettison basic social practices and institutions, abandoning com-
mon routines, defying common sense, reason, conventional wisdom—and
sometimes sanity itself.
Wolfe draws attention to other, more consequential experiments of our
century: Marxist-Leninism, Maoism, fascism. Each movement had its share
of zealots and social engineers who believed in “starting from zero.” They had
faith in a new order and ruthlessly cast aside the traditional arrangements.
Among the unforeseen consequences of these experiments were mass suffer-
ing and genocide on an unprecedented scale. Eastern Europeans are just be-
ginning their own “Great Relearning,” reviving religious institutions and the
teachings of the older ethic that many thought had been lost forever. They
now realize, to their dismay, that starting from zero had been a calamity, that
the structural damage wrought by the political zealots has handicapped their
societies for decades to come. They are learning that it is far easier to tear apart
a social fabric than it is to piece it together again.
America too has had its share of revolutionary developments—not so
much political as moral. We have been living though a great experiment of
“moral deregulation” whose ¤rst principle seems to be that there is no right or
wrong, it’s just what works for you. Not everyone has joined in this experiment,
but even those who have are becoming increasingly alarmed at the outcome.
Concerned observers point to some of the ways the social fabric has been
unraveling in recent decades—with signs of greater entropy to come. Most
worrying of all are facts about teenagers. We are daily numbed by stories of
sociopathic violence. Sexually transmitted disease is a rampant problem. Teen-
age suicide has tripled since the sixties. Teenage pregnancy has doubled and
now nearly one in every three babies is born to an unwed mother.
How are educators, government of¤cials, and social critics responding?
One word I would use to describe the reaction is “denial.” The strategy seems
to be to put a nice label on it and then maybe it will go away.
Consider how we deny the social crises called “the breakdown of the tra-
ditional family.” Sixteen-year-old unwed mothers on drugs are “nontraditional
parenting teens.” A mother with two children she cannot take care of and with
a third on the way and no husband anywhere in sight is an “alternative family.”
There are no more “broken homes” anymore. We speak blandly and sometimes
even glowingly of “single parenting.”
Many of the problems we now have are the unintended and unforeseen
consequences of revolutionary social policies that seemed right and good to
perhaps the majority of young Americans. Consider the divorce revolution.
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There is a lot to be said for it, not least because making divorce easy meant
that many were freed from loveless marriages. It was part of the sexual revolu-
tion, and there is a lot to be said for that too. But these things happened so
fast that no one had time to do an “environmental impact study.” Well, now
enough time has elapsed and sociologists are stunned by what they are seeing.
Easy divorce has affected children far more seriously and adversely than any-
one had predicted.
Of course, there are many cases where the children make admirable ad-
justments. But statistically, the children of divorced parents are at a distinct
disadvantage. This has come as a rude surprise to many contemporary observ-
ers. Each year there are another 1.25 million divorces in the United States, in-
volving over one million children. Studies by Lenore Weitzman and others
show a correlation between coming from a broken home and a variety of ills
ranging from depression to poor scholastic performance and social violence.3
Most often the child from a broken home loses the father. As if to make
light of this loss, we have begun to speak neutrally of “parenting,” thereby
avoiding reference to the distinct roles that the mother and the father play in
the rearing of a child. Twenty-¤ve years ago you could not ¤nd the androgy-
nous verb “parenting” in any dictionary. But in the euphemistic lexicon of to-
day, parenting has become the favored way of referring to child rearing. It is
as if nothing mothers and fathers do is distinct to their genders: it’s all just
parenting. Yet even when they passively watch their children play, mothers and
fathers engage in quite different ways with their children. Here is how the es-
sayist William Raspberry contrasts them:
It is not a question of right or wrong, but of difference that a mother see-
ing her small child on a jungle gym is more likely to say, “Be careful!”
while the father may say, “Can you climb to the top?” The mother who
asks, “Where does it hurt?” is not wrong, but neither is the father who
says, “You’re okay, shake it off.”4
Recent studies show clearly that the absence of a father from the home is
linked to a high incidence of violence in male children. Seventy percent of ju-
veniles in long-term correctional custody grew up in homes that had no fa-
thers. In her book Boys Will Be Boys, Myriam Miedzian shows cross-culturally
that the link between inadequate fathering and male violence is universal.5 In
other words, the amount of social violence is inversely proportional to the
amount of fathering: less fathering, much more social violence. Fathers appear
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to be central in helping sons develop a conscience and a sense of responsible
manhood. Fathers teach boys that being manly need not mean being aggres-
sive. By contrast, when the father is absent, male children tend to get their
ideas of what it means to be a man from violent peers—often in gangs. Or they
imitate the ways of violent pop heroes. In short, fathers play an indispensable
civilizing role in the social ecosystem.
Instead of facing this stark truth and instituting social policies to recover
some of the stability we have lost, many social thinkers engage in sophisticated
denial that the problem of the missing fathers is serious. One Wellesley Col-
lege sociologist argues that the absence of a father would not matter so much
if men were brought up to be more caring and less aggressive. But that puts
the cart in front of the horse, for it is precisely when the father is absent and
boys are forced to form their conception of masculinity from ¤gures outside
the home that they are at greater risk of growing up to become violent and
uncaring. It would be unfair to say that the Wellesley sociologist and others
like him are not distressed by the ¤ndings that children and society at large
suffer from the absence of the fathers. But such ¤ndings con¶ict with the new
dogma that parental roles are interchangeable, so there is the temptation to
deny that the problem is serious and to explain it away. Among intellectuals
the Great Relearning is often preceded by the Great Explaining Away.
We now jokingly call looters “nontraditional shoppers.” Serial killers like
Jeffrey Dahmer are described as “morally challenged”—again jokingly, but the
truth behind the jokes is that moral deregulation is the order of the day. We
are poking fun at our own society for its lack of moral clarity. People today
seem to be unable to reach clear moral decisions in condemning evil, the kind
of decisions that used to be automatic. We have been denigrating our moral
and social traditions for so long that the fabric of norms that have held our
society together is worn out and discredited. So now we are reduced to hoping
that something or someone—perhaps the social workers, or the police, or three
strikes and you’re out—can hold the center together.
We have to go back—but not to a new drawing board, for that again would
mean just another start from zero. Instead we must concentrate on strength-
ening, reviving, revitalizing, and repairing the normative foundations of our
society. But here we run into a second problem. Many of us are aware that the
center is not holding—but we have unlearned the truths that our forebears
knew: that the center was the country, the military, the church and temple, the
school, and marriage and the family.
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Plato versus A ristotle
Ever since its very beginnings in ancient Greece, social philosophy has moved
between the two poles of Plato’s Republic and Aristotle’s Politics. Plato was in
many ways a conservative, but the Plato of the Republic has been very in¶uen-
tial, and that Plato was a radical utopian who was quite ready to scrap customs
and traditions and start again from zero. Aristotle, on the other hand, respected
the traditional arrangements and sought always to reform them from within.
I should like to elaborate a bit on this historic contrast between the Platonist
and Aristotelian temper, since, in my opinion, we are now philosophically, so-
cially, and intellectually in a Platonist period, while the real problems we face
call for an Aristotelian temper and approach.
Social criticism is an engaging pastime to which philosophers are profes-
sionally addicted. One approach, Aristotelian in method and character, is anti-
radical. It is conservationist and cautious in its recommendations for change. It
is not given to such proposals as radically altering the family or abolishing private
property, and indeed, does not look kindly on such proposals from other philoso-
phers. Aristotle believed in giving great moral weight to traditional arrange-
ments, and he saw common opinion as a primary source of moral truth. Many
of our greatest social and moral philosophers have adopted an Aristotelian
model of social criticism: philosophers as diverse as John Locke, David Hume,
Henry Sidgwick, William James, and Bertrand Russell share with Aristotle the
conservative conviction that traditional arrangements have great moral weight
and that common opinion is a primary source of moral truth.
The more exciting genre of social criticism is not Aristotelian but Platonist
in spirit. Plato’s Republic is a radical treatise. In the Republic, Plato stood above
all social institutions and placed them under “supernal” scrutiny. Looking down
on society as a cave that distorted real values, Plato showed a great readiness to
discount all traditional arrangements. He was the ¤rst philosopher to inspire
generations of utopian social philosophers by constructing an ideal of a society
that re¶ected principles of justice. For Plato, reform of the existing arrange-
ments would not suf¤ce: instead, massive efforts at consciousness-raising and a
complete refashioning of the system, including the family and the schools, were
deemed necessary. Thus Plato was the original radical utopian social engineer.
Plato is the philosopher behind the idea of “starting out from zero.”
In my opinion, Aristotle instinctively understood something that Plato’s ad-
mirers overlook and that Plato himself failed to appreciate: traditional societies
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are in their own way natural, and there are important similarities between natu-
ral systems and moral systems.
We today have become aware that large-scale human intervention into nat-
ural systems can be disastrous. We know that natural history has its reasons and
its wisdom, and we have learned that we are largely ignorant of that wisdom.
For the present, at any rate, ecology is a modest science whose practical advice
seems to be con¤ned to telling us to desist from any large-scale interventions
because of our appalling ignorance. Acting in ignorance can have, and has had,
many fateful consequences. I believe that much of this same cautionary moral
applies to the proponents of radical social reform.
But here we come up against a deplorable paradox. For it is ironically true
that many of the people who are so prominent in urging caution and sensitiv-
ity in ecological matters—the very people who counsel us wisely to be careful
and conservative and to avoid making serious changes in nature’s traditions—
are irresponsibly different when it comes to embracing an activist social phi-
losophy whose radical goals may include such measures as eliminating the tra-
ditional family and other traditional institutional arrangements.
Change is ¤ne. Change is inevitable. But looking at what the rapid revo-
lutionary changes have effected in our stressed society, it would seem that we
need a group of moral ecologists who would be concerned to protect our frag-
ile but vital social institutions (some of which have taken millennia to evolve)
in just the way ecologists are counseling us to protect systems in nature.
To be sure, this comparison between moral and natural systems must be
made carefully. After all, could it not be used to justify unjust traditions or cruel
customs? Institutions such as slavery and practices like human sacri¤ce or suttee
(burning the widow along with the dead husband on the funeral pyre) have long
histories, and many have argued that they too have some inherent logic of their
own. Such “established customs” seem to constitute serious contradictions to
the proposition that tradition has moral authority. To this objection, the brief
but somewhat oversimpli¤ed rejoinder begins by admitting that institutions are
generally imperfect and almost always in need of reform. However, some insti-
tutions and practices are essentially unjust and must be eliminated. The prac-
tices of slavery and suttee are essentially unjust and not subject to reform. (What
would it mean to introduce “reforms” into the practice of human sacri¤ce?) By
contrast, an institution like marriage, the family, or an imperfect democracy—
such as the one we live in—will have many unjust features, but these basic social
arrangements do not need to be abolished but rather repaired and made better.
So it is possible to practice moral ecology without being a hidebound con-
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servative. It is possible to be an Aristotelian, rejecting utopian approaches and
solutions, while being sympathetic to and active in bringing about social
changes that amend our institutions without repudiating them and “starting
from zero.” I think of Aristotle as an advocate of moral ecology, not so much
a conservative as a conservationist. Just as the conservationist often opposes
radical interventions into a sensitive ecology, so the moral conservationist op-
poses what Sir Karl Popper calls utopian social engineering, favoring instead
reforms that remedy injustice without starting from zero, reforms that do not
destroy imperfect but necessary institutions. For the conservationist, morality
is just as much a matter of mores as it is of abstract moral principles, and the
actual norms of any tradition—with the exception of those that are essentially
unjust—have a prima facie moral force.
Nothing I have said should be taken to mean that I believe there is no
place for the Platonist temper in social criticism. Sometimes the traditional so-
cial arrangements are intolerable and unjust; in such cases revolutionary mea-
sures may be called for. But today, in our contemporary democratic Western
culture, it is Aristotle that we need. Our culture is under radical stress. And
we need badly to be reminded that the more radical the solution, the more it
is subject to the law of unintended consequences.
Deconstructing American Institutions
It is a matter of serious concern that in the modern university environment
there are far too many Platos and too few Aristotles. Our schools have their
full quota of would-be social engineers, consciousness-raisers, utopians, philos-
opher kings and queens who, like Plato, are eager to describe for us the evils
of the cave we live in and even more eager to take the lead in showing us the
way out into their own brave new, just social order. On campuses throughout
the United States, the new historians, poststructuralists, Marxists, radical fem-
inists, deconstructionists, and other debunkers are busy “critiquing,” denounc-
ing, excoriating the cave culture and advocating its replacement, mostly
without attending to any of the unintended consequences of the alternatives
they are promoting.
As a lecturer around the country I meet more and more students who have
little or no respect for the United States. I don’t mean merely that they ¤nd
fault with certain aspects of our society—that is healthy, good, and to be en-
couraged; I mean they seem to view it as an evil empire—a military industrial
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complex or a fascist patriarchy—unworthy of respect. Many condemn the es-
tablished culture by deriding our philosophical, artistic, and literary greats as
a bunch of “DWEMS”—dead white European males. They see Christopher
Columbus as a genocidal villain; the founding fathers are “patriarchal oppres-
sors,” as are the military commanders who led American armed forces to vic-
tory in the global con¶icts of this century.
Being a feminist myself, I am disturbed that many of my academic femi-
nist colleagues are playing so central a role in denigrating our culture. The pas-
sion for attacking our established customs and traditions is running so high
that we all now seem willing to believe even the most outrageous statistics—
especially those that “prove” what a morally suspect creature the American
male really is. There are quite a few feminists who are anxious to educate us
about this and to recruit us in a socially divisive gender war. I shall give you
some examples of how this works and how it affects our attitudes to the family.
In her book Revolution from Within, Gloria Steinem informs her readers
that “in this country alone . . . about 150,000 females die of anorexia each
year.”6 That is more than three times the annual number of fatalities from car
accidents for the total population. Steinem cites another feminist best-seller,
Naomi Wolf ’s The Beauty Myth, as her source. And in Ms. Wolf ’s book one
does indeed ¤nd the statistic, along with the author’s outrage. “How,” she asks,
“would America react to the mass self-immolation by hunger of its favorite
sons?”7 Although “nothing justi¤es comparison with the Holocaust,” she can-
not refrain from making it anyway. “When confronted with a vast number of
emaciated bodies starved not by nature but by men, one must notice a certain
resemblance” (my emphasis).8
Where did Ms. Wolf get her ¤gures? Her source is Fasting Girls by Joan
Brumberg,9 a historian and former director of women’s studies at Cornell Uni-
versity. Brumberg gives the American Anorexia Association as her source. I
called that association and spoke to Dr. Diane Mickley, its president. “We were
misquoted,” she said. In a 1985 newsletter the association had referred to
150,000–200,000 sufferers of eating disorders. Apparently, someone misread
this as 150,000 anorectic fatalities per year.
What is the correct morbidity rate? According to the Division of Vital
Statistics at the National Center for Health Statistics, there are fewer than 100
deaths from anorexia per year. In 1991, for example, there were 54 deaths.
But now the false ¤gure of 150,000 fatalities—such dramatic evidence for
the view that our “sexist society” demeans women by objectifying their bodies—
is widely accepted as true. Ann Landers repeated it in her syndicated column in
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April 1992. “Every year, 150,000 American women die from complications asso-
ciated with anorexia and bulimia.”10
The anorexia “crisis” is only one example of the kind of provocative mis-
information being purveyed. It has the effect of portraying us as a society di-
vided against itself along the lines of gender: misogynist males “objectify”
women. Women, seeking desperately to please men, sacri¤ce their very lives.
The message of a divided society is being sent in many different ways. In
January 1993 newspapers and television networks reported an alarming ¤nd-
ing: incidence of domestic battery tended to rise by 40 percent on Super Bowl
Sunday. NBC, which was broadcasting the game that year, made special pleas
to men to stay calm. The feminists called for emergency preparations in antici-
pation of the expected increase in violence. They also used the occasion to
drive home the message that maleness and violence against women are
synonymous. Nancy Isaac, a research associate who specializes in domestic vi-
olence at the Harvard School of Public Health, told the Boston Globe: “It’s a
day for men to revel in their maleness and unfortunately, for a lot of men that
includes being violent toward women if they want to be.”11
Almost all journalists accepted the 40 percent ¤gure at face value and duly
reported the bleak tidings. The sole blessed exception was Ken Ringle, a reporter
at the Washington Post, who decided to check on the sources. He quickly found
that the story had no basis in fact.12 It turns out that Super Bowl Sunday is in no
way different from other days in the amount of domestic violence. Though Rin-
gle exposed the falsity of the rumor, it had done its work: millions of American
women who heard about it are not aware that it is not true.
To the question: “Why is everyone so credulous?” we must add another:
“Why is there so much enthusiasm for putting husbands and fathers in a sin-
ister light?” I have written a book to answer these questions. Suf¤ce it to say
that the campaign to denigrate men is widespread and unrelenting. Gloria
Steinem’s portrait of male-female intimacy under “patriarchy” is typical:
Patriarchy requires violence or the subliminal threat of violence in order
to maintain itself. . . . The most dangerous situation for a woman is not
an unknown man in the street, or even the enemy in wartime, but a hus-
band or lover in the isolation of their own home.13
But the more careful studies on domestic violence simply do not bear out
the implied claim that the average American man—the husband, the sports
fan, the boyfriend—is a violent bully. Richard J. Gelles and Murray A. Straus
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are academic social scientists (from the University of Rhode Island and the
University of New Hampshire, respectively) who have been studying domestic
violence for more than twenty-¤ve years. Their research is among the most re-
spected and frequently cited by other social scientists, by police, by the FBI,
and by the personnel in domestic violence agencies. They have found that vio-
lence occurs in approximately 12 percent of American families, but that most
of the violence consists of occasionally “shoving, pushing, grabbing and slap-
ping,” with no intimidation and no physical harm. And women do it to men
just as often as men do it to women. The truly brutal violence (hitting, punch-
ing, beating up) is found in approximately 3–4 percent of homes.14 Here too
the women do it as well, but the injuries are mainly caused by men. In a coun-
try as large as ours, that translates into a tragically large number of violent
homes. Clearly we need sound social policy and effective law enforcement to
help deal with this problem. But if 88 percent of families have no violence at
all, and only about 3–4 percent have serious violence, why is the average family
being impugned? Some men are indeed violent bullies, and any humane and
moral person should want to see them brought down. But why impugn all
men? Why portray all families as unsafe, unjust, and abusive?
The American family is under severe stress; it badly needs to be forti¤ed and
renewed. Yet at the very moment the growing disintegration of the family is
posing serious threats to the future of our social order, we ¤nd a host of articulate
and angry social critics attacking the family. These Platonist critics regard the
family as an unjust institution, a “bulwark of patriarchy” that reinforces the sub-
jugation of women in distinct gender roles. They look forward to the day when
the traditional family will be replaced by “more just” institutions, a day when
women will no longer have the main responsibility for the rearing of children.
It is unfortunate and sad that at a time of social entropy in which families are
endangered and weak and millions of our children are at risk, these clever fem-
inist critics are on the side of the forces that seek to destroy the family as we have
known it.
The feminist radicals portray us as a misogynist “rape culture.” Other radi-
cals portray us as an imperialist culture that leads the advantaged nations in
exploiting a hapless third world. Neither type of radical has affection for us as
we are, and both want radical change. I have my special bones to pick with the
feminist utopians, who speak glibly of “dismantling the patriarchy.” But we
should be looking with alarm as well as skepticism upon the preachments of
all utopians. My advice to students who ¤nd themselves mesmerized by their
radical teachers, who are “critiquing” everything in sight and promoting their
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utopian solutions, is to ask: “Where are the Aristotelians? Who is making the
case for tradition, for common sense, for conservationism? The social conse-
quences of the revolutionary contempt for tradition are becoming increasingly
evident. Who, among those urging the radical solutions, knows anything
about how to reduce the level of violence in our society today?”
I do not say we should summarily dismiss the modern-day utopians. They
are the contemporary heirs of a social critique that does not hesitate to start
from zero. This kind of social critique is always exciting and provocative. But
we should be demanding the Aristotelian counterpoise, we should be examin-
ing the unintended consequences of a rampant radical distrust for tradition
and the traditional institutions. We badly need a perspective that abjures the
Platonist impulse to totalizing solutions that start from zero.
People’s Soup
I was a kind of radical in the sixties. Without knowing what it meant, I called
myself a Marxist in my freshman year of college. I was on the periphery of a
group of students who occupied a building at New York University and held
a computer hostage for a few days. My mother recalls a poster of Che Guevara
on my wall. “When did you stop being a radical?” people sometimes ask me.
It did not happen all at once. It was a gradual process of disillusionment. But
I have a clear and distinct memory of my ¤rst moment of disenchantment.
It happened in 1968 at a peace march I was attending in Washington, D.C.
Thousands of protesters had turned out, so the demonstration organizers set
up makeshift food and drink stations. It was cold and rainy, and I waited in a
long line for a cup of hot soup. When I ¤nally reached the front of the line
and saw a steaming vat of liquid, I politely and dif¤dently asked, “What kind
of soup is it?” An angry young revolutionary woman in charge of the soup
looked up at me in disgust for having asked such a bourgeois question. “It’s
people’s soup,” she snarled. (It made me think of little people swimming
around in broth.) I withdrew, sans soup, as the kitchen commissar, her com-
rades, and some of the people in line snickered and sneered at me. The entire
event lasted no more than twenty seconds. But I would never forget it. I saw
in that young woman and her cohorts an authoritarianism, an intolerance, and
a self-righteousness that I had thought existed only on the right.
At the time it was fashionable to speak of overthrowing the U.S. govern-
ment. “Power to the People,” we chanted. Until that moment, I never really
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thought about what it would really mean if The People took over. I was only
seventeen and it would be a few years before I read Plato or Aristotle, or
George Orwell or Tom Wolfe, but I sensed even then that a radical uprising
could mean the seizure of power by a frightening horde, forcing People’s Soup
on everyone. You might say it was the beginning of my disenchantment with
the idea of starting from zero.
Later I was to learn who my philosophical mentors were. I learned that I
preferred Aristotle to Plato, John Locke to Karl Marx, John Stuart Mill to Si-
mone de Beauvoir. I learned how much easier it was to “critique” and to jeer
at our institutions and culture than to understand and appreciate them. I was
to learn—and it shocked me to learn it—that those who would transform our
society along some party line blueprint almost always do far more harm than
good. That was dismaying; I would much rather have believed that a utopia
was realizable—that society could be radically transformed for the better.
Milan Kundera writes about the temptation to believe even in the face of dis-
illusionment:
People like to say: Revolution is beautiful, it is only the terror arising from
it which is evil. But that is not true. The evil is already present in the beau-
tiful. Hell is already contained in the dream of paradise.15
I am now convinced that the hell contained in the dream is manifest in
the contempt that revolutionaries have for the reality they wish to destroy. Karl
Marx once suggested that those who seek to understand the world are missing
the point. The point, he said, is not to understand the world, but to change it.
Many a utopian is attracted to this counsel. They neither understand nor sym-
pathize with the world they are assaulting; in fact, they learn to hate it. And
when they succeed in destroying their society, the ensuing misery is mainly
borne by the children who live in the new order.
In my opinion, we today are not unlike those confused hippies in the late
1960s who showed up at the doors of the free clinics in Haight-Ashbury to get
their dose of traditional medicine. I pray we have the good sense to do that too.
The cures for what ails us are known and they are available. We need to take an
active stand against the divisive unlearning that is corrupting the integrity of
our society and political culture. The poet William Butler Yeats talked of the
center and warned us that it was not holding. Others talk of the social fabric and
of tradition. We need to reinforce the center. We need to repair the social fabric.
We need to teach and to pass on the traditions that bind us.
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The past few decades have seen an assault on the sustaining institutions
of our society, and these now need our conscious protection and care if they
are to be preserved. Our American society is in many ways admirable and en-
viable; in any case, it is our society, and in preserving it we preserve ourselves.
We need to devote ourselves to strengthening the institutions and social ar-
rangements that nurture us. If we again become alive to the value of our tra-
ditions and our institutions, if we become determined to preserve and protect
them, we will be doing what needs to be done to redeem and to safeguard our
future: our own lives and those of our children will be more secure, more
digni¤ed, more humane.
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